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[ Introductory
Comment;'N

This instructional training package was prepared to introduce

practitioners to methods for developing and validating criterion-

referenced tests and to methods for using and reporting criterion-

referenced test score information. In preparing the document we at-

tempted to accomplish three goals:

1. Provide's comprehensive presentation of criterion-referenced

testing technology;

2. Emphasize the most recent substantive and technological
advances in the field;

3. Emphasize criterion-referenced testing contributions that are

tt

both important and relatively easy to use.

Material in the Practitioner', Guidebook is organized into ten

units of instruction. \The ten unit titles are: 'N

1. Introduction to Criterion-Reference,:. Testing

2. Preparation of Objectives and Test Items

3. Assessment of Content Validity

4. Test Assembly and Administration

5. Reliability, Validity and Norms

6. Issues and Methods for Standard-Setting

7. Criterion-Referenced Test and Test Manual Evaluations

8. Use and Reporting of Test Score Information

9. Design of Criterion-Referenced Testing Programs Two Examples

10. New Developments and Areas for Further Research
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Each unit is divided into several sections. The first two usually

provide an overview to the unit and an introduction to the topics

which will be covered in the unit. The remaining sections provide, in

a logical sequence, relevant technical material and examples. The

selection of content reflects our bias toward criterion- referenced test
t.1

methods which are fairly straightforward to undei tand, address satis-

factorily thek.,problems at hand, and are relatively easy to apply. In

some instances it was necessary to violate this guideline when a method

meeting our guideline was not available. Also, in a small number of

instances, we included optional material which we felt may be of interest

to practitioners. These sections are marked by\an "*". They can be

skipped without any loss in continuity.

The final section of each unit includes a list of cited references.

In some units, we included a second list of references to facilitate

further study of content introduced in the unit and/or special topics.

We included flow-charts, figures, and tables whenever possible to imnrove

the readability of our materials.

Many improvements have been made in the second edition of our

Practitioner's Guidebook.

1. A slightly different model for developing criterion-referenced

tests is proposed.

2. Many new examples of domain specifications prepared by curriculum

specialists, teachers, and ourselves are included.

3. New methods And rating forms are offered for conducting content
validation studies.

4. The material on approaches for assessing test score reliability
is updated and tables offered to facilitate the determination
of test length.

4



5. A unit on standard-setting is, now available and the material
in it isreflective of current issues and advancements in the
area.

6. Guidelines and.a rating form for evaluating criterion-
referenced tests and test manuals are improved.

The present document is lengthy!' Still, we are certain that several

additional topics should be included in a third edition;

1. We limited our discussion to the construction 'nd uses of

paper and.pencil tests. (In a later edition. de,plan to add
several units on performance testing.)

t

2. The present document includes no references to the measurement
of affective outcomes. (The interested reader is referred to

Popham's Criterion-Referenced Measurement, Prentice-Hall,
1978.)

3. We plan to include some case histories of teacher, school,

district, and state-wide efforts to produce criterion-
referenced tests.

4. A unit on descriptive and inferential statistics for test

developers will be added. Also, we will include some material

on Bayesian statistical methods and decision theory.
w,o

5. Methods for studying criterion- :referenced test item and test

score bias will be prepared as soon as sufficient information

is available on'the topic. For the moment, we recommend
interested individuals apply the methods being advanced for

use with norm-referenced tests.

We would like to hear from individuals who use the materials.

Specifically, we would be interested in:

1. Your general comments about the materials;

2. Areas where you feel we have been incomplete, ambiguous, or

inaccurate;

3. Your suggestions for expanding the material.

We expect that the Practitioner's Guidebook will be published in

1980. However, until the materials are published, the Northwest Regional

Educationa,1 Laboratory (in Portland, Oregon) has agreed to distribute the

document through its Clearinghouse.

9
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1.0 Overview of the Unit

This unit was prepared to introduce readers to the topic of criterion-

referenced test technology. Specifically, we will (1) provide some back-

ground, (2) consider the issue oE definitions, (3) address the need for

a theory and practice of criterion-referenced tests, (4) compare norm-

de

-referenced tests and criterion-referenced tests (5) consider shortcomings

of norm-referenced tests, and (6) introduce a framework for studying the

remainder of the units. With regard to point (6), we will introduce a
c

twelve step model for developing and validating criterion-referenced Lasts.

Also, we will introduce a framework for using and reporting criterion-

referenced test score information.



1.1 Introduction
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Glaser (1963) and Popham and Husek (1969) were the first to intro-

duce and to popularize the field of 'criterion-referencedtesLina. Their

motive was to provide the kind of test score information needed to make
/r

a variety of individual and programmatic decisions arising in objectives-

based instructional programs. Norm-referenced tests were seen as less

than ideal for providing the desired kind of test score information.

.Presently, there are'millions of students at all levels of edu-

cation taking criterion-referenced tests. Criterion-referenced tests

are used to monitor individual progress through objectives -baked instruc-

tional programs, to diagnose learning deficiencies, to evaluate educa-

tional and social action programs, and to assess competencies on various

certification and licensing examinations. There are many more uses as

well.

Unfortunately, until recently (Hambleton and Eignor,

1978, 1979; Millman, 1974; Popham, 1978a), there have been few

reliable guidelines for test construction, test assessment, and test

score interpretation, and this in turn has hampered effective usage of

criterion-referenced tests. Over the years, standard procedures for

testing and measurement within a norm-referenced framework have become

well-known to educator's; however, these procedures are much less appro-

priate when the questions being asked concern what examinees can and

cannot do (Glaser, 1963; Hambleton and Novick, 1973; Popham and Husek,

1969). Norm-referenced tests are constructed, principally, to facil-

itate the comparison of individuals (or groups) with one another or

with respect to a norm group on the ability measured by a test.

t
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Criterion-referenced tests are constructed to permit the interpretation' .

of individual (and group) test scores relative t% a set of objectives.

Perloff, Perloff, and Sussna (1976) noted "the first recorded instance
or

of evaluation occurred when man, woman and serpent were punished for

having engaged in acts which apparently had not been among the objec-

tives defined by the program circumscribing their exlieence." They

might have added that the "assessment measure" was a criterion-referenced

test. Adam's and Eve's behaviors relative to some stated objectives

were compared to performance standards and found to:Nbe deficient: "(Un-

fortunately, the combined failure of Adam and Eve on that single

criterion-referenced test has had a long range effect on the rest of us.

Fortunately, such long-lasting and far-reaching results of a person's

criterion-referenced test scores are "unusual.)

As an alternative to norm-referenced tests, criterion-referenced

tests were introduced. Criterion-referenced cests are intended to meet

the testing and measurement requirements in objectives-based instructional

programs, competency-based certification programs, and numerous other

situations where someone is interested in the performance of examinees

relative to a set of objectives or competencies.

The last time anyone bothered to count, there were over 600

references cn the topic of criterion-referenced testing. Unfortunately,
le

there are almost.as many ideas about what a criterion-referenced test

is as there are contributors to the field. Ross Traub put it best when

he suggested that some new c.nt.ributions were akin to "stirring muddy

water."

4
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One of the major sources of confusion is over the word "criterion."

For many individuals, 'it refers to a performance standard, a minimum pro-

fic=iency leirel, or a cut-off score. Bit it is clear from the two most;

influential criterion-referenced testing papers in the 1960's (Glaser,

1963; Popham and Husek, 1969).that these writers used the ward "criterion"

Theseto refer to a "domain of behaviors." These authors were interested in

referencing examinee test performance to a well-defined domain of behaviors

measuring an objective or competency. For further discussion of criterion-

referenced test definitions, the int-bleated reader is referred to Donlon

(1974), Hambleton and Novick (1973), Millman (1974), and Popham (1978a).

Popham (1978a) provides the definition we prefer and the one we

will work with in our instructional materials. It is:
d

A criterion-referenced test is used to ascertain an

individual's status [referred to as a domain Acore]

with respect to a well-defined behavior domain.

It is often the case that a criterion-referenced test will measure more

than a single objective. If so, items within the test are organized

into non-overlapping,subtests corresponding to the objectives measured

by the test. Popham's definition is similar to the one offered by

Millman (1974) and others for a domain-referenced test. The term,

"domain-referenced test," is a good one because it is descriptive and

therefore less apt to be misunderstood by practitioners. However, we

agree with W. James Popham (one of the leading contributors to the Hold

of criterion-referenced testing and a strong advocate for criterion-

referenced testing) on the matter of which "test label" is the most

useful. Presently, there is considerable public support for the term,

.
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A

criterionoferenbed tests" and therefore we feel it would be unfor-

tunate if a new campaign had to be initiated by educatoi:s for the term,

"domain-referenced tests." It is true though that few so-called

"criterion-referenced tests" could satisfy the demands required by the

criterion-referenced test definition offered above.

Currently, there is confusion over the differences among three

kinds of tests -- criterion-referenced tests, domain-referenced tests,

and objectives-referenced tests. If Popham's definition of a criterion-

referenced test is adopted, there is no essential difference between

criterion-referenced tests and domain-referenced tests. Objectives-

referenced tests are tests consisting of items that are matched to ob-

jectives. The primary distinction between criterion-referenced tests

and objectives-referenced tests is as follows: In a criterion-referenc'ed

test, the items are a representative set of items from a clearly defined

&main of behaviors measuring an objective,whereas, with an objectives-

. referenced test, no domain of behaviors is specified, and items Are not

reonsidered to be representative of any behavior domain. This distinction

\>. has important implications for the kinds of generalizations that can be

made from criterion-referenced test scores as compared to objectives-

referenced test scores and is the reason we prefer Popham's definition.

It is interesting to note that most (if not all) commerCiaLly prepared

"criterion-referenced tests" on the market today, would be called

"objectives- referenced tests" if Popham's definition for a criterion-

referenced test is adopted.

With the availability of a test theory for norm-referenced measure-

ments,procedures exist for constructing appropriate measuring instruments,

i.e., norm-referenced tests. Since the primary purpose for norm-referenced

, 12
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tests and criterion-referenced tests are fundamentally different, it is not

surprising that a different theory and practice of testing is needed

to handle the problem of testing to assess competence. It should be

noted that a no1m- referenced test can be used for criterion-referenced

measurement, albeit with some difficulty, since the selection of items

is such that many objectives will very likely not be covered on the

test or, at best, will be covered with only a few items. It has beep

noted by at least two writers (Millman, 1974; Traub, 1972) that when

items in a norm-(referenced test can be matched to objectives, criterion-

referenced interpretations of the scores are possible, although they

a-. quite limited in generalizability.

A criterion-referenced test constructed by procedures especially

designed to facilitate criterion-referenced measurement can be and some-

*
times is used to make norm-referenced measurements. However, a criterion-

referenced test isnot constructed specifically to maximize the vari-

ability of test scores (whereas a norm-referenced test is). Thus, since

the distribution of scores on a criterion-referenced test will tend to

be more homogeneous; it is obvious that such a test will he less useful

for ordering individuals on the measured ability. In summary, a norm-

referenced test can be used to make criterion-referenced measurements,

and a criterion-referenced test can be used to make norm-referenced

measurements-, but neither usage will be particularly satisfactory

(Hambleton and Novick, 1973).

It has been argued by some test developers that to refer to tests

as either norm-referenced or criterion- referenced tests may be mielead-

ing since measurements obtained from either testing instrument can be

given a norm-referenced interpretation, criterion-referenced interpretation,

13
1.



or both. The important distinction made was that between norm-referenced

measurement and criterion-referenced measurement (Glaser, 1963; Hambleton

and Novick, 1973). From a historical pe--pective, this d; tinction

important -ince a methodology for constructing criterion-referenced tests

did not exist, at least at the time of Glaser's article. Criterion-

referenced tests were constructed in the same manner as norm-referenced

tests, and as pointed out above, the usage was not satisfactory. However,

in view of recent developments in the field, it would be correct to

refer to a test as either criterion-referenced or norm -referenced. In

fact, given the Operational definitions, the distinctions between

criterion-referenced tests and norm-referenced tests are both unambiguous

and meaningful.

Of course, not all educators agree on the usefulness of criterion-

referenced tests (see, for example, the debates between Block [19,71] and

Ebel [1971] and between Popham [1978b] and Ebel [1978]). Our position is

that criterion-referenced tests can serve a wide variety of uses, and their

usefulness will be enhanced through knowledge and understanding of

c.

technical developments which address their proper construction, valida-
,

tion, and usage.
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1.2 Minimum Competency Tests

The establishment of minimum competendy testing programs in

elementary and secondary schools, and for many professions, has reached

immense proportions (or epidemic proportions, if you view the trend

negatively). For example,.well over half (33 to be exact) of the states

have passed legislation requiring assessment of the "competence" of

their elementary and high school students (Pipho, 1973). Further, many

of these states require that students demonstrate at least a minimum

level of performance on a set of Competencies in order to receive a

high school graduation diploma. Why are so many state.legislatures,

mandating minimum competency testing? It appears that it is to dis-

couragecourage schools from the practice of promoting all students and awarding

high school graduation diplomas based on school attendance only. It is

common for legislators and parents to say that minimum requirements in

the "basic skills" must be set foi students to graduate with a diploma

which has some meaning.

The rapidity of change in school, district, and statewide testing

programs and the demand for high quality tests has dictated that sub-

stantial research and development work be undertaken. Included among

the more important research and development topics are: Identification

and definition of competencies, management of competency testing pro-

grams, development and validation of competency tests, methods of

determining standards, and uses and interpretations of competency test

scores.

15
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Competency testing technology would. be in an embryonic stage

were it not for the work done in developing a criterion-referenced

testing technology since the late 1960's. A competency test is simply

a particular kind of criterion-referenced test and therefore, likd a

criterion-referenced test, it must be developed and used in ways some-

what different to better-known norm-referenced tests. All (or nearly

all) which follows in this Practitioner's Guidebook will apply equally

0
well to both criterion-referenced tests, and what have come to be known

as competency and minimum competency teats.
.I

Perhaps we should begin with a definition.of a competency test

A competency test is designed to determine an__
examinee's level of performance relative to
each competency being measured. Each compe-

tency is described by a well-defined behavior
domain (Hambleton and Eignor, 1979).

Clearly, competency tests and criterion-referenced tests are

equivalent. Perhaps the only differences are the contexts in which the

,terms are used and the characteristics measured by the tests. However,

there is no need for two expressions. The definition makes clear that

the purpose of a competency test is to provide information about an

individual examinee's level of performance on each competency which is7T
measured by a test. There will be as many test scores as there are

competencies measured by a test. Also, competencies are clearly written

so that there will be a high level of agreement among users of the test

about the content (behaviors) defining the competency. This de-

sirable goal can be accomplished through the use of "domain specifica-

tions"(Popham, 1978a). This term will be described in more detail later.

There is one other point. There is nothing inherent in the definition of

a competency test which requires test scores to be compared to "standards."

16
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In fact, the percentage scores (reported by competency) provide excellent

descriptive information about examinee performance. Since it is common,

however, to interpret examinee test performance relative to standards

(an examinee who scores equal to or above a standard set at 70% [say]

on the set of test items included in a competency test is described

as a "master" or "competent"), it is necessary to introduce a new term,
r.

"minimum competency testing."

A minimum competency test is designed to determine
whether an examinee has reached a prespecified level
of performance relative to each competency being'

..ing4Pmred. The " prespecified level" or "standard"
may vary from one competency to the next. Also,

each competency is described by a well-defined
behavior domain.

A "standard" (sometimes it is called a "cut-off score" or a "minimum

prdficiency level") is a point on a test score scale which is used to

separate examinees into two categories, each reflecting a different level-

of proficiency relative to the competency measured by the test under

consideration. It is common to assign labels such as "master" or

"competent" to those persons in the higher-scoring category and "non

master" or "competent" to those persons in the lower-scoring category.

Note that if a test measures more than a single competency and if examinees

are to be classified into competency categories based on their performance

on each set of items measuring a competency, as is often the case, a

standard is set for each competency measured by the test. There,can be

as many competency decisions as there are competencies measured by the

test.

17
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From the definitions above, it is clear that minimum competency

tests are a special type of competericy test (tests where standards are

introduced to interpret examinee performance) and as we mentioned

earlier, competency'tests are a special type of criterion-referenced

test (i.e., those tests which are used usually in certification and

licensing situations).

IS
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1.3 Comparison of Norm-Referenced Tests
and Criterion-Referenced Tests

Similarities and differences between norm-referenced tests and

criterion-referenced tests are summarized below under nine topics.

Purpose

A norm-referenced test is designed to facilitate comparisons
among examinees on the ability being measured.

A criterion-referenced test is designed to assess an examinee's

level of performance relative to a well-defined behavior domain.

Test Development Method

For a norm - referenced test, a test blueprint is prepared and

items are written according to the blueprint. An important

factor in item selection is the statistical properties of the

test items (item difficulty and discrimination). In general,

items of moderate difficulty (p-values in the range .30 to .70)

and high discriminating power (point biserial correlations

over .30) are the most likely to be selected for inclusion

in a test because they contribute substantially to test score

variance. Test reliability and validity will, generally,
be higher when test score variance is high.

For a criterion - referenced' test, domain specifications are

prepared and items written to measure the domain specifications.

Tnst items are selected for a criterion-referenced test if

they are "reflective" of the domain they were written to measure
and if they can serve as a "representative" set of test items

defined by the domain specification. (A domain specification
represents an attempt to clearly define the behavior domain
associated with a particular objective or competency.)

Measurement Scales

The norm-referenced test score scale is anchored in the
middle (the average level of group performance).

For criterion-referenced test score scales, the anchor points
are two in number and located at the ends of the scale (0%
and 100%).

Test Score Uses

Norm-referenced test scores are often used to make comparisons
among examinees or to handle "fixed quota" selection problems

19
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(i.e., the problem when there is a fixed number of "vacancies"

and the number of applicants.exceeds the number of vacancies).

Ctiterion-referenced test scores are used (1) to make descrip-

tive statements about what examinees'can do, (2) to make

instructional decisions, and (3) to evaluate programs and

their effectiveness. Examinees are judged primarily on their

own merits. There are instances where examinees (or groups)

may be compared with one another, but this is not a primary

use of the scores. Criterion-eferenced tests are often u- i

.in "quota-free" selection problems (i.e., situations when . )

limits are placed on the number of examinees receiving a

"passing score").

An important point to note is that both norm-referenced tests

and criterion-referenced tests "sort" individuals. However,

norm-referenced tests are used to sort examinees according to

their,performance on the test and criterion-referenced tests

are used to sort examinees into groups according to their

mastery or-non-masteryolls measured-hya-test.

Test Score Generalizabilfty

There is seldom interest in making generalizaticns from norm-

referenced test scores. Usually, the job is completed when

test scores are compared to appropriate norms tables.

With criterion-referenced test scores, the matter of generaliz-

ability is important. Seldom would anyone be content to inter-

pret an examinee's score in terms of the specific items on a

test. (Incidentally, this is all that can be appropriately

done with scores obtained from objectives-referenced tests.)

If the objective measured by a test is clear, and if items

are selected to be representative of the behavior domain

defining the objective, examinee test performance on a set

of items included in the test can be generalized to test

performance in the larger domain of behaviors. Strong

criterion-referenced test score interpretations of the kind

just described are usually of interest to criterion-referenced

test users. (So much so that they usually make a Lt/Loral

interpretation whether justified or not!)
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Specificity of Test Score Information

A norm-referenced test provides a summary of a somewhat abitract
area of achievement.

A criterion-referenced test provides very specific and detailed
information about a clearly defined area of achievement.

Instructional Applications

Users of norm-referenced tests espouse the view that learning
is a compl4 process consisting of concepts .and relationships
organized in a hierarchical arrangement.

Users of criterion-referenced tests are endorsing the notion
that things learned can be separated into discrete categories
(referred to-as obiectiveskiirs, or competencies).-

Reliability and Validity Issues

Norms

For both types of tests, reliability and validity considerations
are important. However, since test score reliability and
validity are also specific to the intended uses of the scores,
and since norm-referenced test scores and criterion-referenced
test scores are used to address different types of problems,
it is not surprising that approaches for assessing reliability
and validity will differ with each type of test.

Norms tables are of central importance with norm-referenced
tests. Norms can also be of value when interpreting individual
and group criterion-referenced test scores.

21.
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1.4 Shortcomings :.if Norm-Referenced

Tests in Program Evaluationl

Evaluators are confronted with questions such as, "What is the

average level of performance on a particular set of mathematics ob
.

jectives for a specified group of individuals?" or "How much has a

partiCular group learned from a special reading program?" A common

question asked of Title I program evaluators is "Have X% of a group of

participating students "mastered" over Y% of the reading program objec-

tives?" It is common practice for individuals presented with these

questions to turn to one of Oscar Buros' Mental Measurements Yearbooks

(the eighth edition was published in 1978) and search-for-a-sultable--------------

assessment instrument. But the search is-likely to be a long and frus-

trating one. The great majority (probably over 95%) of the instruments

found in the Yearbooks are norm-referenced instruments. That is, the

instruments were designed primarily to permit comparisons of one individ-

ual with another on the construct or ability measured by the instrument.

Grade-equivalent scores, age-equivalent scores, percentile ranks, and

standard scores are common ways of reporting individual test performance.

All reporting methods permit comparisons among individuals, but they

provide little or no information relative to important questions such as,

"What can an individual (or group) do?'

Because they are used so frequently, you might think (or be

tempted to conclude) that norm-referenced tests provide excellent indi-

cators of program effectiveness. Federal agencies, school boards,

1From a paper by Hambleton, R.K., & Gifford, J. C. Development and

use of criterion-referenced tests to evaluate program effectiveness.

Laboratory of Psychometric and Evaluative Research Report No. 52. Amherst,

MA: School of Education, University of Massachusetts, 1977.
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program evaluators, and even parent groups often request that they be

administered. Why? Well, certainly it could be argued that they are ob-

jective, and usually norm-referenced tests are developed and distributed

by companies with years of experience in the area of testing: Also,

the costs are usually low (at least when compared to the costs of a

program developing and validating its own evaluative instrument). But,

and this is the critical point, it is so difficult to purchase a norm-

referenced test where the content of the test will closely approximate

the objectives or goals of some'specific program.

Let us back up now and look. more closely at the construction and :

uses of norm-referencedi.xests. A norm-referenced test is a test that

is designed to facilitate the comparison of individuals with respect

to one another, or some appropriately chosen norm group. Since the major

purpose of norm-referenced tests is to facilitate comparisons, the

information obtained from a norm-referenced test is information concern-

ing an individual and is best used to make decisions about individuals.

Consequently, norm-referenced tests are often used for selectinge,,placing,

and counseling individuals. In order for a norm-referenced test to be

effective in making meaningful comparisons, it is important that there

be variability in individual responses,. This is accomplished by

selecting test. items from a larger pool of available test items for an

instrument because they have moderate item difficulty levels (typically

in the range .30 to .70) and moderate to high discrimination indices

(point biserial correlations over about .30). Other things being equal,

items so selected will tend to maximize test score variability. Vari-

ability spreads the examinees over the ability scale and allows the

23
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` user co make meaningful comparative'statements about an individual in

terms of the group as a whole. Without variability, all examinees

would be redeiving the same scores and no useful information would be

obtained. In norm-referenced testing, all meaning is dependent entirely

on the comparison of the individual to others.

The most commonly used norm-referenced tests are those prepared

by publishers to be used extensively throughout the country. Test items

are chosen to measure content or goals common to a wide sample and types

of programs. The norm-referenced test provides an overview of an

individual's relative ability in a rather broad content area. The

scores are-report.ed-ae_raw_scores and one or more derived scores (for

example, percentiles, age- or grade-equivalent scores, and-standard_

scores). The raw scores alone have very little meaning. Infer-

ences cannot be made as to what the student knows or does not know. The derived

scores give specific information concerning the relation of an individual's

knowledge or ability to that of a particular reference group.

With the increase of concern for accountability and the efficient

use of tax dollars, program evaluation has taken a position of tremen-

dous importance. Government agencies, for example, need the kind of

information that will enable them to make the most effective decisions.

One of the most commonly used measures of program effectiveness is the

student test score, in particular, the norm-referenced standardized test

score. If this is to be the case, it is crucial that the tools chosen

for evaluation be ideally suited for answering the questions an evaluator

asks. For several reasons norm-referenced tests are not well-suited for

the measurement of program effectiveness. However, there are others

who take a different view (Ebel, 1971, 1978).
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One shortcoming of .,orm-referenced tests in program evaluation

is the discrepancy between the content covered by a test and the

content of a program that is being evalUftik Reasons for the die-

crepancy relate to the basic construction and the misuse of norm-

referenced tests. The tests that are most commonly used in evaluations

are used nationwide and are based on an amalgimat....on of objectives of pros-

grams from all over the country. Each program has different objectives

and different times when the instruction of particular objectives occurs.

?r)

The overlap of program oU7jectives and test objectives will not be complete

and the degree of overlap will change from program to program. This is

particularly true in compensatory educational programs, where the ob-

jectives may be more basic and specific than the general objectives

reflected in norm-referenced tests.

It is often hard. to find a standardized achievement measure where

the content covered by the measure closely matches the content goals of

a particular program being evaluated. Therefore, any evidence from the

achievement measure can always be discarded. When the match between test

content and program content is low, we have nothing of value. Since

each program curriculum typically reflects the people teaching the pro-

gram and their priorities and emphases, this "mismatch" is commonly

encountered in program evaluation studies.

A second cause of the discrepancy between test content and pro-

gram objectives arises directly from a major purpose of norm-referenced

tests, i.e., to compare an individual's performance, knowledge,or skill

to that of some reference group. In order to effectively obtain this

type of information from a test, the test must be constructed with that

2 5
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purpose in mind. Consequently, norm-referenced tests consist of test

items that contribute most to maximizing test score variability. In the

process of choosing items that contribute variability, those

contributing low variability are eliminated. It is clear that

items tapping concepts taught successfully by a great umber of teachers

will contribute little to test score variability (most students will

answer the items correctly) and will be eliminated, while the items

measuring puce reasoning ability will have greater variability and will

be retained. As a result of the process, the test begins to look less

like an achievement test and more like an aptitude test. The process

of item selection puts a distance between the curriculum of the educa-

tional program and the tool used to evaluate it. The test would, be

sensitive to the aptitude of the individuals rather than the effective-
.

ness of the instruction. If an instrument is to be sensitive to the

learning process,lits content must be very carefully matched to that of

the program. It is being said more and more that norm-referenced tests

function like IQ tests. Test items where performance is high (perhaps

reflecting areas of successful teaching) are typically removed because

they fail to discriminate. In other words, many school-related skills

are systematically eliminated. What we are left with is variation due.

to the effects of "non-school-related variables."

Presently, many of the programs to be evaluated are innovative.

Not only are the instructional methods different, but often the goals

and objectives of the program are different from those of the tradi-

tional program. As a result, a score doesn't represent knowledge,

in terms of the instruction. It is a mistake to judge an innovative

26
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program according to the standards of a traditional program. The, ef-

fectiveness of a'program cannot be measured by a tool that has been

developed to meagure something else.

Other problems with norm-referenced tests result not from the
/

basic construction but from the use of the tests., Iii many cases, the

program to be evaluated deals with a population that is not re-

flected by the norm group of the test. This has implications for

-le interpretation of scores for many types of compensatory and

special educational programs.

There is yet another problem. Standardized or published norm-

referenced tests can be criticized also on the grounds that they are

too general. Of course, they have this feature to give them broad

appeal, but the more general the test, the easier it,is for people to

see what they want in the results.

27
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1.5 Developi64and Validat:ing

411!
Criterion-Referenced Tests

Figure 1.5,1 from HaMbleton and Eignor (1979) presents a twelve

step model for developing and validating criterion- referenced tests.

The importance ,of each step in the model depends upon the size and

scope of the test development and validation project. An agency with

the responsibility of producing w criterion-referenced test for state-

wide use'will proceed through the steps in a rather different fashion

than will a small consulting firm or a teacher producing a classroom

test on a very limited budget.

In brief, the twelve steps are as follows:

Step 1--Objectives must be prepared or selected before the
test development process can begin.

Step 2 - -Test specifications are needed to clarify the test's

purposes, desirable item formats, number of test items,

instructions to item writers, etc.
0

Step 3--Items are prepared to measure objectives included in
the test (or tests, if there are going to be 'parallel-

forms, or levels of a test varying'in difficulty).

Step 4 -- Initial editing of items is completed by the individuals

writing them.

Step 5--A systematic assessment of items prepared in stes 2 and

3 is conducted to determine the item validities. Es-

sentially, the task is to determine the content validity

of the test items.

Step 6- -Based on the data from step 5, it is possible to do

further item editing, and in some instances, discard
items that do not adequately measure the objectives
they were written to measure.

Step 7--The test (or tests) must be assembled.

Step 8 - -A method for setting standards to interpret examinee

test performance is selected, and implemented.

Step 9--The test (or tests) can be administered.

Step 10-Data addressing reliability, validity, and norms

should be collected and analyzed.

28
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,§122117-A user's manual and a technical manual should
prqpared.

Step 12--This step is included to reinforce the point that it
is necessary, in an on-going way, to compile tectn:ical
data on the test items and tests as they are used in
different situations with different examinee popula-
tions.

The next six units (units two to seven) will provide details for

successfully completing each of the steps in the test development

and validation model presented in Figure 1.5.1. The chart below summarizes

the location of instructional material on each of the twelve steps in

the units of instruction which follow:

Steps Unit

1,2,3,4, 2

5,6 3

7,9 4

8 6
.

10 5

11,12 7

2,9
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1. Writing and/or Selection of Objectives

2. Preparation of Test Specifications (for example, Available Time,
Selection of Objectives to be Measured by a Test, Number of Test
Items/Objective, Appropriate Vocabulary, Method of Scoring)

3. Writing Test Items "Matched" to Objectives

4. Preliminary Review of Test Items

5. Determination of Content Validity of the Test Items

(a) Involvement of Content Specialists

(b) Collection and Analysis of Examinee Item Response Data
a

6. Additional Editing of Test Items

7. Test Assembly

(a) Determination of Number of Test Items/Objective

(b) Test Item Selection

(c) Preparation of Directions and Sample Questions

(d) Layout and Test Booklet Preparation

(e) Preparatign of Scoring Keys

(f) Preparation of Answer Sheets

8. Standard Setting for Interpreting Examinee Test Performance

Test Administration

10. Assessment of Test Score Reliability and Validity; Compilation of

Test Score Norms (Optional)

11. Preparation of a User's Manual and a Technical Manual

12. Periodic Collection of Additional Technical Information

Figure 1.5.1. Steps for Developing and Validating Criterion-
Referenced Tests.

1
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1.6 Using and Reporting Criterion-
Referenced Test Score Information

eg,
Figure 1.6.1 outlines the content of Unit 8. Speci-

fically, we will consider two primary uses of "criterion- referenced test

scores: (1) Domain-score estimation, and (2) mastery Status determination.

We also discuss, but to a lesser extent, the use of criterion-referenced

test scores for program evaluation. For each use, we will consider

appropriate methods for applying criterion-referenced tests. Finally,

we consider a number of ways of reporting test score information, and we

consider the use of criterion-referenced tests for grading purposes.
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1. Uses of Criterion-Referenced Tests

2. Domain-Score Estimation

(a) Selection of an Estithation Method

3. Mastery Status Determination

(a) Selectd.on of a Decision Model

(b) Losi Specification

4. Reporting of the Information

(a) Individual Level

(b) Group Level

(c) Program Evaluation

5. Criterion-Referenced Grading

Figure 1.6.1 Using and Reporting Criterion-Referenced
Test Score Information
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2.0 Overview of the Unit

This unit covers the first four steps of the Criterion-Referenced

Test Developient and Validation Model presented in Unit 1. These steps

are:

1. Writing and/or Selection of Objectives

2. Preparation of Test.Specifications

3. Writing Test Items "Matched" to Objectives

4. Preliminary Review of Test Items

37
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2.1. Introduction

In Unit 2, we will discuss both research ar.d procedures directed

toward the preparation of objectives and test items for criterion-

referenced tests. Before offering a relevant set of procedures for the

development of objectives and items, it is necessary to introduce and

discuss some important background information that will help the reader

better understand the interrelationships among the procedures to be

discussed.

7opham's (1978a) definition of a criterion-referenced test is an

excellent starting point for this discussion. It is as follows:

A criterion-referenced test is used to ascertain
an individual's status [referred to as a domain

score] with respect to a well-defined behavior
domain.

Once the domainof relevant behaviors has been defined, test items are

written to measure behaviors in the domain, and a test is formed. From

the test results, a test practitioner usua4.1y desires to make an inference

about an examinee's level of performance relative to the domain of be-

haviors. A valid inference can be made if two conditions) are met:

1. The behavior domain is clearly and completely specified.

2. A random sample (or stratified random sample) of tasks
from the domain is measured by the test.

In attempting to achieve these two conditions, several problems arise.

From a technical standpoint, for a random sample to be taken (step 2),

it is not enough for the domain to be well-defined, it must also be

Actually, if the test items have been calibrated using one of the
many latent trait models, the second condition need not be satisfied

(Hambleton, 1979).
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completely defined. For certain subject domains, this complete defini-

tion of domain may be impossible, and a compromise must be reached.

Weaker inferential procedures must be considered.

This issue of domain specification was described by Traub (1975)

as the concern for domain sampling validity. Domain sampling validity

concerns the adequacy of the tasks contact r' in a test as a sample of the

tasks in the whole domain. According to Traub:

It is the kind of validity that establishes the basis

for,one kind of inference from observed.level of per-

formance on a test to probable level of performance on

all tasks contained in the domain.

Traub further distinguishes two varieties of domain sampling validity,

and these two varieties are directly related to the procedures 'discussed

in this unit. Strong domain sampling validity can occur when the domain

is explicitly and completely defined; weak domain sampling validity occurs

when the domain of tasks cannot be defined explicitly, and so, must be

defined implicitly.. A domain. of tasks is explicit if all the tasks in the

domain are known; the description is implicit if not all the tasks are

known, but a clear enough'description of the domain exists to see how the

tasks should arise. The most frequently used approach to forming explicit

descriptions is to employ the use of item generation forms (the procedure

is called item forms analysis), which is discussed in section 2.6.

A frequently used approach based upon an implicit description of the

domain is through the use of domain specifications, a topic which will be

discussed in section 2.3.

Strong domain sampling validity will be difficult to achieve,

except in highly structured content areas such as mathematics.

J
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Usually behavior domains cannot be explicitly defined. How can

weak domain sampling validity be assessed, in these situations? Cronbach

I .,

(1971) and Cronbach et al. (1972) require that ifa .domain cannot be

explicitly defined, that the implicit definition he clear enough so

that ". . .qualified judges can agree as to whether any particular test

item is included in the definition or ruled rkut by it." To be able to

generalize from the sample of test items to.the domain when the domain is

implicitly defined requires a replication of the item writing task by

different content specialists and a comparison of examinee scores on the

two forms of the test constructed by the two groups of content special-

ists working independently with the same set of test specifications.

The use of content specialists in establishing the validity of test items

will be discussed in Unit 3.

In summary, the test constructor wants the test to be a random

sample of the behaviors included in a domain so that he/she can make an

inference about examinee performance on the domain, based on the 'test re-..

sults. When the domain cam be explicitly defined, such as through the use

of item generation forms, random sampling can occur, and the desired

strong inference can be made. When the domain is.implicidi defined,

such as through the use of domain specification procedures, representative

sampling can occur, but a somewhat more limited inference an be made.

Replication can, however, improve the strength of the inference.

4.)
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2.2 Development of Objectives

The purpose of this section is not to debate the merits of using

behavioral objectives. This has been a hot topic of debate

for years (Popham, 1968; MacDonald & Wolfson, 1970; Allendoerfer, 1971;

Forbes, 1971; Gagng, 1972; Ebel, 1973; Duchastel & Merrill, 1973; Kneller,

1972). For our purposes here, little could be accomplished by a review

of the literature. We will offer three reasons why we feel behavioral ob-

jectives (or some variants) should be used, and then continue to the ,

specifics that are pertinent'to criterion-referenced test development.

Behavioral objectives: (1) Serve as a mechanism for organizing a curri-

culum, (2) provide information to students about what is expected of them,

and (3) provide a basis upon which to assess student performance. It is

the third reason that is critical in the development of criterion-referenced

tests. Behavioral objectives are a necessity as a starting point fcr

setting up a criterion-referenced testing program. However, as. the dis-

cussion that follows will show, behavioral objectives are not sufficient;

more specification is needed.

Hopefully, the followitg historical development will provide a context

in which to view the present state of usage of objectives in the develop-

ment of criterion-referenced tests.1 For the past few years, it has been

a popular procedure for criterion-referenced test developers to write

their objectives in "behavioral terms." However, while behavioral ob-

jectives have some desirable features (for example, they are relatively

easy to produce), they often lack sufficient clarity to permit a clear

determination of the domain of test items measuring the behaviors intended

1Popham (1978b) offers an excellent summary of the development and

111
specification of objectives.
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to be defined by an objective. For example, for.even a simple mathematics

objective such an adding two single-digit numbers, test developers would

need information about the use of vertical versus horizontal format, the

use of negative numbers, the number of test items to be placed on each

page, etc. If the proper domain.of test items measuring an objective

is not clear, it is impossible to select a representative sample of test

items from that domain. Since it is desired to.interpret an examinee's

test performance on the sample of test items measuring a particular objective

as an estimate of that examinee's level of mastery in the larger domain of

items measuring an objective, it is essential to have the domain of test

items specified clearly, and to choose a representative sample of test

items. When the domain of behaviors is not clearly spelled out, we have

what Popham (1974) calls a "cloud-referenced test."

A recent advancement that has proven more useful than the behavioral

objective is the "amplified objective" (Popham, 1975). According to

Millman (1974), "An amplified objective is an expanded statement of an

educational goal which provides boundary specifications regarding testing

situations, response alternatives and criterion of correctness." The im-

portance of these additional guidelines added to a behavioral objective

is that they help to define the relevant domain of test items. There is

still some ambiguity in the domain definitions but the situation is con-

siderably improved over using behavioral objectives. A sample behavioral

objective and amplified objective are presented in Figure 2.2.1.

To further alleviate the ambiguity mentioned above in the use of

amplified objectives, Popham (1975) presented a procedure for the develop-

ment of domain specifications. Domain specifications can be viewed as a

logical extension of amplified objectives, where there is also careful

clarification of the content specified by an objective besides a

it,21
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Figure 2.2.1. An Illustrative IOX Amplified Objective for a
Third-Grade Level Reading Comprehension Ski,111

DETERMINING SEQUENCE FROM TENSE AND WORDS THAT SIGNAL ORDER

Objective: The student will correctly identify the sequence of three sentences
by determinipg order from tense and words that signify order.

Sample Item:

Directions. Read the.three sentences. Then mark an "X" next to the

answer that arrapg the sentences in the.proper order.

Example: A. Once there were only candles for lighting the home.

B. Later, there were dim electric lights.

C. Tesla thought of a way to make the electric,l,ights brighter.

a) A,C,B

Amplified Objective:

Testing Situation.

1. The student will be given three sentences and will identify their

proper sequence on the basis of verb tenses and signal words.

2. Three sentences containing signal words, and/or changes in verb

tense will be provided.

3. Vocabulary will be familiar to the third grader.

Response Alternatives.

1. Three possible orderings of the sentence will be given.

2. At least one distractor should not consist of a random ordering.

It should maintain the first event as first, varying only the
second and third events.

3. The other distractor may be any other incorrect ordering of the
events.

b) A,B,C c) C,A,B

Criterion of Correctness. The correct answer will be the order which can

be determined on the basis of one of the following:

1. words that signify sequence, e.g., afterwards, finally, then,
before, during, now, next, lastly, later, earlier, meanwhile,

long ago, once;

2. verb tense (future, past, present).

'Reproduced from Popham (1978b, permission pending).
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specification of boundary conditions, response alternatives and criteria

for correctness. In section 2.3, the development of domain specifications

will be discussed in greater detail.

Besides the use of the procedures for developing domain specificationi

being used with amplified objectives, similar concerns may be addressed

o 4

with item forms analysis, or the development of item generation forms (Hively

et al., 1973). In this situation, two requirements need to be met:

1. All the .items which could be written from the content domain

to be tested must be written (or known) in advance of the

final selection process.

2. A random or stratified random sampling procedure must be used
in the item selection process.

Item forms analysis assures that the above two requirements are met. An

item form is actually a process having the following characteristics:

1. It generates items with a fixed syntactical structure.

2. It contains one or more variable elements.

3. It defines a class of item sentences by specifying the replace-
ment sets for the variable. elements.

Before discussing domain specifications and item forms in greater

detail, two comments can be made. One, the reader should link the above

discussion of domain specifications and item forms back to the introduction,

and the distinction set up between strong and weak domain sampling validity.

Two, as pointed out by Hively et al (1973), the use of item forms analysis

is relevant only for highly structured subject areas such as mathematics.

Popham's domain specification procedure appears to be relevant for a much

wider variety of subject areas, and hence, in the sections to follow, more

emphasis will be placed on domain specifications.

It should be noted that there appear to be several other promising

ways for defining a "behavior domain." Besides "domain specifications"

44
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and "it...m forms anal:,sis," facet theory (Berk, 1978), item transformations

(Anderson, 1972; Bormith, 1970) and algorithms (Scandurd, 1977) have been

suggested. However, these last three methods will not be considered fur-

ther here. The cited references above will guide the interested reader

to further study of these important new developments.

45
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2.3 Domain Specifications

Popham (1975, 1978a) has prepared a series of steps that allow the

test developer to produce a domain specification. According to Popham

(1978a):

The most important attribute of a criterion-referenced
test is that it provides a clear description of the

class of behavior that the examinee can or cannot per-
form. In fact, this description of measured behavior
constitutes the "criterion" to which the test is "re-
ferenced."

The steps Popham has developed help in describing the class of behaviors

discussed above in the quote. According to Popham, a domain specification

should have two desirable qualities when prepared:

1. The specification should be brief enough to be used
by the developer, and,at the same time,

2. the specification serving as the domain description
should be stated so that it "sufficiently circum-
scribes the class of behaviors under consideration so
that independent judges will register high agreement
regarding whether particular test items do, in fact,
measure the behavior described in that domain."

The following series of steps are those suggested by Popham (1975,

1978a). We have included together suggestions he has made in both of his

books to arrive at an "all-encompassing" set of steps one might follow

to produce a domain specification. Before presenting an outline of

these steps and a further discussion of the relevance of each, two comments

should be made. One, the domain specifications developed through utiliza-

tion of Popham's procedure lead to a situation that Traub has described

as having weak domain sampling validity. Only when the stimulus attributes

(step 3c in Popham's procedure) can be described in totality can strong

domain sampling validity be obtained. Second, in what follows, steps

one and two are concerned with general considerations one must attend to
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beforc .tual uomlin specification can be prepared, which are described

in step 3. With thi. wind, an outline of Popham's :i)75, 1978a)

steps for the prepara,n of a klomai Jp..! £ 46 ,A;)

1. Zeroing in on the behavior to be measured: Degree of generality

a. instructional duration

b. limited priorities

c. item homogeneity

2. 'Selecting from competing domain alternatives

a. transferability within domain alternatives

b. transferability outside the domain

3.* Component steps in actual domain specification preparation

a. general description

b. sample item

c. stimulus attributes

d. response attributes

e. specification supplement

1. Zeroing in on the behavior to be measured: Degree of generality

The question that must be first answered in the ultimate quest fora

clear domain specification is, according to Popham (197S), "How large a

chunk of an individual's behavior should we set out to circumscribe?" There

is a trade-off here between choosing a large area of behavior, thereby

forcing minute detail in order to adequately specify the domain, and

smaller areas of behavior which collectively may bring about more domain de-

scriptions than people will ever use. Popham (1978a) argues for choosing smaller

segments of examinees behavior because the more finite behaviors are easier
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to isolate and circumscribe. lie offers three possible ways to aid in

the choice of degree of generality: Instructional duration, limited

priorities, and item homogeneity. These are offered as guidelines for choice,

and can be used separately or collectively. In reference to instructional

duration, Popham (1975) states:

One way of thinking about a domain is to consider

the amount of instructional time it would
typically take to get learners to display the
behavior depicted in the domain description.

In other words, the size of the domain to be circumscribed can be dictated

by how long it takes to instruct students in the domain. In reference to limiting

priorities, (the second guideline) one can get a "handle" on domain magnitude by

setting a limit on the number of domains to be used, and then making sure that the

most important behavioisto be sought are incorporated in this group of

limited domains. Finally, the domain generality issue can be resolved by

setting as a limit the domain description that would yield one variety of

homogeneous item. That is, the domain to be circumscribed can be only

large enough that the items generated from the domain perform the same

function. Sameness of function can be observed by looking at the similarity

between items in content and format.

Suppose that by using one of the suggested guidelines, or some

other practical method, the test developer has come up with that he/she

feels is a suitably sized segment of behavior to be measured, a segment

that can he adequately "circumscribed." In other words, the test developer

has come to closure on the degree of generality of the behavior he/she is

going to try to measure. The next problem is deciding on which of a number

of measurement approaches to use to try to measure the domain.
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2. Selecting from 'competing domain measurement alternatives

The problem to be addressed at this point is to decide upon one

from a number of measurement approaches possible to assess the behavior

under consideration. For example, if one is trying to assess a student's

ability to add, there are numerous measurement possibilities: Numbers

listed vertically (+2 ), numbers listed horizontally (4 + 2), numbers in
am"

equation form (4 + 2 a x), or possibly in verbal form (Joe has 4 oranges,

Anne gives him 2 more, how many does he have?). There are more possibilities

for this very simple task; for complex tasks, the possibilities that can be

written down are even less exhaustive. Popham (1975) warns that while it is

enticing to combine all (or many) of the possibilities in a single domain,

this would cause confusion as to what constituted the domain in the first

place. One measurement procedure must be chosen and Popham offers that the

measurement alternative chosen should be the most generalizable of the

possibilities considered and also be the one most able to be transferred out-

side the particular domain to others. In reference to generalizability across

alternatives, another way of looking at this would be to select the alternative

that, when mastered, would be most likely to reflect mastery of the other

possibilities. In reference to degree of transfer, the alternative that

transfers, the most to other skills, courses, etc., should be chosen. Once

again, these are only potential guidelines to be used, there are no hard-

and-fast procedures for selecting the measurement alternatives.

In sum, by selecting from the myriad of possible ways of measuring

behavior the one form of measured behavior that is the most generalizable, we

will have (Popham, 1975):

...the best of two worlds, that is, an adequate

reflection of the attribute being assessed plus

an understandable set of test results.
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Thus far, the test developer has decided upon the degree of gen-

erality of the domain he/she wants to deal with, and has further chosen

a particular assessment approach from a larger group. The next step is

td actually generate the domain specifications.

3. Component steps in domain specification preparations

Popham (1975) makes the point here that differing approaches to

the describing of a relevant domain vary in degree of detail. He offers

a set of procedures that have been modified through use with the Instructional

Objectives Exchange. Popham recognizes that they are far less

"elaborate" than the procedures developed by Hively, et al. (1973) foi

describing a domain of behavior. The utility of Popham's approach, we

feel, is generated out of being able to use his set of steps over a wide

variety of subject domains, especially those that are less structured

(i.e., humanities).

The first component of a domain specification to be prepared

is a general description of exactly what the test purports to measure.

This provides an overview of the behavior (or set of behaviors) that are

described in detail later. While this component could he suitably called an objec-

tive, Popham prefers to call it a general description. In his 1978 book, he offers

the following example of a general description for a CRT dealing with the scientific

method.
When given brief, previously unseen fictitious

accounts of the research activities of natural

and physical scientists, students will answer

questions (keyed to the accounts) calling for

the identification of particular phases of the

scientific method being illustrated.

As a note for the test developer, as he/she proceeds though the

later steps, specification of stimulus and response attributes, this

general description may have to be reworked several times.
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The second component is the specification of a sample test item,

including Eke directionsto the student about how to respond. Popham (1978a) feels

there are two reasons for providing a sample item a the second component:

It serves as an illustration for individuals unable co read the detailed descrip-

tions (because of time involved) and, more importantly, it provides format cues

for the item writers. It specifies the preferred form in which the items can be

constructed. Popham (l978a) also suggests that the correct answer not be

identified for the sample item; the complete specification should be con-

sidered before the reader can adequately assess degree of correctness of

the sample item.

The third step in the development of a domain specification by far

the most difficult; here the attributes of the stimulus materials are

specified, along with delimitations on possible stimuli. In other words,

there must be an extensive, i.e.,as complete as possible, description of what

stimuli can constitute a test item. According to Popham (1978a):

In the stimulus attributes section of the test
specifications we must set down all the really
influential factors that constrain the composition

of a set of test items.

Further, Popham (1978a) notes:

The general rule is that the test specifier has to

spell out all of the critical and controlling
dimensions which will permit someone to create a

set of test items that will, without exception,

be viewed as congruent with the constraints set

forth in the specifications.

For tests that depend on subject matter content, which most criterion-referenced

tests do (although one could envision CRTs in the affective

domain), Popham suggests that one of three techniques be utilized in

specifying content that can be used for stimuli (in the test item). One

technique is to spell out rules or algorithms which are used in generating

and delimiting the content. Item generation rules or item forms analysis
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(}lively et al., 1973) is an example of such an approach. As mentioned

before, we see this as being an "idealized" situation likely to occur for

only structured subject areas. However, if item corms analysis is possible,

it is at this point that Popham's work and the work of Hively and hia as-

sociates unites.1 second technique for delimiting and specifying content

Is to list all the content that might be included. This would seem to

hold relevance for even fewer situations than the first technique. The

final technique, which holds the most relevance for situations the test

practitioner is likely to encounter, is to try as carefully as possible to

isolate and describe the defining attributes of all eligible content for

the test. Popham says that if even this islk'1t possible, some examples of

acceptable and unacceptable content is better than nothing.

In consideration about what does and what does not constitute

relevant stimulus attributes, Popham suggests always using the following

reminder:

What are the absolutely indispensable elements that

items writers must consider in producing test items?

Further, in deciding about what rules for inclusion or exclusion of stimuli

need to he specified, preparation of some trial items should be helpful in

making decisions.

In sum, the specification of stimulus attributes constitutes the

most critical step in the development of a domain specification. The rules

for generating the items for the domain,and ultimately the test itself,must

be defined here. Therefore, the stimulus attributes section should both specify

the content on which the items are generated and also describe the "directions

to respond" that the student is to receive.
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The fourth step, specification of the response attributes, is a

little easier than specification of the stimulus attributes. This is

because only two possible types of responses can be made by the examinee.

He/she can either select from a set of response options for a test question

or he/she can construct a response. This section should specify the rules/

criteria upon which both sorts (if both are used or a single sort of

response type is to be treated.

If an examinee has to select a response, rules must be provided

for determining the nature of the correct and the incorrect responses. In other

words, when given to an item writer, the writer should be able to generate

the correct response and the incorrect response(s) directly from the response

attribute section. Popham (1978a) suggests that identification of wrong

answer options for a test item can usually come about by considering the

various ways in which the examinee "goes wrong."

If the respondent is asked to construct his/her own response, the

task c): specifying response attributes becomes even more difficult. The

test developer must try to explicate the criteria that should be used to

judge how adequate an examinee's response is. Popham again suggests that

creation of some sample trial responses should help in this process. Finally,

in reference to constructed responses, Popham warns of the use of "hedging

phrases." He uses examples such as "responses must be appropriate to the

context of the stimulus" or "answers should be reasonable outgrowths of the

materials provided." Without further defining "appropriate" and "reasonable",

such explications of response attributes has accomplished nothing. The

explication must be specific, so that,based upon the response attributes,

one can ascertain the "fit" of the student's response to the specifications.

The specification supplement is just that; a supplement that might

contain information on the stimulus attributes and/or response attributes
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section(s) that would have made the respective sections too long. In other

words, contained here would be, for instan content listings that should

be listed some place, but aren't critical for the stimulus attributes

section.

Following through these series of steps should help the test developer

come up with a quite well-developed set of domain specifications. Unlike

the situation when alternate approaches such as item forms analysis are

used, one can never be certain that all sources of ambiguity have been

4

removed froth a domain specification. However, it should be quite clear

to the reader at this point that the procedure just described is relevant

for a wide variety of subject domains, and from a practical point of view,

one should be°able to live with the ambiguity because of the procedure's

great flexibility.

No matter how much care is taken in preparing domain specifications,

they must be carefully reviewed by other content specialists and individuals.,

who will use them (for example, item writers and teachers). 0n the next

two pages is a draft copy of a domain specification review form. It is

assumed in the review form that a domain specification is divided into

four sections: (1) Skill, (2) Simple Directions and Test Items, (3) Con-

tent Domain, and (4) Characteri cics of Answer Choices and Scoring. (Clearly,

the four sections correspond to those proposed by Popham but we have used

new section labels to facilitate communication with domain specification

writers.)

Our usual procedure is to separate domain specification writers into

work groups of three or four. Their task is to produce draft copies of

domain specifications. (The overall content of each domain specification

is specified in a "test blueprint" or "content guide" which'must be
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prepared and approved before the writing of any domain specifications

can begin.) The draft copies are then critiqued by at least one other

work group (and more if there is time and money to do so) using the

review form to guide the direction of the critique. Once a domain speci-
4

fication is reviewed, the writing group and the review group(s) meet

to discuss the review group's critique. Following this meeting, appro-

priate revisions can be made. It is usually desirable to have the

revised domain specifications reviewed again, sometimes by a larger

and more diverse group of individuals.
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Domain Specificatibn

Review Form

January 12, 1.979

(Third Draft)

Reviewer: Date:

Please reap" the domain specification carefully. Next answer the eight questions

below. Staple (or clip) your copy of the domain specification to this review

form after you have answered the questions.

Thank you for your comments.

SKILL

1. Does the "skill section" provide sufficient details to give a reader an

indication of the behaviors defined by the domain specifications? (Circle one)

(a) Yes

(b) Yes, with reservations
Please explain:

(c) No

2. How might the "skill section" be revised to improve its clarity?

Sample Directions and Test Item

3. Can the test directions be revised to improve their clarity? (Circle One)

(a) Yes, (please write your comments on the domain specification)

(b) No, they are clearly written
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4. Do you feel the item format is the best to ensure that examinee answers
will measure the behaviors defined by the general description? (Circle One)

(a) Yes
(b) Yes, with reservations

Please explain:

(c) No; Which item type would be best?

5. Will the sample test item provide a "good model" for item writers pre-
paring items to measure the domain specification? (For example, does

the item include the desired number of answer choices, and is the

vocabulary appropriate for the intended group of examinees?) (Circle One)

(a) Yes
(b) Yes, with reservations

Please explain:

(c) No

CONTENT DOMAIN

6. Do you have any suggestions for revising and/or extending the content

defined by the domain specification? Please write comments on your

copy of the domain specification (Your suggestions could include:

(a) deletions of specific content, (b) additions to the content, (c)

rewrites for clarification).

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANSWER CHOICES AND SCORING

7. Do you have any suggestions for revising and/or extending the

characteristic-0 of possible answers? Please write comments on

your copy of the domain specification.

8. (For essay questions only.) Do you have any suggestions for improving

the scoring of test items? Please write comments on your copy of the

domain specification.
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2.4 Exam les of Domain Specifications

The examples of domain specifications offered in this section come

from many sources. The first two examples are from Popham (1978a)

and are included here with his permission. They are direct applications

of the steps discussed in section 2.3. The third example was prepared

by Millman and Craig (1977) and reproduced here with the senior author's

permission. Although the domain specification is organized in a fashion

different from the plan offered in the last section, it is an excellent

example of a domain specification. The next set of examples were prepared

by Jerry George and his staff at the Glendale Union High School District

in Arizona. They are included in our materials with their permission.

These sample domain specifications are only a few of more than a hundred

they have prepared in the last two years in four sul,ject areas. Again,

the format of the domain specifications is different from Popham's most

recent recommendations advanced in section 2.3, but clearly the chosen

format represents an attempt by the authors to clarify the relevant domain

of behaviors defined by the objectives defining their high school curricula.

(They prefer the term "criterion-referenced test model" to "domain speci-

fication." The first term was introduced by Popham a number of years ago.)

The remaining seven examples are second or third drafts of domain speci-

fications prepared at workshops offered by the authors of this Practitioner's

Guidebook. The domain specifications are from several content areas and

presented in several different formats.
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Example .1 (Popham, 1978, pp. 129-131)

An illustrative set of criterion-referenced test specifications:
applying concepts of United States foreign policy

General description

Given a description of a fictitious int ernational situation in which the
United States may wish to act, and Ow name of an American foreign policy
document or pronouncement, the students will select from a list of alter-
natives the cause of action that would most likely follow from the given
doe :mmnent or pronouncement.

Sample item

Directions: Read each fictitious example below. Decide what action the
United States would most likely take based on the given foreign policy
document. Write the letter of the action on your answer sheet.

Some Russian agents have become members of the Christian DiAno-
cultic Party in Chile. The party attacked the president's house and
arrested him. The Russian agents set themselves up as preside' it and
vice-president of Chile. Chile then asked to become an "affiliated re-
public" of the usu.

Based on the Monroe Doctrine, what will the United Stairs do?

a. Ignore the new status of Chile.
b. Warn Russia that its influence is to be withdrawn fron Chile.
c. Refuse to recognize the new govemment of Chile because it came
to power illegally.
d. Send arms to all groups in the country that swear to noose com-
munism.

Stimulus attributes

1. The fie!itious passage %di consist of WO words or less follw ed
by the name of a foreign policy pronouncement or dotaunent in-
serted into the question, "Based on the what will the
United States do?
2. The policy named in the stimulus passage will be a document or
pronouncement selected front the specification supplement.
3. Each passage will consist of two parts: (a) a background de-
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riplion of au action taken by a forcigo )ration an d (1)) a state-

meld of tla riction to which the foreign policy document or pro-

110111CIIIVIii is to be applied.
(I. Tin' kIt'kg1(111.1(1 will he analogous to an historical

sitontieo col') preceded the issnance of the cited document

or proninmeemeut or for which the document or pronouncement

was used. For example, the Monroe Doctrine was drawn up in

response to European designs on American nations that were

attl'Illptirig to establish independence. An analogous Case today

aright (ICtieribt. country attempting to encroach on the

sovereigiity of an Anierierm cotrotry.
b. The statement of an action will describe an action taken by a
real foreign nation that conforms to one of the following cate-

gories:
( I) Initiation of an iirternational conflict.
(2) Initiation of a civil conflict. This may include coups, rev-
latios, riots, protest marches, civil war, or a parliamentary

01 initiation of an international relationship. This may in-
clude trade negotiations, friendship poets, military alliances,
and all classes of treaties.
(1) Appeal for foreign aid to meet economic or military
'reeds.
(5) Development and stoc:,piling of military weapons.

4. All statements in the passage will refer to specific nations and
cwt. nts. Descriptions such us, "A nation is at war with another coup
try," are tint acceptable.
5. When the document or pronouncement mentioned in the stimulus
passage is tied to a particular geographical region, countries named
in the passage must belong to that region.
6. Passages will be written at no higher than the seventh-grade
eadiiig level,

&VOHS(' allributeN

I. Students Neill be asked to mark the letter of one of four given
response alternatives consisting of the correct response and three
distractors. Each alternative will possess the following characteris-
tics:

Dewribe a specific course of action that refers to the people,
nations, and actions in the stimulus passage.
b. lie brief phrases written to complete the understood subject,
"The United States will . ."

2. Distractors (wrong answers) will be written to meet these addi-
tional criteria:

a. Each distractor o ill describe an action derived from a different
cloctinicnt or pronouncement selected from the specification
tilipplement.
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b. Documents or pronouncements from which identical course of
action may be derived not he used.
c. The decision for the United States not to act may be used as
a course of action %%heir it is based on a document or promInnee.
merit.

3. The collect response s% ill he the course of Ail th.it
by the principles declibe.i. 111 tlic document or pi.,:iekttheirent
named in the stimulus 1)ais,n4,...

Specification supp!oncat: doetinwrits and pionewiconent4
The following list of foreign policy pronouncements and documents was
selected from Thomas Brockway, Basic Docui»ents in United States
Foreign Policy (Prioceton, N.J., D. Van Nostrand, 1968), The items
selected were chosen on the basis of their generalizability and potential
application to current events. The list appears in chronological o-der.

1, The Declination of Independence
2. Washington's Farewell Address
3. Tlw Monroe Doctrine
4. Webster on Revolutions Abroad
5. Open Door in China
6. The Platt Amendment
7. Pousevelt Corolliny of the Monroe Doctrine
8. 711e Fourteen Points
9. The Washington Conference

10. The Japanese Exclusion Act
11. The Kellogg-Briand Pact
12. The Stimson Doctrine
1:3. Roosevelt's Quarantine Speech
14. The Atlantic Charter
15. The Connally Resolution
16. The Yalta Agreements
17. The Potsdam Agrcenieut
18. United States Proposals for the International Control of Atomic

Power
19. The Triiman Doctrine
20. The MArsliall Plan
21. The Point Four Program
22. The North Atlantic Treaty
2:3. American-Japanese Defense Pact
24. Atoms for Peace: Eisenhower's Proposal to the United Nations
25. The Formosa Resolut ion
26. The Eisenhower Doctrine
27. Alliance for Progress
28. Kennedy's Grand Design
29. Treaty on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
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Example 2 (Popham, 1978, pp. 132-134)

ere!) te,,riry fAnnyt 4 i Arm p
WitWIZ!

An illustrative set of criterionreferenced test specifications:

job interview procedures

Generd.descript ion

} laving read a description of a job interview in which the applicant may

make one of several specified types of errors in appearance, conduct, or

'nip:maim, the student will select the error made or indicate that no error

was made.

Sampie itrlrr

Direetimm: Head the description of each job interview Wow. If the
applioult makes un error in interview behavior, mark the letter of the

response alternative that matches the error eseribed. If no error was
made, mail, "e.'

Anita arrives flue minutes early for an interview for a trainee job in

floral design and sales. She wears a white dress with long, full sleeves

and shoes with high heels. She brings a portfolio of her work as a
design major in high school and briefly points out the designs she
feels are most closely related to floristry. She answers the inter-
viewer's questions in a brief, courteous manner and indicates her
willingness to perform all aspects of the florists' trade, including
scrubbing floors, washing buckets, and disposing of spoiled flowers.

What is Anita's error?

a. lack of punctuality
b. inapprop; late dress
c. irrelevant materials presented
d. inappropriate attitude
e. no error was made

Stimulus attributes

I. Each item will consist of a fictitious description of 100 words
or less f'ealing with a named person's job interview, followed
by that person's name inserted into the question, "What is

's error?"
2. The description will include the type of job being applied for and
illustrations of at least four of the following behavioral factors that
may inf luence au impression of an applicant:

a. Punctualityarrival at or within a reasonable time before the
specified interview time. Arrival after the specified time, or arrival
more than 54 hour early will be considered lack of punctuality, as
both may inconvenience the interviewer.
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BEST F.,77 11%"..1'.:11311

b, Approi )1..a.cness of dressdi vtiti which i5 neat, 04'011, and
practical for the type of job being applied (or. It uric' xp,ts
an interview may include a den nu IStrat kill of skills, one's clothing
must not interfere with such a demonstration Extremes such as
very high heels, low cut dresses, very tight pants, etc., arc almost
always inappropriate. Appropriaten"ss of dress also includes such
personal grooming items as length of fingernails, length and style
of hair, etc., which are inappropriate rally if they arc likely to
interfere with the work involved in the job being applied fur
(eig., long fingernails on a secretarial applicant).
a General emirtesypleasantness and politeness to all individuals
encountered before, during, and after the interview.
d. Franknesshonesty and directness in answer to personal or
experience'- relatedt 1.a.ec. questions. False answers, misleading answers,
attempts to phange the subject, or attempts to rationalize answers
will be considered lack of frankness.
e. Careful thought to answersbrief, clear, well-thought-out an-
swers to problems posed by interviewer. Excessive wordiness,
self-contradietion, disorganized answers, and answers that do
nothing more than reiterate the problem will be considered evi-
dence of lack of careful thought to answers.
f. Appropriateness of attitudeinterest and enthusiasm displayed
toward all aspects of job, but without pushiness or opinionated-
ness. Interest and enthusiasm may be indicated by simply slating
their presence (e.g., "John appears very interested in the tech'
niqucs demonstrated") or by a direct or indirect quotation on the

part of the applicant expressing enthusiasm or interest (e.g., "Of
course I don't mind emptying buckets. I want to learn all about
the business."). Pushiness and opinionatedness may he indicated
by attempts to tell the interviewer how the business should be

run, boasting about superiority of knowledge or ability (as op
posed to offering to demonstrate ability), sarcastic comments.
attempts to bully interviewer, and similar actions. General lack
of enthusiasm (indicated by description or quotation), complaints
about specific aspects of the job, or the presence of any of the in-
dications of pushiness or opiitionatedness will be considered hap-
propria te attitude.
g. Relevance of materials presenteddirect and obvious relation-
ship to job being applied for of a.ty education- or experience.
related materials brought to interview. Examples of appropriate
materials are a typing award for a secretarial applicant, or a pill-
folio of works from a high school design course for an applicant
in any art- or design-related field. Examples of inappropriate
materials are a tennis award for an engineering applicant, or a
record of offices held in high school for a janitorial applicant. The
relevance or irrelevance of such materials may be made more ob-
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IIV demi thing the applitallt'S muds Of presentation (e.g.,

"tilts pOrtfOli0 Of 'ICI' stuck as a design maji.r in high

school and briefly poiets out the designs she feels are most closely

related to lioristry.") or by indicating the purpose of the appli-

cant in bringing the material (e.g "John, who is applying fur a

job as an engineer, laings a letter of recommendation frota his

previous employer (who runs o hambiager stand) to show Ins

reliability and industriousness.")
h. Specific and realistic goalsapplicants' ability to explain their

purpose for applying fur the job (to start a career, earn money

for college, etc.) and what working conditions, salary, and rate

of advancement they expect. Inability to answer specific ques-
tioqs dealing with these issues (e.g., "What salary do you cx-
peel? "I don't know. What did you plan to pay?") or working
conditions, salary, or advancement expectations that are excep-
notedly high or low for the job being applied for (e.g., plans to
lie wire - president of company within two years of being hired as a
secretary, or asking only $2.50 her /hour for work requiring a
graduate degree or highly specialized training), will be con-
sidered lack of sot cifie and realistic goals.

3. The interview description may illustrate completely correct be-
havior, or one of the behavioral factors illustrated may exemplify
erroneous behavior, whereas the rest of the description exemplifies
correct behavior. No more than 20 percent of the test items will ex-
emplify completely correct behavior.
4. The description may include direct quotation of the interviewer
and/or the interviewee, as well as description of their actions and
conversation.
5. If several descriptions are used in a test, the names given to inter-
vieers will be evenly divided between nude and female, and will
include some named characteristic of the most common ethnic
groups in the population to be tested. The name to be used with a
given job will be chosen at random so that discrimination cannot be
made on the basis of sex or ethnic group,
6. The readability of the descriptions will be no higher than tenth-
grade level.

ResponNe attributes

1. The students will mark on their answer sheets the letter that cor-
responds to Ih error made by the job ap plicant (if any) or the

,statement that "no error was matte."
2. There will be five alternatives, consisting of the correct response
and four distractors. The options will include the response "Ito error
was made" along with four of the following behavior factors: lack
of punctuality, inappropriate dress, lack of general courtesy, lack of
frankness, lack of careful thought to answers, inappropriate atti-
tude, irrelevant materials presorted, and ladk of spcifie titlistic
goals. Time four behaomal tor; choso trill correspond to fon, (.1
the factors illustrated in the MIN% aty description and %cif) inhnle
that factor (if any) in which an error k illostracd.
3. The correct response will be that alter native that correctly minutes
the error illustrated in the description of the interview dew'
or, in the event that no error waS illustrated, that alternatis c tlt,tt
states no error was made.
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Example 3 (Millman & Craig, 1977) .

EXAMPLE OF A

DOMAIN SPECIFICATION'

UNIT PRICING

Objective:

Identify the package having the lowest unit price, given different

sizes of the same brand product and their cost. (Similar to perform-

ance indicator 4E1.)

Rationale:

Retail items are an important component of every consumer's budget,

and an understanding of unit pricing is essential to economic buying

habits.

1From Millman, J., & Craig, M. M. Rhode Island's educational performance

indicators and items: An independent evaluation and feasibility report. Final

Report. June 1978. (Reproduced with permission from the senior author.)
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Sample Items:

1. The unit price labels for three packages of
Boundless paper towels, each of a different
size, are Shown below.

Boundless Towels

UNIT PRICE

2 ply

RETAIL PRICE

7.7 85t
per sq. yd. 100 sq. ft.

50.sheets

Boundless Towels 2 ply

UNIT PRICE

7.14
per sq. yd.

RETAIL. PRICE

$1.19
150 sq. ft.
75 sheets

Boundless Towels

UNIT PRICE

8.14
per sq. yd,

2 ply

RETAIL PRICE

$2.25
250 sq. ft.
125 sheets

Which package is the most economical?

A. 50 sheet size
B. 75 sheet size
C. 125 sheet size
D. Ire information is needed to answer

The question.
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2. 'No packages of Zip detergent are shown below.

/

$1.48

Net wt.
51b. 4oz.

$2.45

Which package has the lower unit price?

A. Family size
B. Economy size
C. They have the same unit price.

Questions

The test items will be about familiar objects found in a grocery
or similar retail store.

Within a given item, all packages will be of the same brand and
product (and thus may be assumed to have the same ingredients).

Relevant information on unit and price will be presented in one
of three forms:

a) unit pricing labels,
b) pictures or drawings of product packages, or
c) written text on unit and price.

Information on "coupons inside package" or "cents off the marked
price" will not be included.
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In each question, two to four packages will be identified.

The question will ask whiCh package either had:
a) ',the lowest unit price" or is
b) "the most economical".

Note: "Best buy" language will not be used since considerations
other than lowest unit cost or economy enter into the de-
termination of best buy. , 4

Prices will be shown using the $ symbol for amounts of $1.00 or .more; the ' symbol will be used otherwise.

Across items, there will be no relation between the size of thepackage and its unit price.

Options

Responses will be presented in rultiple-choice format.

There will be only one correct answer per question.

When only two packages .are shown, "They have the same unit
price" will be used as one of the response options.

The option, "More information is needed to answer the question";'
ir can be used.

Units of Quantity

The units may be of number, weight, length, area, Or volume.

More than one unit may be shown on any One package. A roll of
toilet tissue, for example, may indicate both the number of
sheets and the area.

If the units are not comparable across products, the student is
to answer that more information is needed to answer the ques-
tion. A brand of shampoo sold in both liquid and paste form,
for example, may be.expressed in noncomparable units.

6S
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Mathematics Involved

If conversions are required to make the units comparable, then the
conversion factors will be provided as part of ache ,problem.

Prices will be clipsen so that the most-economical item will be at
least a full penny less expensive than other items, whether or not
students round off their calculations.

Students will not have to compute areas.
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Example 4 (Glendale Union Hi h School District)

PROGRAM Language Arts SUBDIVISION I.A.1.a. - g.

COURSE English 1-2 SKILL/CONCEPT Parts of Speech

TEST Pre/Post Test BEHAVIORAL LEVEL Application

RATIONALE

Parts of speech are taught, not as ends in themselves, but as tools for the
improvement of oral and written communications. Instructions should help stu-
dents see how parts of speech work together to form meaningful language structures.

CONTENT LIMITS

1. A noun is the name of a person, place,. thing, or idea (actor, city,
automobile, kindness).

2. A pronoun is-i-7457.awhich can be substituted for a noun.
3. Personal pronouns may referto the person speaking, the person spoken to,

or the person spoken of (I - -me, you, he--him, she--her, we--us, they--them).
4. Indefinite pronouns do not refer to any specific persons or things

(everybody, everyone, somebody, someone, nobody, no one, anybody, anyone).
5. A verb is a word that ihWi'iEtion or state of being rush, bite, is, are).
6. A verb which is made up of more than one word is calleaiverb phrase

(is leaving, was hel.piag).
7. An adjective is a word that describes, limits, or modifies a noun or

pronoun (a walnut desk, a cloudy day, he is remarkable).
8. An adverb is a word that describes, limits, or modifies a verb, adjective,

or ar'other adverb (came ouicklb an especially fine paper, played fairly well).
9. A preposition is a word which-ihows a relationship between its object and

some other word in a sentence. (We flew above the clouds. They lived around
the corner. She is at home.)

10. A conjunction is a word which joins words or groups of words (and, but, or
nor, for, yet).

11. Correlative conjunctions are used in pairs with other words dividing them
(both--and, either--or, neither--nor, not only--but also, whether--or).

ITEM FORMAT

Format is one simple or compound sentence with five words lettered and underlined,
followed by two or three questions asking for identification of underlined words.

(continued)
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ITEM FORMAT (CONTINUED)

Item Restrictions

English 1-2
PARTS OF SPEECH
Page 2

I. The following will not.be tested or used as distractors:
. verbals
. a, an, and the
. prepositions ending in ing (during, concerning, etc.)
. phrasal prepositions (according to)
. adverbs which also function as adjectives or prepositions (deep, ma, etc.)

. pronouns other than the examples shown in the content limits

2. Sentences developed for testing parts of speech will not contain
infinitive phrases.

RESPONSE DESCRIPTION

The student will demonstrate application of rules for distinguishing parts of
speech by identifying parts of speech in simple and compound sentences.

CRITERIA

The student will correctly identify the underlined part of'speech.

DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENT

Parts of Speech. Read the sentence and answer each of the questions below it
by blackening the lettered space on your answer sheet.

ITEM

A
The suspect led police on a wild, high-speed chase through the city.

2. Which of the underlined words is a noun? (D)

2. Which one is a preposition? (E)
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Example 5_(Glendale Union High School District

PROGRAM Language Arts SUBDIVISION 1.8.1.a.

COURSE English 1-2 SKILL/CONCEPT End Marks (MODEL A)

TEST Pre/Post Test BEHAVIORAL LEVEL Application

RATIONALE

Question marks and ,eriods at the ends of sentences are taught to help

students achieve clarity in written communications.

CONTENT LIMITS

1. A period is used at the end of a declarative sentence.

(I spoke to them.)
2. A question mark is used at the end of an interrogative sentence.

(Did you speak to them?)

ITEM FORMAT

Format is a set of four sentences, one of which contains an error in the use

of the period or question mark. Each set of four sentences will contain

1. One or more direct statements
2. One or more direct questions
3. One indirect or false question

RESPONSE DESCRIPTION

The student will demonstrate application of the rules for using periods and

question marks at the ends of sentences by identifying errors in the use of

end mark punctuation.

CRITERIA

The student will identify the sentence which is improperly punctuated.
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English 1-2
ENI" MARKS (MODEL A)
Page 2

DIRECTIONS TO THE STUDENT

Using Periods andgutstion Marks. Find the sentence which cootains the

error. Blacken the lettered space on your answer sheet.

ITEM

1. A. The research papers will be due on March 13.

B. He wants to know whether your parents will attend the concert?

C. Why do you think your teacher made such strict rules?

D. Mr. Carson will be in Europe during July and August.

7 3
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Example 6 (Glendale Union High School District)

2::07-1M Readin SZODIVISION II C.1.b. _Ai
. Paragraph Meanin--infermw

COURSE Modern Readingues SKILL / CONCEPT red Main Idea Int. & Jr. .

.

TEST BEHAVICRAL LEVEL Synthesis 't

4 7i

RESPONSE DESCRIPTION

Given ten paragraphs with the stated main idea omitted, the
learner will demonstrate synthesis of the skill of finding
inferred main ideas by choosing the correct statement of inferred
idea from four possible choices.

CONTENT LIMITS

The reader is advised to find inference in the following manner:

1. Look at the details to see if they have something in common.
2. Make a guess about the intended meaning.
3. Review the clues or ideas to see if they support your guess.

An inferred main idea, then, may be defined as the idea or fact
that is not stated but.is drawn from stated facts or ideas.
Inference involves a process of inductive reasoning.

ITEM FORMAT

The learner will be presented with ten paragraphs followed by
four answers which will state, or complete, an inferred main
idea, one of which will be correct, and three of which will be
distractors. The paragraphs are graded in level of difficulty
from grade 3 through 8. (Questions 1-5 are intermediate, grades
3-5. Questions 6.-10 are junior, grades 6-8.)

learne l. must select correct inferred main idea with
. pror7iciency.
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ep,Ei.OGRA2.1 Reading SUBDIVISION II.C.1.b.
Paragraph Meanin)--.nierl

%....ZURSE Modern Reading Techniques SKILL/CONCEPT Main Idea Inc. Jr.

TEST BEHAVIORAL LEVEL Synthesis

DIRECTIONS

Paragraph Meaning--Inferred Main Idea

You will be asked to draw a conclusion about what is really
meant in each of the following passages. After carefully read -

in: each ara ra h on the answer sheet blacken the s ace of

the letter which best states the inferred meaning..

/TEM

EXAMPLE:

The house was run-down. After twelve years it still
was not painted. There was no porch; crude wooden
steps led up to the warped front door. The outside
light, hanging down by its cord, swung to-and-fro with

the night breeze. The house was unfinished on the
inside too. The ceiling was only plasterboard hap-

hazardly nailed in place. Paint and plaster were
cracking and flakilig onto the floor from the walls.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The house had not been painted.
the inside of the house had plasterboard ceilings.
The paint flaked onto the floor.
The house was in disrepair.

The correct answer is "d."

1. I'm thinking, I'm thinking
So leave me alone.
I don't need your help.
I'll do fine on my own.

I have a few problems
I have to work out,
Which cannot be done'
If you stand there and

The

(a)
(Li)

'c)

writer

dislikes everybody all the time
rover r..hLnks by 1-.Lmself
sometimes likes to be alone
is not liked by other peol::

shout.

"We need you for baseball,
So come right away."
I'll come when I feel
I am ready to play.

Please stop making faces.
It won't help to grown.
I'm thinking, I'm thinking,
So leave me alone.

to :h ink
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Example 7 (Glendale Union Hi h School District)
CO:JL:j.!::03) SUBDIVISION V.E.

Algebra 1-2 BEHAVIORAL LEVEL Application

SKILL/CONCEPT Factoring Polynomials

With More Than Three Terms:,

RESPONSE DESCRIPTION:

Factor a polynomial of more than three terms.

CONTENT LIMIT:

.

A polynomial of four terms of'the form a
2

+ tab .+ b2 - c.
2
.where

c is an integer between 0 and 5, inclusive.

ITEM FORMAT;

See I.A.1. for a, b, c

d) One problem

e) One wrong answer (b) will be (a + c)(a - c)(2ab + b2)

f) One wrong answer (c) will be b(a + c)'(a - c)(2a + b)

g) One wrong answer (d) will be (a + b - c)2

CRITERIA:

Select correct answer

DIRECTIONS:

ITEM :

Factor Completely:.

a
2
+ 6ab + 9b 2

- 25

a) (a + 3b + 5)(a + 3b 5)

b) (a,+ 5) (a - 5) (6ab + 9b2)

c) 3b (e ± 5) (a 5) (2a + 3b)

(I) (a -'- 5)
2

c) NonE: of the abov,,,
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Example 81 .*b

2/28/79

SKILL: The student will identify.the tone or emotion expressed 7.f.n a

paragraph.

SAMPLE DIRECTIONS AND TEST ITEM:

Directions: Read the paragraph. Underline the best word to

complete the sentence.

Jimmy had been playing at the beach all day.

It was time to go home. Jimmy sat down in the

back seat of the car. He could hardly keep his

eyes open.

Jimmy felt .

A. afraid B. friendly C. tired D. kind

CONTENT DOMAIN:

1. The paragraph will contain situations which are familiar

to the students being tested.

2. The paragraph will contain no less than three' and no maNt

than six sentences. The readability level will be no

higher than Second Reader.

3. The tones or emotions expressed will be from the following

list:

sad mad angry

tired scared friendly

happy lucky smart

kind excited proud

RESPONSE MODE:

1. Responses will be one word in length.

2. The items will contain one correct and three incorrect

responses.

3. Distractors are eo be words deScribing a feeling and may

be taken from the list above.

4. Avoid using reasonable answers as distractors (i.e., in

the sample item, "mad" would not,be a good choice for a

distractor Jimmy could feel mad about leaving the beach).

lAn example of a domain specification from the reading area. (The

authors are grateful to Marlene Teichert of Educational Progress for the
example.)

7
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Content: Reading

Strand: Comprehension

Level: 2

SKILL

A student will be able to identify the main idea of a paragraph by choosing
the best title.

SAMPLE TEST DIRECTIONS AND TEST ITEM

Test Directions

Read each paragraph and choose the best title. Circle the letter beside

your answer.

Test Item

The second grade went on a class trip. They saw airplanes and jets.

A man told them how to buy an airline ticket. They saw the pilot's
cockpit.

a. Meeting a pilot.
b. Buying a ticket.
c. A trip to the airport.

CONTENT ,DOMAIN

*iP

1. Sentences should have no less than 3 words, and no more than 10.

2. Each paragraph should have no less than 3 sentences and no more
than 7.

3. Compound and simple sentences should be included.

4. Readability should be approximately 2.5.

5. The paragraphs should include'both experience and interest-oriented
subject matter.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANSWER CHOICES AND SCORING

1. There should be three titles to choose from. The correct title
is the main idea of the paragraph.

2. Distractors should contain smaller details from the paragraph.

1An initial draft of the content included in this domain specification
was prepared by Liz Jerrett and Nancy Cole.
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Example 101

Content: Reading

Strand: Structural Analysis

Level:

SKILL

The student will identify the meaning of a word consisting of a root

word and a prefix.

SAMPLE TEST DIRECTIONS AND TEST ITEM

Test Directions

Read the word and the two definitions that follow it. Choose the

correct meaning of the word and place the letter (A) or (B) on the

line in front of the word.

Test Item

1. disappear

2. exterior

3. incapable

CONTENT DOMAIN

(A) to appear again (B) to drop out of sight

(A) outside (B) inside

(A) can do (B) can't do

1. The stimulus words will contain the following prefixes:

un re in dis ex

2. The words are to be at a vocabulary level no higher than level four.

3. The words are not to be included in the context of a sentence.

4. See attached list of words for suggested content.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANSWER CHOICES AND SCORING

1. The student will write the letter of the correct response on the

line provided,

2. There will be two choices, the correct response and one distractor.

3. The distractor will contain a meaning for the root word without the

prefix or the meaning of the root word with a different prefix.

1An initial draft of the content included in this domain specification

was prepared by Marlene Teichert.
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Suggested List of Words

un in re dis ex

uneven insincere remind disown exclude
unclean inhuman reform disconnect exclaim
unfold insight rename discover exhale
untie incapable regain disband exit
unreal informal rejoin disloyal expand
unsafe inability replant displease expel
untrue inclose retold dishonor expire
unfit indent recall discount explain
uneasy inland reopen dismount explore
unhappy indoor renew disarm extend
unpack incomplete reread disorder exterior
unload intake refill disable

so
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Example 111

Content: Mathematics

Strand: Fractions

Level: 4

SKILL

The student will be able to multiply fractions.

SAMPLE TEST DIRECTIONS AND TEST ITEM

Test Directions

Circle the answer to the question below:

Test Item

1 3

3 x 4

a. 3 b. 4 c. 1 d. 4 e. 9

7 7 4 9 4

CONTENT DOMAIN

1. Fractions will be written using the horizontal bar .

2. Limit to fractions less than one with single digit denominators.

3. The numerators arLd denominators of each fraction in an item stem
will have no factor in common other than one.

4. In the item formAx c or .1.x..4.. ,aanddwill have no

common factor except ond
d b

e, and each of the following cases will
be included in the items:

a. b is a multiple of c, or c is a multiple of b;
b. b and c are equal;
c. .b and c share a common factor other than one;
d. b and c share no common factor except one.

lAn initial draft of the content included in this domain specification
was prepared by a group of teachers working with the Accountability Renewal

Model Project in Texas.
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to

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANSWER CHOICES AND SCORING

1. Each item will contain five answer choices, only one of which

is correct.

2. "None of these" will not be _used as a answer choice.

3. Distractors will 'represent the most frequent student errors.

4. Distractors will include errors such as:"

a. multiplication of numerators and addition of denominators;

b. "cross multiplication" (numerator x denominator) either end up;

c. addition of numerators and denominators.

5. Equivalent forms of the cqrrect answer will not be used in a

set of answer choices.
,cl
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Content: Mathematics

Strand: Life Skills

Level: 7

Student will use reference units of weight/mass, length, area, volume,

temperature, time, and money to estimate and determine measures, both

metric and customary.

SAMPLE TEST DIRECTIONS AND TEST ITEM

Test Directions

Circle your answers to the questions below:

Test Items

1. The distance from Fort Worth to Austin would be measured in

2.

a. kilometers
b. kiloliters
c. kilograms
d. liters
e. grams

Find the value of money shown above.

a. $5.26

b. $5.06
c. $25.51
d. $5.31

e. $1.40

What is the correct time? a. 11:15
b. 2:50

c. 2:55

d. 3:55

3. 3:50

=An initial draft of the content included inthis domain specification

was prepared by a group of teachers working with the Accountability Renewal

Model Project in Tex.s.
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CONTENT DOMAIN

1. Limit the unit measurements to the following:

kilometer, meter, centimeter, millimeter, mile, yard, foot, inch,
the square unit of the previous listed, the cubic unit of the
previous listed, liter; milliliter, kilogram, gram, gallon, quart,
ton, pound, ounce, houi, minute, second, degree Fahrenheit,
degree Celsius.

2. The following types of items will be included:

a. Items which reference a real life object familiar to students,

and a characteristic of the object to be measured. The student

will select the appropriate unit to measure the object. Items

will include measurement of weight/mass and capacity; area and
volume; and length.

b. Items whicL deal with money. The student will select the total
amount of money or the appropriate collection of bills and coins.
There will be no more than 9 or fewer than 3 bills and/or coins
pictured in the stems or response choices.

c. Items which deal with time, length, and temperature. The student

will be presented a picture and will give the appropriate time,
length of object, or temperature. Time will be measured to the

nearest minute. Temperature will be measured to the nearest

degree.

3. Conversions will not be required.

4. Items will not tc knowledge of abbreviations.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANSWER CHOICES AND SCORING

1. Each item will contain five answer choices, only one of which is

correct.

2. "None of these" will not be used as an answer choice.

3. Discractors will represent the most frequent student errors.

4. More than one unit that measures the same characteristic will
not be used in the answer choices for an item described in
content 2a.

5. Answer choices will include the unit of measurement, where
appropriate.

8 4
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Example 131

Content: Mathematics

Strand: Life Skills

Level: 7

SKILL

A student will idantify the page (or pages) from a newspaper index on
which information related to a given topic can be found.

SAMPLE TEST DIRECTIONS AND TEST ITEMS

Test DirectimLs

Please read the newspaper index below and answer the questions.
Circle the letter beside your answer to each question.

Test Items

The Austin Record News

Amusements E5-7 Horoscope Fl

Classified Ads F4-6 Personalities B5

Comics C11 Sports C1-8

Editorials A14 TV Logs E9

Financial D4,5 Weather F3

1. Where would you find information about a person born under the
sign of Scorpio?

(a) F4-6 (b) B5 (c) F3 (d) Fl

2. Where would you find the necessary qualifications for available jobs?

(a) E9 (h) F4-6 (c) B5 (d) F3

3. If you wanted to find tna standings in the National Football League,
where would you look?

(a) Cl -8 (b) E5-7 (c) Cli (d) E9

4. Where would you read a person's opinion on a current local political
matter?

(a) A14 (b) C11 (c) D4,5 (d) C1-8

lAn initial draft of the content included in this domain specification
was prepared by a group of teachers working the Accountability Renewal Model

Project in Texas.

8
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CONTENT DOMAIN

I. A newspaper index will be reproduced containing both a section

letter and page(s) for each topic.

2 The newspaper index will contain no more than ten topics listed

in one or two columns.

3. The ten (maximum) topics selected will be from the following list:

Amusements Editorials TV Log

Classified Ads Financial Weather

Comics Food Personalities

Crosswords Horoscope

Deaths Sports

4. Test items will relate to the topics listed but will not name

fhe topics.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANSWER CHOICES AND SCORING

1. There will be one correct and three incorrect answers for each

test item.

2. Avoid having distractors that could be possible ansvers (i.e.,

for a test item such as "where can you find information on

Ferguson Jenkins, do not include both "Sports" and "Personalities'!

as possible answer choices).

3. Incorrect choices will be other page numbers listed in the newspaper

index.

. Some of the incorrect choices should include the same section

latter as the correct answer.
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Example 1L1

Applications of Approaches to Noral-Referenced Test Reliability

General Descrintion

Given a description of a situation requiring the interpretation

and use of a set of norm-referenced test scores, the student will select

from a list of reliability coefficients the coefficient,that should be

computed, based upon the description of the given situation.

Sample Item

Directions: Read each testing situation described below. Describe

which reliability coefficient would be best suited for

the situation described. Write the letter preceding

the reliability coefficient you have chosen on the

separate answer sheet.

Ms. Jones, a ninth grade history teacher, has con-

structed a filial examination in nistory 9 for the

fall semester. She does not have access to either
machine scoring facilities or computer analysis.

Which reliability coefficient would be best suited_ _

for. her to compute given the situation?

a. Coefficient of. Stability and Equivalence

b. Yuder-Richardson 20
c. Kuder-Richardson 21

d. Coefficient of Equivalence
e. Coefficient of Stability

1We are grateful to participants at an ALRA Irainine program held

'in Toronto, March 1978, for comjdorablc 11,..ip in formniatitT thi:; dote in

specification.

37
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Stimulus Atww ./ ow+ rm. am

1. Each of the test items will consist of 3 parts: (a) a in-Assay

describing the norm-referenced testing situation, (b) a question

requiring the student to choose which reliability coefficient is

lwst suited, and () a set oP F i.Vft pwsiblo unswur.

2. The passage describing the norm-referenced testing Situation will

consist of 100,words orrXess.

a. The situation described will contain references to paper/pentil

tests and performance tests only; no physical diagnOstic tests

(e.g.,hearing) will be described. -vs

b. The passage describing the testing situation will include:

i. the purpose of testing

ii. the area of testing

iii. whether the test is a group or individual test

iv. whether the test is standardized, teacher-made, quasi-

standardized (i.e., used by all teachers in a school)

c. The testing situations described may measure either the cognitive,

affective, or psychomotor domains.

d. The situations described are limited to the following categories

of use of norm-referenced test scores:

i. grading

ii. selection

iii. placement

iv. program evaluation

v. ability grouping

vi. individual diagnosh:

(See the specification suppl,..ment for an expanded discussion of the
categories.)

e. Situations describing the uses of tests in research or in the
generation of research hypotheses are not applicable.
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f. The siLu,. '-,n'idescribed also involve an explication of the

followieg vlri," 'es (when appropriate)

i. speeded or power test

ii. similarity in difficulty of items (omneniety of items)

iii. when test is given (during program or at end)

iv. the exact nature of the test (aptitude, achievement, or

psychomotor)

v. whether supplemental aids, such as a computer, etc., are

available

3. Following the pass age describing the norm-referenced testing situa

tion, each item will contain the following question: "Which

relaibility coefflcieat would be best suited for him/her/them to

compute, given the situation?"
4.

4. The set of 5 possible answers shoUld be written subject to

the restraints set up in the Response Attributes section.

5. All passages should be written at no higher than the 10th grade

reading level.

Resnonse Attributes

1. Students will be asked to circle the letter beside one of five possible

answers (where one answer is correct and the other four answers are

incorrect).

2. Thq correr.lt answer and the four dietractors should he chfuwn from

the following list of reliability cooffiricnis:

a.coefficient of stability

b. coefficient of equivalence

c. coefficient of ::Lability :1 equivalence
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d. split half (odd-e'ven) reliability coefficient

e. split half (first half-last half) reliability coefficient:

f. Kuder-Richardson--20 coefficient

g. Kuder-Richarch,oa--2L coet.ficion::

h. Inter-rater reliability coefficient

3. For each item, the four distractors chosen will be the four.of

the seven possibilities that are most nearly suited for the given

situation.

4. Answers requiring combinations of reliability coefficients,

and "all of the above" and "none of the above" will not be used.

5. The correct answer will be consistent with the discussion and

appropriate procedure presented in currently-used educational and

psychological measurement texts (i.e., Thorndike and Hagen, Brown,

Stanley and.Hopkins, Payne, Sax).

Specification Supplement

The following list of situations to he used for developing the test

item passages is an expansion of those listud ill the Stimulus Attributes.

This expansion is necessary to further delimit the content

General Description Particular Situation

1. Grading a. classroom grading on p unit of work, no
computer-assisted facilities available

b. classroom grading on a unit of work,
computer faclities available

c. end-of-u'urse grading on final exam, no
facilities available

d. end-of-eourq,. uading on final exam,
facilities available

90 3 ." C.?, 3 re

CIAO k . :
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Particular Situation
. -

2. Selection

3. Placement

4. Program Evaluation

5. Ability Grouping

6. Individual Diagnosis

a. solection of a group for a special course,
nujni; 11,,L ;:core

b. selection 01 a group fa,, a special activity,
using an aptitude test: score

a. placement of an individual in an accelerated
program, using an achievement test score

b. placement of an individual in .a special class,
based on observation of psychomotor abilities

c. placement of an individual in a special group,
based on a projective test

a. evaluation of a program using final_ test
scores

a. placing students into ability groups based upon
i. achievement test scores

ii. aptitude test scores
iii. Tprfoymance test scores

a. diagnothis utilizing:
i. achievement test score
ii. teacher-constructed test score

91
..
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2.5 Item Forms Analysis

Hively, et, al. (1973), using the work of Osburn (1968) and Hively,

Patterson, and Page (1968) as a basis, have developed a comprehensive method.

for developing a domain definition called. item forms analysis. Based on

Osburn's notion of a "universe-defined" test and consonant with Traub's

explication of strong domain sampling validity, Hively et al, felt (initially)

that their domain definition should satisfy the following two requirements:

1. All the,items which could be written from the content domain

to be tested must be written (or known) in advance of the

final item selection process.

2. A random or stratified sampling procedure must be used

in the item selection process.

Before discussing item forms analysis in some detail and

also providing some examples of item forms, two comments

should be made. One, the experience of Hively et al., in developing item

sk.

forms,pointed out one very,glaring weakness of item generatior procedures;

they work well only with very structured subject domains, such as mathematics

(the subject Hively and his associates considered). Two, and perhaps more

important, Hively et al., found that while their attempt to specify "all

the behaviors which comprise specific pieces of knowledge" was a great

'quantum leap' over the use of behavioral objectives, it was apparent that

it was impossible "to exhaustively define universes of criterion behavior."

This forced Hively and his associates into reconsidering the first require-

ment of their domain, which we listed above. They began to define the sets

I

-41

of test items not as universes of items but as the " nuclei of hypothe-

tical repertoires of behavior," called "domains" (Hively et al, 1973).

92
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Hively and his associates found it an

impossible task to list all the items in the content area under consider-

/

ation, and thus were forced to reconceptualize their approach in terms of

domains of behavior, to which a group of items may belong. According to

Hively et al.:

The basic notion underlying domain-referenced achieve-
ment testing is that certain important classes of

behavior in the reportoires of experts (or amateurs)

can be exhaustively defined in terms of structured

sets or domainsoftesqitems. Testing systems may be
referenced to these domains in the sense that a test-
ing system consists of rules for sampling items froi

a domain and administering them to an individual

(or sample of individuals frcm a specified popula-
tion) in order to obtain estimates\of the probability
that an individual (or group of individuals) could

answer any,given item from the domain at'a specified

moment in time.

Domains of test items are structured and, built up
through the specification of stimulus and response
properties which are thought to be important in
shaping the behavior of individuals who are in the

process of learning to be experts. These pro-

perties may be thought of as stratifying large

domains into smaller domains or subsets.

Hively et al., use item generation forms to specify these domains

of behavior and thus circumvent the problem of trying to exhaustively define

the universe on the individual item level. We should note that this switch

in conceptualization from "universe of items" to "domain" does not affect

the inferential procedures that can be used. If one can develop these

domains through the use of item generation forms, the strong domain sampling

validity situation (Traub, 1975) will have been attained. The test developer

can feel confident in making an inference about what the examinee knows

about the domain, based upon his/her test score.

We have discussed the conceptual switch froir. "univetse of items" to

"domain" by Hively and his associates for two reasons. One, we ure trying
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to give the reader another sense of the "idealized" nature of being able to

specify a content universe and to present a case for how difficult it

is to specify a domain. This should reemphasize the practical utility of
t.

Popham's domain specification procedure. Two, we have tried to present a

context in which to understand the examples that follow.

With these basics specified, we will do the following in terms of

item forms analysis. First, we wi41 formally define an item form, as

spedified,by lively, and discuss .three strategies Hively et al., have suggested

for developing the domain which the item forms represent. Then, in section'2.6, we

141,1 provide an example of an item form and briefly discuss the elements that

constitute an item form. This will be done on a cursory level; the reader

should refer to therwork of Hively et al. (1973) for a detailed

discussion. We are-hepe trying to give a."flavor" of the approach; and are

not going to do justice to the subtleties. Finally, in section 2.6, we will pro-

vide four other relevant examples of item forms, all taken from lively et al.'s,

work on the Minnemast Project.

How does Hively formally define an item form? According to lively, et al.

(1973):

Items are written as scripts directing
.the actions of an examiner, with space pro-
vided in which to record the responses of a student.

Certain elements in the scripts are variable. . .'Item

forms' determine the domainsof permissable replacements
for these variables. By sampling items from these
domaiQs, one can estimate the proportion of students who

'have' the system of concepts and skills represented by
the item form as a whole, as well as the proportions

who respond correctly to various subcomponents.

How does one first develop the general domains in which the item forms

serve as item generators? Hively et al (1973), list three possible

strategies for developing the domains:

1. Start with a list of 'prototype items taken from the instructional
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material and then alter these items to produce sets of equivalent

items measuring the objectives supposedly measured by the prototypical

items. Then have content experts review the items so as to end up

With a pool of items which purport to measure the instructional.

objectives.

2. State the instructional objectives and have the item writers develop

items which supposedly measure the instructional objectives.

3. Develop hypotheses about sequences and hierarchies of instruction

through a careful examination of the basic goals of the instructio a

unit. Then construct items in accordance with these sequences ayid

hierarchies.
e.

Regardless of the way in which domains are initially defined and

developed, at one point, it is necessary that item forms be constructed.

Hively et al. (1973) give two relevant reasons for the use of item forms:

1. To obviate the necessity to store individual items by subStituting

a set of written rules through which items can be generated,. when

needed, and

2. v enable the relationships among items to be traced by giving

clear specifications of relevant item characteristics.

In other words, the collections of items generated by any of the three pro-

cedures just discussed are organized into "formalized schemes," these schemes

being the item forms. Each item form is made up of two major parts, one part

tells how one would gmerate the items, the other describes the item's

characteristics.

As a means of summing up this discussion Of item forms analysis, we

can make the following comment. If it is possible to explicitly define the

domain, we feel that item generation forms are the mode to use. However, as
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the reader can see, both from the discussion just presented and the ensuing

examples,:the complexities of specification can be enormous. /Also, the

procedures work only for highly structured subject domains. It is for

. the above two reasons that we prefer the use of Popham's procedure for

the development of domain specifications. However, we need to again point

out that the domain specification procedure developed by Popham only implicitly

defines the""main in question, and the items generated need to be validated

by an independent method. That independent method, the use of content

specialists, will be discussed in Unit 3.

96
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2.6 Examples of item forms analysis

In this section, we first provide an example of nn item form, and

then briefly discuss the constituent parts. Then, fnhr more examples of

item forms are provided. The first one comes from a paper by lively et. .11

(1968) and the other three are from a book by Hively and his associates

(1973)1.

1Permission for duplicaticn of these materials in our final

report is pending.

9 7



Example One

ITEM FORM 2.2'
Producing examples of simple and nonsimple,

open and closed curves.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The child in given an example of a simple open, simple
closed. nonsimpie open. or nen.simpie closed curve and asked
to draw several more that are different, Out of the same kind,

STIMULUS AND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

Constant for All Coils
Child Is given an !tinfoil of the requited type of curve at

the hells/ling Child produces Curves by drawing them,
Distinguishing Among Cells

Type of cunt required: (I) sInsoie open. (2) 'Imola closed,
(3) non.simple coon, (4) nonaimple Closed. (The last two
Curve types are no) standard topological classifications, but
are clearly defined.)
Varying Within cells
instance' of sample curves presented.

CELL MATRIX

Script (b)

Smolt closed (1)

Simple open (2)

Nonslniple dna:1 (3)

riohsinspie open (4)

(Sample Curve .1 drawn from replacement sat
corresponding to script.)

Originally developed by stones LunOln.

ITEM FORM SHILL,...
MATERIALS ITEM FORM: 2.2

CELL. E]
REPLICATION: Ej

Curve catilECLZI
II lesocense Meet
Petal!

DIRECTIONS TOE SCRIPT

Octet tOeh at move
care yourself, until
yesi have all It IR
front of S.

Were Is a (b) simple Obeid Ceivt

Nero Is a pencil and paper. Draw

&miller I 00 simple elost4 j curve

that is different from that One.

(Answer 11

Alter S finishis HO
answer, write its
number beside it.

If yesi aren't sari
whether S is fin.
Wild, ask hint.

Now, draw another (b) e.rnple curve
Mt is different. Closed

tAnstvea 21

In trensition to each
new question. you
can say "um hum"
or -0 K." mil don't
say "good" or
otherwise put
speciel emphasis on
correct answers.

Neel, draw another IS) simple1 curse
closed

(Answer 03)

Now draw another mi smell curve
that Is different cloud

(Answer 4)

atLOROiNG
Attach response sheet.

BEST C3:7

REPLACEMENT SCHEME

Curve Cud! (a)
Cell 1: choose from R.I. 2.1.
Cell 21 choose frOM LS. 2.2.
Cell 3. choose from R.S. 2.2.
Cell 4. choose from R.S. 2.4

REPIACILIENT SETS

Lo' Uzi
ic9.zmid

L
41.1. tL,C;):,

L#311)All2
R.S. 2.1.
Simple, Closed curves

Cr4::01(ti), ---

t 6'

; X 9

R.S. 2.3.
Nonsimple, closed Will

script (0)
Cell 1: simple closed
Cell 2. simple open
Cell 3: nansanole closed
Cell 4. nonsinspit open

IV Y\1

E-/ Li <..6

R.S. 2.2.
Simple. open curves

.r.5 T

\
Y

V4:
A.S. 2.4.
Nonalmpte, open curves

SCUM SPECIFICATIONS.
Cell 1 (single closed): Curve bounds an area, may not have

crossing points.
Cell 2 (simple MO: Curve does not bound an area may

not have crossing points.
Call 3 (non.simple closed): Part of curve bounds an area,

must have at least one crossing point.
Coll 4 oon.simafe open): No vett of curve bounds an site.

meat nave at least ens ensuing point.

93
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What follows is a short description of each of the constituent parts; these

descriptions were edited from Hively et al.'s materials.

Item-Form Shell --This element contains the common, unvarying com-

ponent of all items that could be generated by the item form. The blank

spaces in the skill are filled in according to the specifications in the

Replacement Scheme. Instructions to the examiner are placed here, and these

instructions specify materials, directions,'script and recording.

Replacement Scheme --This element specifies how to choose values or

prescriptions for each of the variable parts of the item form. Replacements

specified in this section come from the Replacement Set.

Stimulus and Response Characteristics --These descriptions are in-

tended to describe and justify' whatever behavioral analysis may underlie

the properties or characteristics utilized in structuring the domain of items.

Cell Matrix --This element does two things:
'N (1) provides a

summary of the information found under Stimulus and Response Character-

istics and (2) assigns an identification number to eaCil cell to coincide

with the cell numbers used in the replacement scheme.

Scoring Specifications --This section describes the properties to

be used to distinguish between correct and incorrect responses.

Now consider the four additional examples of item forms on the

next pages.

99
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Example Two

Descriptive Title Sample Item Cenk.col Form Generation I:111:s 1

Basic fact; 13 A 1, A:-.:-.:1a; 13.-7.-:b
minuend > 10, 6 13 2. (a<b) E U

3. al, '%,
Simple, borrow; 53 A 1. A=ata2; B b
one -digit 7 B *2. altU-i1}......._. __ . . _
sobtrahend. 3. (b>a2) E U0
licrrow across 0 `-, 403 A

138 13
1, N 0,
2, A ala2 ; 13 1)11)2 .

3. (al>b,), (a3<b3).
(a4?b1)EU0

4. b2 E Uo
5, a2=0
6. N{l, 2, 3},0

Equation; 42 =2$ A-- 1. A=a1a;
missing 2. at f U
subtrahend. 3. a.,, b b. Un

4. Check: OB<A
aExplanation of notation:

Capital letters A, B,`.. , represent numerals.
Small letters (with or without subscripts) a, h, al, b.,. etc., represent digits.

- - }: Choose at random a rep!aeement for x from the given set.
b, c, c - }: All of a, b, c are chosen from the given set with replacement.

NA. Number of digits in numeral A.
N: Number of digits in each numeral in the problem.
a t . . . - }: Generate all the al necessary. In general " . " means continue

the pattern established.
(a< h) c }: Choose two numbers at random nut /meet replacement: let u he the

smaller.
V}: Choose a hwitontal or vertical format.

NA, B, }: Choose a permutation of the elements in the set. (If the set consists ut
sult\cripts, permute thus: subwriptcti elements.)

Set operations are wed as normally defined. Note that A --- 13 - A -- B. Order:d pairs
are also used as usual.
Chee4: If a check is not fulfilled, re;enerate all elements involved in the (hut I. statement
(and any elements dependent upon them).

Special sets:
2, .... 9}

Ll() {O, 1, . 9}

1 u

BEST C'ri fit. finis



Example Three

ITEM FORM 9.7'
Producing a number satisfying a given order re-

lation to specified numbers(s) (spoken form).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The child Is asked to say the name of a number that bears

a specified order relation ("greater than" or "less than") to
a given number or numbers In the range 0 through 20. Given
numbers are presented In spoken form and response Is spoken.

STIMULUS AND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

Constant for All'Cells
The presentation is completely spoken; a spoken response

is required.
Distiquishing Among Cells

Three scripts are used asking respec .'vely for a number
greater than a given number, for a number less than a given
number, and for a number greater than one given number
and less than another. '

Within the third script, three conditions are allowed: (I)
first given numeral greater than secofid with required num.
Der possibly an integer; (2) first given numeral greater than

second with required number necessarily not an Integer: and

(3) first given numeral less than second so that the solution
to the problem is the empty set.
Varying Within Cells

Within each cell, the given numbers are Integers from
the range 0 through 20 chosen so that the correct response
(when it is riot the empty set) can be a real numkerittarn
the range 0 through 20.

CELL MATRIX

Script (a) "greater
than tt,"

I

t.

!TEM. kORM SHELL

MATERIALS

None

DIRECTIONS TO E SCRIPT

Read script to child.

Write down child's
words.

elect

Tell me a number that Is

Arm.....

''less
than b1"

Numerals
(b) 11a,.-19

(I)
milmMamion

"greater than b," but lest'.
than b."

0<b,,§18 0<big19
b1+ 1

lat<20
Ogb,<I),

(2) (3) ie)

Originally developed by Oonald Sension.

(5)
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REPLACEMENT SCHEME

(a) Script
Cell "less than th" "greater than bi."
Cells 3,4,5: "greater than th but less than b...."

(b) Numerals within ecript
Cell is Choose b, from R.S. 9.1

Cell 2: Choose bi from R.S. 9.2
Cell 3: Choose two numbers from R.S. 9.3
Cell 3: Chowe two numbers from R.S. 9.3

Let b, = smaller number; b: = larger number
Reject if b, b, g 1

Cell 4: LCehtoobse=bibftro+m1R.S. 9.3

Cell 51 Choose two numbers from R.S. 9.3
tet hi -- larger nufter; DI :7: smaller number
Reject if b, = b:

REPLACEMENT SETS
R.S. 9.1: Whole numbers 0,1,2 19

R.S. 9.2: Whole numbers 1,2,3. ...20.
R.S. 9.3: Whole numbers 0,1.2 20

SCORING SPECIFICATIONS
Cell 1: Any real numbei x where X > bi
Ceti 2: Any real number x where x < bi
Cell 3: Any real number x where b: < x < b:
Cell Any real number x where th < X < b:
Cell 5: Any response equivalent to saying that the ,re

no itumhers which can fulfill the conditions,

Uti
: :1 111C

SaU

9



Example Four

ITEM FORM 16.14'
Comparing two objects on equal-arm balance

and, choosing a symbol to complete a statement of
the weight relation,
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The child is asked to compare the weights of two objects
that may be (1) indistinguishable by hefting but easily dis-
tinguished on the balance, (2) Indistinguishable even on the
balance. In each of these situations, size varies as an Irrele'
vant dimension, An equalarm balance Is available but instruc-
tions for Its use are non-directive. "The child is asked to select
one of the three symbols ( >, <, and = ) and place it In the
blankcace provided between the two weight symbols,
STIMULUS AND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

Constant for All Cells
s equalarm balance is of similar construction to that

use : in MINNEMAST Unit 16, made of Tlnkertoys, cardboard,
string, a metal weight, and a foot ruler.

The objects are opaque, cylindrical bottles, Identicel
except for weight (either 23 gm. or 25 gm.) and size (either
2" X VA" or 2;12" X Ili "). Each Is identlfied'by a lower-
Case letter assigned at random.

The child is asked it, complete a symbolic statement, cor-
responding to the weight relation, by choosing the correct
relation symbol,

Distinguishing among Cells
Three weight relations (detectable by balance only, not by

hefting or "feel") defined In terms of the location of the
objects when placed in front of the child:

, left > right; left < right; left = right.
Three size relations:
left > right; left < right; left = right.

CELL MATRIX
Weight Relations

(Detectable by Balance Only)

Size Relations vi, > w WI < W, WI = W,

SI > Sr (1) (4) (7)

Si < S. (2) (5)

_
(S)

S, = Se (3)

.....
45) (9)

Originaiiy developed by wells ffiveiy,

ITEM FORM SHELL )

MATERIALS

Beam Balance
Objebts 1 and r
from T.O. 16.14.0
StimulusResponse sheet

(attached)
Pencil

.

-

DIRECTIONS TO E

Place materials In front of
child. (Keep order of objects
given above.)

. ; . Balance

...

SCRIPT

Here are two objects. They
have symbols attached to
them. Compare them by
weight and write one of
these three signs (point) In
the blank (point) to form the
comparison sentence.

You ou ay use thls balance if
you

i
4 r 4objects

C:=1 SR sheet
iSubject

RECORDING

Attach StimulusResponse sheet to this page.
Describe what child did,
If balance was used, insert object symbols In schematic

drawing of the balance given below, and mark the position
of the plumb-line at the time of child's If dement.

1.02

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS
Pencil R 0, 16.1.1)
Beam Balance (T,C), 16.13,1): Equalarm beam balance made

from tinkertoy materials as decribed In MINNEMAST Unit 16.
Set of Weight Objects (7.0, 16,14.0)i Set of

opaque plastic cyllnd bottles with firmly fitting lids, Two
sites of bottles hav -ten chosen. The small bottle has a
length of 2" and a diameter of Ve", The large bottle has a
length of 21/2" and a diameter of 13 ". Two weight veins
have been chosen so that the objects cannot typically be
distinguished by hefting but Can be distinguished on the
balance, Each object Is designated by a randomly chosen,
lowercase letter,

Weight
Size 23 gm 25 gm

small a m
k

large b o
n

StimulusReiponse sheet (attached to Item) (T.O. 26.14.1):
a sheet of paper approximately 6" X 4" with the following
display:

Write >, <, or = in the blank

W W,

where 1 and r are the appropriate subscripts (from Replace.
ment Scheme). t

REPLACEMENT SCTIENE

(I,r) Objects
Cel 1: (o,a)
Cel 2: (m,b)
Cel

lC 3:
Choose
(b,m)

from R.S. 16113

Col 51 (co)
Cel 6: Choose from R.S. 16.14
Cel Choose from R.S. 18.15
Cel 8: Choose from R.S. 16.15
Col 9: Choose from R.S. 16.17

REPLACEMENTS SETS
R.S. 16.13 Ordered pairs (frt,a)i (o.b)
iftt:ss: 1166154 Ordered pairs

Ordered pairs
(a,m);
(b,a);

b,o)

R.S. 16.16 Ordered pairs (I,b); (mot
R.S. 16.17 Ordered pairs (1n,k): (o,n)

SCORING SPECIFICATIONS
A correct response is made by writing the

(>, <, or =) in tho blank space to complete
sentence. This should be > Cells 1. 2, and
4, 5, and 6; .=. In Cells 7, 8, and 9.

"Pt 1 eZ

correct symb01
Its -cimpar ison
3; In Cells
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Example Five

ITEM FORM 26.2*
Plotting a single point on a volume-weight

graph.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A graph, with axes indicating volume and weight, and a
sheet displaying either an ordered pair or a volumeweight
chart Is presented. The child Is asked to plot the point rep.
resented by the data onto the grid.

STIMULUS AND IIESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS
Constant for All Cells

The grid has the characteristics described In the De
scription of Materials.

Distinguishing Among Cells
The child is given the data either as an ordered pair or

as a VolumeWeight chart.
The data are such that the point to be plotted Is either

at the intersection of two grid tints, or on an Xaxis
line at a posit;on intermediate (in tenths) between two
Yaxis grid lines.

Complete crossing of these caiegeies yields four cells.
varying wttnin Ceiis

The data for the point to be plotted are varied within the
limits of the grid and of the Cell Constants specifications.

For Cells 1 and 2, the Volume and Weight values are
both chosen from f he set of Integers 1 through 12, with the
requirement that the two values must not be identical.
(This condition eliminates situations where order would
not matter.)

For Cells 3 and 4, the Volume value is chosen from the
set of Integers i through 12; and the Weight value, jvi
Units is chosen so that j is from the set of integers 0
through 11, and k Is from the set of integers 1 through 9.

CELL MATRIX

Y coordinate
an integer

Ycoordinate
in tenths

Date as Ordered pair (1) (3)

Data as V/W Chart (2) (4)

Originally developed by Graham Maxwell.

ITEM FORM SHELL

MATERIALS

Stimulus Sheet (attached)
Grid (attached)
Pencil ,
DIRECTIONS TO E

Place materials In front
of child and point to the
relevant parts as you say:

When child has finished,
attach both the stimulus
sheet and the grid to this
Inge.

SCRIPT

(d

103

V3

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS

Stimulus Sheet (attach one of the following objects to the
Item as specified by (a) In the Replacements).

(T.O. 26.5.1): A sheet of 6"x4' notepaper displaybig the
ordered pair P ((b), (oh

(T.O. 26.4.1): A sheet of 6-x4:: notepaper displaying the
following labeled chart:

00.1rICT
VOLUME

(In units of volume)
WEIGHT

(in units of weignt;

P (b) ' (e)

Grid (attached to Item) (T.O. 26.2A1): A sheet of paper dts
playin a grid,.6" X 6", with gridlines 1/2" apart, On each
axis, the grid lines are marked with the numbers 1 through
12. The )(lls Is labeled "Volume (in units of volu.1),"
and, the Yaxis is labeled "Weight (In units of weight)."

Pencil (T.O. 26.1.1):

REPLACEMENT SCHEME

(a) Stimulus Sheet
Cells 1 and 3: T.O. 26.5.1
Cells 2 and 4: T.O. 26.4.1

(b,c) Coordinates of point P for Stimulus Sheet
Cells 1 and 2: Choose b from R.S 26.1

Choose c from R.S. 26.1
Reject if b = c

Cells 3 and 4 Let b = I
C 7-=
choose i from R.S 26.1
choose j from R.S 5.2
choose k from R.S..6.3

V-353.11 ' P,15.
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2.7 flowchart of the Process

Figure 2.7.1 should be helpful since it provides a summary of the
e"

steps a criterion-referenced test developer must consider in preparing

domain specifications.

. Figure 2.7.1. Steps for preparing ,domain specifications.

Zero in on the Behavior to be Measured

Select from Competing

Domain Alternatives

Construct Domait Specifications

Popham's Domain
Specification Procedure

104

Item Forms
Analysis
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2482212ctive Banks

There are presently available a number of com,rcially prepared

sets of objectives that can be utilized by a criterion-referenced test'

develOper in his/her work. The test developer may find, however, that

he/she must work further with these objectives as they are usually stated

in behavioral,terms, and lack sufficient clarity to permit aclear deter-

mination of the domain of test items intended for the objectives (see

section 2.2). These sets of objectives may serve as an excellent start-

ing point in the development of domain specifications.

The addresges of several of the better known organizations that distribute

objectives sets are given below. These organizations provide complete cata-
,:,

logs of subject areas for which objectives have been prepared, and certain

of he organizations provide listings of supplemental services that can, be

used in conjunction with the objectives sets.

Instructional Objectives Exchange (Mx)
Box 24095
`tos Angeles, California 90024

Westinghouse Learning Press Publications
770 Lucerne Drive
P. O. Box 9035
Sunnyvale,: California 94086

Other organizations distributing objectives (and/or test items) can be

located in the classified ads section of Phi Delta Kappan.

105
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2.9 Preparation of Test Specifications 4

Any &cid test requires planning. In this section,we will discusi a

series of steps that will aid in the planning process. Theie steps are

involved with the preparation of a set of test spetifications. In turn,

the test specification stage may be viewed as the initial stevIn the

development of a criterion-referenced test. Thus, we willnbe discussing a

series of steps that will aid in the subsequent development of a criterion-
1.

referenced test. According to Tinkelman (1971), whose work ye have utilised

extensively in preparing this section:

The essence of initial test planning is establishing
the test specifications; that is, the sum total of

the qualities and characteristics that.thp test
should possess.

\,k

The following list of steps to guide in the development of test spec

fications was taken from Tinkelman (1971) and adapted to fit a discussion of
RZy

criterion-referenced tests. We present the steps first, and then comment on

them. The reader will find that certain of the steps have been covered in

detail in other sections.

Steps in Developing Test Specifications

. Define the general purpose and requirements of the test.

. Establish the specific scope of the test as expressed by

the domain specifications or item forms.

3. Select appropriate item types.

4. Determine the appropriate numb:2r of test items to be used.

5. Establish how items are to be assembled in the test.

6. Prepare item-writing and item-review assignments.
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Steps 2 and 3 were discussed in detail in earlier secti,,ns of the unit.

The other steps wills be given greater emphasis in the ensuing dis-:

cussion.

9

ti

1

Step 1: Define the general purpose
and requirements of the test.

40,

O

According' to Tinkelman (1971), theAest developer should try 6

answer the following questions in order to clarify his/her general purpose
\

for testing:

1. What specific content areas are to be measured?

2. Who is to be tested?

3. How are the test scores to be used?

4. What are thetime limitations on testing?

5. Will there be a need for equivalent forms? -

A number of other possible questions can be asked; the point of the process \

is to get the test developer to zero in on what the purpose and requirements

of his/her test are going to be.

Step 2:' Establish the specific scope of the
test as expressed by the domain
specifications or item forms.

A great deal has been written in this unit on the development of

domain specifications (sections 2.1 and 2.4) and/or item forms (sections

2.5 and 2.6). Tha only point to be made here is that,in the overall

context of the development of a set of test specifications, the domain

specification phase is the second step in the process.

107
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Step 3: Select appropriate item types.

This step has been discussed in detail in section 2.10 and also in

section 4.3. According to Tinkelman, the item type or item types to be

chosen should be considered in reference to:

1. the domain specificatibns or item forms

2. possible scoring procedures

3. administrative features

4. printing requirements.

The list is in order of priority; however, a consideration of all four may be

necesary before making a final decision on which item type or types to use.

It should be pointed .out again that first and foremost, the item type chosen

must be such that the items do indeed "tap" the behavior specified in the

domain definition. All other considerations are secondary.

Step 4: Determine the appropriate number
of.items to be used.

At this point in the planning process, the test developer is trying to

get an indication of the number of test items that will be needed. This

then will have a bearing on the number of items that item writers need to

(IonAruct. Four areas should be considered in making tentative decisions

about number of items:

1. The relationship of numbers of items to the importance placed

upon the domain in the curriculum.

2. The relationship of the numbers of items to minimum

requirements.

3. The relationship of the number of items to time limits.

4. The relationship of the number of items to itemreview mortality rate.
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In terms of area number one it may be the case that certain areas

of a curriculum have been stressed more than others in the instructional

process. If the test developer plans for the test to cover multiple domains,

he/she should then plan, when. drawing samples of items from each domain,
$

to more heavily sample the most important domains. Such a decision is

situation specifid, and little mote can be said in terms of overall guide-

lines.

In reference to area two, the relationship of the number of items to

minimum reliability requirements, guidelines are presently being develqped.

As discussg0 in the section of unit 5 on reliability, the Spearman-Brown

formula, which relates test length to reliability, is reasonable to use only

for norm-referenced tests. Similar relationships need to be developed for

two important uses of criterion-referenced test scores, domain score estima-

tion and assignment of examinees to mastery states. The following proce-

dure should be helpful to those in the planning process for determining

testength when domain score estimation is the problem of interest. The

solution is a conservative one, i.e., test lengths determined by this

method will be a little longer than they need to be to obtain the degree

of precision required by the test developer. The formula' is:

Test Length =
.25

(degree of precision)Z

Ask yourself (or interested others): What degree of precision is

required of the domain score estimates? Discuss the degree

of precision question in the same way you would the

standard error of measurement. A primary difference be-

tween the two is that domain score estimates are defined

on a scale [0, 1].

. . _

1The formula can be derived from the binomial test model.
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Example

Suppose you felt that an error of ± 10% could be tolerated;

then, degree of precision = .10; and, using the aquation above,

test length = 25.

There is one other important consideration: Item review mortality

rate. You must try and estimate the percentage of items that are likely

to be discarded in the review process. Ask yourself: How experienced are

my item writers? A rejection rate in the neighborhood of 20% would not be unusual.

This figure may seem especially low. It certainly is by norm-referenced

test development standards, but, the "standards" for a good criterion-

referenced test item, while being difficult to meet, do not depend on

desirable "statistical properties", something which is important for norm-

referenced test items, This is something tliat is very hard to predict in ad-

vance by norm-referenced item writers. Hence, we have a good explanation for the

relatively higher rejection rate of items prepared for norm-referenced
b.

tests than criterion-referenced tests.

Continuing the example,if in the judgment of the test developer,

about 20% of the item pool for an objective is apt to be poor, then we

must write about 3/ test items. (Solution: Let the number of test items

prepared be X. If X - (20% of X) = 25; hen, X ; 31.) Item writers

would need to prepare about 31 test items.

Two points seem worthy of mention at this point, One, it

41 1 o
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is unlikely that fewer than five or six items measuring an objeutivc. will

produce desired levels of reliability. Two,, while no tables or 2ormulas

exist to connect test length to reliability (or consir, ,icy) of decision-

making, this can be studied empirically aft,.. .aminibLr poo:

of test itemo. "Post-hoc" test forms of varying lengths can be constructed

and reliability estimates may be calculated, on the assumption that ex-

aminees would have responded,in the same way had they been presented with

the "parallel-forms" lather than a single large pool of test items. By

varying the length of the forms and the formation of parallel.- forms (i.e.,

which items are placed in which forms), the relationship between test

length and reliability for a specified sample of examinees for a pool of

test items measuring a particular domain specification can be studied.

In reference to area three, it really goes without saying that the

number of items needed is determined by time limits. However, it6shouldv

be noted that this also depends on the item type or types chosen in step 3.

For instance, more true-false questions can be asked in a particular time

period than completion questions. We can offer few general guidelines;

the decision will depend upon the content area, the students tested, the

item type(s) seleced, and the total time available.

Finally, the number of items needed is dependent on the item-review

mortality rate, that is, the number of items that can be expected to be

rejected either because of technical flaws or content validity problems.

Clearly, the determination of a figure will be situation-specific.

Step Establish how the items are to be
assembled in the test.

The material in section 4.5 is relevant in considering this step of

the test specification procedure. Therefore, the reader should refer to

section 4.5 for details. in
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Step 6: Prepare the item-writing and item-
review assignments

F.

The item-writing assignments can be handled in three general ways:

1. An item -- writer can concentrate on developing items for a

single or a few domain specifications; or

2. if the writer has an item type specialty, he/she can

concentrate on the same item types across dotnains; or

3. if item-writer "staleness" becomes a problem, the item-

writer can work on a number of domains.

Of course, many offshoots of these very general guidelines are possible.

Further, if the test developer is also the item writer, which is often the

case, then the guidelines above are of little use.
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2.10 Preparation , Test Items

In preparing criterion-referenced test items, one important point

should be kept in mind: Close attention mist he given to the domain

specifications at all times, thereby insuring that the test items "tap"

behaviors in the domain of behaviors defined by the specification. With

this in mind, the materials included in this section.should help the

reader to choose the relevant type of test item to suit hisiler purpose,

and then to make sure that proper item writing principles are followed

in item preparation.

Fortunately, a considerable amount of literature exists to (1) intro-

duce practitioners to available item formats, (2) help practitioners

select the "best" item formats to measure particular objectives, and

(3) train practitioners to write "good" test items ("good" in the sense

of being technically correct and measuring the intended objective). The

interested reader is referred to section 2.12.3 for an excellent selection

of references. In this section, several summaries are included:

1. Types of item formats (a list of item formats for objectively

And subjectively scored test items),

2. Definitions and appropriate item formats for objectives

classified into different levels of Bloom's Taxonomy of

Educational Objectives, Cognitive Domain,

3. Some differences between essay and objective tests (a compari-

son of these two common types of tests on nine dimensions),

4. Principles of item writing (a list of questions, organized

by item format, concerning the quality of test items),

5. Scoring of objective and essay test items.
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Item Formats

1/14/79

Multiple-Choice

Matching

True-False

Short Answer/Comptetion

Performance

C.
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Definitions and Appropriate Item Types
for Objectives Classified into Different

Levels of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives, Cognitive Domain

Definition of .

the Ability
Involved

Knowledge of specifics, .

terminology, specific
facts, ways and means
of dealing with speci-
fics, conventions,
trends, sequences,
classifications and
categories, criteria,
methodology, univer-
sals and abstractions
in a field, principles
and generalizatiOns,
and theories and
structures.

A type of understanding
such thr.t the person
knows whca: is in a mes-
sage and can use the
information without con-
necting it necessarily to
ether pieces of informa-
tion or understanding ihe
fullest implications of
the message.

Involves the use of ab-

stractions (e.g., rules
or ideas) in concrete
situations.

115

Verbs Typically
Used to Describe
Objectives

define
describe
identify
recall
recognize
name
state
recite
write
acquire
label
list

translate
transform
give in own words
illUstrate
prepare
rephrase
restate
represent,
explain
interpret

apply
generalize
relate
develop
organize
use
transfer
demonstrate
compute
solve
produce
employ

Pcssible
Test Item
Formats

Multiple-Choice
Matching
True=False

Multiple-Choice
Matching
True -False

Multiple- Choice

Matching
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Definition of
the Ability
,Involved

Decoding communication
into the proper ele-
ments so as to reveal
their relationships.

Placing elements to-
gether to form a
whole, when the whole
was not clear before.

Determining the worth
of some material for a
given purpose or use.

Verbg Typically
Used to Describe
Objectives

distinguish
classify
discriminate
analyze
contrast
deduce
subdivide
identify
differentiate
compile
categorize
create
summarize
arrange

write
tell

modify
specify
produce
combine
synthesize
categorize
create
organize

judge
assess
decide
compare
contrast
standardize
appraise
criticize
conclude
interpret
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Possible
Test Item
Formats

Short Answer
Completion

Essay

Short Answer
Completion

Essay

Completion
Essay
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1/14/79
(Fourth Draft')

Some Differences Between Essay al.d Objectl t rests

Essay

1. Student plans his/her own
answer and expresses his/her
own beliefs.

2. The test includes relatively few,
usually general questions, calling
for extended answers. It covers
less of the curriculum, but the
part covered is in-depth.

3. Thinking and writing time is
needed.

4. The quality of the test is
determined mainly by the skill
of the person grading the paper.

5. The test is relatively easy to
prepare, but tediouS and difficult
to score.

6. Much freedom is given to the student
to express his/her ideas in his/her
own words.

7. The student can bluff.

8. It is less clear to the student
what is expected in an answer.

9. The distribution of test scores
is determined by the person
grading the papers.

Ob ective

1. Student selects an answer or
provides a short answer.

2. The test contains many specific
questions requiring brief
answers. It covers more of the
curriculum, but it is in less-
depth.

3. Thinking and reading time is
needed.

4. The quality of the test is
determined mainly by the test
constructor.

5. The test is tedious and
difficult to prepare, but
easy to score.

6. The test constructor has freedom
to express his/her own values
and preferences. The student has
freedom to show, by his/her score,
knowledge of test content.

7. The student can guess.

8. It is quite Clear what is
expected of the student.

9. The .distribution of test scores
is determined by the test
constructor.

1 rrom Hambleton, R. K., and Fitzpatrick, A. Review techniques for
criterion-referenced test items. (In preparation)
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Objectively-Scored Item Writing Principles1

General Principles

1. Assess only a single piece of knowledge or skill in a test item.

2. Test item readability should be at level appropriate for the examinees

being tested.

3. Avoid the use of "trick" test items or test items measuring minor or

insignificant points.

4. Always identify the source of opinions or quotes used in test items.

5. Avoid measuring knowledge or skills in a test item which are extraneous

to those which the test item was written to measure.

6. Remove suuerfluous words or complications in a test item which will

introduce irrelevant factors into examinee test performance.

7. Test items must be written clearly.

8. Test items must be constructed in accord with standard rules of punc-

tuation and grammar.

9. Negatives should be underlined or highlighted in some way.

10. Avoid the use of words which give clues to correct answers.

11. A test item must have one correct or clearly best answer.

12. Examinees who have the skill or knowledge measured by a test item
must answer it correctly.

13. Insure that the correct answers follow a random pattern.

14. Have content and measurement specialists review test items to eliminate

ambiguity, technical errors, and other item writing errors.

1We would like to thank Anne Fitzpatrick for assistance in this
section of the Unit
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Writing naltiple-Choice Test Items

Item Stem Content:

1. Has new material been used in the item if

it measures students' understanding or
their ability to apply principles?

2. Could the item be better expressed as a
series of true-false questions?

3. Is the content of the test item reflective
of the domain specification the item was
prepared to measure?

Yes

4. Does the item stem clearly define a
problem?

Item Stem Structure:

1. In the item, is as much material as possible

included in the stem so that the options
are as short as possible?

2. Have all repetitive words or phrases been

placed in the item stem rather than in the

set of answer choices?

Response Content:

1. Is there only one correct or one best answer

to each item?

2. If the best answer form is used, are the

distractors clearly less correct than the

"best" answer?

3. If the correct answer form is used, are the

distractors of an item clearly incorrect?

4. Will all the distractors to the item be

plausible to those who do not possess the

skill measured by the item?

5. Does the set of answer choices for the item

contain a vocabulary or reading }gad which

will act as irrelevant sources of difficulty?

119
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Reszonse Structure:

1. Is the number of distractors foy the item

appropriate to the ages of those being tested?

2. Have possible answers such as "all of the
above" and "none of the above" been avoided
in the item?

3. Does the item contain two or more distractors
which overlap or mean the same thing, such
that an examinee could eliminate these dis-
tractors simultaneously?

4. Are all possible answers to an item similar
in type, concept or focus so that they are
as homogeneous as possible?

Yes No Unsure

V =0,

5. Are all possible answers of the item gram-
matically consistent with the item stem?

6. Do the answer choices of the item have the

same grammatical form so that they are

parallel?

7. Are the possible answers to the item
similar in length and complexity?

,8. Are the possible answers to the item
listed on separate lines below the item

stem?

9. Are the possible answers to the item
arranged in a logical order where possible?

10. Are letters used in front of the possible

answers to identify them?

11. Has "don't know" been used as an answer
choice?

Directions:

1. Do directions to the test clearly'
specify whether the correct or whether
the best answer is to be chosen?

120
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Writing Matching rest Items

Item Stem (Premise) Content:

1. Do the matches to be made in an item all

reflect important aspects of the subject
material to be tested?

2. Are all premises clear in meaning?

.3. Are the premises, of the item clearly
related to one another so that they
are as homogeneous as possible?

Item Stem (Premise) Structure:

Yes

1. Are all the premises of a set similar in

grammatical form?

2. Does any set of premises have more than
8-10 elements?

Response Content:

No Unsure

1. Do any of the premises plausibly relate to a

response other than its correct match?

2. Are the responges to the item similar
.
in type, focus or concept, so that they

are as homogeneous as possible?

3. Can correct matches be made by using
only logic or a superficial understanding
of the subject material?

Response Structure:

1. Are there more responses than premises?

2. Are the responses arranged in a
systematic order wherever possible?
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III

Yes No Unsure

3. Do short phrases, words or numbers make
up the response list of an item whenever
possible?

4. Do the responses share the same grammatical
form?

Directions:

1. Are there headings for the premise and
response lists of an item?

2. Do the directions clearly specify the basis
on which matches are to be made?

3. Do the'directions clearly state whether a
response can be used more than once?

4. Is the matching exercise presented on
a single page?
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Writing True-False Test Items

Item Content:

1. Can it be said without qualification that

the item is definitely true or false?

2. Is only a single idea expressed in the

statement comprising the item?

3. Is any part of the item true, while

another part of that item is false?

Item St:
4

Yes

O

V

1. Is the item statementshort?

2. Is the sentence structure of the item

statement simple?

3. Is each item ssited as concisely as

possible?

4. Does the item contain vague words like

"seldom," "frequently," or "generally"?

Response Content:

1. Could a person use simply log or 'common

sense to identify the correct answer?

V

2. Will the wrong answer to an item be

plausible to those who have not mastered

the subject material?

Directions:

1. Are directions included which clearly

describe how examinees should answer

the items?
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Writing Short Answer/Completion Test Items

et

Item Content:

1. Does the item pose an important rather than

a trivial question about the subject matter?

2. Is the item written so clearly that there
is a single correct answer which a good
student will know?

3. Is the item written so that a brief answer

is possible?

4. Is the meaning of the item made unclear

because of too many blanks in the item?

Item Structure:

1. Have response cues or specific determiners,
such as "a" and "an" or singular and
plural verbs been avoided in the item?

Response Content:

1. Is the student asked to provide only key
words, phrases or sentences in response
to the item?

2. Is the precision desired in the answer to

the item clearly indicated?

3. If the item requires a numerical answer,
are the units of the answer specified?
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1.

411

Yes No Unsure

Response Structure:

1. Are the blanks which the student will fill

in placed near the end of the item?

2. Has ample, space to record an answer been
provided in the item?

3. Are tne .answer spaces provided for

the items all the same length?

Directions:

1. Is it clearly indicated what form the
answers to the items should take?

2. Is it clearly stated whether spelling
and grammatical errors will be scored?

3. Ave students informed of how the

answers will be scored?
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Item Content:

1. Does the item pose a clear task for the

examinee by including a clear specifica-
tion of the scope and direction desired
in an answer?

2. Are students asked, in the item, to "compare,"

"contrast," "give the reason for," "explain
how," etc., rather than simply state "what,"

"where," "when," "who," or "where"?

3. Does the essay question pose a new problem

to the examinees?

4. Is the item a general or broad question
which could be better expressed by several
more concise questions?

Item Structure:

1. Is the question of unsuitable length or

complexity for the maturity levels of
the students?

Directions:

1. Are students informed of an appropriate
amount of time they should spend on each
essay?

2. Are students informed of the number of
points associated. with each essay question?

3. Are students informed of how their
responses to the items will be scored?

A. If students are permitted to choose which

of several questions to answer, are these
several questions equal in difficulty?

5. Has an "ideal" response to each question

been prepared before test administration?

Yes No Unsure
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Item Scoring

V

Multiple Choice Test Items

The most coununiy used formula for correcting for guQssing is:

CS = R - W/ (n-1)

Where CS is the score corrected for guessing

R is the number of correct answers

W is the number of incorrect answers

(not counting omitted questions)

n is the number of choices for each item.

Examples

1. - for two choice questions, n = 2

CS = R - W/ (2-1) = R-W.

- for a 90 question test in which student had 60 correct answers, 10 wrong and

20 omits - CS = 60 - 10 = 50.

Usually we have 5 choice questions, n = 5

then CS = R- W/ (5-1) = R W/4

for a 90 question test in which student had 50 correct answers, 30 incorrect

and 10 omits

CS = 50 - (30/4) = 42.5
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To see how this formula corrects for guessing - suppose a student takes

a 5 choice-90 question test. If the student were to guess at each question -

for each question he would have one chance in five of obtaining the correct

answer. Thus on 90 questions, he would obtain 18 correct answers by guessing

(1/5 x 90 = 18) . Hence lie would obtain 1'2 incorrect answers (90 - 18 72).

Applying ihe.correction - for - guessing :formula:

CS = R - W/4

= 18 - (72/4) = 0

Now suppose a student is able to answer 50 of the questions on the basis

of knowledge and to the remaining 40 questions he guesses randomly. He would

obtain 50 correct' answers from knowledge and 8 more by guessing. (If he

guesses to 40 questions, on the average he should get 8 right by chance -

(1/5 x 40 = 8). Thus he has 58 correct answers and 32 incorrect answers giving

him a corrected score of:

CS = 58 - 32/4

= 58 - 8

= 50

It is clear then that guessing at random will not improve your score

when the correction - .for - guessing formula is applied.

Two suggestions are proposed:

1. Students should be informed of the correction - for - guessing formula

to be used so they can formulate a strategy for writing the test.

2. Use of the correction - for - guessing formula is very important when the

test is speeded (when most people do not finish the test) because it

eliminates a large amount of wild guessing. It is relatively ineffective

when most students have time to answer all of the test questions.

1 2.8_
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At this point there seems to be little evidence to recommend

11correction-for-guessing" scoring with criterion-referenced tests.

Generally, there seems to be less guessing on criterion-referenced

testing because of the instructional relevancy of the tests. Also,

since the emphasis is test score interpretation is not on a comparison

of students, there is less pressure on students to achievethigh scores.

Finally, when instructional decisions are to be made, examinees far

from a cut-off score will be unaffected by a correction-for-guessing
2

formula. For those examinees near the cut-off score (which is usually

in the region of 70% to 90%), the amount of guessing will be minimal.

Therefore, there seems to be little value for applying a "correction-

for-guessing." We do see merit however in two suggestions:

1. The "don't know" answer should be considered as an

an answer choice to reduce the effects of guessing,

2. Adjust cut-off scores upward to reduce the chance

that examinees will "demonstrate" mastery because they

were lucky enough to guess the answers to a few questions.
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Scoring

Short Answer/Completion Items

1. Has enough time been set aside for scoring the tests?

2. For each item, has the answer or set of answers which

should be,considered correct been identified?

Yes No Unsure

3..Have variations of the correct answer, which might

be considered partially correct, been identified?

4. Has the manner in which correct answers will be

scored been identified?

5. Has the manner in which partial credit will be

given for a response been identified?

6. Has a scoring system for each aspect of a response

such as spelling or grammar been specified, if

these qualities are to,be assessed?

7. Has a scoring key been prepared, if needed?

8. Will the scoring key be checked against a random

sample of completed tests to make sure that the

key accommodates all interpretations of each question?

9. Will people who have mastery in the subject area

of the, test be scoring the tests?

10. Will a complete set of correct answers be provided

to each student who takes the test?

Essay Test Items

1. Have arrangements been made with two, or preferably

more, readers to independently evaluate each of the

essays?

2. Will the readers selected be skilled in the content

areas to which the essay questions relate?

3. Will each reader be asked to evaluate all reponses

to one question at a time?

4. Will essay readers be given enough time to grade

all responses to a question without interruption?

5. Will all answers to a question be as anonymous

as possible?



6. Will readers be advised to shuffle all answers
to a question before beginning their evaluations?

7. Has a uniform grading system been established
which will apply to all responses to a question?

a. Analytical method:

1. Has an "ideal" answer to each essay question
been prepared?

2. Have the contents of each ideal answer been
identified and listed?

3. Have other qualities of each "ideal".response
such as logical organization, grammar, support
of statements, etc. been identified and listed?

4. Has each aspect of content and other qualities
been assigned score points?

5. Has a procedure been established to indicate
partial demonstration of a listed aspect?

6. Will, each reader record, for each essay,
the presence or absence of each listed
aspect contained in that essay?

7. Will a person other than one of the readers
be responsible for assigning score points
to the essays evaluated by the readers?

b. Global method:

1. Have the categories into which an essay is
to be classified, in terms of its overall
quality, been specified?

2. Have actual (or sample responses) to represent
each of the several categories been identified
(or devised)?

Yes No Unsure

3. Will all essay readers read, rate and discuss
each essay, representing a category?

4. Will each essay be read rapidly and a global
impression of its quality be used to classify
it?

5. Will at least two readers read and classify
each essay in terms of its overall quality?

6. Will the sum or the average of the ratings of
an essay be used as a final score for that

essay?
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At this point in the development process, it is important for the

test constructor to check the test items developed to see if they meet

the basic technical criteria set for items. The focus at this point

should be on the technical quality of the items and the suitability of

the directions to the student about how to respond. At a later time

point, other reviewers will be asked to comment on the content validity

of the items.

The item review form presented on the next three pages will be

helpful to individuals interested in conducting a systematic technical

analysis of their items. Two points are worthy of mention. One, our

item review form is specific to multiple-choice test items. Of course,

it will be quite easy for anyone to use our format and principles for

preparing other types of items, and design new item review forms, one

for each item type. Two, section two of the item review form was designed

to be content specific. In this instance, the area was read_ng/language arts.

In different content areas, it is likely that other relevant questions

would be included in section two. Other times, section two may be deleted.

The item review form was used recently (in a modified form) at an item

writing workshop in the Montgomery County Public School System (MCPS)

(Rockville, Maryland). The workshop was conducted by the two authors

with the excellent assistance of Lois Martin, Kay Morgan, and Liz

Flach from MCPS. We are grateful to them (and many of their colleagues)

for their constructive criticisms and helpful comments.
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Reviewer:

Date:
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Item Review Form
(Multiple-Choice)

Test Item Number:

Objective:

Test Item:

Ik

Section 7. Technical Quality

Place a "01 under the column corresponding to your rating of the test item for

the questions in this section and the next one.

1. Is the item stem clearly written for the
intended group of examinees?

2. Is the item stem free of irrelevant material?

3. Is a problem clearly defined in the item
stem?

4. Are the choices clearly written for
the intended group of examinees?

5. Are the choices free of irrelevant
material?

133
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6. Is there a correct answer or a clearly
best answer?

7. Have words like "always," "none,'' or
"all" been removed?

8. Are likely examinee mistakes used to
prepare incorrect answers?

9. Is "all of the above" avoided as a
choice?

10. Are the choices arranged in a logical
sequence (if one exists)?

11. Was the correct answer randomly positioned
among the availible-ChoiCei?--

12. Are all repetitious words or expressions
removed from the choices and included
in the item stem?

13. Are all of the choices of approximately
the same length?

14. Do the item stem and choices follow
standard rules of punctuation and grammar?

15. Are all negatives underlined?

16. Are grammatical cues between the item stem
and the choices, which might give the
correct answer away, removed?

17. Is the item format appropriate for
measuring the intended objective?

18. Does the test item measure the intended
objective?

19. Does the test item measure only the
intended objective?

Section II. Technical Quality Matters Specific to
Reading/Language Arts Test Items

1. Can a correct answer be given without
reading the passage?

2. Is the discourse appropriate for
measuring the intended objective?
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3. Does the discourse and test item provide
a valid measure of the intended objective?

4. Do the following fall within the range
for the number of words in each sentence
of the

(a) directions?

(b) discourse?

(c) item stem?

(d) item choices?

5. Do the following fall within the range for
the number of sentences in the

(a) directions?

(b) discourse?

(c) item stem?

(d) item choices?

6. Is there the desired number of words
in the selection of discourse?

7. Does the test item contain the desired
number of choices?

8. Is the ratio of common to uncommon
words correct?

Yes Questionable No

momemmll

41m=1111011

IIIMMI

Suggested Revisions:

Final Rating (Check One):

Accept Accept (with revisions-
see above)
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3.0 Overview of the Unit

This unit was prepared to introduce practitioners to methods for

determining the content validity of a set of test items. Principally

there are two methods: Involvement of content specialists and the

collection and analysis of student response data. In a final section,

the matter of item revisions based on available data is considered.
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3.1 Introduction

Generally speaking, the quality of criterion-referenced test items

can be determined by the extent to which they reflect, in terms of their

content, the domainsfram which they were derived. The problem here is

one of item validation; unless one can say with a high degree of confi-

dence that the items in a criterion-referenced test measure the intended in-

structional objectives, any use of the test score information

. will be questionable. Thus far, the possible use of item generation

forms, amplified objectives, and domain specifications have been

considered. When item generation rules are used, a high degree

of confidence in terms of items measuring intended objectives is

derived through the direct relationship set up between items and the

domain. This might be called an a priori approach to item validity;

the approach itself assures that the items are valid, or representative

of the domains. When amplified objectives or domain specifications are

utilized, the domain definitions are never really precise enough to assume,

a priori, that the items are valid. Thus, the quality of the items, in a

context independent from the process by which the items were generated,

must be determined. This is an a posteriori approach to item validation,

and the procedures to be discussed are designed to assess whether or not

a direct relationship between an item and a domain or objective exists

through analysis of data collected after items are written.

There are two general approaches that may be used to establish the

(content) validity of criterion-referenced test items. The first approach,

and the approach we feel holds the most merit, involves the judgments of
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test items by content specialists. The judgments that are made concern

the extent of "match" between the test items and the domains they are

designed to measure. Questions asked of content specialists about

content validity of test items can be reduced to two important ones

(Hambleton, 1978):.

1. Is the format and content of an item appropriate to measure

some part of r.he domain specification?

2. Do the items adequately sample a particular domain?

The second approach is to apply empirical techniques, in much the .

same way as empirical techniques are applied in norm-referenced test

development. In fact, along with some recently developed empirical

procedures for criterion-referenced tests, several norm - referenced test

item statistics can (and should) be used. The problem is to ensure that

these statistics are used and interpreted correctly in the context of

criterion-referenced test development. There are at least four problems

involved with the use of empirical procedures. These problems are:

1. Most (if not all) of the procedures are dependent upon the

characteristics of the group of examinees and the effects

of instruction.

2. They often requite sophisticated techniques and/or computer

programs which at not available to practitioners.

3. When item statistics derived from empirical analyses of test

data are used to °select" the items for a criterion-referenced

test, the test developer runs the risk of obtaining a non-

representative set of items from the domains measuring the

objectives included in the test.

4. Empirical methods in many instances require pre-test and post-

test data on the same items. Pretest data are rarely collected

nor can they be. One reason is that there is a reluctance to

administer tests to examinees where there is little change of

moderate or high levels of performance.

Several criterion-referenced test theorists do espouse the use of

empirical procedures for validating test items. However, one point
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to be made in this unit is that empirical procedures are less useful

than the ratings of content specialists in the item validation process.

It is often argued that many item statistics will be low (item

discrimination indices, for example) because test score variance

will be low, and therefore they will be of limited usefulness. On

the contrary, authors such as Haladyna (1974) have found that there

is usually sufficient test score variance. Also, test score variance

can be assured by the selection of a proper item pilot study sample.

Both "masters" and "non-masters" of the ccultent under study should be

located and included ida pilot sample. The fact is that empirical

data is not very useful for answering the two content validity questions

introduced earlier; and therefore empirical methods have limited use-

fulness. On the other hand, when construct validity-evidence is being

sought, examinee response data is mactly what is needed. However,

empirical methods do have one important use in the content validation

process. According to Rovinelli and Hambleton (1977):

In situations where a large sample of examinees is avail-

able and where the test constructor is interested in

identifying aberrant items, not for elimination from the

item pool but for correction, the use of an empirical

approach to item validation should provide important

information with regard to the assessment of item
validity.

In sum, the use of content specialists' ratings is the method to

use for content validating test items; empirical procedures should be

used only for the detection of aberrant items in need of correction.

Unlike empirical procedures, the use of content specialists' ratings is

not dependent on examinee group composition or instructional effects,
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may not require sophisticated statistical techniques, is not restricted

to highly structured content domains, and finally, can be implemented

easily in practical settings.
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3.2 Judgments of Content Specialists

Content specialists must address two questions in assessing content

validity:

1. Is the format and content of an item appropriates to

measure some part of the domain specification? 7

2. Do the items adequately sample a particular domain?

Methods are offered in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 for addressing each

question.

3.2.1 Item-Objective Match

A. An Index of Item Homogeneity

This technique is based upon the original work of Hemphill and

Westie (1950) in constructing personality tests. The mechanism for

collecting data consists of having content specialists rate each item

on each of a set of objectives by assigning a value of +1, 0, or 1.

These three possible ratings hake the following meanings:

+1 = defining feeling that an item is a measure of the objective

0 = undecided about whether the item is a measure of the objective

-1 = definite feeling that an item is not a measure of the objective.

Basically, the content specialist's task is to make a judgment about

whether or not an item is reflective of the content defined by a domain

specification. If, for example, there are 10 objectives and 30 test

items, each content specialist is equired to make 300 judgments.

Rovinelli and Hambleton (1977), extended the work of Hemphill and

Westie by developing a new statistic for providing a numerical

representation of the data. They called this new statistic, the

14s
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Index of Item-Objective Congruence. The assumptions udder which this

index was developed are:

1. That perfect item objective congruence should be represented by

a value of +1 and will occur when all the specialists assign a

+1 to the item for the appropriate objective and a -1 to the

item for all the other objectives.

2. That the worst value of the index an item can receive should be

represented by a value of -1 and will occur when all the special-

ists assign a -1 to the item for the appropriate objective and

a +1 to the item for all the other objectives.

3. That the value of the index should not depend on the number of

content specialists or the number of objectives.

The index of item-objective congruence is given by

n N n
(N-1) jEl Xijk - mil jEl Xmjk + E1 Xijk

I
ik

=
2 (N-1) n

where

I ik
is the index of item-objective congruence for item k on objective i,

N is the number of objectives (i=1, 2, ..., N),

n is the number of content specialists (j=1, 2, ..., n),

Xijk is the rating (-1, 0, +1) of item k as a measure of objective

i by content specialist j.

The choice of a cut-off score to separate "valid" from "non-

valid" items with the index should be based on experience with

content specialists' ratings and with the index itself. In our work,

when we feel it desirable to set a cutting score, we create the poorest

set of content specialists' ratings that we would be willing to accept as
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evidence for the content validity of a test item. The

value of the index for this set of minimally acceptable ratingsserves as the

cutting score for judging the item-objective match fmrea0i of the test items.

For example, suppose that we have 20 content specialists and 10 objectives.

We might desire that at least 15 of the content specialists match the itenk

to the intended objective and that they indicate that the item is not a

/1.

measure of the other nine objectives. In this case:

I
ik

9(15) - [(-9)(15) + (+1)(15)Lt (15)
2(9)(20)

4

135 - (-135 + 1,5) +
360

135 + 120 + 15
360

270
360

= .75

Note that for this example, N = 10, n = 20. The middle term in the numerator

indicates how the judges (we want at least 15 of them to match the item to

the intended, objective and indicate lack of match to the other nine objectives)

scored the item on all ten objectives. That is, the 15 gave a score of -1

on nine objectives and a score of +1 on the other, the intended objective.

The final term corrects the bias built into the middle/term by adding back

into the numerator the scores subtracted 'out on the middle term for the

intended objectIve. The value, .75, serves as the criterion against which

item validities from the content specialists' ratings are judged.
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The one major drawback of the approach is that it is very time

consuming. Even if content specialists are assigned only a portion

of the domain specifications and test items to review, the time required

to rate the quality of each of a set of test items against all other

domain specifications presented in a set can be substantial. Still,

the approach is especially useful if there is reason to believe that

test items may be measuring several objectives simultaneously.

B. Semantic Differential Technique

This technique employs the use of the semantic differential procedure

(Osgood, Suci, and Tannebaum, 1957). Content specialists are presented

with an objective and all the items on which ratings are desired. They are

asked to make a judgment which consists of deciding whether the item-

objective relationship is best described by the adjective toward the left-

end or the right-end of the scale.

The following is an example consisting of one objective, one item,

and two adjective scales,
along with a set of typical directions:

Objective: Given the chemical formula for a molecule, determine the

number of atoms in a molecule.

Item 1: How many etc= are there in a molecule of sulfuric acid H2SO4?

Directions

Giventhe objective and item above, your task is to make judgments on

the relationship between the objective and the item on the adjective

scales indicated below.

Scale 1: very no
very

relevant relevant feeling irrelevant irrelevant

Scale 2: very no very

suitable suitable feeling unsuitable unsuitable
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The data obtained from the use of this technique (more adjective

scales would be desirable) can be analyzed without employing elaborate

statistical techniques. Therefore, it can easily be used in practical

settings. The information which is needed is the average scale score for each

item on each objective rated by the content specialists. However, the data

also lends itself to more elaborate statistical analysis. An examination

of the standard deviations of the ratings given each item on each of the

scales will provide an indication of the extent of agreement among the

content specialists. An average across items and scales will give a general

indication of the extent of the specialists' agreement. For instance, in a

study done by Rovinelli and Hambleton where there were 48 items and a 5 point

rating scale, the average standard deviation was .46. On the level of the

item, with the exception of a few items, the standard deviations were

quite small, thus indicating substantial agreement amont the content

specialists' ratings.

A second procedure for assessing item-objective match involving

the use of a rating scale was offered by Hambleton (1978). In this proce-

dure, content specialists are given objectives (or domain specifications)

and a set of test items. Their task is to rate the quality of test items

as measures of the intended objectives (or domain specifications). A

copy of a judge's rating form is presented in Figure 3.2.1.

Again, the'rating scale data may be analyzed without employing any

elaborate statistical procedures. It can easily be used in

practical settings such as in the classroom by teachers. The information

needed is the mean and median rating assigned by a group of content special-

ists to the items. An examination of the range of the ratings
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Reviewer:

Item Rating Form

Date: Content Area:

First, read carefully through the lists of domain specifications and test

items. Next, please indicate how well you feel each item reflects the

domain specification it was written to measure. Please use the five-point

rating scale shown below:

Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent

1 2 3 4 5

Circle the number corresponding to your rating beside the test item number.

Objective Test Item Item Rating Comments

1 2 1 2 3 4 5

7 1 2 3 4 5

14 1 2 3 4 5

2 1 1 2 3 4 5

3 1 2 3 4 5

8 1 2 3 4 5

13 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 1 2 3 4 5

6 1 2 3 4 5

12 1 2 3 4 5

4 5 1 2 3 4 5

9 1 2 3 4 5

10 1 2 3 4 5

11 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 3.2.1 An example of a judge's item rating form.
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given each item provides an indication of the extent of agreement among

the content specialists.

It is also possible to determine the "closeness" of each judge's

ratings to the median responses of the group. In some cases, when one

or more of the judges are "far out-of-line" it may be best to eliminate

their responses and recalculate the statistics. A summary and analysis

of the hypothetical ratings of nine judges to 14 test items measuring

four objectives is shown in Table 3.2.1.

C. The Matching Procedure

A third procedure which cambe used to obtain the judgments of content

specialists involves the use of a matching task. Content specialists are

presented with two lists: One with test items and another with objectives

(or domain specifications). The specialist's task is to indicate which objec-

tive he/she thinks each test item measures, if any. A contingency table is

then constructed by calculating the numbers of content specialists matching

each item to each objective in the sets of items and objectives being studied.

The chi-square test for independence can then be used to analyze the data

which is presented in the contingency table. Also, a simple visual analysis

of the contingency table will reveal the amount of agreement among the

specialists, and the types and location of disagreements. An example of a

judge's set of directions for matching test items and objectives is

presented in Figure 3.2.2. Some hypothetical results are reported in

Table 3.2.2.
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Table 3.2.1

Summary and Analysis of Judges' Ratings

of 14 Test Items

Test

Judges' Ratings Summary Statistics

Objective Item 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean Median Rang

1 2 4 3 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 4.4 5 3

7 4 2 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4.4 5 4

14 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 4.8 5 2

2 1 3 5 3 2 1 4 5 2 4 3.2 3 5

3 3 1 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 3.2 3 4

8 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1.3 1 .3

13 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1.8 2 3

3 4 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4.8 5 2

6 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3.8 4 3

12 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4.8 5 3

4 5 4 3 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 4.4 5 3

9 2 2 4 1 4 2 4 4 4 3.0 4 4

10 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1.3 1 3

11 4 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4.6 5 3

Judges'Discre-
pancies From 24 1 10 6 4 4 3 3

Median Responses
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Reviewer:

Items/Objectives Matching Task --]

Date: Content Area:

First, read carefully through the lists of domain specifications and
test items. Your task is to indicate whether or not you feel each test
item is a measure of one of the domain specifications. It is, if you

feel examinee performance on the test its would provide an indication
of an examinee's level of itiance in a pool of test items measuring

the domain specification. Beside each objective, write in the test item
numbers corresponding the .test items which you feel measure the objective.
In some instances, you may feel items do not measure any of the available
domain specifications. Write these test item numbers in the space pro-
vided at the bottom of the rating form.

Objective :latching Test Items

1

2

3

4

No Matches

Figure 3.2.2 An example of a judge's summary sheet for the
items/objectives matching task.
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Table 3.2.2

Summary and Analysis of the Judges' Item/Objective
Matching Task

Test

Objective Item 1 2 3

Judges' Matches

4 5 6 7 8 9

Percent of
Matches

1 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 78

7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
i

89

14 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 89

2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 78

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 89

8 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 33

13 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

3 4 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 89

6 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 44

12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 100

4 5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 89

9 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 78

10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 89

Percentage of
Matches for 64 43 100 64 71 64 79 86 57

Each Judge

"Lemons" 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Number of
"Lemons" 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Misidentified
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Further, the "accuracy" of each content specialist can be checked

if a specified number of "lemon" items (items not measui,lig any of the

objectives) are introduced into the matching task. A content specialist's

effectiveness can be measured by the number of "lemon" items detected.

(Hambleton [1978] noted however that such a method of evaluation would

not detect a "poor" judge if he/she was very critical of many of the

test items.) Content specialists who fall short of some standard of

performance can have their ratings removed from the statistical analysis

of item ratings. One example of standard might be: A content specialist must

identify correctly at least 75% of the "lemon" items.

D. Field Test of the Three Procedures

Rovinelli and Hambleton (1977) conducted an empirical study of

the use of three procedures (test items matched to objectives using

a three-point rating scale, semantic differential scale, and a matching

task) using 48 items and 12 objectives from a ninth grade science

curriculum. The reader is asked to refer to the article for details; we

will summarize their findings here. They found that all three methods did

provide useful information for ascertaining if an item is a measure of an

objective. They also found some differences in the sorts of data collected

through the use of the three techniques. For instance, the data appeared

to show that the content specialists, when using the rating procedure

(semantic differential), judged the items to be relevant measures of objec-

tives other than the intended ones more often than when using the matching

procedure. They recommend:

.1.5S
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Given the task of judging which items are measures
of the intended objectives, the Hemphill-Westie
procedure is recommended over the other two tech-
niques. Two statements are offered in support of
this recommendation. One, the numeric representa-

tion of the data, the index of item-objective,

congruence, provides a meaningful interpretation

of the extent to which an item is judged to be a

valid measure of the intended objeCtive. Two,

there are methods for determining the reliability
and validity of the data collected. Further, these

methods can be tested for statistical significance.

Rovinelli and Hambleton offer three cauti-ovary notes about the use of the

Hemphill-Westie procedure. One, the procedure does not give information

on the quality of the items or the suitability of the distractors. Two,

the dimensionality of the data must be known in advance. Three, the

procedure is very time consuming for a large number of items and objectives.

In sum, when deciding upon which of the procedures to use with content

specialists' ratings, Rovinelli and Hambleton suggest:

. . .before selecting the type of judgmental

procedure to use, the test constructor should

take into consideration the information desired

and the resources evailable, and then choose

the most appropriate procedure.

E. Item Review Fort

An item review form for multiple-choice test items in the Reading/

Language Arts area was introduced in Unit 2. The form appears again in

Figure 3.2.3. A summary Of the item reviews of several content special-

ists is very useful in the content validation process.
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Recently, another item review form and instructions for its use

were developed and piloted in a multiple-choice item writing workshop

conducted in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The material is presented in

Figure 3.2.4. The special feature of this new form is that the item

ratings for up to ten test items measuring an objective can be reported

on a single page.

Forms in Figures 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 can easily be prepared for

other item formats using the item writing principles offered in Unit 2.

F. Summar

Data from all of the procedures sketched out in Section 3.1.1

are useful for determining the content validity of a set of test items.

The data derived from any one of the procedures can be used to answer

the following important questions:

1. Which items failed to "match" the domain specifications
they were prepared to measure?

2. How successful were the test item writers?

3. How can the content validity data on the test items be
used to rewrite domain specifications?

. Who were the "best" content specialists in the rating
process?

3.2.2 Representativeness of the Test Items

This step cannot be completed until the test items to be included

in a test have been selected. It is usually desirable to have test items

in a criterion-referenced test that are representative of the domain of

items indicated in a domain specification, i.e., criterion-referenced tests
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Figure 3.2.3 A aam le multi le-choice item review form.

Item Review Form
(Multiple-Choice)

Objective Number:

Reviewer:

Date;

i= Test Item Number:

2/17/78

Objective:

Test Item:

Section I. Technical Quality

Place a "O' under the column corresponding to your rating of the test item for

the questions in this section and the next one.

1. Is the item stem clearly written for the

intended group of examinees?

2. Is the item stem free of irrelevant material?

3. Is a problem clearly defined in the item

stern?

4. Are the choices clearly written for

the intended group of examinees?

5. Are the choices free of irrelevant
material?

161
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6. Is there a correct answer or a clearly
best answer?

7. Have words like "always," "none," or
"all" been removed?

8. Are likely examinee mistakes used to
prepare incorrect answers?

9. Is "all of the'above" avoided as a
choice?

lot Arc the choices arranged in a logical
sequence (if one exists)?

11. Was the correct answer randomly positioned
among the available choices?

12. Are all repetitious words or expressions
removed from the choices and included
in the item stem?

13. Are all of the choices of approximately
the same length?

14. Do the item stem and choices follow
standard rules of punctuation and grammar?

15. Are all negatives underlined?

16. Are grammatical cues between the item stem
and the choices which might give the
correct answer away removed?

17. Is the item format appropriate for
measuring the intended objective?

Section II. Technical Quality Matters Specific to
Reading/Language Arts Test Items

1. Can a correct answer be given without
reading the passage?

2. Is the discourse appropriate for
measuring the intended objective?

162
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Yes Questionable No

3. Does the discourse and test item provide
Oa valid measure of the intended objective?

4. Do the following fall within the range
for the number of words in each sentence
of the

(a) directions?

(b) discourse?

(c) item stem?

(d) item choices?

5. Do the following fall within the range for

the number of sentences in the
(a) directions?

(b) discourse?

(c) item stem?

(d) item 4loices?

6. Is there the desired number of words

in the selection of discourse?

7. Does the test item contain the desired
number of choices?

8.. Is the ratio of common to uncommon

. words correct?

Suggested Re*sions:

.1111/

lomftlow

1
,somommromm

11=111

INOMICIMIN

isagiftwome

MO. 'INNEN.

Final Rating (Check One):

Accept

11.1

Accept (with revisions-
see above)

16

Reject

---
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Figure 3.2.4 Instructions fot Using the Item Review FormII
1. Obtain a copy of a domain specification'and the test items written to

measure it. ,

2. Place' the domain specification number, your name, and today's date in
the space provided at the top of the Item Review Form.

3. Place the numbers corresponding to the test items you will evaluate
in the spaces provided near the top of the Item Review Form. The

numbers should be in ascending order as you read from left to right. 4

(This must be clnne if processing of yOur data along with data from
many other reviewers is to be done quickly and with a minimum number
of errors.)

4. Read the domain specification carefully.

5. Read the first test item carefully and answer the first 18 questiong.
Mark "in for "yes"; mark "X" for "No"; and mark "7" if you are "unsure."

The last question requires you to provide an overall evaluation of the
test item as an indicator of the domain specification it was written
to measure.

There are five possible ratings:

4.

5 - Excellent
4 - Very Good
3 - Good
2 - Fair
1 e- Poor

6. Write any comments or suggested wording changes on or beside tIle test
item.

7. Repeat the rating task for each of the available test items.

8. Staple your Item Review Form, domain specification,.and copy of the
test items together.
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Domain Specification No. Reviewer

Item Review Form
Multiple Choice

Date

Test Item Numbers

Test Item Characteristics (Mark "V" for Yes, "X" for No, and "?" for Unsure)

1. Is the item stem clearly written foOthe intended group of students?

2. Is the item stem free of irrelevant material? .

3. Is a single problem clearly defined in the item stem?

,

4. Are the answer choices clearly written for the intended group of students?

5. Are the answer choices free of irrelevant material?

6. Is there a correct answer or a clearly, best answer?

7. Have words like "always," "none," or "all" been removed?

8. Are likely student mistakes used to prepare incorrect answers?

9. Is "all of the above" avoided as an answer choice?

10. Are the answer choices arranged in a logical sequence (if one exists)?

11. Was the correct answer randomly positioned among the available answer choices?

12. Are all repetitious words or expressions removed from the answer choices and

included in the item stem?

13. Are all of the answer choices of approximately the same length?

14. Do the item stem and answer choices follow standard rules of punctuation

and grammar?

.

15. Are all negatives underlined?

16. Are grammatical cues between the item stem and the answer choices, which

might :ive the correct answer awa removed?

17. Are letters used in front of the possible answer choices to identify them?

18. Have expressions like "which of the following is not" been avoided?

19. Disregarding any technical flaws which may exist in the test :,t...m (addressed

by the first 18 questions), how well do you think the content of the test

item matches with some part of the content defined by the domain specification?

(Remember the possible ratings: 1=poor, 2=fair, 3=goo-t, 4=very good, 5=excellent)1

1 titr
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must be content valid. Only in some highly special cases has it been

possible to completely specify a pool of relevant test items. For example,

there have been some successes in the areas of mathematics and spelling.

But these examples are far removed from the content worlds of interpreta-

tive poetry, creative writing, and finite projective geometry. What then

is to be done? Should we "close up shop" and fade back into the murky

interpretative world of norm-referenced testing?

For starters, test developers need to work hard to define and to

develop their domain specifications. If content issues are clarified

fully enough, content specialists can comment on the apparent representa-

tiveness of items included in a test. An even better procedure is

Cronbach's duplication experiment. The experiment requires two teams

of equally competent item writers and reviewers to work independently

in developing a criterion-referenced test. Cronbach's (1971) directions

are:

They would be aided by the same definition of relevant
content, sampling rules, instructions to reviewers, and

specifications for tryout and interpretation of the

data. . .

If the domain specification is clear, and if sampling is repre-

sentative, the two testa should be equivalent. We could check this by

administering both tests to the same group of examinees. One problem

is that "a common blind spot is almost impossible to detect" (Cronbach,

1971).
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3.3 Collection and Analysis of Student

Response Data

While test score variability is not a factor in criterion-referenced

test construction, neither is it a completely useless concept. Indeed,

variability will be observed when a sample of examinees is heterogenous

in terms of their domain scores. . By establishing a priori the composition

of an examinee sample, the resulting variability will provide additional,

helpful information for assessing test items. Haladyna (1974) offered

a procedure for circumventing the problem of lack of variance in criterion-

referenced test scores, thus allowing the use of traditional (norm-

referenced) item discrimination indices. If there are two samples of

students, one sample instructed on the objectives comprising the test and an-

other group uninstructed, (or groups of "masters" and "non-masters" after

.
instruction), these samples can be combined, thus increasing the vari-

ability in the scores to the extent that a traditional point-biserial

correlation coefficient (an index of item discrimination) can be utilized.

Item statistics, such as discrimination indices (Cox and Vargas,

1966; Crehan, 1974; Haladyna, 1974; Henrysson and Wedman, 1974), may

provide useful information for detecting "bad" items. Indeed, Wedman

(1973) gives a compelling argument for using item statistics. He argues

that even carefully prepared domain specifications and precise item gen-

eration specifications never completely eliminate the subjective judg-

ments that, to greater and lesser degrees, influence the test construction

process. In order to guard against this subjective element, albeit small,

domain specifications and item generating procedures should be comple-

mented with empirical evidence on the items.
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Essentially, empirical procedures involve the use of various item

statistics that measure item difficulty and item discrimination. In

most instances, for these statistics to be meaningful, it is necessary

to have some item variability acrc,ss examinees.

There has been discussion on the matter of item and test variance

with criterion-referenced tests (Haladyna, 1974; Millman and Popham,

1974; Woodson, 1974a,b). Our own view, which is in agreement with Mill-

man and Popham (1974), is that item and test variance are unnecessary

with criterion-referenced tests. IL is important tuat a criterion-

referenced test have content validity and scores derived from the test

must have construct validity (i.e., the test must measure what we say

the test measures). Construct validity can be assessed in several ways

(this point will be discussed more fully in Unit 5). For example, some

variability of estimated domain scores could be expected across a pool

of examinees consisting of ."masters" and "non-masters" and to the extent

that there was no (or limited) variability, the construct validity of

the teat scores (assuming content validity had been established) should

be questioned. The test ought to reflect some variability of scores

across "masters" uand non-masters" groups (perhaps post- and pre-instruc-

tion groups) although one would not select items to maximize the difference

between scores in the two groups since that would make it difficult to

obtain "valid" estimates of domain scores.

A point that must be stressed here is this: Item statistics de-

rived from a field test should not serve as the sole criterion for re-

fin t an item pool or used to construct a criterion-referenced test. As

Millman (1974) noted, "Item statistics can, however, be used to detect

flawed items" (p. 339).
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In discussing the various criterion-referenced test item statistics,

a bit of background information may be helpful. When criterion-referenced

testing received its "birth" in the late sixties and early seventies,

the favored inclination was to try to pattern procedures for criterion -

referenced tests after those of the already well-developed norm-referenced

procedures. For norm-referenced tests, the item indices, item difficulty

and item discrimination, were helpful in making decisions about test items.

Naturally, the inclination of criterion-referenced theorists was to try

to apply these indices, especially item discrimination indices (such as

the point-biserial correlation coefficient) to criterion-referenced test

items. The problem with such an approach is that these indices are built

upon the concept of correlation, and correlation analysis is dependent

upon a degree of variability in the data. This is not likely to be the

case in criterion-referenced testing situations where most of the stu-

dents should achieve mastery of the behavior in question, and thus the

test scores will haN,e little variability. Quite simply, the norm-

referenced indices are consonant with the implicit use of norm-referenced

tests, to facilitate comparisons of students, and not with the use of

criterion-referenced testa, to indicate how much a student knows.

Various writers in the criterion-referenced testing field have

developed indices for detecting aberrant test items and these iudices

don't suffer the problem of norm-referenced indices applied in CRT

situations, but there is little agreement about which is optimal for a

given situation. Because of this fact, and because of the following

three points we offer, we feel that these indices should be used with a great

deal of caution. In particular, we feel the indices should be used to
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detect aberrant items that need to be reworked, and not to make decisions

about which items should and should not be on the test.. The three points

we Lake are:

1. The methods are based on the performance of a specific group
of examinees, and thus this greatly limits the generalizability
of the results.

2. It is difficult to determine the impact of instruction on
these item statistics.

3. Many of the procedures require pre-test and post-test data on
the same set of test items. This data is not likely to be
collected by practitioners in classroom settings.

Next several of the more promising item statistics will be con-

sidered. For an excellent review of these and other statistics, the

interested reader is referred to a paper by Berk (1978).

3.3.1 Standard Item Indices

There are a number of standard statistical indices which appear to

provide useful information for determining whether the items are adequate

measures of the instructional objectives ;they were written to measure.

When items in a domain are expected to be relatively homogeneous (this

would be the case if the domain is defined narrowly), it has become a

fairly common practice for the test developer to compare estimates of

item difficulty parameters, or item discrimination parameters, or both.

Ik typical item analysis printout for three items is shown in Figure

3.3.1. Since one would expect items measuring an objective equally well

to have similar item parameters, estimates of the parameters are com-

pared to detect items that deviate from the norm defined by the remaining

items. Such "deviant" items are carefully scrutinized. In particular,

content specialists' judgments of the "eaviant" items are considered. If

the items look acceptable, they are returned to the item domain. (Of
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Figure 3.3.1 A computer print-out of a standard item analysis

ITEM PER CENT CORRECT
NUMBER FOR STUDENTS WHO

151=FEIT
15 0.5758

PER CENT CORRECT
FOR ALL STUDENTS

RBISERIAL WITH
TOTAL SCORE

0.5758 0.3999

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ANSWERING
EACH ALTERNATIVE BY QUARTER

QUARTER

1

2

3

4

NOT OMITTED

REACHED
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

1

0
1

2

2

2

4

4
1

C

3

12
10
11

5

4

0
1

1

2

5 15 0 1B

ITEM
NUMBER

20

PER CENT CORRECT
FOR STUDENTS WHO
ATTEMPTED ITEM

5 TOTAL

0 16
0 16
2 17
2 17

PER CENT CORRECT RBISERIAL WITH
FOR ALL STUDENTS TOTAL SCORE

0.6364 0.6364

QUARTER NOT OMITTED

1

2

3

4

5

REACHED

0 0
0 0

0 1

0 1

ITEM
c NUMBER

39

'5.3954

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ANSWERING
EACH ALTERNATIVE BY QUARTER

1 2

0 0

. 7 0

4 0

4 n

15 0

PER CENT CORRECT
FOR STUDENTS WHO
ATTEMPTED ITEM

0.3788

3 4 5 TOTAL

0
0

0
0

16
16

3 0 10 17

5 0 7 17

8 0 42 66

PER CENT CORRECT RBISERIAL WITH
FOR ALL STUDENTS TOTAL SCORE

0.3788 0.4254

p

NU1BER OF STUDENTS ANSWERING
EACH ALTERNATIVE BY QUARTER

QUARTER MOT OMITTED
REACHED

1 0 0

2 0 0

3 0 0

4 0 05----F-0

1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL

2 3 0 11 0 16

3 4 1 7 1 16

3 6 1 4 3 17

8 3 1 3 2 17

16 i 3
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course, it may also be the case that items sharing similar statistical

properties still do not measure the intended objectives and the so

called "deviant" items dol Hence, there is a need to check the empirical re-
.

sults with the content specialists' ratings.). A more formal method of

comparing item difficulty parameters is considered next.

Brennan and Stolurow (1971) present a set of rules for identifying

criterion-referenced test items which are in need of revision. The

decision process which they established for deciding which items to

revise can be used to help assess item validity. However, our particular

interest is with their procedure for comparing difficulty levels of

items intended to measure the same objective. Brennan and Stolurow (1971)

state that the item scores from criterion-referenced tests will most

likely not be normally distributed. Therefore, in order to determine if

the item difficulties are equal, they propose the use of Cochran's Q test.

This statistic can be used to determine whether two or more item diffi-

culties differ significantly among themselves. Cochran's Q is a test of

the hypothesis of equal correlated proportions. For a large enough sample

of examinees, Q is approximately distributed as a x
2 variable with K-1

degrees of freedom,where K is the number of test items. To reject the

null hypothesis, however, provides no guidance as to which items are

significantly different. If the null hypothesis is rejected, pair-wise

comparisons need to be computed to locate deviant items.

Perhaps we should note here that since the major purpose of

criterion-referenced tests is to piovide information for describing

individual levels of mastery, one should compare item difficulties of

items intended to measure the same objectives and which have been ad-

ministered to the same group of examinees either before or after
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instruction. While it would be possible to compare items administered

to different groups receiving the same instruction, the assessment

problem would become more complex. This complexity arises from the

need to determine whether the group compositions were the same and

whether the instruction was equally effective in each group. We note

though that comparing item difficulties only makes sense as part of an

item validation process when the domain of items spanning an objective

is considered to be homogeneous. There are many times when this assump-

tion will'be untenable (Millman, 1974).

One would also expect the intercorrelations of items intended to

measure the same objective to be equal for a group of items homogeneous

with respect to that objective (Brennan and Stolurow,.1971). If the

test developer is willing to assume that the departure from normality

for scores on the items is not a crucial problem, then there is a

technique available to test for the equality of pairs of product moment

k

correlation coefficients. When this assumption is not tenable, test

developers will have to make subjective judgments as to the equality of

these inter-item correlation coefficients.

3.3.2 Item Change Statistic

The difference between the difficulty level of an item before and

after instruction describes another item statistic that seems to have

some usefulness in the validation of criterion-referenced test items.

However, an important point to note is that a large difference between

the pretest and posttest item difficulty is not necessary since items

may be valid indicators of the desired objectives but because of poor

instruction, there may be very little change in difficulty level between

the two test administrations. On the other hand, if instruction is
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effectiVe, one would expect to see a substantial change in item diffi-

culty if the item is a measure of the intended objective. With several

items intended to measure the same objective, one could also compare

the item change indices for the purpose of detecting items that seem

to be operating differently from the others.

Cox and Vargas (1966) were the first to suggest the use of an

index linked to the instructional process. Their posttest-pretest

difficulty index is obtained by computing the percentage of examinees

who pass an item on the posttest minus the percentage-who pass the

item on the pretest. -Cox and Vargas ranked items on the basis of this

index and correlated these rankings with those obtained through the use

of a traditional norm-referehced test item index (the percentage of

students in the highest 27% in total posttest scores who pass the item

minus the percentage of the lowest 27% who pass the item). The correla-

tion between the two item statistics were sufficiently low.to.allow

Cox in a later paper (1970) to note:

The pretest and posttest method of item
analysis produced results sufficiently differ-
ent from traditional methods to warrant its
consideration in those cases where score
variability is not the concern, such as in
criterion - referenced measures.

Popham (1971) proposed a priori and a posteriori approaches for

developing valid criterion-referenced test items. The a priori ap-

proach corresponds to the determination of validity by operationally

obtaining items from an item generation rule. The a posteriori approach

consists of empirically determining whether or not items are defective.

In his discussion of the a posteriori approach, Popham presented a new
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means_for_empirically evaluating criterion-referenced test items. This

procedure represents an extension of the item change statistic and con-

gists of constructing the following four-fold table from the results of

a pre-posttest administration of a set of items measuring an objective:

Pretest

Posttest

Incorrect Correct

Incorrect A

Correct

A, B, C, and D represent the number of examinees obtaining each of the

four possible response patterns for an item. One then computes the

median value across items measuring the same objective for,each of the

four cells. (The median value is not as likely to be affected by

aberrant items, as would the mean.) These values are used as expected

values and a chi-square statistic is compUted (with three degrees of

freedom) for each item.

An alternate way of looking at this procedure is to consider the

median values for the four cells across the items measuring a particular

objective as constituting a "prototypic" item. Then we can contrast

the actual four-fold frequencies for each item to the frequencies in the

cells for this prototypic item; large values of the "contrasting" sta-

tistic, the chi-square, would indicate an atypical item.

Three comments can be made concerning this index. One, the index

is a measure of homogeneity. Popham states that this procedure was

more accurate than visual scanning in locating the atypical items.

While Popham (1971) describes other descriptive statistics, the chi-square
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analysis for detecting "bad" items seems to be the most promising one

that he offered. Comments two and three are limitations that need to

be mentioned. Popham (1971) indicated that there is no established

critical value for chi-square, above which the items can be rerded

as aberrant. Three, Wedman (1973) has pointed out that the m hod

could lead to the elimination of items the test developer thipks are

aberrant$ but it does not take into consideration the direction of the

abnormality. If the bulk of the items were, at best, mediocre in terms

of representing the domain, a good item could be eliminated.

3.3.3 Items as Measures of Single Objectives

The concern here is. with determining whether or not items are

measuring one objective. Davis and Diamond (1974) have defined the

$o

importance of this condition:

Unless all the items in a test measure exactly

the same variable or variables for which true

scores are highly correlated (say, .90 or greater),

it is inappropriate to use the test for diag-

nostic purposes; that is, to determine an examinee's

level of performance on a single "pure variable."

This is because of the fact that two different

examinees may obtain identical scores by marking

correctly the same number of different items. . .

The implication for the preparation of homo-:

geneous items for a multi-item diagnostic test

is that each item must measure only one "pure"

variable plus error or the same weighted combina-

tion of two or more "pure" variables, plus error.
In either of these cases, the item scores would

be found to measure, at a pre-selected level of

significance, the same dimension except for errors
of measurement and for differences of origin and
of units of measurement. . .

In reference to testing whether a criterion-referenced test item

measures more than one objective, factor analysis offers great untapped

potential.
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3.4 Additional Editing of the Test Items

One problem for further research involves the development of a

method for the integrative use of content specialists' ratings and

,empirical methods. While such an integration of.approaches could be

accomplished through logical analysis; perhaps a better way to proceed

would be to actually employ the, different techniques, in a variety of

situations and through .this practical-eiperieiice, evolve a model for

the combined use of content specialists' ratings and empirical methods.

The work by Cronbach (1971) may helpto provide a conceptual framework

. for this integration since his.treatment of test validity is the most

comprehensive to-date. Much work remains to be.done in' this area.

Suffice to say, the test developeesotask is to use the avail-
,

able empirical data from content specialists and examinees to _deter-
..

mihe,whether in his /her best judgment the available data ,supports the

hypothesis that the items are "valid" measures of the intended objec-

t
t,t es. When the date suggests otherwise, every effort be made

(
tJrs.v.Age aberrant items.
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4.0 Overview of the Unit

This unit cuvers steps 7 and 9 of the Criterion-Referenced Test

Development and Validation Model presented in Unit 1. These steps are:

7. Test Assembly

a. Determination of Test Length

b. Test Item Selection

c. Preparation of Directions

d. Layout and Test Booklet Preparation

e. Preparation of Scoring Keys

f. Preparation of Answer Sheets

9. Test Administration

Four procedures are offered in Section 4.2 for determining test

length. The remainder of the material in the unit.(covering steps

7b, . . 7f, and 9) is straightforward. Our discussion of these

steps for criterion-referenced test development is very similar to

the discussion one would find of these steps for preparing norm-

referenced tests.

Note: It is likely that some of the material in Section 4.2 will

be more meaningful if Units 5 and 6 are studied first.
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4.1 Introduction

In Unit 4, we will discuss research and procedures directed

toward the assembly and administration of a criterion-referenced test.

In many of the sections we will offer checklists

that can aid in the process. The material presented here will vary

greatly in difficulty, and in length of presentation. For instance,

a great amount can be presented about how to go about determining the

number of test items per objective; while little can be said about the

preparation of test directions. In the sections that duplicate

established principles for norm-referenced tests, we have presented a

synthesis of the research pertaining to the section, and have directed

readers to the source or sources from which it came.
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4.2 Determination of Test Length

4.2.1 Introduction

The length of a criterion-referenced test (or more importantly,

the number of test items measuring each objective in a test) is directly

related to the usefulness of the criterion-referenced test scores ob-

tained from the test. Short tests, typically, produce imprecise domain

score estimates, and lead to mastery decisions which prove to be incon-

sistent across parallel-form administrations (or retest administrations).

Therefore, criterion-referenced test scores obtained from short tests

have limited value. When estimation of domain scores is of concern, the

relationships among domain scores, errors of measurement, and test

length, as summarized in the item-sampling model, are well known (Lord 'NI,.

and Novick, 1968) and provide a basis for determining test length.

When using criterion-referenced tests to assign examinees to,.

mastery states, the problem of determining test length can be related to the

number of classification errors one is willing to tolerate. One way

to assure low probabilities of misclassification is to make the test

very long. However, this is not usually feasible. Currently, there

exist at least two ways to reduce classification errors without lengthen-

ing a test. One involves utilizing Bayesian estimation procedures incorporating

prior and collateral information. The second involves the implementation of an

adaptive testing scheme especially designed for hierarchically-structured ob-

jectives (see Hambleton & Eignor, 1978; Spineti & Hambleton, 1977).

The Material and procedures to follow can be separated roughly into

four sections. One section involves the work of Millman (1973 utilizing

the binomial model. The second section involves the work of Novick and

Lewis (1974), using Bayesian estimation procedures. The third section

involves the specifiation of an "indifference zone." The work of Fhaner
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_(1974) and Wilcox (1976) will be considered here. The final section includes

the work of Eignor and Hambleton (1979) relating test length and cut-off

scores to several reliability and validity indices.

4.2.2 The Basic Situation Revisited

Regardless of which solution one adopts to the test length prohlem

the basic situation remains the same. It is as follows: There is a

domain or population of test items (it may be real or have to be hypo-

thesized). These,items deal with a particular objective and are of

varying unspecified difficulty. We want to pass the student on the

objective if he/she can answer a given percentage of items in the domain.

This actual percentage of items the student could pass on the whole domain

or population of items canoe called his /her domain

score. Practical constraints, such as time, force the test practitioner to

have to estimate this domain score by taking a random or stratified random

sample of items from the domain and testing on those items. Now, because

the test score is based on a sample from the domain, it is not likely to

coincide with the domain score. There will be error, and from the point

of view adopted for criterion-referenced tests, we view the error as error

in the decision process. That is, the extent that an individual's test

score is discrepant from his/her domain score can be viewed as a problem

involving the probability of classifying that individual improperly, i.e.,

as a false positive (a non-master who is assessed as a master on the test)

or a false negative (a master assessed as a non-master on the test). Logic

dictates that the longer the test is, the less the ,hance of making classi-

fication errors. Practicality dictates against having long tests, due to

time problems, construction problems, etc. Thus, the ccncern becomes one of

determining what minimal test length is sufficient in terms of the problem

of classificationkerrors. 186
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4.2.3 Millman's Use of the Binomial Model

Millman (1973) considered the error propertied of mastery classi-

fication decisions made by comparigg a domain score estimate to an

advancement score. By introducing the binomial test model, it is simple

to determine the probability of misclassification, conditional upon an

examinee's domain score, an advancement score, a cut-off score, and the

number f items in the. test. (An advancement score is distinguished from

a cut-off score in Millman's work In the following way: The advancement

score is the minimum number of items that an examinee must answer cor-

rectly to be assigned to a mastery state. The cut-off score is the point

on the domain score scale'used to separate examinees into true mastery

and true non - mastery states.) By varying test length and the advancement

score, an investigator can determine the test length and advancement

score that produces a desired probability of misclassification for a

given domain score.

By making the following assumptions, Millman was able to obtain a

solution to the test length problem:

1. The test is a random sample of dichotomously scored 0-1) items

from the domain,

2. The likelihood of correct response is a fixed quantity across
all test items for an individual,

3. Responses to questions on the test are independent, and

4. Errors fit the binomial test model.

No assumptions,.involving item content or difficulty are necessary,

nor are any group based indices used. Millman (1973) compared the situa-

tion to the usual urn example used for explaining the binomial distribution:

Rather the items which an examinee can pass and
those the individual fails are analogous to two
colors of balls in an urn. Continuing the analogy,
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the test length question, How many balls
must be sampled (items administered) from the

urn so that the percent of all balls of a
given color (test items in the domain answered
correctly) can be estimated accurately? The

errors associated with other examinees are of

no concern.

Table 4.2.1 can be used to obtain the probability that a student

with a particular domain score will be incorrectly advanced or retained

by the procedures. (It is assumed that some meaningful'smethod has been

utilized to arrive at the cut-off score.) The following comments can

be'made concerning the use of Table 4.2.1:

1. To the left of the dotted line indicating the cut-off

score is the expected percent of students who will be

advanced incorrectly. Likewise, to the right of the
dotted line is the expected percent of students who
will be incorrectly retained. Their, domain scores are

greater than the criterion level. In other words, to
the left of the line are the false-positive error rates
and to the right are the false - negative error rates.

2. A larger proportion of the students whose domain scores
are close to, or at the cut-off score, will be incor-,

rectly classified than those at a greater distance from

the cut-off score. Sometimes this proportion is greater

than half. For instance, for a cut-off score = .75 on
a test with 8 items that has an advancement score of 6,

a student whose domain score is 70 will be incorrectly

advanced (passed) 55% of the time.

3. Millman looks at the probability that a student will
attain a particular test score, given his/her domain
score. However, an examinee's domain score is an unknown.
It is, of course, the purpose of testing in the first
place! On the other hand, it is usually not too diffi-
cult, in most situations, to make an educated guess.

Example 1:

For a cut-off score of .80, suppose a practitioner is willing toac-

cept a 25% misclassification error for those students whose domain

scores are 70% and 90%. How large should the random sample cf items be,

188
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Table 4.2.1 Percent of Students Expected to be
Incorrectly Advanced or Retained

111

Cut-off Score =.70
4)

Advance-
ment
Score

n

No.yof
Test Items 50 55 60

6 7 6 10 16

6 8 15 22 32

7 9 9 15 23

7 10 17 27 38

8 11 11 19 30

9 12 7 13 23

10 13 5 9 17

11 14 3 6 12

12 15 2 4 9

I

Student's Domain Score*

65 1

23

43

34

51

43

35

28

22

17

70 75 80 85 90 95

67 55 42 28 15 4

45 32 20 11 4 1

54 40 26 14 5 1

35 22 12 5 1

43 29 16 7 2

51 35 20 9 3

58 42. 25 12 3

64 48 30 15 4

70 54 35 18 6

Cut-off'Score = .75

50 55 60

Student's

65 70

Domain Score*

75 80 85 90 95

Advance-
ment '

Score
No, of

Test Items

6 8 15 22 32 43 55 32 20 11 4 1

7 9 9 15 23 34 46 40 26 14 5 1

8 10 6 10 17 26 38 47 32 18 7 1

9 11 3 7 12 20 31 55 38 22 9 2

9 12 7 13 23 35 49 35 20 9

16 20 1 2 5 12 24 58 37 17 4 IMM

17 21 - 1 4 9 20 63 41 20 5

18 22 - 1 3 7 17 68 46 23 6
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Table 1 (continued)

Cut-off Score u .80

50 55 60

Advance-
ment
Score

No. of
Test Items

6 7. 6 10 16

7 8 4 7 11

8 9 2 4 7

8 10 6 10 17

9 11 3 7 12

10 12 2 4 8

11 13 1 3 6

12 15 2 4 9

17 20 - 1 2

19
)

22 - - 1

Cut-off Score = .85

Advance-
ment No. of
Score Test Items 50 55 60

7 8 4 7 11

a 9 2 4 7

9 10 1 2 5

10 11 I 1 3

11 12 - 1 2

17 19 - - 1

19 21 - - -

Student's Domain Score*

65 70. 75 80 85 90 95

2? 33 45

17 26 37

12 20 30

26 38 53

20 31 46

15 25 39

11 20 33

17 30 46

4 11 23

3 7 16

42 28 15 4

50 34 19 6

56 40 23 7

32 18 7 1

38 22 9 2

44 26 11 2

50 31 13 2

35 18 6

59 35 13 2

67 42 17 2

Student's Domain Score*

65 70 75 80 85 90 95,,'->

17 26 37

12 20 30

9 15 24 .#38

6 11 20 32

4 9 16 28

2 5 11 24

1 . 3 8 18

50 = 34

44 40

19 6

23 7

46 26 9

51 30 10

56 34 12

56 29 7

63 35' 8

*A domain score the proportionof items a student would be able
to answer correctly if he/she were given the entire pool of items mefsuring
an objective.

(Reproduced from Novick and Lewis, 1974, with permission from the
authors. Decimal points have been omitted.)
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y,
and what should the advancement score be?

Answer: From Table l,it can be seen that for a test of 8 items

with a passing (advancement) score of 7, 26% of the students at the 70%

level and 19% at the 90% level will be misclassified.

Example 2:

For a cutting score of .85, suppose a practitioner is willing to

accept a 10% misclassification rate for students whose domain score is

.95. How many questions should the random sample (test) have,and what

should the advancement score be?

Answer: 11 items with an advancement score of 10.

The primary problem in applying the tables prepared by Millman

(1973) is that one would need to have a good prior estimate of an

examinee's domain score. Other problems have been suggested by Novick.

and Lewis (1.974): >They reported that for certain combinations off cutr

off scores and test lengthchanging one or both to decrease the prob-

ability of misclassification for those above the cut-off score will

actually increase the probability of misclassification for those below

the cut-off score. In order.to choose the appropriate combination of

test length and advancement score, one must have some idea of whether

the preponderance of examinees are,above orbelow the cut-off score and

one must have some idea of the relative costs of misclassification. How-

ever, the first requirement can only be satisfied with prior information

about the domain scores of the group of examipees. 'Novick and Lewis

(1974) suggested that it would/be usau o have some systematic way of

incorporating prior knowledge into the test length detetmination problem.

191
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Table 4.2.2 below, from Novick and Lewis (1974),.highlights the

problem they raise:.

Table 4.2.2 Percent of Students Expected To Be Incorrectly
Advanced or Retained

Criterion Level = .75 Test Length = 8 If

Advancement Domain Score Level

Score 50 55 00 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

6 15 22 32 43 55 i 32 20 11 4. 1

7 4 7 11 11 26 63 50 34 19 6

Suppose 7 out of 8 were taken as the minimum advancement score..

Then for students whose true levels are <.75, the probabilities of mis-
t

classification fall off dramatically, while'for students whose true levels

are >.75 (more than likely where most of the students are located),

these probabilities remain quite hig11. This would be the area where one

would want the probability to be lower. Novick and Lewis conclude that a

"framework would need to take into account on which side of .75 small

expected errors were considered to be more important."

*4.2.4 Novick and Lewis' Ba esian Approach: Introduction)

Instead of considering the probability that a student will attain

a test score, given his/her true level (an unknown), it would be better

to consider the probability that a student's domain score

exceeds a given cutting score, given his/her test score. A dtudent will

lAn excellent introduction to Bayesian methods is given by Novick,
M. R., & Jackson, P. H. Statistical methods for educational and psycho-
logical research. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974. Chapter 5 is especially
relevant for our work in this unit. .
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then be passed on to the next unit only if there is a sufficiently high

probability that his/her domain score exceeds the

cutting score, given his/her test score. The procedures offered by

Novick and Lewis allow such a probability to be assessed. According to

Novick and Lewis:

To obtain ale necessary probability an application of

Baye's theorem is required. In such an analysis prior

knowledge (expressed in probabilistic terms) of the

student's tnie level of functioning is combined with

the (binomial) model information relating the observed

test score 'to true level: the result is a posterior

probability for true level of furctioning, given the

test score. The probability this distribution assigns

to levels above the criterion is the quantity of

interest.

Novick and Lewis produced a table (Table 4....3) reporting values of

Prob Trak, n), i.e., the probability of an examinee having a domain

score greater than or equal to a cut-off score uo with a proportion cor-

tect score of x/n, for typical values of Trio, x, and A used in objectives-

based instructional programs. (Actually the test lengths considered in

their papeT are a little longer than those often used in practice. The

shortness of many criterion-referenced tests in use today is due in part

to the failure of users to have any idea about the number of classifi-

cation errors that are made with criterion-referenced tests.) In Table 4.2.3

no takes on values ranging from .50 to .95 (in increments of .05), test

scores vary from 6 to 11, and test lengths vary from 8 to 12. Their

table can be used to select both an advancement score and test length to

ensure that Prob (u Is is larger than some desired value. (say 70%)

For example, if an instructor desired to ensure that Prob (u .80) was

greater than .70, using the Novick-Lewis Table 4.2.3, it can be seen that

an examinee should achieve 8 of 8 test items.
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Table 4.2.3 Probability Student's Domain Score Is Greater
Than 71 Given a Uniform Prior Distribution

Minimum
Advancement No. of Posterior

Cut-off Score-70

Score Test Items Distribution 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

6 8 0(7,3) 91 85 77 66 54 40 26- 14 5 1

7 8 8(8,2) 98 96 93 88 80 70 56 40 23 7

8 8 S(9,1) 100 100 99 98 96 92 87 77 61 37

7 9 8(8,3) 95 90 83 4 62 47 32 18 7 1

8 9 8(9,2) 99 98 95 91 85 76 62 46 26 9

9 9 8(10,1) 100 100 99 99 97 94 89 80 65 40

7 10 S(8,4) 89 81 70 57 43 29 16 7 2

8 10 8 (9,3) 97 93 88 80 69 54 38 22 9 2

9 10 8(10,2) 99 99 97 94 89 80 68 51 30 10

8 11 8 (9,4) 93 87 77 65 51 35 21 9 3

9 11 8 (10,3) 98 96 92 85 75 61 1.4 26 11 2

10 11 8(11,2) 100 99 98 96 92 84 73 56 34 12

9 12 8(10,4) 95 91 83 72 58 42 25 12 3

10 12 a(11,3) 99 97 94 89 80 67 50 31 13 2

11 12 a(12,2) 100 190 99 97 94 87 77 60 38 14

(Tables 4.2.3 thru 4.2.11 are reproduced from Novick and Lewis, 1974, with
permission from the authors.)
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A. Examples of the Effects of Different Priors

In this section, we will present tablet from Novick and Lewis that

demonstrate the effects of specifying different priors. Consider two

situations. We will label them "A" and "B".

In situation A, we know very little at all about a student's

domain score prior to test administration. Hence, we select

as our prior a uniform distribution (0[1,1]) on the interval from zero

to unity. Table 4.2.3 pro&ides the posterior probabilities for various

test lengths and cut-off scores.

To use Table 4.2%3 to select test length, one must decide on the

cut-off score and the minimum acceptable probability that a student's

domain score

Example 3:

exceeds this cut-off score.

If we take the cut-off score (no) to be .80 and the minimum prob-

ability to be .5 (e.g., Prob (nInolx,n) = .5 where x = test score, n

is test length), wha'._ is the minimum number of test items that can be used,

and what is the minimum advancement score?

Answer: 8 items with an advancement score of 7,.because Prob (lqn017,8) =,

. 56,which is greater than .50.

Example 4:

Suppose the cut-off score is no = .90 and we want Prob (n?...91x,n) =

. 5, what is the minimum number of test items that can be used, and what

is the minimum advancement score?

Answer: There is no numbeil. of test items and advancement score less

than perfection that satisfies this conditionor the items specifications
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61

in the table. Note that Prob (ffa.918,8) = .61 and Prob (n.919,9) 6 .

The answer is 8 items, and an advahcement score of 100% (8 out of 8

items answered correctly).

In situation B, suppose that our probability that a student is

functioning abovb the cutting score 'of .8 is .75. (When we specified

the uniform prior, we set the-prior proba ility at .20.) Novick and

Lewis ngie that this belief can be characterized by the beta prior

distribution g(10.254, 1.746). Table 4.2.4 gives the same sort of infor-

mation as Table 4.2.3, but is based upon a revised prior.
4

To use Table 4.2.4 one must again set a cut-off score and decide on

a minimum acceptable probability that a student's domain score exceeds

this cutting score.

ti

Example 5:

Suppose the cut-off scoreis ro= .90 and we want Prob(ra..91x,n) = .5.

What is the minimum number of test items that can be used, and what is the

minimum advancement score? [Assume,the prior is given by B(10.254, 1.746).]

Answer: For 12 items with an advancement score of 11, we have

Prob(r?.9111,12) = .48,which is sufficiently close to .50. (Shorter test

lengths can be chosen--8 and 9 test items if the advancement score is

set at 100%.)
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Probability Student's Domain Score Is
Greater Than no Given a 8(10.254, 1.746) Prior
Distribution'

Criterion Level fro

No. of Posterior

Table 4.2.4.

Minim41
Advancement

Score Test Items Distribution. 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

6 8 6(16.254, 3.746) 100 100 98 96 90 4, 60 37 15 2

7 8 6(17.254, 2.746) 100 /60 100 99 97 92 81 62 36 10

-8 8 6(18.254, 1.746) 100 100 100 100 99 98 94 85 066 32

7 9 '8(17.254, 3.746) 100 100 99 .97 92 82 65 41 17 2

8 9 8(18.254, 2.746) 100 100 100 99 98. 93' 84 66 39 11

9 9 6(19.254, 1.746) 100 100 100 100 100 '198 95 87 69 34

7 10 8(17.254, 4.746) 100 99 97 93 84 68 47 24 7 1

8 10 6(18.254, 3.746) 100 100 99 98 93 84 68 45 19 3

9 10 0(19.254, 2.746) 100 100 100 99 98 95 86 69 42 12

8 11 8(18.254, 4.746) 100 99 98 94 87 72 51 27 0 1

9 11 6(19.254, 3.746) 100 100 100 98 95 87 72 48 22 3

10 11 8(20.254, 2.746) 100 100 400 100 99 96 88 72 45 13.

9 12 6(19.254, 4.746) 100 100 99 96 89 76 55. 30 10 1

10 12 6(20.254, 3.746) 100 100 100 99 96 89 75 52 24 4

11 12 6(21.254, 2.746) 100 100 100 100 99 96 90 75 48 14

Note: The mean and mode, respectively of 6(10.254, 1.746) are .855 and .925 and

for this distribution Prob (Tr>no) for no = .70, .75, .80, .85 are .92,

.86, .75, and .59, respectively. A close look at these distributional

characteristics will help a decision maker determine if this prior dis-

tribution is a realistic characterization of his/her beliefs.

(Taken from Novick and Lewis, 1974.)
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We can assess the effects of prior information by looking at some

representative situations Ind the probabilities associated.

Situation Uniform Prior 43(10.64, 1.746) Prior

Prob(ir.?.816,8) - .26 .60

,

Prob(nz.8110,12) .50 .75

Prob02.9(6,8) .05 .15

Prob(n.9110,12) .13 .24

Prob(n?717,9) .62

.....

.92
,

,

Prob(n .719,11) .75 .95

, ..-

These situations are provided as examples, but the mess.ge is clear;

specifying a prior of the sort in situation B results in a-much higher

probability statement about an individual's domain score exceeding the

cutting score, given the test data. According to Novick and Lewis:

When the decision Maker specifies an informative prior

distribution he is saying, in effect, that he wants a-

decision which will have a high probability of being

correct in that pOrtion of the decision space in which

he thinks the student's ability truly lies.

19S
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B. Losses Associated with Incorrect Decisions

Before discussing Noyick and Lewis' tables for test length, we

must discuss how they speoify loss ratios. This is critical for use of

the tables. This is consonant with the formulations for tiw decision-
!

theoretic approach to setting cut-off scores (see Unit 6), but we

will discuss these procedures here for continuity. The following two-fold

o

table of loses associated with decisions can be constructed:

Decision

advance

retain

Domain Score
7<7

o

0 a .

b 0

Where 7
o

cutting score on domain of tasks

a =loss associated wish advancing a studint whose true

/ level 7<7
o

(false positive error)
/e

b = loss associated with retaining a_student whose true

level 7?.70 (false negative error)

Suppose a= b. According to Novick and Lewis:

If it were no more serious to advance's student whose

level was below the criterion than to retain a student

who was above, we would be behaving optimally if we

were to advante students with posterior probabilities

above .5 and retain the others.
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Novick and Lewis further point out that if the lose for false

advancement is twice that of false retention, which is a more reasonable

situation, then only thosegtudents whose posterior probabilities are greater

than 2 = .67 should be advanced.

More generallyvthe decision rule to be used is to advance a student if

his/her test score is such that (b)[Prob(7>70 9
lx n)]>(a)[Prob(R<Tro lx

'
n)] and retain

him/her if this is not true. An equivalent procedure is to compare the

loss ratio (It would be 2- above) to the ratio
1

Prob

Prob(7<70 lx,n)

Various loss ratios are specified in the tables to be discussed next.

C. Test Length Specifications

In order to use the tables that follow, one must specify the following:

1. A criterion level, or cutting score, 70, must be chosen.

2. Prior knowledge of student's domain score must be

translated into a prior probability distribution of the 6 fotm

for 7 (Use the methods described in Novick and Jackson, 1974).

3. A loss ratio for the relative losses associated with the two

types of incorrect decisions must be chosen.

From these specifications, the tables give:

1. recommended test lengths,

2. minimum advancr.ment scores,

3. posterior probability that the domain score is

greater than n
o

, given the test data, and

4. the percentage correct specified by the advancement rule for the

recommended sample size(s). 200
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Table 4.2.5 provides some beta distributions anu corresponding

parameters; it will be helpful to individuals setting priors..

Before providing some examples, we should comment on Tables 4.2.8 and 4.2.9, which

V
appear to be the game. If carefully scrutinized, one will notice that. the

expected values of the prior dist)butions are different,and this changes

the entries in the body of the table. In Table 4.2.8, the expected value of the

prior is. 0, which equals Tre, while in Table 4.2.9, it is .85, which is larger

than 7 The sample sizes that are recommended in Table 10 are clearly more

attractive For instance, for a beta prior 8(12,3) and the expected iialue

= .8, the test would be 21 items with an advancement score of 19,while 11.

when the expected value = .85, the recommended test drops to only 13 items

with a passing score of
`

11. Novick and Lewis comment as follows,

When loss ratios are high it may well be advantageous
to strengthen the training program to the extent that the

the mean output is well above the specified criterion

ldvel. ThiE will make it possible to use short tests,
or, alternatively, will generally reduce the risk,of

incorrect classification.

Example 6:

You have decided on a cutting score wo = .8 and your prior has been

computed to be B(8,2). You have decided on a loss ratio of 2.5 (it is 2.5

times as costly to advance someone whose n<Iro than to retain someone whose

11?..7.0). What is the recommended test length and advancement score, and also

the associated probability?

Answer: 20 questions with an advancement score of 17 (re: 85% mastery

based on test). Prob(ff>.8I17,20) = .72. We are 72% sure an individual's

domain score is above .80.

e
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Table 4.2.5 Selected Prior Distributions for Advancement Decisions

No.

EffeLtive Prob,...(TriVr;fu)*

Prior Prior,

Distribution Sample Size Mean .R07.70- .79-.75 .75-.80 .80-.85 .85-.90 .90-1.00

f.

1 0(5.692.4) 8 .70 .46 .12 .12, .12 ..10 .08

2 B(6,2) 8 .15 .33 .12 .13 .14 .13 .15-

3 0(6.4, 1.6) 8 .80 .21 ,.. .10 .12 .15 .16 ..26

4 B(6.8, 1.2) 8 .85 .12 :07 .09 .13 .17 .42

5 B(7.2, .8) 8 .90 .1)5. .04 .06 .09 .14 .62
WNW'

6 6(7, 3) 10 .70)N. .46 .14 .14 .12 .09 .05

7 0(7.5, 2.5) 3.0 .75 .32 .13 .15 .15 .13 .12

8 B(8, 2) 10 .80 .20 .10 .14 .16 .17 .23 0
1.

9 0(8.5, 1.5) -10 .85 .10 .07 .10 .14 .19 .40

10 B(9, 1) 10 .90 .04 .03 .06 ..10 .16 .61

11 B(8.4, 3.6) 12 .76 .47 .15 .15. .12 .08 .03

12 B(9, 3) 12 .75 .32 .14 .16 .16 .13 .09

13 B(9.6, 2.4) 12 .80 .18 .11 .15 .18 .18 .20

14 B(10.2, 1.8) 12 .85 .09 .07 .11 .16 .20 .37

15 B(10.8, 1.2) 12 .90 .03 .03 .06 .11 .17 .60

16 B(10.5, 4.5) 15 .70 .47 .17 .16 .12 .06 .02

17 B(11.25, 3.75) 15 .75 .30 .16 .18 .17 .13 .06

18 , B(12.3) 15 .80 .16 .12 .17 .20 .19 .16

1.9 B(12.75, 2.25) 15 .85 .07 .37 .12 .18 .23 .33

20 B(13.5, 1.5) 15 .90 .02 .03 .06 .11 .19 .59

Note: All entries have been rounded to two decimal places and smoothed so that the row totals
add to 1.00.
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Table 4:2.6 Recommended Sample'Sizes and Advancerrent Scores

Prior
Distribution e(r)

13(5.6, 2.4)1

ap; 3) 1.

0(8.4, 3.6)

6(10.5, 4.5)

(.70)

(.70)

(.70)

(.70)

70 = .70

Loss Ratio

1.5(.60) 2.0(.67) 2.5(.71) . 3.0(.75),
...

6/8(.62) 10/13(.70) 11/14(.74) 12/15(.78)

6/8(.61) 10/13(.69) 11/14(.73) 12/15(.77)

6/8(.61) 10/13(.68) 11/14(.72) 12/15(.76)

9/12(.62)2 10/13(.67) 11/14.(.71) /2/15(.75)-
1

General 'Recommendations

6/8(75%) 10/13(77%) 11/14(79%) 12/15(80%)

lApriori, Prob(n.?...70) for-,each of the four prior distributions is .54,

..54, .53, and .53.

2For 6/8, Frob(r?...70) = .598.

ti
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Table 4.2.7

.t

§

Prior

Recommended Sample Sizes and Advancement Scores

n = .750

Loss Ratio

e(v) 1.5 (.60) 2.0 (.67) 2.5 .71) 3.0 (.75)

0(6, 2) 1 (.75) 8/10(.65) 16/20(.70) 17/21(.74) 18/22(.77)

0(7.5, 2.5) (.75) 8/10(.64) 16/20(.69) 17/21(.73) 18/22(.76)

0(9, 3) (.75) 8/10(.63) 16/20(.69) 17/21(.72) ,18/22(.75)

0(11.25, 3.75) (.75) 8/10(.62) 16/20(.68) 17/21(.71) 19/23(.77)2

General Recommendations
. 8/10(80%) 16/20(80%) 17/21(81%) 18/22(82%)

Prob(w.75) = .56, .55, .55, and .54, respectively for the four,

prior distributions used in Table 7.

2For 18/22, Prob(T..75) = .744.

Y

Table 4.2.8

Prior Y

Distribution

Recommended Sample Sizes and Advancement Scores

Tr I. .80
0

e(TT) 1.5 (.60)

Loss Ratio

2.0 (.67) 2.5 (.71) 3.0 (.75)

0(,64, 1.6)1 (.80) 6/7(.66) 7/8(.70) 17/20(.72) 19/22(.78)

0(8, 2) (.80) 6/7(.65) 7/8(.69) 17/20(.72) 19/22(.77)

0(9.6, 2.4) (,80) 6/7(.64) 7/8(.68) 17/20(.71) 19/22(.76)

0(12, 3) (.80) 6/7(.63) 7/8(.67) 18/21(.73)2 19/22(.75)

General Recommendations
6/7(86%) 7/8(88%) 17/20(85%) 19/22(86%)

lAprioril Prob(w.80) = .57;for 8/10, Prob(w.80)=, .55; for 16/20, Prob(try.80)

= .,54; for 8.5/10, Prob(w.80) = .67; for 8.3/10, Prob(ff.80) = .62; for 9/10,

Prob(ni.80) = .78.

2For 17/20,'Prob(74..80) = .70. 205
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Table 4.2.9 Recommended Sample Sizes and Advancement Scores

it = .80
0

Prior
Distribution c(n) 1.5(.60)

Loss Ratio

2.0(.67) 2.5(.71) 3.0(.75)

8(6.8, 1.2)5

8(8.5, 1.5)

8(10.2, 1.8)

0(12.75, 2.25)

(.85) 8/10(.64)

(.85) 8/10(.66)

(.85) 8/10(.67)

(.85) 8/10(.69)

9/11(.69) 10/12(.72)1 11/13(.76). ...

9/11(.70) 10/12(.73)2 11/13(.76)

9/11(.71) 9/11(.71)3 11/13(.77)

9/11(.72) 9/11(.72)4 11/13(.78)

General Recommendations

8/10(80%) 9/11(82%) 10/12(83%) 11/1305%)

1For 5/6, Prob(n3..80) = .72.

2For 5/6, Prob(lq.,..80) = .73.

3For 10/12, Prob (n?,.80) = .74.

4For 10/12, Prob (n.,.80) = .75.

O

5For the four prior distributions, the apriori probabilities of na..80 are .72,

.73, .74, and .75. With these prior distributions and with 7/10, the

posterior probabilities of n?..80 are .41, .43, .46, and .48.

bi
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Table 4.2.10

Prior
Distributions

Recommended Sample Sizes and Advancement Scores

o
= .85

c(n)

e

1.5 (.60)

Loss Ratio
2.0 (.67) 2.5 (.70) 3.0 (.75)

8(6.8, 1.2) 1 (.85) 7/8(.62) '9/10(.70) 17/19(.73) 18/20(.76)3

(3(8.5, 1.5) (.85) 7/8(.C2) ,9/10(.69) 17/19(.72) 19/21(.77)

6(10.2, 1.8) (.85) 7/8(.61) 9/10(.68) 17/19(.72) 19/21(.76)

a(12.75, 2.25) (.85) 7/8(.60) 9/10(.67) 17/19(.71)2 19/21(.75)

/

General Recommendations

7/8(87.5%) 9/10(90%) 1749(89%):,7 19/21(90%)

1The apriori probabilities for 71..85 are .59, .58, .58, and .57.

2For 10/11, Prob(w>.85 = .695).

3For 19/21, Prob(w>.85 = .78).
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/I

11,
Ekampie 7:

You have decided on a cutting score no --, .85 and your prior is

0(12.75, 2.25). Your loss ratio is 1.5. Uhat is the recommended test

length, advanceMent score, and associated p...obability?

5-

Answer: 8 questions with an advancement score of 7 (re: 87.5%)

Prob(7>,85 17,8) .60; we are 60% sure an individual's domain score

is above .85.

D. $uggostions

We suggest that the tables developed by Novick and Lewis be used any

time you can specify a meaningful prior. As mentioned before, the tables

developed by Millman are meaningful only for quick estimates. They give

probabilities of test data,given domain score, what is really needed is

the probability of domain score, given test data. We recommend that if there

is no'suitableprior, Table 4.2.1 in this section be consulted. Also,

fur such a situation, the methods developed by Fhaner and Wilcox, involving

the specification of an indifference zone, should be considered.

4.2.5 Fhaner (1974) and Wilcox (1976) Use of Indifference Zones

What follows is a discussion of the:lose of indifference zones

merging the work of Fhaner and Wilcox, using Wilcox's notation. The

basic situation is that described in section 1, and is similar to the

section on Millman's procedures.
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The binomial distribution can be used to estimate the probability of an

examinee whose domain score is 7 obtaining a test score of x items out

of n items.

Prob (x n) = (1.1 -x (1-7)n-x
'x' "

where is an unbiased estimate of 7.

Tests are used in a context; the context for criterion-referenced

testing in decision making, where the test score will be used to classify

individuals. To separate individuals into mastery states

(mastery versus non-mastery), a cutting score no is established such that if
f.

7<7
o

the examinee is a non-master; if 7;.7
o

the examinee is a master. The

tester has only the test score x to work with, not n, and needs to decide

if li<70 or 14.1To. ,Hence, there is the risk of false positive errors (n<no

but the examinee passes based on the test) or false negative errors (1rno,

but the examinee fails based on the test). -Let a be the probability of a

Type I (false positive error) and $ be the probability of a Type II (false

negative error). A performance score no needs to be established such t'

Prob(x :1011r) < a for all 7<ff
o

Prob(x <noln) < a for alln)no

Since a = 1-a, it is not possible to keep both probabilities at

acceptably low levels. An explicit solution to the problem 13 generated

by establishing an indifference zone. Let c be a positive constant, and

form the open interval (no- c, no+ c). For individuals whose

domain score is close to no (within the interval from no -c to 7 0
c), we

are "indifferent" as to how they are classified, re: there is negligible
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loss in misclassification of such individuals.
For individuals whose domain

CID

score is greater than yo + c or less than wo - c, we want to be reasonably

certain the correct decision is made. Schematically,

tb,

0.0

Domain Score Scale

Wr -C +c SP

CIto WO WO+C .

Indifference
Zone

1.0

Thug far we have been working with the domain of tasks. We must

now specify procedures involving the test itself. Let no = passing score or

advancement score on the test. Thus, if xatno, the student is advanced;

if x<no, the student is retained. A correct decision is made for the stu-

dent if x<no and w<ir o
or x,,no

and Trfa
o*

Let be a number such that 1/2<P*<1.

Our goal isto establish n as small as possible (for a certain no) so that

for values of y not in the indifference zone, the probability of a correct

decision is at least P*.
nrR

For values of 7<uo-c, the minimum probability of a correct decision

occurs at the point wo- c and is given by

no-1

a = E (
x
) 00-c

x=o

X - 'Ito+ C)ri-X

For values of 7>TT
o

c, the minimum probability of a correct decision

occurs at the point 10 + c and is given by:

=

x=no

n-x
in, /7 + c)X - 11_n)kx/ 0 0

210
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Now.to choose n, Wilcox specifies:

In particular, we choose the smallest integer n so
that a and 8 are. greater than or equal to P* which
implies that the probability of a correct decision

is at least P* for Tr?Tro + c and Tr<71 - c.

Wilcox provides tables for various combinations of the variables involved

in the formula. In order to use these tables, the following must he specified:

1. Tro: The,cutting score for the domain of items. Wilcox

specifies the Tro's to be .70, .75, .80, .85..

2. c: The positive constant that forms the indifference zone.

Wilcox uses c =..05 and c = .10. Thus,for Tro = .75 and c = .10,

we are indifferent as to our classification for scores in

the interval (.65, .85).

3. P*: The minimum probability of a. correct decision for scores

not in the indifference region. Wilcox uses P* = .75.

By specifying these values, Wilcox's table then gives you n and no,along

with the probability of correctly classifying an examinee with a

domain score >Tr
o
+c or <Tr

o
-c.

Example 8:

Suppose Tro, the cut-off score = .80, c = .1 and P* = .75.

What is the least number of questions that can be used to have greater than

a 757 chance of correctly classifying an examinee in the interval greater

than Tro+c ( =.9) and less than oiTo-c ( = .7).

Answer: For Tr
o

= .8, c = .1, the least number of questions n is 9 with

an advancement score of 8.
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Table 4.2.11

Cut-off Scores and the Minimum Probability of a Correct Decision

for Values of n not in the Indifference Zone

n = 70.O
no = .75 no = .80 no - .85

n c=.05 c=.10 c=.05 c,,,10 c=.05 c=.10 c=.05 c=.10

8 6/.5722 6/.6846 7/.5033 7/.6572 7/.6329 7/.7447 7/.496./ y.6329

9 )/.6007 7/.7382 7/.5372 7/.6627 8/.5995 8/.7748 3t6683 8/.6997

10 8/.5256 8/.6778 8/.6172 8/.7384 9/.5443 9/.7361 9/.6242 9/.7560

11 8/.5744 8/.7037 9/.6174 9/.7788, 9/.5448 10/.6974 10/.6779 1u/.8029

12 9/.6488 9/.7747 10/.5583 10/.7358 10/.6093 10/.7472 11/.6590 11/.8416

13 10/.5843 10/.7473 10/.5794 11/.7296 11/.6674 11/.7975 12/.6213 12/.8646

14 10/.5733 10/.7207 11/.6488 11/.7795 12/.6479 12/.8392 13/.5846 13/,8470

15 11/.6481 11/.7827 12/.6482 12/.8227 13/.6042 13/.8159 13/.6020 14/.8290 .

16 12/.6302 12/.7982 13/.5981 13/.7899 13/.5950 14/.7892 14/.6482 15/.8108

17 12/.5803 13/.7582 13/.6113 13/.7652 14/.6470 14/.7981 15/.6904 15/.8363

18 13/.6450 13/.7912 14/.6673 14/.8114 15/.6943 15/.8354 16/.7287 16/.8647

19 14/.6678 14/.8369 15/.6733 15/.8500 16/.6841 16/.8668 17/.7054 17/.8887

20 14/.6172 15/.8042 16/.6296 16/.8298 I 17/.6477 17/.8670 18/.6769 18/.9087

(Reproduced from Wilcox, 1976, permission pending.)
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Example 9:

Suppose no = .7 and c = .05. On a 15 item test with an advancement

score of 11, what is the probability of correctly classifying an individual

with a domain score

Answer: 65%

.75 = tro+c) or .15 .65 ( = Tro-c).

A. Summary of_the Procedure

Because of the complexity of this formulation, a summary would appear

helpful. One wants tc minimize the probabilities of incorrectly classifying

individuals based upon a teat score, i.e., one wantE0to minimize the probability

of a false positive error (a) and the probability of a false negative error co

simultaneously. Since a = 1 - $, minimizing one will maximize the other.

The problem is circumvented by specifying an indiffereuce zone, and then

a and a can be simultaneously minimized at the boundary points of the in-

difference zone. Wilcox has prepared tables'that relate the number of test

items to a and $,for specific indifference zones,in terms of probability of

correct decisions outside the indifference zone.

B. Comments

Consider next the work of Fhaner and Wilcox:

1. If c= 0, that is, there is no indifference region, it is not

always possible to choose n such that the probability of a correct

decision is at least P*. Wilcox says that for this situatiol

the probability of a correct decision approaches .5 (an unac-

ceptable level) as n increases. Hence, Millman's solution may
;1.

not be adequate for certain situations2n

0
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2. If the loss in misclassifying an individual who has obtained

mastery (Tr ZTro+c) is different from the loss in misclassifying

a non-master (TTITro-c), Zhen two numbers andand P2* can be chosen

such that II<P1*<1,and li<P
2
*<1 and there is a smallest integer n

so that a>131* and 0>P2*.

3. If n is large, a theorem in etatistics called the Central Limit

Theorem justifies the use of the normal distribution in place

of the binomial. In this case, tables of the normal distribution

function (4)) may be used, and use of the Wilcox tables can be

circumvented. In this case, the number of test questions is

given by:

n =

af(70-c)(1-Tro+c) + Z1_Offo+c)(1-Tro

2c

where n = number of 'items

c = positive constant (from before)
4

Tr
o
= cutting score

Zi_o = deviation score in a standardized normal distribution

correspondirig to 1-a

Zi_B = deviation score in a standardized normal distribution

corresponding to 1-0.

Fhaner notes that the normal approximation underestimates the

number of items needed. Wilcox notes that the procedure

does not give you an optimal no (performance or advancement

score). Hence, a user needs to be careful when making use of

the normal approximation.

214
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4.2.6 Eignor-Hambleton Approach for Determining

Test Lengthl

Methods:.for determining.test length which depend upon the mini-
,

mization of classification errors were presented in the last three

`sections. An alternate approach in which test length is related directly

to several indices of test score reliability and validity is presented

in this section. At this point it would be,desirable for the reader to

study material presented in Unit 5 on test score reliability before

proceeding further.

A. Introduction

A primary concern of individuals using test scores is that tha scores

be both reliable and valid. While the beat approach for assessing test

score reliability and validity will depend on the particular situation, it

is.well-known that there is a relationship between the length of a test,

the advancement score, and the reliability and validity,of the test

scores. Longer tests result in test scores with better psychometric

properties.

For norm - referenced tests, the relationship of test length to

reliability can be expressed by the Spearman-Brown formula. AlsoV

formulas exist that relate norm-referenced test length to test score

validity. However, because these formulas are based upon a correla-

tional approach to reliability and validity, they are not very useful

with criterion-referenced tests when the intent of the criterion-

referenced test is to produce scores for making mastery/nonmastery

1Material in this section is from a paper by Eignor and Hambleton

(1979). Additional results are reported in Eignor (1979).
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decisions (Hambleton, Swaminathan, Algina, & Coulson, 1978). What is

often of interest to users of criterion-referenced tests is informa-

tion concerning the,consistency of mastery/non-mastery deCisions for

some group of examinees across a retest admieistration or across a

parallel-form.administration. Second, there is usually considerable

interest in the extent of agreement between mastery/non-mastery

decisions based on a criterion-referenced test and the "true" mastery

states of a group of examinees (sometimes called "decision accuracy").

(The "true" mastery state of an examinee is the one he/she shou3d

be assigned to, based on the amount of knowledge or skill he/she

possesses relative to the objective or competency under investigation.)

These two situations described above correspond to one paradigm for

viewing the psychometric concepts of criterion-referenced test ncnre

reliability and validity, respectively.

Hambleton et al. (1978) distinguished between uses of criterion-

referenced test scores, domafh score estimation and allocation of

examinees to mastery states. For the first use, the test length rela-

tionship to reliability can be derived, and may be summarized in the

well-known item sampling model (Lord and Novick, 1968). It is for the

other major use of criterion-referenced test scores, mastery state

determination, that necessary technical developments are in short

supply. Little research has been done that directly explores the

relationships of test length and cut-off scores to criterion-referenced

test score reliability and validity when the scores are used for

assigning examinees to mastery. states.
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What research has bern done has focused either (1) on procedures

for determining reliability of examinee assignments to mastery states

(Hambleton & Novick, 1973; Swaminathan, liambleton, & Algina, 1974;

Huynh, 1976; Subkoviak, 1976, 1978a, 1978b; Marshall & Haertel, 1976;

Algina & Noe, 1978) or (2) on procedures for the determination of test

length that minimizes misclassification errors (Millman, 1973; Novick

& Lewis, 1974; Fhaner, 1974; Wilcox, 1976, 1977). The research reported

in this paper is directed toward linking together these two areas of

research and providing useful results to test practitioners to enable

them to determine test lengths to fit the situations in which,. their. tests

will be used.

Specifically, the purpose of the study was two-fold:

1. To report the relationships between test lengths and
,several reliability and validity indices for a fixed
cut-off score (80%) in five domain score distributions.

2. To report the relationships between advancement scores
and several reliability and validity indices for several
test lengths and in five domain score distributions.

cs

The study was carried out using computer simulation methods. The one

major advantage of this approach is that it is possible "to know"

examinee domain scores and their "true" mastery states. Such informa-

tion permits one to compare examinee estimated domain scores and

assigned mastery states based on test results with domain,scores and

true mastery states. Summary of such comparisons address the validity

of the particular set of test scores under investigation.
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B. Research Design

Terminology 4

Test length refers to the number of test items that are used to

'measure examinee performance on a particular objective. A domain

score for an examinee is defined as the proporeion.of items in the

domain of items measuring an objective that the indi;.ridual can answer

correctly. A cut-off score is set on the domain score scale r0,1]

1
.

to separate examihees into two true waste states.

Since all items in the domain of items defined by an objective

cannot usually be administered to examinees for the purpose of assesa-

ing their domain scores or assigning them to mastery states, a sample

of test items is chosen. Estimated domain score is defined as the

proportion of items that an examinee answers correctly of the items

. included in the test. An advancement score is.defined as the number

of-items on the test measuring an objective deemed necessary for an

individual to answer correctly to be classified as a master.

,

In using an examinee's test score to determine his/her true

mastery status, two types of classification errors can result. A
ti

false-positive error occurs when an examinee is estimated to be a

master when,his/her true status is non-master; a false-nesative error

occurs when an examinee is estimated to be a non-master when his/her

true status is master.

Variables Under Study '

(a) Test Model

Both the binomial and compound binomial models were used to

simulate examinee item response data. While criterion-referenced test

218
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data has often been assumed to fit the binomial model, Lord (1965),

and tore recently, Wilcox (1976, 1977), have suggested .that the com-

pound binoMial Fade' may be appropriate. The binomial model assumes

that the probability of a correct response for an examinee is the

same across all items on a test; or alternatively, that all items are

equally difficult (for that examinee). The pompound binomial model
c'

assumes that the probability of correct response for an examinee varies

a-:oss items in a test, or that the items are not equally difficult

(Lor tfiat examinee). The latter 'ssiimption is considerably more

plausible but investigations that have utilized.both models (for instance,

Subkoviak, 1976) have demonstrated different, but not very much

different results from the use of the two models.

(b) Prior Distributions

For the binomial model, either a user-supplied or a beta prior

distribution on domain scores was specified and examinee domain scores

sampled from this distribution. For the user-supplied prior, a per-

centage of examinees were assigned to each of ten equal intervals from

0.00 to 1.00, and a domain score distribution was constructed from this

information. The percentages assigned to the intervals reflect the

prior belief about how the group would perform on the domain of tasks

of which the test is a sample. An examinee's domain score was then

sampled from this prior distribution, and this domain score used to

simulate binomial model test performance. This process was then re-

peated for 200 examinees.
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Wfi ethe prior domain score distribution was specified as a beta

. prior, the fractile assessment procedure (Novick & Jackson, 1974) was

used to specify the Rarameters of, the beta distribution, and rhea a

IMSL Subroutine (GGBTA) used to generate the distribution. The justi-

fication for using a beta prior distribution stems from two facts.

One, the beta distribution is defined on the interval [0,1] (whereas

most other distributions are not). Second, the beta distribution allows

the user to easily generate skewed domain score distributions to ap-

proximate distributions. that might be expected to occur with real

criterion - referenced test data.

The fractile assessment procedure (FASP) has been offered by

Novick and Jackson (1974) as a means for 'specifying the parameters

of a beta distribution. The user is asked to specify ql, q2, and q3,

the first, second (median),,,,and third quartiles of the distribution.

The parameters, a and b, of the beta distribution are then (approxi-

mately) given by:

where

where

and

a = cq2 + 13- and b = c(1-q2) +3

c = .057 (
1

+
1

)

d1 d3

[--

1/4:12

d1 = Lq2 (1-q1)]1/2 - [q1 (1-q2)]

---2

[I

d
3

.. [41
2

(1-q
3
) ]1/2 [q

3
(1 -q2) ]1/2
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The
e
parameters'a and b were then used as input to the GGBTA Subroutine,

which generated beta-distributed domain scores. As with the "user-

supplied" prior distribution, domain scores were then used to simulate

examinee binomial model test performance.

Domain scores for use with the compound binomial model were gen-

erated from a normal distribution (mean 1, standard deviation = 1) and

then rescaled to the interval [0,1]. This step. (and others done with

the compound. binomial model) was carried out with the aid of computer

program DATAGEN (Hambleton and Rovinelli, 1973). In'the past it has

been regularly used to generate logistic test model data.

Additional details on the five domain score distributions used in

the study are reported in Table 1.

(c) Advancement ScorLd

In addressing the first purpose of the study, advancement scores

were always set exactly equal to the chosen cut-off score of .80. This

was made possible because of the test lengths under consideration.

In the second part of the study, for several fixed test lengths,

advancement scores were moved around with the same test data sets,:

to determine the influence of advancement score placement on'indices

of test score reliability and validity.

(d) Test Lengths

Test lengths of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 40 were considered in this

particular study. Many other test lengths (and advancement scores)

were considered by Eignor (1979).
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Table 1

Descriptions of the Five Domain Score Distributions

Distribution.

Test

Model Skewness

Domain Score
Disiribution Description

1 Binomial Moderate Negative (a) Mode is slightly below the cut-off score (.80).
(b) Range of scores is [.11,'1.00].
(c) About 50% are on the interval [.60, .80]and 80% on the

interval [.50 to .90].

2 Binomial High Negative (a) Leptokurtic distribution with the mode above the cut-off
score (.80).

(b) Range of scores is [.60, 1.00] with about 80% of the
scores on the interval [.80, 1.00].

3 Binomial Slight Negative (a) Mode is far below the cut-off score.
(b) 50% on the interval [.00, .49] and 50% on the interval

[.50, 1.00].
(c) Substantial variation of scores.

4 Compound Moderate Negative (a) Mode is close to the cut-off score.

Binomial (b) Wide range of domain scores [.00, 1.00].
(c) 50% on the interval [.00, .79] and 50% on the interval

[.80, 1.00].
(d) Flatter distribution thin either (1) or (2).

5 Compound None (a) An almost rectangular distribution on the interval

Binomial [.20, .90] with domain scores but fewer of them
below .20 and above .90.
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Reliability and Validity Indices.

A number of practical indices of test score reliability and

validity were used in the study. The two diagrams below will facili-

tate their discussion.

Test
Occasion
One

NM

M

Plagraci One

Test
Results

NM

M

Test Occasion Two

NM M

Poo P01

p10 P11

Diagram Two

Criterion Measure

NM

Poo P
01

p10 P
11

= Mastery status; NM = Non-Mastery status)

The contingency table in diagram one shows the proportion of

examinees falling in the four possible combinations of mastery state

assignments based .on parallel-form (or test-retest) administrations

of a criterion-referenced test. The only difference in diagram two is

that a criterion measure is substituted for a parallel-form of the

criterion-referenced test under study.

Two reliability indices are derivable from data reported in

Diagram One:

1. Decision Consistency
1

DC = E
Pkk

k=0
(Hambleton b Nov.jck, 1973)
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2. Kappa

DC-CA
K

1-CA
(Swaminathan, Hambleton, & Algina, 1974)

1

where CA (chance agreement) = E p,

k=0 K'

and po., pl., and p.o, p.1 are the respective marginal proportions

for the first and second test administrations.

There are three derivable validity indices from Diagram Two:

3. Decision Accuracy

1

DA
kE0

Pkk
=

(Hambleton and Novick, 1973)

4. Predictive Validity (the Pearson correlation between decisions

based on the criterion-referenced test and the criterion

measure)

5. Efficiency

N
E (ni-wo) Sign (iii-i10)

1
E =

1=1
N

iE 1
171i-nol

=

where no is a cut-off

no is an advancement

(Livingston, 1978)

score defined on the domain score scale,

score, ni is the domain score for examinee i

and ni is the estimated domain score for examinee i.

All of the statistics are well-known and commonly used in criterion-

referenced testing practice except for the last one (and this is at

least partially due to its newness). Essentially, efficiency is a

measure of how accurately a criterion-referenced test and associated
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advancement score result. in the assignment of examinees to mastery

states that are in agreement with decisions based on a criterion measure.

Also, the loss in efficiency due to misclassifying examinees (false-

,positive, and false-negative errors) is linearly related to the difference

between an examinee's level of performance on the criterion test and

the criterion test cut-off score. Clearly, Livingston's efficiency

does not address directly the validity of mastery classifications.

The index was included in the study because it provides an alternate

but potentially useful framework for viewing criterion-referenced

test score validity.

22
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Data Generation

The process of generating examinee item scores and test scores

and summary statistica_on 200 examinees for various sets of testing

conditions was completed as follows:

1. One of the domain score distributions from Table 1 and a
test model (binomial or compound binomial) was selected.

2. Examinee domain scores were generated and examinees with
domain scores equal to or above .80 were assigned to a mastery
mastery state on the criterion measure. All other exami-
nees were assigned to a non-mastery state.

3. For the particular test length under consideration, examinee
domain score estimates were generated. For the binomial test
model, this was done by setting the probability of a correct
response for each item equal to the examinee's domain score.
By generating random numbers uniformly distributed on the
interval [0, 1], it was possible to simulate the examinee's
test item performance properly (i.e., answering each item
with a probability of being correct equal to his/her domain
score). Two sets of item scores were generated to simulate
two test performances.

For the compound binomial model, "item characteristic curves"
were generated (see an example in Figure 1). From Figure 1
it is clearly seen that the probability of correct answers
varies not only from one examinee to another but also for the
same examinee from one item to another. Once probabilities
for answering items for a given examinee are obtained, item
scores via the use of a random number generator Vera obtained.

4. From the examinee item scores obtained in step 2, examinee
test scores are obtained by summing the number of correctly
answered test items.

5. Each examinee was assigned to a mastery state based on a
comparison of his/her estimated domain score and the advance-
ment score. Two assignments were made, one for each test
administered.

6. The five summary statistics were calculated.

7. Steps 1 to 6 were repeated for each of five domain score
distributions, and five test lengths (5, 10, 15, 20, and 40
test items). In addition, for two test lengths (5

and 10), the summary statistics were calculated
for three advancement scores, one at 80%, and one below and
another one above 80%.
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C. Results and Discussion

Effects of Test Length on Selected
Test 'Score Reliabilit and Validity Indices

Figures 2 to 6 provide the relationships between test length

and decision consistency, kappa, decision accuracy, predfctive validity,

and efficiency, respectively, for each of the five domain score dis-

tributions under consideration. In preparing the figures, statistical

data were available for each of the domain score distributions at

six test lengths: 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 40 items. Curves were drawn

to be monotonically increasing, non-intersecting, and as close fitting

to the data points as possible.

A number of observations and/or cautions concerning the use of

Figures 2 to 6 are offered next:

1. Test score'validity indices are lowest with homogeneous

domain score distributions centered at or near a cut-off

score. Domain score distribution one (and to a lesser

extent) distribution two reflect this. The validity

indices are highest for homogeneous domain scam distri-

butions where the center of the distribution is far from

a cut-off score. These findings have several implications:

(a) Short tests can be used when there isreason to

believe that a group of examinees will do either

very well or very (poorly on a partiCular test.

(Of course, if the prior belief about the dis-

tribution of domain scores is highly inaccurate,

test score reliability and validity indices will

be considerably lower than those predicted from

the figUies.)

2. Figures 2 to 6 .apply to the case r = = .8O. Such a

situation' is common in practice hut variations in cut-off

scores and advancement scores from .80 will reduce the

usefulness of the results reported in the figures.

3. Details for using the figures in test development work

will he offered later in the paper. It suffices to say

here that the more important figures are those connecting

test length to the validity indices. After an initial

determination of test length has been made, Figures 2 and

3 can be used to predict test score reliability. If it is
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not high enough to meet some specified atandarr, the test

plan must be revised to lengthen the required test.

4. Unfortunately, for many of the test lengths under consider-
ation no cannot equal ;0 (for example with ro = 80, and an
eight item test, no can be set equal to .75 or .875 but not

.80). For test length and reliability results, the direction

of errors in the figures will depend.on the relation between

no and the mean of the domain score distribution. Decision

consistency is monotonically related to the difference between.

no and ff. The bigger the difference, the higher the value

of decision consistency will he. On the other hand, for

kappa, the highest values are obtained when no and if are

fairly close.

For test length and validiti results, the direction of

errors appears to depend in a complicated way on the

relations among no, no, and n. More will be said about

this in a later section.

Effects of Advancement Score on Test Score
Reliability and Validity Indices

It was mentioned earlier that it is not always possible to set

a cut-off score and an advancement score equal to the same value. Some-

times it is not even desirable to do so when the opportunity is avail-

able. For example, if false-positive errors are considerably more

serious than false-negative errors, a test user may choose to set a

very high advancement score and thereby minimize the number of false-

positive errors. Such an action however will influence test score

reliability and validity in a complex way. In this section of the

paper a modest attempt is made to sort through a few of the complexi-

ties. Data on the reliability and validity indices for two test
u,Qj

lengths, three advancement scores, and five domain score distributions

are reported inTable 2. A few comments may help to interpret the

results in the Table. Note, however, that becauae of sampling errors,

not all of the results are consistent with the Interpretations offered

below.
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Table 2

Effect of Advancement Score on Several Reliability
and Validity Indices with Five Domain Score Distributions

Test Advancement

Statistic Length Score

Domain Score Distribution
1 2 3 4

Decision
Consistency

Kappa

5 3 .72 .93 .84 .76 .71

5 4 ,.64 .71 .76 .66 - .71

5 5 .74 .55 , .76 .70 .87

10 7 .73 .84 .80 .77 \.73.

10 8 .74 .74 , .81 .72 .86

, 10 9 .77 .62 .84 .74 .89

5 3 .22 .08 v .5& .32 .41

5 4 .28 .11 .49 .31 .35

5 5 .24 ,10 .49 .29 .34

10 7 .47 .16 .51 .45 .30

10 8 .46 .28 .62 .43 .47

10 9 .33 .23 .67 .40 .40

Decision 5 3 .43 .70 .72 .55 .62

Accuracy 5 4 .60 .74 .82 .68 .76

5 5 .83 .59 ;82 .74 .88

10 7 .56 .80 .75 .74 .78

10 8 .69 .77 .87 .77 .90

10 9 .83 .71 .89 .83 .95

Predictive 5 - 3 .25 .09 .54 .36 .25

Validity 5 4 .29 .32 .65 .40 .43

5 5 .48 .22 .64 .48 .40

10 7 .31 .38 .56 .54 .33

10 8 .42 .51 .75 .55 .55

10 9 .50 .42 .78 .58 .39.

Efficiency 5 3 .02 .51 .55 .15 .51

5 4 .45 .64 .78 .53 .75

5 5 .82 .39 .83 .75 .93

10 7 .43 .71 .81 .62 .79

10 8 .66 .70 .89 .74 .93

10 9 .83 .61 .93 .88 .97
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53
Dec-ision Cons istelca

It its very clear that as the advancement score moves away from
the center of a domain score distribution,dectsion consistency
increases. This'explains why for the 10-ixem test and distribution
five, decision consistency is lowest (.73) at no = .70 and highest
(.89) at -Flo = .90.' The mean of the distribution is in the region
of .60. The reverse result.is obtained with distribution two.
The highest value (.84) is obtained at It = .70 and the lowest
value (.62) is obtained at jo = .90. The mean of distribution
two is about .90. Since the mean of distribution four is `:lose
to .80, it is.not surprising to observe the lowest value (.72)
at io = .80 and higher values at no = .70 (.77) and at io = .90
(.74).

1

Kappa

While the results are not too clear cut, it does appear that the
highest vallls of kappa are obtained when an advancement score
is near the middle of a domain score distribution. Huynh (1976)
noted a similar fiTling in some of his work.

Decision Accuracy

Somewhat surprisingly, the value of decision accuracy is
monotonically related to the distance between ;0 and W. The
role that no plays in the tabulated results is not readily
apparent from the reported results.

Predictive Validity

There do not appear to be any trends in the results.

Efficiency

The results here are identical to those reported for decision
accuracy and the explanation is the same.

Using the Results to Determine Test Length

Many factors will have an influence on the test length which is

finally selected:

BEV

1. The shape (essentially variability) of the domain score dis-
tribution (regardless of which statistic is chosen, it
is clear from Figures 2 to 6 that the variability of the
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domain score distribution has a considerable influence
on the results) . In general, higher indices are obtained
with heterogeneous domain score distributions.

2. The placement of cut-off scores (in general, higher
validity indices are obtained if ro and IT are not too
close).

3. The selection of advancement scores (has a complicated
relationship to test length).

4. The desired level of one of the reliability and /or validity
indices (the higher the desired value, the longer the
required test must be).

Six steps are offered next for determining test)ength in

particular testing situations:

1. Select a primary statistic of interest (this:is usually
"decision accuracy").

. Set a cut-off score (if no = .80, proceed through the
remaining steps; if ro 0 .80, it will he necessary to
generate additional results using the method described
in the last section of this paper).

. Set advancement scores corresponding to test lengths
under consideration which are near .80 (if ro ; .80
Figures 2 to 6 will provide usable results).

. Specify a prior belief about the domain score distribution
f6r the group of examinees who will be assessed. If con-
servative.results are desired, it is best to work with
homogeneous distributions centered around ro = .80.

Choose (a) or (b)

(a) With the statistic identified in step 1, and a desired
value for the statistic, find the correct figure and
read off the corresponding test length from the curve
corresponding to the domain score distribution selected
in step 4.

For example, suppose a test developer desired a
decision accuracy statistic equal to .80 and the
most likely domain score distribution is number 1.
From Figure 4, the corresponding test length is 21
items.

(b) With the reliability or validity statistic selected in
step I, and several test lengths of interest, find the
corresponding values the desired statistic for the
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test lengths of interest. Select the test length

which seems suitable.

6. Check "decision consistency" and/or "kappa" for the test

length selected in step 5. (With the example in 5a

above, the value is .75 for decision consistency.) If

the value is too low for the intended purpose of the test,

determine a value which is not, read off the corresponding

test length, and then repeat step 5a or 5h again.

The values provided in the figures are only approximations.

Still, they should he helpful to.testdeveloperswho aspire to set

their test lengths in a way which is not totally dependent on guess'

work.

D. Suggestions for Further Research and Development

Because of (1) the considerable importance of the topics under

study in this paper, and (2) the paucity of practical research results,

it is easy to suggest many directions for further work. For one, a

computer program is needed into which a test developer can (a) provide

a prior belief about the shape of a domain specification distribution

for some group of examinees to be tested, (b) select a test model

(probably the binomial or the compound binomial), (c) select one or

more reliability, and validity indices of interest, and (d) select

test lengths and advancement scores of interest. The output from

the computer program would provide a basis for determining test length.

One of the spin offs from this simulation study is the avail-

ability of a computer program that has some of the features mentioned

above. It can be used by test practitioners to generate additional

results to those reported in the paper. practitioners must only

specify (1) a prior belief about the distribution of domain scores,

(2) suggest test lengths, cut-off scores, and advancement scores, and
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(3) select either the binomial or compound binomial test. model from

which to simulate examinee item response data. Figures simildr to

those reported in this study can he quickly obtained. A write-up of

the current computer program is- in preparation and will be available

soon. One drawback is that it is not as easy a system to use nor

does it have as many features as might be desirable.

A second area for further work,is in the area of "guidelines

for interpreting the reliability and validity indices." In the area,

of norm-refdrenced testing, even with a plethora of textbooks "available

and the training many people have had, there is still considerable

confusion about the correct interpretations of reliability and validity

indices. Because of th newness of the five.statistics used in this

study, it seems clear that if they are to'have any value at all, increased

effort must be given to training test developers in the use of these

and other relevant statistics.

Third, the validity of the relationships reported in. Figures 2

to 6 among test length, cut-off scores, advancement scores, and domain

score distributions, and five reliability and validity indices should

be compared to existing results reported on real test data. In a very

limited way, some of the theoretical results reported in this paper

were compared to results obtained from real data. The differences were

very small bur consAderably more work of this general type shbuld be

done. The reliability results would be particuldrly easy to, check.

Only the examinee responses to large sets of test items keyed to

objectives would be required. "Tests" of varying lengths could he

drawn from the examinee-item pool of data keyed to a particular
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objective, "parailel-forms" constructed, and various advancement scores

considered. Via the method of sampling of examinees, assuming the

"pool" of examinees was heterogeneous and large enough, nearly any

domain score distribution could also he studied as ,well.
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4.2.7 Method of Selecting a Procedure
For Determining Test Length

Answers to the three questions below will provide a basis for

selecting one of the four methods of determining test length.

Question 1: Has a cut-off score been
determined using a suitable method?

Question 2: Do you need a .

quick estimate of test
length or more extensive
justification?

fr
Directive: Use Millman's

Tables.

Directive: Set a
cut-off score using
an acceptable method

Question 3: Do you have or can you
specify prior information about the
domain score distribution?

Directive: Use Novick
and Lewis' Bayesian
Procedures.

Directive: Use Fhaner
and Wilcox Indifference
Zone Approach.

OR OR

Directive: If cut-off
score = .80, use the

Eignor-Hambleton figures.

4

Directive: Use Table 4.2.3in
this unit developed by
Novick & Lewis (Uniform
Prior).
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4.3 Test Item Selection

The item selection process is quite simple provided the criterion-

referenced test constructor has been careful in defining the domain

of concern and in constructing test items (see Unit 2). That is, the

test developer has to have been careful to define the size of his/her'

domain to be consonant with the test's purpose. If the purpose of

testing is to make major level decisions on, for instance the school

level, a large domain size can be tolerated. If, however, the purpose

of testing is to provide information for remedial instruction, a smaller

domain size is needed. Popham (1978) has offered some suggestions for

ascertaining domain size. The critical point for item selection is

that the domain be a reasonable size so that proper sampling from the

domain can occur. If the domain is so large that it is difficult to

see how to generate a set of items from the domain for the test, then

the domain must be broken up into sub - domains and items generated for

those sub-domains. The sampling process should be clear for these sub-

domains. Thus, it is critical that the domain be of a size that a set

of items can be clearly constructed from the domain, and then the sampling

process can be carried out without complications.

Having defined a domain size that is manageable for sampling

is not enough; the test developer must also be careful to ascertain

that all the items constructed for the domain do indeed "tap" the be-

havior specified. The items must adhere to the restrictions imposed

on the domain specifications.

If the size of the domain is manageable for the sampling process

and the test developer is sure that the items generated "tap" the

specified behavior, then the item selection process is quite simple.
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The test is constructed by taking either a random or stratified random

sample of items from the domain. It should be noted that if the domain

has been explicitly defined (see section 2.1 of Unit 2), then a

random sample of items can be taken. If the domain has to be defined

implicitly, as is the case with domain specifications, then only a

representative set of items defining the domain has been generated,

and a random sample is drawn from that set for the test. That is really

a technical distinction referring to the domain, in either case, the

items should (in theory) be selected randomly for the test.

A word of caution should be presented at this point. Unlike the

procedures for norm-referenced tests, statistical indices should not

be used in the item selection process. Item difficulty and item dis-

crimination arenot useful in the item selection procinss; these indices

may be useful in helping to detect flawed items in the item validation

stage (see Unit 3). According to Millman (1974):

Selection of items on these criteria can result in
a test where the items are not representative of
the domain in difficulty level or in the underlying at-
tributes being measured. An examinee's status
relative to a well-defined domain can best be
gleaned from the examinee's responses to a repre-
sentative sample of items from the item population.
Items chosen by empirical means are likely to be
average in difficulty and more homogeneous than is
true for all the items. The use of item statistics
destroys the random selection process, a defining
characteristic of [criterion-referenced tests].
Unless items are selected randomly, the estimate of
a person's domain score loses meaning and
the interpretability of the test score is reduced.

In sum, items, should be selected by random sampling from the

complete set of items generated for domains defined explicitly or from

the representative set of items generated for domains defined implicitly.
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One advantage of choosing representative sets of test items is

that examinee test scores (or proportion-correct scores) provide "un-

biased" estimates of their domain scores. It is possible also to

set standards and interpret examinee test performance relative to those

standards. Unfortunately, when the number of test items is small (as

is frequently the case), the consistency of decisions (competent/

incompetent) across a retest administration or across a parallel-form

administration of a test may be distressingly low. Increasing the

number of test items measuring each objective is helpful but often it

is not feasible to do so. One answer to the dilemma is as follows:

When the primary purpose of the testing program is o make dichotomous

decisions about examinees,'4a more effective test can be produced if test

items from the available pool of test items measuring each objective

are selected based on their statistical properties. Specifically, if

(say) a standard is set at 80%, it would be best to select test items

which have p-values (item difficulty levels) in the region of .80 and

which have the highest discrimination indices. A test constructed in

this way will have maximum discriminating power in the region where

decisions are being made and therefore more reliable and valid decisions

will result. One possible drawback is that scores derived from the test

cannot be used to make descriptive statements about examinee levels of

performance on the objectives measured in the test. This is because test .

items measuring each objective will not usually constitute a representative t

sample. In theory, there is at least one way to make descriptive state-

ments about examinee levels of performance on the objectives measured

by a test when non-random or non-representative samples of test items
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are chosen. It can be done by introducing concepts and models from

the field of latent trait theory. The feasibility, however,\ of such

an approach has not been tested.
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4.3.1 Post Item Selection Checklist

In Unit 2 of these materials a set of checklists were offered

that should be useful at the item writing stage of the criterion-

referenced test development process. Most of the questions posed in

those checklists can be answered after the items are written; there

are, however, a number of questions that can only be answered after

the test items have been selected and organized into a test. The

checklist that follows presents the questions that are appropriate

to ask after the test items have been selected and assembled in a test.
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Test Directions and Item Selection

Review Form

'Domain Specification:

Test Directions

Reviewer:

1. Do the directions indicate the test's
purpose?

2. Do the directions indicateliOw the
test items will be scored?

3. Do the directions indicate how
examinees are to "mark" their
answers (on the test booklet or a
separate answer sheet)?

4. Are there any practice test items?

5. Do the directions indicate the time
allowed to complete the test items?

Test Items

6. Do the test items represent at least an
adequate sample from the domain of items
defined by the domain specification?

7. Do any of the test items contain clues
which may help examinees answer other .

test items measuring the domain speci-
fication?

8. Will examinees learn anything from one
or more test items which will help them
answer other test items?

9. Have the items been checked with content
and measurement specialists to try and
eliminate ambiguity, technical errors,
and other errors in item writing?

10. Has the number of item formats been
kept to a minimum?

3/15/79

Date:

Yes No Unsure
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dm,

11. Were the most "valid" item formats used?

12. Were items in the same format grouped
together?

13. Do the correct answers follow essentially
a random pattern?

Multiple-Choice

14. Has the number of negatively stated
item stems been kept to a minimum (less
than 10%)?

True-False

15. Are the true statements of
the same length as the false state-
ments?

"V" indicates the desired response.

2

Yes No Unsure
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4.4 Preparation of Directions

In this and subsequent sections of this unit, the procedures

to be described for criterion-referenced test development are es-

sentially the same for norm-referenced test development. Because such

'procedures are well-documented, what follows are some helpful hints

for the reader, along with the listing of references that may be re-

ferred to for a more in-depth discussion.

Payne (1974) has presented seven criteria that should be kept

in mind when writing test directions. These criteria are from the

Traxler (1951) paper. These are:

1. Assume that the examinees and examiner know nothing at
all about objective tests.

2. In writing the directions, use a clear, succinct style.
Be as explicit as possible, but avoid long drawn-out
explanations.

3. Emphasize the more important directions and key activi-
ties through the use of underlying, italics, or differ-
ent type size or style.

4. Give the examiner and each proctor full instructions
on what is to be done before, during, and after the
administration.

5. Field or pretest the directions with a sample of both
examinees and examiners to identify possible misunder-
standing and inconsistencies and gather suggestions for
improvement.

6. Keep the directions for different forms, subsections,
or booklets as uniform as possible.

7. Where necessary or helpful, give practice items before
each regular section.
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Gronlund (1976) states that while the directions should be as

simple and concise as possible, they must contain information on each

of the following:

1. The purpose of the test.
2. The time allowed to complete the test.
3. How answers should be recorded (on the test itself

or a separate answer sheet).

4. Whether or not to guess when in doubt about the

answer.

Gronlund (1976) has an excellent discussion of these four areas of

concern. Ahmann and Gloek (1975) also have a good discussion on pre-

paration of directions.

In reference to Gronlund's fourth point, about guessing on criterion-

referenced tests, some helpful comments can be made at this point, both

about the guessing itself and whether or not to use correction for

guessing formulas. First of all, it is unlikely that in a criterion-

/
referenced testing context a student would be guessing blindly at an

answer. When these tests are used in instructional settings, such as

after a unit of study, the student is likely to have partial knowledge

about an answer if he/she does not know the answer. The guideline is

if the student can eliminate any of the response options on a test

question, he/she should be encouraged to attempt the question utilizing

the smaller option set. Hence, in such a case, the student should be

encouraged to attempt the item.

Correction-for-guessing formulas have been utilized in norm-

referenced testing situations because of the concern that the proper

rank-ordering of students based on test results may be upset due to

the predisposition of certain students to guess randomly at questions,
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and other examinees to omit questions even when they are reasonably

certain of their answers. Further, it is known that if all examinees

have sufficient time to answer all items, there is no differ-

ence in the rankings of students on corrected scores as

compared with uncorrected scores. We feel that correction-for-

guessing formulas are suitable only for the norm-referenced context,

where rank-ordering is the concern. Further, it would make little

sense to use them for criterion-referenced tests because with these

tests students are usually given sufficient time to complete the

questions.
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4.5 Layout and Test Booklet Preparation

In'assembling the items into a test, a decision must be made

concerning the best item arrangement. There are two possible ways

of organizing a set of items in a criterion-referenced tot:

1. If there are multiple item types, the items should

be arranged so that all items of the same type are

grouped together.
2. For many purposes, it may be desirable to group to-

gether items .that measure the same objective or
domain generated from a domain specification.

In only certain situations will both possibilitiesbe able to be applied

simultaneously. Usually one method of organization will be chosen over

the other, and this will depend upon the purpose for testing.. For

instance, if the test is being used to diagnose problems for subsequent

assignment of students to.remedial activities, the test developer would

probably want to group items tapping the same objective together. This

would give an immediate indication of those' objectives the student is

having difficulty with. Further, it may be possible to organize by

item type within objective if.there are a large number of test items

per objective. In sum, the choice of method'of organization will depend

upon the purpose for testing.

Gronlund (1976) suggests that if the organization is by item

type, because certain item types are more difficult than others and

the simpler activities should come first, the following order should

be used:

1. True-false items
2. Matching items
3. Short-answer items
4. Multiple-choice items
5. Essay questions
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He further suggests that organization by item type should always be

considered first, and that only,in certain situations'should alter-

nate organizational schemes be considered. According to Gronlund

(1976)':

This arrangement provides for the finest set
of directions; it is easier for the pupils
since they can retain the same mental set,
throughout each section; and it grea;:ly facili-
tates scoring.

The following guidelines offered for test booklet preparation

are relevant for teacher prepared tests. These points.have been synthe-

sized from Gronlud (1976) and Noll and Scannell (1972). An indepth

discussion of procedures for ..preparation and reproduetibn of the test

can be found'in an article by Thorndike (1971). This is the most

recent, indepth discussion of these procedures that the authors have

seen.

In these materials, the following useful guidelines are offered:

1. Make sure that test items are spaced so that they Can be read,

answered, and scared with the least amount of difficulty.
Double space between items.

2. Make sure all items have generous borders.
3. Multiple-choice items should have the alternatives

vertically beneath the stem.
4. Do not split an item onto two separate pages.
5. With interpretation exercises, place the introduction on a

facing page with all items referring to it on a single page:
6. If not using an answer sheet, the space for answering should

be down the left side of the page.
7. The most convenient method rf response is circling correct

answers.
8. Test items should be numbered consecutively throughout-the test.
9. Tests reproduced by processes available to school systems

should be duplicated on one side of the sheet only.
10. If a separate an `over sheet'is used, test booklets can be reused.

They should be numbered so a check can be made for a complete
set of materials after test administration.
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4.6 Preparation of Scoring Keys

If a standard, commercial answer sheet is used, either the answer

sheets can be scored,by machine or a punch-out overlay template can be .

used in scoring. If a hand-scoring answer key is to be used, Payne

(1974), based on the Traxler (1951) article, describes three varieties

of hand-scoring keys that can be useful. These are: The fan or accordian,

strip, and cut-out keys. What follows is a brief description of each.

The descriptions are taken directly from Payne.(1974):

Fan Key: This key consists of a series of columns, extending

from the top to the bottom of the page, on which are recorded acceptable
4

answers or directions scored for the individual items. The key and the

answer sheet are the same size and identically spaced. Usually each

column corresponds to a page of the test. The key is folded along verti-

cal lines separating its columns and is superimposed on the appropriate

page of the LesL or next to the appropriate column of the answer sheet

and matched to the corresponding responses.

Strip Key: Similar to the fan key, this method employs the use of

separate columns, usually on cardboard.

- Cut-Out Key: Windows are cut out to reveal letters, numbers,

words, or phrases on the answer sheet. The key is superimposed on a

page of the test or answer sheet.

Gronlund (1976) offers sou ;3 helpful hints that can be used in the

actual scoring process. A most useful hint is to draw a red line through

the correct answers of items missed rather than through the wrong answers.

This indicates to the student which items he/she missed and at the same

time indicates ',.he correct answer.
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4.7 Preparation of Answer Sheets

If a teacher prepared answer sheet is to be used, the following

simple guidelines may be helpful:

1. Make sure that the number on the items correspond
with the numbers on the answer sheet.

. Number the items on the answer sheet consecutively
down the pages rather than across.

. Make all lines for answers exactly the same length.

If a commercially prepared answer sheet is to be used, the follow-

ing suggestions may be helpful:

1. Make sure that the answer sheet does not have more
response options than the tes.

. Try to obtain answer sheets that have answer spaces
running down a column of the answer sheet rather
than across. If the answer spaces run across, make
sure to notify the students.

. Try to purchase an answer sheet that has approxi-

mately the same number of answer spaces as questions
on the test.
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4.8 Test Administration

An excellent discussion of factors of concern in the test admin-

istration process is contained in an article by Clemens (1971). What

follows is material discussed in the Payne (1974) book and in Gronlund

(1976).

In order to insure optimal conditions, so that test scores

can have meaning, Prescott has prepared the following set of guidelines

for administration before, during, and after the test (taken from

Payne, 1974). These guidelines are relevant for both standardized and

classroom tests.

Before the Testing Date

1. Understand nature and purposes of the testing:

a. Tests to be given.

b. Reasons for giving tests.
2. Dedlide on number to be tested at one time.

3. Decide on seating arrangements.
4. Decide on exact time of testing.

a. Avoid day before holiday.

b. Avoid conflicts with recess of other groups.

c. Make sure there is ample time.

5. Procure and check test materials:

a. Directions for administering.
b. Directions for scoring.

c. Test booklets:
(1) One for each pupil and examiner.

d. Answer sheets:
(1) One for each pupil and examiner.

e. Pencils (regular or special).

f. Stopwatch or other suitable timer.

g. Scoring keys.
h. "Testing - -Do Not Disturb" sign.

i. Other supplies (scratch paper, etc.).

6. Study test and directions carefully.

a. Familiarize yourself with:
(1) General make-up of test.

(2) Time limits.
(3) Directions.
(4) Method of indicating answers.

b. Take the test yourself.
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7. Arrange materials for distribution.
a. Count number needed.

8. Decide on order in which materials are to be distributed
and collected.

8. Decide what pupils who finish early are to do.

Just Before Testing

1. Make sure central loudspeaker is disconnected.
2. Put up "Testing Do Not Disturb" sign.
3. See that desks are cleared.
4. See that pupils have sharpened pencils.
5. Attend to toilet needs of pupils.
6. Check lighting.
7. Check ventilation.
8. Make seating arrangements.

During Testing

1. Distribute materials according to predetermined order.

2. Caution pupils not to begin until you tell them to do so.

3. Make sure that all identifying information is written
on booklet or answer sheet.

4. Read directions exactly as given.
5. Give signal to start.
6. Write starting and finishing times on the chalkboard.

7. Move quietly about the room to:
a. Make sure pupils are marking answers in the correct place.

b. Make sure pupils are continuing to the next page after
finishing the previous page.

c. Make sure pupils stop at the end of the test.

d. Replace broken pencils.
e. Encourage pupils to keep working until time is called.

f. Make sure there is no copying.
g. Attend to pupils finishing early.

8. Permit no outside interruptions.
9. Stop at the proper time.

Just After Testing

1. Collect materials according to predetermined order.
2. Count booklets and answer sheets.
3. Make a record of any incidents observed that may tend

to invalidate scores made by pupils.
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In addition to these guidelines, Gronlund (1976) offers the

following four suggestions about activities to avoid when administer-

ing the test:

1. Do not talk unnecessarily before the test.

2. Keep interruptions during the test to a minimum.

3. Avoid giviag hints to pupils who ask about individual

items.

4. Prevent cheating, if necessary.

Further, to present undue test anxiety, Gronlund (1976) suggests that

the teachers or test administrator be careful not to:

.
Threaten pupils with a test if they are not behaving.

. Warn pupils to do their best "because the test is

important."
3. Tell students they must work fast to complete the

items on time.
4. Threaten unpleasant activities if they fail.

In sum, these guidelines for administering a test should aid in

assumin3 that all the students being tested are being given a fair

chance to demonstrate what they now on the domains being tested.
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5.0 Overview of the Unit'

This unit covers step ten of the Criterion-Referenced Test Development

and Validation Model presented in Unit 1.

A good test, whether it is norm-referenced or criterion- referenced,

must result in reliable and valid test scores. The particular form these

two psychometric concepts take (i.e., how they will be estimated) will

depend on the intended use of the criterion-referenced test scores. In

this unit of the materials, we will offer procedures for ascertaining the

reliability and validity of criterion-referenced test scores.

If the procedures discussed in Units 2, 3, and 4 are carefully fol-

lowed, a criterion-referenced test score can give detailed information on

what an individual can and can't do with respect to a content domain.

Sometimes this information isn't enough however;.for instance, a decision-

maker might also want to know how well a student (or group of students) is

performing relative to the performance of other groups (perhaps last year's

graduating class or a group of students in a neighboring school district).

Norms data can supply the extra information necessary for the decision

maker to determine how well, on a comparative basis, an individual (or

group) is performing. In section 5.4, we will discuss the use of norms

with criterion-referenced tests.

'Several sections of the material are from Hamble

H., Algina, J., & Couison, D. B. Criterion-referenced

ment: A review of technical issues and developments.

Research, 1978, 48, 1-47.
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5.1 Criterion-Referenced Test Score Uses

Two uses of criterion-referenced test scores are of special interest.

in our work. The first involves the estimation of examinee omain scores.

In this application, it is important to minimize the "error defined as the

difference between as examinee's "estimated domain scorerand "domain'

score." The second application involves the assignment /of examinees to mastery

states (where each state is "keyed" to an instructional decision) based on

their criterion-refereixed test score performance. In this second applica-

tion, among other thily,, the test score user must be concerned about the

"errors" arising from inconsistent mastery state assignments across

parallel-form administrations of the test or across a retest administration

of the test.

0
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5.2 Approaches to Reliability Assessment

5.2.1 Early Work

Perhaps the first discussion of the reliability of

referenced tests was by Popham and Husek (1969). These authors took the

point of view that while internal consistency and temporal stability may

be important characteristics of test scores that result from criterion-

referenced measurement, the coefficients prescribed by classical test theory

for assessing these characteristics maybe inappropriate. They noted the

well-known result that test score reliability for a group of examinees

is dependent on test score variability. Since it is not uncommon to ob

serve rather homogeneous distributions of criterion-referenced test scores,

they feared that test developers would "scrap" their tests because of low

reliability values. Basically, they argued that test developers should

not worry too much if they obtained low classical reliability estimates

(low values were to be expected). They did not, however, suggest any

concrete alternate approaches for estimating tenability of criterion-

referenced tests. In hindsight, they might have suggested that test devel-

opers "create" test score variance by "pooling" test performance of two

groups of examinees--those expected to be "masters" of the material in-

cluded in a test (perhaps a group of examinees after instruction)
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and those who would be expected to be "non-masters" (perhaps a group of

examinees prior to receiving instruction). It then would be

possible to apply any of the classical reliability approaches and inter-

pret the results in the usual Way (see, for example, Haladyna, 1974).

On the other hand, there would still remain problems in using classical ap-

proaches to reliability with criterion-referenced tests. These problems will

be discussed below.

Hambleton and Novick (1973) also addressed the matter of classical

test theory applications to criterion-referenced tests. They noted:

Thus, it seem clear that the classical approaches to
reliability and validity estimation will need to be inter-
preted more cautiously (or discarded) in the analysis of
criterion-referenced tests. Perhaps, an even more serious
reservation concerning the classical approach to reliability
and validity estimation for criterion-referenced tests, if
one looks at these psychometric concepts in decision-
theoretics terms, is that the correlational method repre-
sents an inappropriate choice of a loss function (squared-
error loss in'the 1r metric) with which to evaluate a test
(p. 167)

The latter of their two points is important but unfortunately not often

cited by test developersasa reason for seeking out new testing methods

for the design, interpretation, and use of criterion-referenced tests.

One of the first suggestions for an approach to the reliability of

criterion-referenced tests came from Livingston (1972a). He began his

interesting work by assuming that the pitrpose of a criterion-referenced

test was to discriminate each examinee's estimated domain score from a

cut-off score. It is then possible to redefine variations in estimated

domain scores and domain scores about the cut -off score rather than the

mean domain score as isd,ne in classical test theory. Livingston's

approach to criterion-referenced test reliability estimation takes the form:

275
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where ; is an estimated domain score, 7 is an examinee's

domain score, W is the mean of the domain scores,

a 26) is the 3,, ace; of estimated domain scores about the

cut-off score, 70, and a2(7) is the variance of domain scores about the

cut-off score, 70. It is easy to see that Livingston's estimate of reli-

ability exceeds the classical estimate of reliability given by the expression

0200/02(n)

and increases as 0-70)2 increases. In other words, the further

the group mean domain score is from the cut-off score, the more reliable

the scores are said to be. Notice, even though domain score variance may

be zero (a result which would lead to a zero estimate of reliability in

classical test theory), it is still possible for Livingston's estimate to

exceed zero. Immediately following the publication of Livingston's work

there were several published responses to it and replies from Livingston

(1972b, 1972c). Harris (1972) made the observation that the standard error

of measurement was the same regardless of which approach to reliability was

.used. This is ali important point and is one reason for not rejecting all

concepts from classical test theory with criterion-referenced tests. The

fact is that the sta, .:ard error of measurement is one method for setting

up confidence bands around domain score estimates (albeit a conservative

method). However, this particular point, in and of itself, does not de-

tract from Livingston's formulatior. or the usefulness of his statistic.

Hambleton and Novick (1973) took issue with Livingston's statement

concerning the purp,r4;.! of criterion-referenced tests. They argued that

the difference of an examinee's domain score from a cut-off score was not

nearly so important as whether or not an examinee was assigned to the same

side of the cut-off score (mastery state) across parallel-form (or retest)

-dministrations of a test. Therefore, they predicted Livingston's
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approach would have limited usefulness. Of course, this is conjecture on

their part, and only time will tell if they are correct. Results reported by

Hambleton (1974) do support the Hambleton-Novick position but it is quite

possible that others will agree with Livingston.1

Shavelson, Block, and Ravitch (1972) took issue with Livingston for

reporting the reliability of test scores obtaining by summing across items

keyed to different objectives. Shavelson et al., make an important point, (i.e.,

' that reliability inf::,zdiation is nseded on each subset of items measuring an

objective included in a test), but it is a point that Livingston can easily

handle in his own formulation (Livingston, 1972c). Like, Varris.(1972),

Shavelson and his colleagues also point out the usefulness of the standard

error of measurement of a test. They go on to note that the standard error

of measurement is not influenced by Livingston's approach to reliability esti-

mation.

1 Recently we had an opportunity

ro read an excellent manuscript published in the.Journal of Educational

Measurement by Brennan and Kane (1977). They derive a reliability measure

(referred to in their work as an index of dependability) for criterion-

referenced tests which is developed within the context of generalizability

theory (Cronbach, Nanda, and Rajaratnam, 1972). Like Livingston,

they study examinee domain score deviations from a cut-off score. They point

out that there may be occasions when squared-error loss A la Livingston (1972a)

is a more appropriate choice of loss function than threshold loss adopted by

Hambleton and Novick (1973). They ncte:

A squared-error loss function has the advantage of being sensitive

to the magnitude of errors, but the disadvantage of being sensi-

tive to all errors of measurement, including those that do not lead

to misclassification.
Neither of these loss functions is ideal, and a choice between

the two must be made on practical grounds. A threshold loss

function is appropriate when there is a sharp cut-off, and all

misclassifications are, at least approximately, equal in their

impact. A squared-error loss function is likely to be more

appropriate when either of these assumptions is violated.

In a.follow-up paper which will tepublished soon, Brennan and'Kane (in press)

carry on their work with randorly parallel tests and concepts from generai-

izability theory. The major strength of this new work is that they are

able to study many of the approaches to reliability of norm-referenced

and criterion-referenced tests within a single framework and thereby draw

some important similarities and differences the approaches.

p44
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5.2.2 Reliabilit',' of Domain Score Estimates

When there is test score variance it is possible tr stimate the

standard error of measurement of a criterion-refk,Leaued test.. kwe will

assume for convenience, that the test measures only a single objective.)

Whereas reliability estimates for a test vary from one sample of examinees

to another, the standard error of measurement is generally invariant

across samples (Lord and Novick, 1968) and therefore rather useful for in-

terpreting test scores, whether they be scores from a norm referenced test

or a criterion-referenced test. When strictly parallel-tests are avail-
_._

able, well-known methods for estimating the standard error of measurement

can be used.

In computing the standard error of measurement (SEM), any of the estab-

lished procedures for determining the correlation coefficient can be used.

That is, repeated measures, parallel forms, or corrected split-half procedures

may be used. Further, if one wants to use a lower bound estimate of reli-

ability to compute SEM, then the Kuder-Richardson formula -21 can be used.

The reader should have two immediate questions: (1) The statistic depends

upon a correlation coefficient, so what will be the effect of a restricted

range of scores? (2) How do you interpret the statistic?

To answer the first question, we must first understand that as an

indicant of error, the smaller the SEM is in value, the better the test is,

re: the more reliable the test is. With this in mind, one next must

notice that the formula for the SEM
involves not only the reliability coef-

ficient, but also the standard deviation of test scores. The effect of

these two variables is such that, operating in unison, they allow SEM to be

unaffected by the homogeneity of test scores. For example, suppose all

the test scores were clumped at the upper end of the test score continuum.
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Then r would be low, but would be a large number. Likewise SD would

be low in value, and we can look at their product as being a moderately

sized number. If, on the other hand, scores are spread across the continuum,

then r is likely to be large in value, as would be SD, but then 117:-/: would

be low, and the result would again be a moderately sized number. The

point to be made, using this very simplistic example, is that whereas the

reliability coefficient is affected by homogeneity of scores, the standard

error of measurement, due to the nature of the formula, is relatively unaf-

fected by the spread of scores in the group of examinee5tested. And that

is how it should be, for the error (E = X-T) inherent in an examinee's test

score, should not depend on the shape of the test score distribution for a

group of examinees.

How is the statistic used? What issdone, while not technically correct,

is as follows: The SEm,along with an examinee's test score, are used to

set up a probability statement about the location.of the examinee's (unknown)

domain score. An underlying normal distribution is assumed, and hence the

area under the normal curve can be used to-make some "reasonable" statement

about an examinee's domain score. For instance, suppose the SEM for a test

was 5 and a person obtained a score of 50. Based upon the normal curve,

68% of the area lies within one standard deviation to the right and left

of the mean. Applied to this example, this could be interpreted, in the

non-technical fashion we are using, that the chances are 2 out of 3 that

the individual's domain score lies between one standard direction above the

mean (50 + 5) and one standard deviation below (50 5). Here the test

score is used as the mean, and SEm as the standard deviation. It must be

pointed out that on a strictly theoretical level, the above interpretation is

wrong on two counts. One, a probability of 2/3 can't really be attached;
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0

the score is either between 45 and 55 (a probability of one) or not (a

probability of zero). Two, as mentioned above, the SEM baould.be applied

to the domain score. So why do it? The anSuer lies in that, from a

practical point of view, we can be reasonably sure about the statement

we are making,- and this,is after all, better than no statement at all.

Example

Suppose an examinee answered 15 out of 20 Items correctly on a

criterion-referenced test. Suppose also that the test score

reliability is'.80 and the standard deviation of domain sulres

is .15.

Questions:

1. What is the value of the standard error of measurement?

2. What is the examinee's domain score estimate?

3. What are the lower and upper limits for an approximately 95%

confidence band

Answers:

for the examinee's domain score?

x .45

1. SEm = SD ir=i-

= .15

= .07

2. An unbiased domain score estimate for thG examinee is .75

(15 divided by 20).

3. Upper limit = .75 -I- 2 x .07

= .89

Lower limit = .75 - 2 x .07

= .61

Therefore it can be said that there is anlapproximately 95% prob-

ability that an examinee with a domain score estimate of .75

has a "domain score" somewhere on the interval [.61, .89].
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It is often the case that parallel-forms of a criterion-referenced

test are constructed by randomly sampling items from a "poor' of test

items keyed to an objective. Such tests are referred to as randomly

or nominally parallel tests, and typically do not meet the require-

ments for strictly parallel tests. Randomly parallel tests are examples

of the type of measurements for which generalizability theory (Cronbach,

et al., 1972) is intended. It is appropriate at this point to turn to

generalizability theory to obtain definitions of errors of measurement,

of error variance, and formulae for estimating error variance. (See

Brennan and Kane [1977, in press] for a more fully developed discussion of

the topic.)

Cronbach et al. (1972, p. 25 -26), defined three different errors

of measurement.. One error, Ai, is appropriate when thte proportion-correct

score is taken as an estimate of domain score. The error Ei is ap-

propriate when a linear reiression estimate of domain score is made,

and the third error di, is appropriate when an estimate of the deviation

between the ith examinee's domain score and the mean domain score is made.

The second error will not be discussed because typically it is impossible

to obi:sin a regression estimate of domain score on the basis of a

single randomly parallel test (see Cronbach et al., 1972, p. 140-146).

The third error will not be discussed here because typically there is no

reason to estimate the deviation score with criterion-referenced tests.
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The error Ai is defined as the difference between the observed

proportion correct score and the domain score for the ith examinee. Sup-

.pose a domain of items exists. Let xij be the score (0 ar 1) for the ith examinee

on the jth item. Define Aij xij ni.

For an n item test, the error of measurement 6i, is n
1
E A4j.

Cronbach et al., (1972) discussed three variances for Ai. These are

a n 1
E d2 the error variance for examinee i on an n item test con-

-

Ali

structed by random sampling of items; a2 a ialli , the average over

examinees or
(32 i

i
; and'n-2 E (E A - E E A )1 the variance overA

examinees of 44 for a given test.

To evaluate the accuracy Of a particular test, it would be appro-

priate to estimate the third sria4.ce mentioned above. However, estimation

of the quantity'requires the administration of several randomly parallel

forms, which may not be feasible. Moreover, Cronbach et al. (1972) were

pessimiatio about the utility of designs for estimating paraleters that

characterize a given test and so the designs will not be reviewed here.

The interested reader is referred to Cronbach et al. (1972, p. 101-102),

and references therein for details.

If an n item test has been administered, an estimate of a211 can

be obtained by laying out the item data as a one way ANOVA with examinees

as the factor. Item scores are considered to be replications within a

level of the examinee factor. The estimate is given by

a2 1 ms
A n wP '
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where MSwp
is the within persons or replications mean square. If several

randomly parallel forms of n items ,each are available then aifs can be

estimated, using the some formula. The proportion-correct scores on the

various forms are the replications within a level of the examinee factor.

In principle,it is possible to estimate a2 using the formula
tli

A62 (12110.._ E (x)a
Ali.n2(n-1)

w i

for each examinee where IT is the observed proportion correct score

(.stimated domain score) for the ith examinee. The factor (N-n)/n is used

when the domain is finite. N is the number of items in the domain. When

n is swan relative to N, the\estimate ail: may, be quite variable over

random samples of items.

Another approach for determining the accuracy of,domain score,
1.

estimates was reported by Millman (1974) and Hambleton, Swaminathan,

and Algina (1976). They suggested that the standard error of estimation

derived from the binomial test model, given by the expression irr7.-10/n.,

could be used to set up confidence bands around domain score estimates.

This is a biased estimate and an unbiased estimate is obtained by sub-

stituting (n-1) for n in the expression. This is an expression for the

standard deviation of errors of measurement for an examinee with domain

score r across administrations of n item samples drawn at random from an

item pool. A ccrrection (Nn) can be introduced tinder the radical sign

when the pool of test items is finite. Advantages of this approach are

that the estimate of error is a function of domain score, less conservative

estimates of error than the one provided by the standard error of measure-

ment are obtained, and the effect of test length on the pre_ision of

estimates can be studied easily. In addition, the estimate is relatively

easy to compute. 283



5.2.3 Reliability of Mastery Classification Decisions

Carver (1970) proposed two procedures for assessing the reliability

of criterion-referenced tests. The first procedure requires the admin-

istration of the same test to two comparable groups, and a comparison of

the percentages of examinees that were classified as masters. The second

procedure requires the administration of two parallel tests to the same

group, and a comparison of the percentage of "masters" on the two tests,

With either procedure, the more comparable the percentages the more re-
)

liable the tests are said to be.

Carver (1970) rejected a correlational approach to reliability,

arguing that reliability depends on replicability, but replicability does

not depend on variance. Carver's procedures were based on the replicability

of distributions, while the usual concept of reliability in mental testing

is based on the replicability of individual scores. If satisfied, his proposed

criteria would provide only the weakest form of evidence for criterion-

referenced test reliability; that is, his conditions are nacessary but not

sufficient to establish test reliability.

Hambleton and Novick (1973) suggested that the reliability of mastery

classification decisions should be defined in terms of the consistency of de-

cisions from two administrations of the same test or parallel forms of a

test. Suppose examinees are to be classified into m mastery states, the

index of reliability tentatively suggested by Hambleton and Novick (1973) was

Po kEl Pkk
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where pkk is the proportion of examinees classified in the kth mastery

state on the two administrations. Tile index po then is the observed

proportion of decisions that are in agreement. The po statistic has

considerable intuitive appeal and is certainly easy to calculate but it

suffers from at least one limitation.

Swaminathan, Hambleton and Algina (1974) argued that pc) does

not take into account the proportion of agreement that occurs by chance

alone and therefore it could give 'a false impression to users of the

extent of mastery classification consistency. They suggeited using

.coefficient K (Cohen, 1960) as an index of reliability. This coefficient

is defined as

where

K (p0 Pc)/(1pc)

Pc m knl Pk. P.k

The symbols pk, and pek represent the proportions of examinees assigned

to mastery state k on the first and second administrations,respectively.

The symbol pc represents the proportion of agreement that would occur

.even if the classifications based on the two administrations were statis-

tically independent. Thus, in a sense, it can be argued that K takes

into account the composition of the group, and in this sense, i4 more group

independent than the simple proportion of agreement statistic, po.

The properties of K have been discussed in detail by Cohen (1960, 1968)

and Fleiss, Cohen and Everitt (1969) as well as others. For present pur-

poses it is sufficient to note that the upper limit is +1 and can occur

only when the marginal proportions for different administrations are equal.
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The lower limit is .lose to -1. The precise lower limit of K is unimportant

in the content of criterion-referenced testing, since any negative value

indicates inconsistency and, therefore, unreliable decisions.

The coefficient K is dependent on all factors that affect the

decision-making procedure; the cut-off score, the heterogeneity of the

group of examinees, and the method of assigning examinees to mastery

states..: Millman (personal communication) has suggested that all

of these factors be summarized when reporting K since this information

would contribute to its interpretation.

Example

Suppose parallel-forms (denoted Test 1 and 2) of a 4-item test are

administered to a group of six students. Suppose further that the cut-off

score is set equal to 75%. Consider the data below:

Person

Test 1

Score Item

Test 2

Item
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

A 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

B 1 1 1 1 4 ' 1 1 1 0

C 1 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

E 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0

F 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 1

Ipstion:

What is the value of K?
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Answer:

We require the proportions of examinees who passed and failed on each

occasion. The information is reported in the chart below:

Master

Non-master

Marginal
Proportion

Test 2

Marginal

Master Non - master Proportion

.33 0 .33

.33 .33 .67

.67 .33

2

m
Po E Pii = P11

.33 + .33 .66
P22

1=1
2

pc E . p2s p
'2

= (.67) (.33) + (.33) (.67)

.44

A

K "" Po Pc

1 - pc

. .66 - .44

1 - .44

.22

.56

Of course, in practice one would not estimate K based on data from only

six examinees. The example is offered here for illustrative purposes

only.
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In criterion-referenced testing situations, it i7/often the case that

administering parallel forms of a test to get an estimate of K is not

feasible. Possible reasonsinclude: (1) The fact that the testing is built

into an objectives-based program and the extra testing would take away instruc-
.6./

tional time, and (2) testing occurs quite often, and two test administrations

for eaci criterion-referenced test would cause the testing process to dominate

the students' learning time. Therefore, what, is needed is a method of arriving

at either K, or another suitable index, based upon one administration of a test.

The coefficient <,and po,ate defined, in terms of repeated testings,

but it would be very useful to have a procedure for estimating K or po on the

basis of a single testing. Such a procedure has been provided by Hunyh

(1976a) who prefers K to pc). Hunyh (1976a, 1978) assumed that f(x1n)

is binomial. He also assumed that the marginal distribution of the domain

scores is a two parameter beta/distribution. From these assumptions it

follows that the marginal distribution of test scores obtained by admin-

istering any random sample of n items is a negative hypergeometric distri-

bution. Further, the joint distribution of scores obtained by administering

two randomly parallel n item tests is a bivariate negative hypergeometric

distribution. We will not review his mathematical development hete. It

is clearly reported in his paper. It is sufficient to say that his

solution is workable, although the computations
involved in obtaining K can

be tedious when there are a moderate number of possible test scores above

the cut-off score. Huynh (1976a) also provided an approximate procedure for

estimating K which appears to work fairly well, if the number of test items

is not too small.
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Alternative procedures for estimating reliability from a single

administration have been provided by Subkoviak (1976) who prefers to work

with po. While Huynh's approach is more mathematically tractable, it may

be far less useful when the number of examinees is small, a fairly

common occurrence in objec'!.ves-based instructional prdirams.

Subkoviak (1976) defined a coefficient of agreement for individual

i, denoted p (i) , as the probability of consistent mastery classification of
c .

examinee i on parallel forms, denoted X and Y.' For the case of two

mastery states, this probability is given by

p(i) Prob(X1. c, Y c) Prob (Xi<c, Yi<c),

where c is the cutoff score. X
i

and Y
i
are scores for examinee i on the two tests.

The two teruis in Equation 1 represent the probability of examinee i

being assigned to a mastery state or a non-mastery state on each test

administration, respectively. The coefficient of agreement for a group

of N examinees is' given by

N
p E p

(i)
/N.

° i=3.

In order to estimate p
(i)

, Subkoviak assumed that for each examinee,
c

scores on the two forms of the criterion-referenced test were independently

and identically distributed. Also, he assumed Xi and Yi for a fixek:0

examinee wereidedically binoMially distributed. This is a questionable

assumption although tot;t item responses are usually scores 0 or 1, and

item responses are independent. However, the assumption implies that the

items making up the test are equally difficult and this will seldom be

the case. (fortunately, Subkoviak addressed this poidt in his paper and

offered a substitute expression -- the compound binomial model -- to handle

289
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the more typical case.) With only the two assumptions above, Subkoviak

was able to show
n nxi

p(Xi4x) = 1. (n) (1-wi) (2)

xec xi

and

(i)
2 2

Pc [P (Xi ) c) ] + [1 - p(Xi > c) ] (3)

Once an estimate of as examinee's domain score (rri), denoted iri, is

obtained, p(Xi>c) can be determined byesubstituting iri for Wi in Equation

.(2). Pc(i) is obtained, by substituting the result from Equation (2) into

Equation(3). Any of the methods discussed in Unit 8 could

be used to estimate an examinee's domain score. Subkoviak suggested in

his paper using a regression estimate of wi, but the merits of this ap-

t
proach would depend on the sample estimates of group mean performance

and reliability (as;he correctly. noted). He-also offered several other

possible domain score estimates, several of which will be discussed

in Unit 8, and others which have been reported by Lord and Novick

(1968). A group estimate of theexpecta proportion of agreement in

mastery classifications across parallel-form administrations can be ob-

tained by averaging the values of pP.), for 1=1, 2, ...., N, where N is the

number of examinees in the group.

It is also possible to obtain an estimate of K using Subkoviak's

method. The only additional information needed is the proportion of

examinees assigned to each mastery state on the single test administration.

By making the reasonable assumption that these proportions would he the

same on a retest or a parallel-form administration, the proportion of

agreement expected by chance (pc) can be obtained by the method introduced

290
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For example,' using the first ,set of

test scores from the previous example, it is seen that two of the six

examinees would have been assigned to a mastery state based on their

test scores. Therefore, p2. = .33 and pl. = .67, and pc = .55 (pc = .332 67).

With a value of pc and with the pc estimate from Subkoviak's method,

kappa can quickly be calculated, if desired.

Subkoviak's approach to estimating the consistency of mastery

classifications across parallel-:form administrations can provide either

individual or group information, and can be estit.4ate4 from a single

administration of a test. The only two miner problems are that the

probability estimates are inflated dueQto the inclusion of chance agreement,

and it is unreasonable to assume all items in a criterion-referenced test

a
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.
1.

are equally difficult. However, on this latter point Subkovidk,has also

offered a slightlyodifferent model (compound binomial)

of handling the situation.
..,

h is capable

Subkoviak's method makes it possible to compute the coefficient of

agreement in mastery states across occasions for an individual, and also

the coefficient of agreement for a'grou of N persons. Since the formulas

developed by Subkoviak are somewhat comp ex, a step-by-step procedure will

be sptacified and an example will be offered.

The steps in the method are as follows:

1. Obtain an estimate of the proportion of items in the whole domain

of items an examinee can answer correctly. A convenient estimate

is obtained by setting h = xi ,

where Pi = proportion-correct score for examinee i,

xi = his/her test score,

n = total number of items included in the test (measuring the

objective of interest).

2. Determine the probability that the examinee's score is greater

than or equal to the cutting score (c ) using the form of the

underlying (binomial) distribution. The probability is given by:

n X

P (xi c) 6 E (xi) pi
i

(1-pi)
n-x

i

Xi

A
where pi,xi, c and n are defined as before, and

(n
)

n!

xi x l(n-x
i

)1.
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where Al = n(n-1)(n-2). . . ,

[ for example:

4! = 4(3)(2)(1)].

3. Using the result from step (2), compute the coefficient of
't

agreement for person i using the followidg formula:

p
(i) - [P(x,i 3 c )]

2
+ [1-P(xi a.c )]

2 .

4. Finally,compute the coefficient of agreement pc for a giaup

of N persons, using theefollowing formula:

n (
E pi)

p = i=1

O

Thecarkai result, p
c

, provides an estimate of the coefficient of

-Yr
4

agreement for the group . shad 2 test administrations taken place. The sub-

4 script c" is included to clarify that the coefficient is dependentbupon.the

assigned cut off score. If pc is high (i.e., close to one), we can be sure

.that there would be a high degree of consistency of placement into mastery

states over the two occasions.

If the number of test items is small, usually a better estimate

(than of of an examinee's domain score can be obtained by using a regression

,"
estimate of domain score Ipi = pi r + pi (1-r), where r = test reliability,

and p
i
= average proportion-correct score for tl.e examinees],or a Bayesian

estimate. (Several promising Bayesian estimates are introduced in Unit .8.)

The improved estimate can be substituted for Pi in step 2. A quick

way to compute r, the test reliability, is to use Kuder-Richardson formula--

21 ( KR 21 ), given by:
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KR' =
r x(n-x)

21 n-1
nS

, x

0

Subkoviak (1976) uses thii particular approach. An .example is

offered next.'
t'

Example: .

Given the data for test 1 in the previous example, compute ,pc. Use

regression estimates of domain scores, and KR21 as an estimate of test

score reliability.

Test 1

4
Person Item

1 2 3

A 1 0 0 0

B 1 1 1 1

C 1 0 1 0

D 0 0 0 0

E 0 1 1 1

F 0 1 1 0

Reliability Estimate

= 2.0(a) Exi = Exi . 12

N 6 6

(c) r = (1-
n

n-1 nsx2
1

Score:

1

4

.2

0

3

2

4 m 2(4-2)
, L'L 4 (1.67)

(1 - .5991
3

6' .53

E(x - R)
2

(b) St
N

3

IVY

(1-2)2+(4-2)
2
+(2-2) 2 +(0-2)2+(3-2)4(2-2)2

6

1+4+4+1.
6

1.67
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Regression Estidates of Domain Scores r.

(d) pi = r (21L) + (1 - r) (-1L)

n

p .53(4 + - .53) a) ' .37
4 4

132 ' .53(4) (1 .53) (4) And, in A like fashion,'

.13'

3
= .50,P4= .24, P5.= .63, p6 = .50,

4.

(e) P(xi c ) = E

x =c

For individual 1,

and

(xi) (.37)xi, (1

4

p(xi a. 3) E (x4i

xi=3

(.37)x1 (1 -

.37)xi

.37)Xi

4
m-(3) (.37)

3 (1,- .37)
1

+ (4) (.37)
4

(1 - .37)
0

() am. 3111 4

P(xl 3) .2415 + .0187

= .2602

For individual 2, P(x2 3 3)

3, P(x3 3)

4, P(x4 3)

5, P(c5 3)

4
E

xi=3

4
E

xi=3

4

xi= 3

4
E

xi=3

4

6, P(x6 > 3) a E

xi=3

all computed in a like fashion.

4
( ) (.74)x1 (.23)n-xi .7630
Xi

4
(.5)x1 (.5)n-x1

4
(.24)x1 (.76)n -xi

4 (.63)xi (.37)n-xi

4 (.5)n-xi
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\,/p(i) [p(x ./ c- ) )]
2
+ [1 - c M

2

For individual 1,

3).2
PQ

+ [1 - p(xl
2

"4?

= (..2603
" 2

+ (1 -%26D)2

= .0676

.6452

In a like fashion

U

+ .5776

( 2)
p al

pc
(3)

c D

=

p(4) =
c .

(pc 5) =

p(6) =

, , 2
(.763)

(.3125)
2

(.0453)2

(.5275)2

(.3125)2

,a
, ,

+ .7631
2

+ (1 - .3115)
2

+ (1 - .0453)2

+ (1 - .5275)2

+ (1 --.3125)

=

=

=

=

,=

.6383

.5704

.9134

.5016

:5704

(g) Finally

Pc

P

and pc

E 1:6(i)

i=1 cN

= .64

becomes

The coefficient of agreement index of .64 obtained using Subkoviak's method

should be fairly close in value to the observed proportion of agreement,

which is used in computing K.

the values closely coincide.

Po'

That value was .66, and as the reader ca% see,

296 .>
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.

5.2.4 Summary of the Reliability Discussion

° The definition.of criterion-referenced reliability chosen should

depend upon how the test scores are used. Once a decision has been made

about test usage, there are still a number of ways of assessing reliability,

depending either upon the underlying distributional assumptions you choose

to make or the numker of test administrations possible. The chart on the

'next page will be helpful in summarizing the material in section 5.2.

Perhaps it should be stressed.at this point that reliability infor-
Van

illation (whether One is discussing domain scores or mastery classification

decisions) needs to be reported on an objective by objective basis

(Hambleton and Novick, 1973; Swaminathan et al., 1975). If a criterion-

referenced test measures more:than a single objective, as will usually be

the case, the test items should be arranged into clusters according to'the

objectives being.measured. Within each of these clusters of items, domain

scores may be estimated or mastery classifications made. Whatever the use

4of the scores,,, appropriate reliability"information should be reported on

each use of the scores derived from the test.
0

I
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5.3 Validity of Criterion-Referenced Tests

0 j

5.3.1 Introduction
9.

c) While a number.of topics addressed in:these instructional materials

have been intensely studied by researchers'in'tbe criterion-referenced

field (for instance, observe the amount of work, albeit disjoint, that has

been done on cut -off scores criterion - referenced, test validity is not a

,

member of this highly-researched gro4k To date, it has remained a minimally.

explored topic, which is surprising because of its importance. The use-
.

fulness of any of the applications of criterion-referenced test& one could,

name, e.g.f to monitor individualstpxough pbjectives-based instructional
.

programs, to diagnose learning deficiencies, to evaluate educational and°

social action programs, to assess competence on certification and licensing

examinations, etc., depends di:ctly on the validity of the intended inter-

pretations of the criterion-referenced test scores. Why the lack of

_validity information?__One_reason has-been offered by llambleton (1977).

He feels that most criterion-referenced test developers simply assume the

validity of scores for their intended uses, rather than establishing

validity in any formal fashion. Further, the scarce amount of work that

r.

has been done has focused on the content validity of criterion-referenced

tests, rather than - Construct validity..

In the sections that follow; we will first clarify the issue of

content and construct validity. Then, we will discuss some procedures for '

establishing content validity, followed by procedures for establishing

construct validity.

23J
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5.3.2 Clarification of Several Validity Issues

Cronbach (1971), Messick (1975), and Linn (1977) have argued

convincingly' that to validate interpretations of criterion-referenced

test scores (i.e., to determine what is being measured), it is necessary

to proceed beyond a consideration of the content validity of a test.

Until recently, it.was thought that content validity considerations of a

criterion-referenced test were sufficient. MessiCk (1975) states,

The major problem. .is that contenvalidity. . .

is focused upon test forms rather than test scores,

upon instruments rather than measurements. Inferences

in educational and psychological measurement are made

from scores, and scores are a ftnction of subject re-

sponses. Any concept of validity of measurement must

include reference to empirical consistency. Content

coverage is an important consideration in test con-

'struction and interpretation,to be sure, but in

itself it does not provide validity. Call it 'content

relevance,' if you will, or 'content representative-

ness,' but don't call it 'content validity' because

it doesn't provide evidence for the interpretation

of responses or scores.

Content validity is a test characteristic. It will not vary across

different groups of examinees or vary .overtime. However,

.

validity of test score interpretations will vary from one situation to

another. For example, if a criterion referenced test is administered, perhaps

by mistake, under highly speeded testing conditions, the validity of

interpretations based on test scores obtained from the test adminis-

tration will be lower than if the test had been administered with more

suitable time limits. The content validity of the test does not change, but

the validity of any interpretation of the scores does (or at least, can)

change from one testing situation to another. Clearly then, content

validity evidence is not sufficient to cstablish "validity of test
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score interpeetations." We must consider construct validity to deter-

mine .thd 'meaning of a set of scores. To answer the question will require

empirical analyses of test scores. In fairness to those who have
/7

stresses the importance of content validity for criterion - referenced.

'tests at the expense of other types of validity, we should note that there is

a semantic problem. Although the ,content validity term was being used by many

- workers in the criterion-referenceetesing field, the intended meaning for

many was broader than the usual definition of content validity. Thus, many

kinds of empiilioal studies'were being done by researchers under the

heading,oigontent validity. For example, Rovinelli and Ram6leton (1977)

discuss both the use of consent specialists' ratings and empirical data

under the heading of content validity. It would have been

he'pful to label the studies for what they are, i.e., construct. vali-

dation studies.'

Perhaps at the risk of belaboring the point, we will repeat a

point which is stated frequently but appears to have been neglected

with criterion-referenced tests. It is that the concept of "validity of

measurement" refers to the scores and not to the test. Messick (1975)

,notes,

One validates,' not a test, but an interpretation
of data arising from a specific procedure.

Linn (1977).,also makes'the same point,

Questions of validity are questions of the soundness
of the interpretation of a measure. Thus, it is the
interpretation rather than the measure that is
validated. Measurement results may have many inter-
pretations which differ in their degree of validity
and in the type of evidence required for the valida-
tion process.
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The resolution of the validity, question would seem to be this:

A content validity study is essential at the test development stage,

and the content validity of a criterion-referenced test will influence

the kind of test score interpretations that'are possible. Also, it is

most important to conduct construct validation studies to validate the

intended use of the test scores. The nature of the construct Salida

tion studies will depend on the intended use of the test scores.

In spite of its stated importance, it cannot be argued either

that the nature of content validation studies with criterion-referenced

tests is well understood. Guion (1977), for one, discusses many of the

problemsiurrounding the topic. It is only recently that any progress

(A.e.,.the development and field testing of content validation methods

with criterion-referenced tests) has been made (Millman, 1974; Popham, 1978;

Rovinelli and Hambleton, 1977)..

In summary, content validation studies will address the matter

of content relevance of material that finds its way into a test.

Construct validation studies will relate to the matter of "meaning of

0

scores." These studies will include correlational, experimental, as

well as other methods of investigation.

Contributing to some confusion among test developers is the

proliferation of new .val ity terms. Domain validity, descriptive

validity, functional validi y, domain-selection validity, and incre-

mental validity are but five. Our preference is to stay with the

standard terms, but define them clearly.
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5.3.3° Content Validation Studies
S

Content validity has proven to be a fuzzy and confusing con-

cept, even for norm - referenced test developers. Some like Guion (1977)

prefer the term "content representativeness" to "content validity"

because the former expression is more descriptive. For criterion-

referenced test developers, content validity refers to ttica matter of

how well an observed sample of behaviors reiiects the larger domain of

behaviors included in a domain specification written to define an

objective. "Content" is broadly defined to include material from the

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains.

Generally speaking, the quality of criterion -referenced test i items

can be determined by the extent to which they reflect, in terms of

their content, the domains from which they were derived. The problem

here is one of item validation; unless one can say with a high

<,

degree of confidence that the items in a criterion-referenced test measure the

intended objectives, any use of the test score information is question-

s able. When domain specifications are utilized, the domain definition

is never really precise enough to assume a priori that the items are

valid.. Thus the quality of the items must be determined in a context

independent from the process by which the items were generated. This

is an a posteriori approach to item validation. Some procedures

have been designed to assess whether or not a direct relationship between
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an,item and a domain or objective exists through analysis of data col-

lected after the item is written (Hambleton & Fitzpatrick, in pre-

paration; Popham, 1978).

There are gwo approaches which may be used to establish the (

tent) validity of test items. The first approach, and the approach

we feel holds the most merit, involves the judgmea of test items by

content specialists. The judgments that are made concern the extent of

"match" between the test items and the domain they are designed to

measure. Questions asked of content specialists about content validity

of test items can be reduced to two important ones:

1. Is the format and content of an item appropriate to measure

same part of the domain specification?

2. Does the available set of test items adequately sample a

paiticular domain?

A second approach is to apply empirical techniques to examinee response

7'

o
data in much the same way empirical techniques are applied in norm-referenced

test development. In fact, along with some recently developed empir-

'er

ical procedures for criterion-referenced tests, several norm-referenced test items

statistics can (and should) be used. The problem is to ensure that

these statistics are used and interpeted correctly in the context of criterion-

)

referenced test development. Item statistics should be used to detect

aberrant items that need to be reworked, and not to make final decisions about.'

which items are to be included in a test. 'An excellent review

of item statistics for use with criterion-referenced tests has been prepared by

Berk (1978).
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The first question is studied by comparing test items generated

by different content specialists and analyzing the judgments of content

specialists about items relative to the domain they were developed to

measure. The second question is a difficult one .to investigate, unless

the domain of items is completely specified. The question can be investigated

by Cronbach's (1971) interesting but somewhat impractical duplication experiment.

e.
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5.3.4 Construct Validation Studies

r.

Content validity evidence does not address the matter of validity

of criterion-referenced test score iut4pretations. Content validity is

.a characteristic of the test. Clearly it is essential to establish

validity of score Interpretations and therefore construction validation

studies-are needed. We like Messick's (1975) definition of construct

validation:

Construct validation is the process of marshalling

evidence in the form of theoretically relevant

empirical relations to support the inference that

an observed response consistency has a particular

meaning (p. 955).

Messick (1970 offers several explanations for why construct

validation studies have not been more common in educational measurement.

For one, content validity of criterion-referenced tests was seen as

sufficient. Second, criterion-eferenced test score distributions

are often homogeneous (for example,it often happens that before in-

struction most individuals do poorly on a test, and after instruction,

most individuals do well). Correlational methods do not work very well
41,0-

with homogeneous distributions of scores because of score range restric-

tions. But, as Messick (1975) has noted,

... construct validation is by no means limited

to correlation coefficients, even though it may

seem that way from the prevalence of correlation

matrices, internal consistency indices, and

factor analysis (p. 958).
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Construct validation studies should begin with a definite state-

ment of the proposed interpretation. Thi8 will provide direction for

%
the kind of.evAldnce that is worth collecting. Cronbach (19/1, p. 483)

notes, "Investigations to,be used for construct validation, then, should

NN,
be purposeful rather than haphazard." Later, when all of the data is

collected and analyzed, a final conclusion as to the validity of the\

intended interpretation can be offered.

Let us next review some of the investigations that could be 0

Its

conducted.

Guttman Scalogram Analysis

It frequently occurs that objectives can be arranged linearly

or hierarchically. Guttman scaling is a relevant procedure..

for the construct validation of criterion-referenced test items in situa-

tions where the objectives cal be organized into either .a linear or

hierarchical sequence. To use Guttman's scalogram analysis as a tech-

nique in an item validation methodology, one would first need to specify

the hierarchical structure of a.set of objectives. To the extent that

examineeirespon.ses to the test items intended to measure objectives in

the hierarchy are predictable from a knowledge of the hierarchy, one

`would have evidence to support the construct validity of the test items

as measures of the intended objectives. On the other hand, we should note

that in situations where examinee item responses are not predictable, one

of three situations has occurred:

1. The hierarchy is incorrectly specified;
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2. The items are not valid measures of the intended objectives; or

3. A combination of the two explanations.

More precise specifications for the eilization of Guttman

scaling will of course be needed before the method can be fully imple-

mented in the validation process for criterion-referenced test items.

O

Factor Analysis'Analysis'

While factor analysis is a commonly employed procedure for the

dimensional analysis of items in a norm-referenced test, or of scores

derived from different norm-referenced tests, it has rarely, if ever,

been used in construct validation studies of criterion - referenced test

scores. Perhaps one reason for its lack of use is that the usual input

for factor analytic studies is correlations, and correlations are often

low between items on a criterion-referenced test, or between criterion-

referenced test scores and other variables because score variability is

often not very great. However, the problem can be remedied by. choosing

a sample of examinees with a wide range of ability. Required is a

group of masters and non-masters. The research problem in the language

of factor analysis, becomes a problem of determining whether or not the

factor pattern matrix has a prescribed form. One would expect to obtain

as many factors in a factor solution as there are objectives covered in

a rest, and with items "loading" on only the factor (or objective) that

they were designed to measure. Items deviating from this pattern could

be carefully studied for flaws.

Similarly, scores from many criterion-referenced tests could be factor

analyzed and the resulting structure could be compared to some structure

specifying a theoretical relationship among the tests.

n
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In addition, scores from other tests might be correlated to provide a

base for convergent and divergent studies.

4r

Experimental Studies of Sources of Invalidity

There are many sources of error that canveduce the validity of

an intended interpretation of a test score. Suppose, for example, we

estimated an examinee to have an 80% leVel of performance on a test

measuring "ability to identify the main idea in paragraphs." I. 80% an iaccurate

assessment of the examinee's ability? We might ask abouitheitifluenceofmany
factors:

1. How clear were the test directions?

2. Was there any confusion in using the answer sheets?

3. Was the test administered under speeded testing conditions?

4. Was the examinee motivated?

5. Was the examinee interested in the content of the paragraph?

6. Was the vocabulary suitable?

7. What role did test-taking skills play in the examinee's performance?

8. Was the item format suitable for measuring the desired skill? ,

9. At what time during the day was the test administered?

10. Were the physical surroundings suitable?

To the extent that any of these (and many other) factors influence test

scores, the usefulness of the test scores is reduced.

Required are experimental studies of potential sources of error

to determine their effect on test scores. Results of these studies can

be used to further clarify domain specifications. For example, if we
4

discovered item format influenced test scores, we could include in the

domain specifications which item type should be used, after we determined

which produced the most construct valid test scores.
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5.3.5 Summary

In this section of the instructional materials on criterion-referenced

tests, we have tried to clarify the present status of criterion-referenced

test validity. We have explicated the differences between content and

construct validity and have discussed procedures for establishing both

content and construct validity.
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5.4 Norms for Interpreting Criterion-Referenced Test Scores

A question 'occasionally asked by criterion-referenced test users

.
is whether or not it makes sense to use norms with such tests. Will

.the, use of norms data enhance ar..erode the interpretability of a -------.

criterion-referenced test? Popham (1976) has discussed this point, and
L.1

the discussion which follows contains many of his i4eas.

For norm-referenced tests, where there is only a general specifi-

cation of the content area, being addressed, test scores derive their

meanings through comparisons to norm group data. For criterion-referenced

tests, where clearly described domains of behaviors are specified, test

scores can derive their meaning,by being referenced to this domain of

behaviors. The major difference is, then, in the ability' of these two
O

types of tests to describe exactly what a student can do. In norm-

referenced testing, where there is only a general description of the

Content area being measured, little can be said about what an'individual

can do. In criterion-referenced testing, where the content area is

clearly defined, absolute statements about what an individual can do are

possible. The problem is that while an accurate description of what an

individual can do is useful, it is often not enough.

A decision-maker often wants to know more than what a student can

do; he/she wants to evaluate the observed level of performance.' The

test performance of suitable norm groups provides an excellent basis

upon which to gain additional insights into what should constitute an

acceptable level of test performance. For example, if it is known how

well a group of students performed in a program the previous year, or

how well students in a neighboring school district performed on a
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particular test, it becomes possible to provide a framewOrk for viewing

and interpreting new individual and group performance on the same test.

An expressed fear about using norms data with criterion-referenced

tests is that through the use of such data, criterion- referenced testing
:7

wocegures will somehow be forsaken for norm-referenced ones. In other

words, the fear is that by adding norms, therprocedures and interpret-

ability of riterion-referenced tests will be eroded. This is not so;

use of norms will not do anything to the descriptive quality of the test.

Rather the use oenorms will supplement the basic interpretations. Test

scores will then be able to be interpreted in an abiolute fashion in

reference to the objectives and in a comparative fashion in reference to

the norms data. The best one can hope for with a norm -referenced test is

test score interpretation on a comparative basis. Hence, the fear of

eroding the basic nature of a criterion-referenced test by'intr4ducing

norms is unfounded.

One fear that is founded, according.to Popham (1976), is that::

. . .users of criterion-referenced tests will

unthinkingly rely on normative data as a

determiner of performance standards.

Rather than using the norms data as a sole determiner of standards, a

number of other viable procedures can be used. The reader should refer

Unit 6 and the discussion of cut-off scores.

Given that the use of norms data can supplement the interpretability

of criterion-referenced test scores, how then should a test developer go

about the task of collecting and representing the norms data? Little

that is new can be said about the collection of the data; the test should

be administered to a representative sample of students from the norm group
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(or groups), of interest. Of the numerous ways of presenting norms data,

one possibility is, percentile ranks. The percentile rank a student

receives is defined so the percentaif students in the norm or reference

group who score equal to or beim,' the student's test score. What follows

is a brief discussion of how to obtain percentile ranks. The reader

should consult any of the standard test and measurement texts listed in

the reference section of Unit 2 for a more in-depth discussion of per-
.-

centile ranks.

One popular method for calculating percentile ranks is described

next and a simple example is offered.

Computation of Percentile Ranks
0

. Prepare a frequency distribution (f) of the scores.

. Find the cumulative frequency (CF), the number of persons

scoring lower than the score in question, by summing the

frequency (f) of scores below the score in question.

. Find the cululative frequency to the mid-point (CFmp) by

adding one-half the number of scores in the interval to CF:

CFmp = CF + .5t

. Find the cumulative proportion (CP) by dividing CFmp by N,

the total number of scores.

5. Multiply CP x 100.'

.313.
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. The following example, based on an N of 25, is offered to demonstrate

the steps listed above. Usually,s much larger sample
4 sizes is used in

setting, up a table of percentile ranks. A single test score has too

much influence on the distribution of percentile ranks for small N.

Raw Score f

10 2

9 3

8 7

7 6

Y
6 4

5 2

4 1

CF

.

CFmp CP Percentile Rank

. 23
p.

20

l?

7

3

1

0

;

24.5

21.5

16.5

10.

5 ,

2

.5

.98

.86

.66

.40

.20

.08

.02

.

98

86

66

40

20

2

Q
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6.0 Overview of the Unit

In this Unit, some of the issues involved in standard setting

along with methods for standard - setting are reviewed. The review
et.

will draw on the work of Millman, Meskauskas, and Glass and incor-

porate many of.the newer standard-setting methods. The standard-

setting methods arg.tprganized into three categories, judgmental

methods, empiricAl. 4ethods, and combinations of judgment and empirical

,methods. Procedures for setting standards to accomplish three

primary uses of criterion-referenced testing are discussed.ina final

section of the paper.
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6.1 Introduction

In a recent review of the criterion-referenced testing field,

Hambleton, SwaminatWan, Algina, and Coulson (1978) delineated two

r.
major uses for test scores derived from criterion-referenced tests:

domain score estimation and the allocation of examinees to mastery

states. The second use, the allocation of examinees to mastery

states, requires the setting of a performance standard, or cut-off

score.

Based upon an individual's score: on a test, where the test is

a representative sample of the 'subject domain, a mastery/non-mastery

decision concerning the domain from which the item sample was drawn

is *sought. Millman (1973) summarizes the situation well:

Of interest is the proportion of such items a
student can pass. It is assumed that some edu-
cational decision, e.g., the nature of subsequent
instruction for the student, is conditional upon
whether or not he exceeds a proficiency standard
when administered a sample of items from the
domain. Thus, attention is directed toward the
individual examinee and his performance relative
to the standard rather than toward producing
indicators of group performance.

Thus, it can be seen that in this criterion-referenced testing

situation, a cut-off score (there can be multiple cut-off scores

on the domain score scale although usually only one is set) must

be set, in order to make a decision about an individual's mastery

status. The results of this decision will depend upon the context

within which the test is being used. As an example, consider the

Mastery Learning paradigm (Block, 1972). In this situation, if a

student's score exceeds the cutting score, he/she is advanced to

the next unit of instruction. If the student's score falls below
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the standard, remedial activities are prescribed. It is important

to understand that the decision being made is on the level of the

individual, and as such, the status of other individuals does not

enter into the decision. As a second example, consider the use of

criterion-referenced tests to provide test data relative to a set ,

of basic skills which students must demonstrate mastery of (i.e.,

achieve specified levels of performance) in order to graduate from

high school. In this context, decisions are very important because

whether or not students can graduate will depend on their criterion-
\

referenced test score performance and the resulting master/non-mastery
al

decisions which are made.

These situations can be contrasted with the setting of standards

for norm-referenced tests, which is.considerably less complex. Since

for tests constructed to yield norm-referenced interpretations, an

individual is compared to others, it makes sense to set a passing or

cut-off score so that a certain percent of the students pass. If,

for instance, only 20% of the students taking an exam can be placed
0

in an enrichment program, then a passing score that passes 20% of the

students would make sense.

Given what has just been said about the importance of cut-off

scores for proper criterion-referenced test score usage, one would

think that this would be well-researched and documented area. This

is simply not the case. Most of the work done to date has been con-

cerned with the suggestion of possible methods, perhaps twenty-five

in number, rather than with actual empirical investigations. In

addition to the individual work done, there have been two excellent
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reviews of cut-score procedures advanced (Millman, 1973; Meakauskas,

1976), and one recent review that was highly critical of the field

(Glass,1978a,1978b).

pl
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6.2 Some Issues in Standard Setting

One of the primary purposes of criterion-referenced testing is

to provide data for decision-making. Sometimes the decisions are made

by classroom teachers concerning the monitoring of student progress

through a curriculum. On other occasions, promo;ion, certification and/or

graduation decisions are made by school., district, and state adminis-

trators.

Glass (1978a) was rather critical of

measurement. specialists for giving too little attention to the prob-

lem of determining cut-off scores [he notes, "A common expression of

wishful thinking is to base a grand scheme on a funuamental, unsolved

problem." (p. 1)]. On the ot1u hand, a considerable amount of criterion -

referenced testing research has been done. Not all uses of criterion- referenced

tests require cut-off scores (for example, description), and moreover, the

problem does not really arise until a criterion - referenced test has,

been constructe3. Also, it should not be forgotten that problems

associatei with cut-off scores are difficult and so solutions are

going to require mora time.

62.1 Uses of Cut-off Scores
in Decision making'

A "cut-off score" i3 E. point an a test score scale that is

used to "sort" examinees into two categories which reflect different

levels of proficiency relative to a particular objective measured by

a test. It is common to assip labels such as "masters" and "non-

masters" to examinees assigned ro the two categories. it is not

unusual either to aFsign examinees to more than two categories based

on their test performance (i.e., sometimes multiple cut-off scores are
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used) or to use cut-off scores that vary from 'one objectiVe to

another (this may be done when it is felt that a set of objectives

differ in their importapce).

It is important at this point to separate three types of

standards or cut-off scores. Consider the foll&ing statement:

School district A has set the following target-7
It desires to have 85% or more of its students
in the second grade achieve 90% of the reading
objectives at a standard of performance equal
to or better than 80%.

.

Three types of stardards are involved in the example:

1. The 80% standard is used to interpret examinee perfor-

mance or each of OH, objectives measured by a test.

2. The 90% standard is used to interpret examinee perfor-

mance across all of the objectives measured by a test.

f

4.

O

3. The 85% standard is applied to the performance of second

graders on the set cf objectives measured by a test.

ln this unit, only the first use of standards or cut-off scores will

be considered.

In what follows it is important to separate the theoretical

arguments for or against the uses of cut-off scores from the uses and

misuses of cut-off scores in practical settings. For example, it is well-known

that cut-off scores are cfLen "pulled from the Mr" or set to (say) 82

because that is the villut.,another school district is using. But, .

the fact that cut-ot7 spores are being determined in a highly inap-

propriate we), is obviously not grcunds for rejecting the concept of a

"cut -off score." If the concept is appropriate for some particular

use of a criterion-referemed test, the task becomes one of training

people to set and to use cut-off scunproperly (Hambleton, 1978).
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Four Tiestions with respect to the use of cut-off scores with

. criterion-referenced tests require answers:

1. Why are cut-off scores needed?

2. What methods are available for setting cut-off scores?

3. How should a method be selected?
4

4. What guidelines are available for applying particular
methods successfully?

1. 'Why are cut-off scores needed?

An answer to the question depends on the intended use (or uses)

of the test score information. Consider first objectives or 'competency-

based programs since it is with these types of programs that criterion-

referenced tests and cut-off scores are mostoften used. Objectives-based

programs, in theory are designed to improve' the quality of instruc-

tion by (1) defining the curriculwin terms of objectives, (2) re-

lating instruction and assessment, closely to the objectives, (3) making

'it possible for individualization of instruction, and (4) providing

for on-going evaluation. Hard lidence on the success of objectives-

based programs (or most new programs) is in short supply but there is

some evidence to suggest that when objectives-based programs are im-
,

plemented fully an d pfoperly they are-better than more "traditionally-

oriented" curricula (Klausmeier, RossMiller, & Saily, 1917; Torshen,

(--

1977). Individualization of instruction is "keyed" to descriptive

information provided by criterion-referenced tests relative to examinee

performance on test items measuring objectives in the curriculum.

But descriptive information such as "examinee A has answered correctly
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85% of the test items measuring a particular objective" must be eval-

uated and decisions made based upon that interpretation. Has a student

demonstrated a sufficiently high level of performance on an objective

to lead to a prediction that she/he has a good chamce of success on

the next objective in a sequence? Does a student's performance level

indicate that he/she may need some remedial work? Is the student's

performance level high enough to meet the target for the objective

defined'bY teachers of the curriculum? In order to answer these and

Many other questions it is necessary to set standards or cut-off scores.

liow else can decisions be made? CoMparative statements about students

(for example, Student A performed tter than 60% of her classmates)

are largely irrelevant. Carefully eveloped cut-off scores by qualified

teams of experts can contrikute subs ntially to the success of an

objectives-based program (competency-base rogram or basic skills

program) because cut-of scores provide a basis for effective decision-

making.

There has als6 been criticism (Glass, 1978a) of the use of cut-

off scores with "life skills" or "survival skills" tests. These are

terms currently popular with State Departments of Education, School

Districts, Test Publishers, and the press. Of ccurse, Glass is correct

wheeg'notes that it would be next. to impossible to validate the classi-

fications of examinees into "mastery states", i.e., those predicted to

be "successful" or "unsuccessfuflin life. On the other hand, if what

is really meant by the term "life skills" (say) is "graduation require-

ments," then standards of performance for "basic skills" or "high school

competency" tests can probably be set by appropriately chosen groups of

individuals (Millman, personal communication).
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2. If cut-off scores are needed, what
methods are available for setting them?,

Numerous researchers have catalogued many of the available methods

(Hambleton & Eignor, 1979; Hambleton et al., 1978; Jaager1976;

Millman, 1973; Maskauskas, 1976; Shepard, 1976). Many ofithese method's

have also been reviewed by Glass (1978a). It suffices to say here's

that there exist methods based on a consideration of (1). item content,

(2) guessingsand item sampling, ( ) empirical data from mastery and-

non-mastery groups, (4) decision theoretic procedures, (5) external

criterion measures, and (6).educational consequences. These methodi

will be considered in,detail in sections 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8.

What is clear is that all of the methodi are arbitrary ,and

this point has been made or implied by everyon,1 whose work we have

had an opportunity to read. The point is not disputed by anyone we

are aware of: But as Glass (1978a) notes, "arbitrariness is no bogey-

man, and one ought not to shrink from a necessary task because it

involves arbitrary decisions" (p. 42). POpham (1978) has given an

excellent answer to the concern expressed by some researchers about

arbitrary standards:

o ti

Unable to avoid reliance on human judgment as
the chief ingredient in standard-setting, some
individuals have thrown up their hands in dismay
and cast aside all efforts to set performance
standards as arbitrary, hence unacceptable.

But Webster's Dictionary offers us two
definitions of arbitrary. The first of these is
positive, describing arbitr.!ry as an adjective
reflecting choice or discretion, that is, "deter-
minable by a judge or tribunal." The second
deftnition, pejorative in nature, describes
arbitrary as an adjective denotin4 capriciousness
that is, "selected at random and without reoon."

111 Xtai
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In my estimate, when people start knocking the
standard-setting game as arbitrary, they are
clearly employing Webster's second, negatively loaded
definition.

But the first definition is more accurately
reflective of serious standard-setting efforts.
They represent genuine attempts to do a good job
in deciding what k1n6A ri standards we ought to
employ. That they are judgmental is inescapable.
But to malign all judgmental opdrationf_as caRri-
cious is absurd. (p. 168)

And, in fact,, much of what we do is arbitrary in the positive sense of the

word. We set fire standards,. health standards, environmental standards,

highway safety standards, (even standards for the operation of nuclear reactors),

and so on. And in educational settings, it is clear that teachers make

arbitrau decisions about what to teach in their courses, how to teach

their material; and at what pace they should tench. Surely, if teachers

arc deemed qualified to make these other important decisions, they are

equally qualified to set standards or cut-off scores for the monitoring

of student progress in their courses. But what if a cut-off score is

set too high (or low) or students are-misLlessified? Through experience

with a curriculum, with high quality criterion-referenced tests, and

with careful evaluation work, standards that are not "in line" with

others can be identified and revised. And for students who are mis-

classified, there arc some redeeming features Those that perform below the

standard will be assigned remedial work and the fact that they performed below

the cut-off score suggests that they could not be too far above it (this

would be true for most of the students about whom false - negative errors

are made) and so the review period will not be a total waste of time.
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And for those students who are misclassified because they scored above

a cut-off score, they will be tested again. It is possible the next

time'the error will be caught (particularly if the objectives are

sequential). A comment by Ebel (19.78) is particularly appropriate

at this point:

Pass -fail decisions on a person's achievement
in learning trouble some measurement S?ecialists
a great kal. They know, about errors ameasure-
ment. They know that some who barely pass do so
only with the help of errors of measurement. They
know that some who fail do so only with the hi advance
of errors of measurement. For these, passing or
failing does not depend on achievement at all. It
depends only on luck. That seems unfair, and indeed
it is. But, as any measurement specialist can explain,
it is also entirely unavoidable. Make a better test
and we reduce the number who win be passed cr failed
by error. But the number can never be reduced to
zero. (p. 549)

The consequences of false-positive and false-negative errors

with basic skills assessment or high school certification tests are

.however considerably more serious and so more attention must be given

to the design of these testing programs (forlexample, content covered

by the tests, the timing of tests, and decisions made with the test

results). Considerably more effort must also be given to test devel-

opment, content validation, and setting of standards.

3. Bow should a method be selected?

There are many factors to consider in select:.ng a method to

determine cut-off scores. For example,
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1. Row important are the decisions?

2. How much time is available?

3. What resources are available to do the job?

4. How capab1e are the appropriate individuals of applying

a particular method successfully?

The most interesting workwe have seen to date regarding the

selection of a method was offered by Jaeger (1976). He considers

several methods for determining cut-offscores,severa] approaches,

for assigning examinee's to mastery states, and various treats to the

validity of assignments. While Jaeger's work is theoretic, it provides

an excellent starting point for anyone interested in initiating research

,on the merits of different methods. One thing seems clear from his

c.s

work--all of the methods he studied appear to have numerous potential drawbs
1

and so the selection of a method in a given situation shoald be made carefully.:.

L

4. What guidelines are available for

applying particular methods suc-

cessfully?

Unfortunately, there are relatively few sets of guidelines

available for applying auy of tho methods. In our judgment, Zieky and

Livingston (1977) have provided a very helpful set of g:IAclines for

applying several vethodn,(the popular Nedelsky method and the Angoff

method are two of the methods included). Some new work by Popham (1978)

is also very helpful. More materials of this type and q4ality are

needed. Some procedural steps for standard-setting with respect to three

important uses of tests -- (1) daily classroom assessment, (2) basic skills

assessment for yearly promotions and high school certification, and (3)

professional licensing and certification are provided in section 6.9.
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6.3 Distinction Between Continuum and State Models

The basic difference between continuum, and state models has to do

with the underlying assumption made about ability. According to Meskauskas,

two characteristics of continuum models are:

1. Mastery is viewed as a continuously distributed ability or set
6

of abilities.

2. An area is identified at the upper end of this continuum, and

if an individual equals or exceeds the lower bound of this

area, he/she is termed. a master.
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State.models, rather than being based on a continuum of mastery, view

mastery as an all-or-none proposition (i.e., either you can do some-

thing or 'you cannot). Three characteristics of state models are:

1. Test true-score performance,is viewed as an all-or-nothing

state.

2. The standard is set at 100%.

3. After a consideration of measurement errors, standards are

often set at values less than 100%.
r.

There are at least three methods for setting standards that are

built on a state model conceptualization of mastery. The models take

into account measurement error, deficiencies of the examination, etc.,

in "tempering" the standard from 100%. These methods have been referred

to by Glass (1978a) in his review of methods for setting standards as

"counting backwards from 100%." State model methods advanced to date

include the mastery testing evaluation model of Emrick (1971), the

true-score model of Roudabush (1974), and some recently advanced statis-

tical models of Macready and Dayton (1977). However, since state

models are somewhat less usefulness than continuum models in elementary

and secondary school testing programs, they will not

be considered further here. Our failure to consider them fur-

ther however, should not be interpreted as a criticism

of this general approach to standard-setting. The approach seems to

be especially applicable with many performance tests (Hambleton & Simon,

in preparation).
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6.4 Traditional and Normative Procedures

Before discussing the various, continuum models of standard

setting, two other models for standard-setting should be mentioned.

These methods, which seem to have limited value in setting

standards, have been referred to by a variety of names.

We will call them "traditional standards" and "normative standards."

Traditional standards are standards that have gained acceptance

because of their frequent use. Classroom examples include the decision

that 90 to 100 percent is an A, 80 to 89 percent is a B, etc: It appears

that such methods havecbeen used occasionally in setting standards.

"Normative" standards refer to any of three different uses of

normative data, two of which are, at best, questionable. In the first

method, use is made of the normative performance of some external

"criterion" group. As an example, Jaeger (1978) cites the use of the

Adult Performance Level (APL) tests by Palm Beach County, Florida schools.

Test performance of groups of "successful" adults were used to set

standards for high school students. Such a procedure can be

criticized on a number of grounds. Jaeger (1978) points out that

society changes, and that standards should also change. Standards

based on adult performance may not be relevant to high school students.

Shepard (197b) points out that any normatively-determined standard will

334
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immediately result in a multitude of counterexamples. Further, Burton

(1978) suggests that relationships between skills in school subjects

and later success in life are not readily determinable, hence, observing

the degree of achievement on the test of some "successful" norm group

makes little sense. Jaeger (1978) goes on to say: "There

are no empirically tenable survival standards on school-based skills

that can be justified through external means."

A second way of proceeding with normative data is to make a

decision about a standard based solely on the distribution of scores

of examinees who take the teat. Such a procedure circumvents the

"minimum test score for success in life" problem, but the procedure

is still not useful for setting standards. For example, Glass (1978a)

cites the California High School Proficiency Examination, where the 50th

percentile of graduating seniors served as the standard. What can

be said of a procedure where whether or not an individual passes or

fails a minimum competency test depends upon the other individuals

taking the test? In the California situation, the standard was set

with no reference at all to the content of the test or the difficulty

of the test items.

The third use of normative data discussed in the literature

concerns the supplemental use of normative data in setting a standard.

Shepard (1976), Jaeger (1978), and Conaway (1976, 1977) all favor such

a procedure. Recently Jaeger (1978) advanced a standard setting method which

requires judges to make judgments partially on the basis of item content.

In his method, Jaeger calls for incorporation of some tryout test data
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to aid judges in reconsidering their initial assessments. Shepard

(1976) makes the following point:

Expert judges'ought to be provided with normative
data in their deliberations. Instead of relying
on their experience, which may have been with un-.
usual students or professionals, experts ought to
have access to representative norms. . .of course,

. the norms are not automically the standards. Ex-

perts still have to decide what "ought" to be, but
they can establish. more reasonable.expectations
if they know what current performance is than if
they deliberate in a vacuum.

We agree with Jaeger, Conaway, and Shepard about the usefulness

of normative data when used in conjunction with a standard setting

method.
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6.5 Consideration of Several Promising
Standard Setting Methods

Remaining methods for setting standards to be discussed in this unit

assume that domain score estimates derivld from criterion -referenced tests

are on a continuous scale (hence, the methods fall under the heading of

"Continuum Model"). For convenience, the methods
5

organized into three categories. The methods are

6.5.1. The categories are labelled "judgmental,"

under discussion are

presented in Figure

"empirical," and

"combination." In judgmental methods, clata are collected from judges for

setting standards, or judgments are ma4 about the presence of variables

(for example, guessing) that would effact the placement of a standard.

Empirical methods require the collection of examinee response data to aid

in the standard-setting process. COmbination methods, not surprising,

incorporate judgmental data and empirical data into the standard-setting

process.
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Judgmental Methods

Item Content

Nedelsky (1954)

Modified Nedelsky
(Massif, 1978)

Angoff (1971)

Modified Angoff
(ETS, 1976)

Ebel (1972)

Jaeger (1978)

Figure 6.5.1 A classification of metho

Guessing

Millman (1973)

s for setting standards2

Combination Methods

Judgmental- Educationa

Jim411122. Consequence

Contrasting Groups Block (1972)
. (Zieky and Living-

ston, 1977)

Borderline Groups
(Zieky and Living-
ston, 1977)

Bayesian Methods

Hambleton and Novick (1973)

Novick, Lewis, .Jackson (1973)

Schoon, Gultion
Ferrara (1978)

Empirical Methodsl

Data--Two

SEMUUL.

Berk (1976)
Zr

Data-Criterion
Measure , .

Livingston (1975)

Livingston (1976)

Huynh (1979

Van der Linden
and Mellenbergh
(1977) .

Decis on-Theoretic

Kriewal (1972)

lInvolve the use of examinee response data.

2From a paper by Hambleton and Eignor .(1979).
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6.6 Judgmental Methods

6.6.1 Item Content

In this situation, individual items are inspected, with the level

of concern being how the m4flimally competent person would perform oz

the items. In other words, a judge is asked to assess how or to what

degree an individual who could be described as minimally competent would

perform on each item. It should be noted before describing particular

procedures utilizing this criterion that while this is a good deal more

objective than setting standards based on any of the methods previously

discussed, a considerable degree of subjectivity still exists. Six pto-

cedures based on item content assessment will now be discussed.

i. Nedelsky Method

In Nedelsky's method, judges are asked to view each question in a

test with a particular criterion in mind. The criterion for each question

is, which of the response options should the minimally competent student

(Nedelsky calls them "D-F students") be able to eliminate as incorrect?

The minimum passing level (MPL) for that question then becomes the reci-

procal.of the remaining alternatives. For instance, if on a five-alternative

multiple choice question, a judge feels that alrinimally competent person

could eliminate two of the options, then for that question; MPL 1.. The
3

judges proceed with each question in a like fashion,.and upon completion

of the judging process, sum the values for each question to obtain a

standard on the total set of test items. Next, the individual judge's

standards are averaged. The average is denoted fio.

Nedelsky felt that if one were to compute the standard deviation of

individual judge's standards, this distribution would be synonomous with
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the (hypothesized or theoretical) distribution of the scores of the border-

line students. This standard deviation, a,,could then be multiplied by a

constant K, decided upon by the test users, to regulate how many (as a

p nt) of the borderline students pass or fail. The final formula

then becomes:

no a, o + K a

How does the K a term work? Assuming an underlying normal distribu-.

tion, if one sets Kucl, then 84% of the borderline examinees will fail.

If K=2,'then 98% of these examinees will fail. If Km0, then 50% of the

examinees on the borderline should fail. The value for,K.is set by (say)

a committee prior to the examination.

The final result of the application of Nedelsky's method will be

an absolute standard. This is because the standard is arrived at without

consideration of the score distributions of any reference group. In fact,

the standard is arrived at prior to using the test with the group one 'is

concerned with testing.

The following example is included to demonstrate how the Nedelsky

method can be applied in a criterion-referenced testing situation.

Example: Suppose five judges were asked to score, using the Nedelsky

method, a six question criterion-referenced test made up of questions

that save five response options each. Further, suppose the judges agreed

that they would like 84% of the "D-F" or minimally competent students to

fail (i.e they set K = +1). The calculations below show the steps neces-

sary to calculate a cut-off score for the test.
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Test Item
Judge 1 2 3 4

A ..25
B .25
C .33

D .25

E .00

.33 .25 .25

.50 .25 . .50

.33- .25 .3

.33 .25 .33

..50 .25 .33

5

Cut-Off Score from
6 Each Judge

.00 .33 1.41

.25 .33 2.08

.25 .33 .. .1.82

.25 .33 1.74

.60 .25 1.33

.Average Cut-Off Score (Across Five Judges) 1.41 + 2.08 + 1.81 + 1.74J+ 1.33
5

is 1.68 .

.wwwmaiia

Standard Deviation of the Cut-Off Scores
(1.41-1.68)2+(2.08-1.68)2+;..+(1.33-1.610

5'

.380 -

5

4

:

Adjusted Cut-Off Score (84% of Borderline 1.68 + 1 x .28.
Student to Fail)

1.96

, Therefore, approximately two test items out of six is the cut-off

score on this test. From a practical standpOint, this value would seem

0

low, but the data is created to demonstrate the process and not to model

a real testing situation. Therefore, no practical significance should be

attached to the answer.

A
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ii. Modified Nedelsky

Nassif (1978), in setting standards for the competency-based teachers

education and licensing systems in Georgia, utilized a modified Nedelsky

procedure. A modification of the Nedelsky method was needed to handle

the volume of items in the program. In the modified Nedelsky task, the

entire item (rather than each distractor) is examined and classified in

terms of two levels of examinee competence. The following question was

asked about each item: "Should a person with minimum competence in the

teaching field be able to answer this item correctly?" Possible answers

were "yes," "no," and "I don't know." Agreement among judges can be

studied through a simple comparison of the ratings judges give to each

item. A standard may be obtained by computing the average number of "yes"

responses judges give to the entire set of test items.
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iii. Ebel's Method

Ebel (1972) goes about arriving at a standard in a

somewhat different manner, but his procedure is also based upon the test

questions rather than an "outside" distribution of scores. Judges are asked

to rate items along two dimensions: Relevance and difficulty. Ebel uses four

categories of relevance: Essential, important, acceptable and questionable. He

uses three difficulty levels: Easy, medium and hard. These categories then form

(in this case) a 3 x 4 grid. The judges are next asked to do two things:

1. Locate each of the test questions in the proper cell, based upon

relevance and difficulty,

2. Assign a percentage to each cell; that percentage being the percentage

of items in the cell that the minimally-qualified examinee should be

able to answer.

Then the number of questions in each cell is multiplied by the appropriate

percentage (agreed upon by the judges), and the sum of all the cells, when

divided by the total number of questions,yields the standard.

The oxample that follows is model44 after an example offered by

Ebel (1972).

Example: Suppose that for a 100 item test , five judges came to the

following agreement on percentage of success for the minimally qualified candidate.

Difficulty Level
Relevance Easy Medium Hard

Essential

Important

Acceptable

Questionable

100%* 80%

90% 70%

90% 40%

70% 50%

307,

207,

*The expeetvd percent:we of pw4i'ng for iroms in rlw iregory.
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Combining this data with'the judges location of test questions in

the particular cells would yield a table like the following:

.1110 ....
Item
Category

Nimther of

Items*
Exiiveted

Success

=. ow aim

Number X
Success--.

ESSENTIAL

Easy 85 100 8500
Medium 55 0 4400

II1PORTANT

v Easy 123 90 11070
Medium 103 70 7210

ACCEPTABLE

Easy 21 90 1890
Medium 43 40 1720
Hard 50 30 1500

QUESTIONABLE

Easy 2 70 140
Medium 8 50 400
Hard 10 20 200

TOTAL 500 37030

37030 -
---sur 74

*The number of items placed in each category by all five of the judges.

Three comments can be made about Ebel's method that should he sufficient

to suggest caution when using it. One, Ebel offers no prescription for the

number or type of descriptions to be used along the two dimensions. This

is left to the judgment of the individuals judging the items. It is

likely that a different set of descriptions applied to the same test

would yield a different standard. Two, the process is based upon the de-

cisions of judges, and while the standard could be called absolute, in that

it is not referenced to score distrib'ition, it can't be called an "objec-
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tive" standard. Three, a point about Ebel's method has been offered by

Meskauskaa (1976):

In Ebel's method, the judge must simulate the decision
proceps of the examinee to obtain an accurate judgment
and thus set an appropriate standard. Since the judge
is more knowledgeable than the minimally-qualified
individual, and since 'he is not forced to make a decision
about each.of the alternatives, it seems likely that the
judge would tend to systematically over-simplify the
examineeb task . . . Even if this occurs only occasionally,
it appears likely that, in contrast to the Nedelsky method,
the Ebel method would allow the raters to ignore some of
the finer discriminations that an examinee needs to make
and would result in a standard that is more difficult to
reach. (p. 138)

iv. Angoff's Method

When using Angoff's technique, judges are asked to assign a probability

to each test item directly, thus circumventing the analysis of a grid or the

analysis of response alternatives. Angoff (1971) states:

. . ask each judge to state the probability that the
'minimally acceptable person' would answer each item
correctly. In effect, the judges would think of a
number of minimally acceptable persons instead of only
one such person, and would estimate the proportion of
minimally acceptable persons who would answer each item
correctly. The sum of these probabilities, or propor-
tions, would then represent the minimally acceptable
scare. (p. 515)

v. Modified Angoff

ETS (1976) utilized a modification of Angoff's method

for setting standards. Based on the rationale that the task of

assigning probabilities may be overly difficult for the items to be

assessed (National Teacher Exams) Educational Testing Service

instead supplied a seven point scale on which certain percentages were
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fixed. Judges were asked to estimate the percentage of minimally

knowledgeable examinees who would know the answer to each test item.

The following scale was offered:

5 20 40 60 75 90 95 DNK

where "DNK" stands for "Do Not Know."

ETS has also used scales with the fixed points at somewhat different

values; the scales are consistent though in that seven choice points are given.

For the Insurance Licensing Exams, 60 was used as the Icenter point,

since the average percent correct on past exams centered around 60%.

\

The other options were then spaced on either side oc. sq.

vi. Jaeger's Method

Jaeger (1978) recently presented a method for standard-setting on the

North Carolina High School Competency Test. Jaeger's method incorporates

a number of suggestions made by participants in a 1976 NCME annual meeting

symposium presented in San Francisco by Stoker,Jaeger, Shepard, Conaway,

and Haladyna; it is iterative, uses judges from a variety of back-

grounds, and employs normative data. Further, rather than asking a
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question involving "minimal competence," a term which is hard to opera-

tionalize, and conceptualize, Jaeger's questions are instrd:

"Should every high school, graduate be able to answer
this item correctly?" " Yes, No." and
"If a student does not answer this item correctly;
should he/she be denied a high school diploma?"
" Yes, No."

After a series of iterative processes involving judges from various areas

of expertise, and after the presentation of some normative data,

standards determined by all groups of judges of the same type are

pooled, and a median is computed for each type of judge. The minimum

median across all groups is selected as the standard.

Comparisons Among Judgmental Models

We are aware of two studies that compare judgmental methods of

setting standards; one study was done in 1976, the other is pre-

sently underway at ETS.

In. 1976, Andrew and Hecht carried out an

empirical comparison of the Nedelsky and Ebel methods. In that

study, judges met on two separate occasions to set standards for a

180 item, four options per items exam to certify professional workers.

On one occasion the Nedelsky method was used. On a second occasion the Ebel method

was used. The percentage of test items that should be answered correctly

by a minimally competent examinee was set at 69% by the Ebel method and

at 46% by the Nedelsky method.
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Glass (1978a) described the observed difference as a "startling finding".

Our view is that since directions to the judges were different, and

procedures differed, we would not expect the results from these two

methods to be similar. The authors themselves report:

It is perhaps not surprising that two procedures
which involve different approaches to the eval-
uation of test items would result in different
examination standards. Such examination standards
will always be subjective to some extent and will
involve different philosophical assumptions and
varying conceptualizations. (p. 49)

Ebel (1972) makes a similar point:

. . .it,is clear that a variety of approaches can
be used to solve the problem of defining the pass-
ing score-iUnfortunately, different approaches are
likely to give different results. (p. 496)

Possibly the most important result of the Andrew-Hecht study

was the high level of agreement in

the determination of a standard using the same method across two teams

' -of judges. The difference was not more than 3.4% within each Method.

Data of this kind address a concern raised by Glass (1978a) about

whether judges can make determinations of standards consistently and

reliably. At least in this one study, it appears that they could.

From our interactions with staff at ETS who conduct teacher workshops

on setting standards, we have learned that teams of teachers working

with a common method obtain results that are quite similar. And this

result holds across tests in different subject matter areas and at

different grade levels. We have observed the same result in our own

work. Of course, certain conditions must be established ig agreement

among judges is to be obtained. Essentially, it is necessary that the judges

share a common definition of the "minimally competent" student and fully

understand the rating process they are to use.
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6.6.2 Guessing and Item Sampling
\

In this section, some concerns initially expressed by Millman (1973)

about errors due to guessing an4 item sampling will be discussed.

If the test items allow a Student to answer questions correctly by

guessing, a systematic error is *ntroduced into student domain score esti-

mates. There are three possible

\

ways to rectify this situation:

1. The cut-off score can be1raised to take into account the con-

tribution expected from the guessing process.

2. A student's score can be corrected for guessing and then the

adjusted score compared tolthe performance standard.

3. The test itself can be constructed to minimize the guessing process.

Methods one and two assume that guessing is of a pure, random nature,

which is not likely to be the case for criterion-referenced tests. Thus,

adjusting either the cutting score or ,the student's scores will probably

prove to be inadequate. The test must'; )e structured to keep guessing to a

minimum, because if it occurs, it can't be adequately corrected for.

Also, if because of problems of test construction, inconvenience of

administration, or a host of other problems, the test is not representative

of the content of the domain, then Millman (1973) suggests that the cutting

score or standard be raised (or lowered) an amount to protect against

misclassification of students; i.e., false-positive and false-negative

errors. Millman offers no methods for determining the extent or direction

of correction for these problems. We feel:that the test practitioner should

exert extra effort to assure that the probl4m just discussed doesn't occur

in the first place. Once again, there doesn't appear to be an adequate

method for "correcting away" the problem.
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6.7 Empirical Methods

6.7.1 Data From Two Groups

Berk (1976) presented a method for setting cut-off scores that is

based on empirical data. He selects empirically the optimal cutting

score for a test based upon test data from two samples of students, one

of which has been. instructed on the material, and the other uninstructed.

Before discussing his methodology, where he offers three ways of proceeding

based upon the data collected, it is worth discussing why he chose to

formulate his model in the first place. He suggests that the extant ap-

proaches of a nature similar to his, namely those based on the binomial

__Aistxlbution.and those based upon Bayesian decision-theory, suffer from

a deficiency. According to Berk:

The fundamental deficiency of all of these methods
is their failure to define mastery operationally
in terms of observed student performance, the
objective or trait being measured, and item and
test characteristics. The criterion level or
cutting score is generally set subjectively on
the basis of "judgment" or "experience" and the
probabilities of Type 1/Type II classification
errors associated with the criterion are estimated.

One of Berk's procedures considers false-positive and false-negative errors,

but the difference is that the results are based upon actual data.

Berk offers three ways of approaching the problem of setting standards

utilizing empirical data: (1) Classification of outcome probabilities,

(2) computation of a validity coefficient, and (3) utility analysis.

i. The Basic Situation

Two criterion groups are selected for use in this procedure, 'one group

comprised of instructed students and another of uninstructed students.

The instructed group should, according to Berk, "consist of those students

who have received 'effective' iTruction on the objective to be assessed."

1" 1
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Berk suggests that these groups should be approximately equal in size and

large enough to produce stable estimates of probabilities: Test items

measuring one objective are then administered to both groups and the dis-

tribution of scores (putting both groups together), can be divided by a

cut-off score into two categories. '

Combining the classifications,of students by predictor (test score) and.

criterion (instructed vs. non-instructed status) results in four categories

that can be represented in a 2 x 2 table, with relevant marginals:

1. True Master (MO an instructed student whose test score is above the

cutting score (C).

2. False Master (FM): A Type II misclassification error where an'unin-

structed student's test score lies above the cutting score (C).

3. True Non-Masters (TN): An uninstructed student whose test score lies

below.the cutting point (C).

O

4. False Non-Masters (FN): Type I misclassification where an instructed

student's test score lies below C.

Tabularly, this can be presented as follows. Note how the marginaliare defined

because they are used in the formulations to follow.

r
o Predicted

cn .Masters
o oa PMTM+FM
4.J 0
u H

'CI u Predicted
4.1 u Non-'I ipiters

PNFN+TN

CRITERION MEASURE

Instructed
(I)

Uninstructed
(U)

(TM) Type" II

(FM).
.

Type I
(FN) (TN)

Masters
M -TH+FN
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Non-Masters
Ni-FM+TN
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ClassificAtion of Outcome ProbAtljActs

In this procedure, identification of the optimal cutting score involves

an analysis of the two-way classificetion of outcome probabilities shown above.

This can be done algebraically by following the 'steps listed below, or graphically,

as illustrated in a subsequent section. The steps.to follow are

1. Set up a two-way classification of the frequency distribution for each

posiible cutting score.

2. Compute the probabilities of the 4 outcomes (for each cutting score)
i

by expressing the cell frequencies as proportions of the total sample.

For instance:

Prob (TM) m TM/(M+N)

Prob (FM) FM/(M+N)

Prob (TN) as TN/(M+N)

Prob (FN) g.',FN/(M+N)

3. For each cutting score, add the probability of correct decisions:

Prob (TM) + Prob (TN), and the probability of incorrect decisions:

Prob (FN) + Prob (FM).

4. The optimal cutting score is the score that maximizeoProb (TM)

Prob (TN) and minimizes Prob (FN) + Prob (FM). It is sufficient to

observe the score that maximizes Prob (TM) + Prob (TN) because [Prob

(FN) + Prob (FM)] = 1 - [Prob (TM) + Proh (TN)]. That is, the score

that maximizes the probability of correct decisions automatically minimizes

probability of Incorrect decinionA.
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iii. Graphical Solution

1 Berk (1976) also mentions that the optimal cutting point for a

criterion-referenced test can be located. by observing the frequency

distributions for the instructed and uninstructed groups. According to

Berk;

The instructed and uninstructed group score
distributions are the primary determinants
of the extent to which a test can accurately
classify students as true masters and true
non-masters of an objective. The degree of
accuracy is, for the most part, a function of
the amount of overlap between the distribution.

If the test distributions overlap, no decisions can be made. The

ideal situation would be one in which the two distributions have no,

overlap at all. A typical situation we should hope for is for the in-

structed group distribution to have a'negative skew, the uninstructed

group to have a positive skew, and for there to be a minimum of overlap.

The point at which the distributions intersect is then the optimal cut-off

score.

In Figure 6.7.1, the distributions of:test scores for two groups

of examinees (one instructed group and one uninstructed group) are

shown.
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Figure 6.7.1 Frequency polygons of criterion-referenced test
scores for two groups - an Instructed group and an
uninstructed group on the content measured by the test.

20 "ftI lb% t%44,
* % Uninstructed Group (N.70)

%

--- Instructed Group (N=80)
,III

%
%

.
0

s % Four Types of Examinees

A: Non- Masters--C
Correctly Classified%

B: Masters--
IncorrectlyClassified

% C: Masters--
Correctly Classified

D: Non-Masters --
Incorrectly Classified

5

3 4 5
Test Score

Frequency Distribution of Test Scores

Test Score U I Group I Group
8 0 7
7 2 10
6 5 18

5 8 20
4 11 15
3 18

2 13 3
1 9 2

0 4 0
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iv. Validity Coefficient_

'In this procedure, (Cvalidity coefficient.is computed for each. possible .

eating sepre. The cutting score yielding the highes.t validity coefficient

also yields the highest probability of ,Correct decisions. To utilize the

procedure, the folloQing 'steps should be followed:
4

1. From the..ewo-way classification introduced earlier, compute the

base rate (BR) and the selection ratio (SR). They ate given by:

BR = Prob (FN).+*Prob (TM)

SR u Prob (TM) + Prob (FM)
o

2. Calculate the phi. coefficient (bvc uthing the following formula:

Prob CrM) 7 BR (SR
vc.

iI

3. The cutting score yielding.the highest Ovc Is the optimal 'cutting score.

The formula for' the phi coefficien4Ovegiven above is suitable for a

2 x 2 table of cell probabilities. More generally, the phi
.

coefficient Is

the Pearson product momegt correlation between'two dichotomous variables,

and could be arrived at as follows:

1. Each student with a test score above the cutting score'in question

is assigned a 1, below a 0.

2. Each studefit.in the instructed group is assigned a 1, in the unin-

structed/group, a 0..
411.

3. 0
vc

would then bu the. correlation Coefficlent computed in the usual

way.
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V

v. Utility Analysis

In this section, costs or losses are assigned to the misclassification

of students as false masters of false non-masters. Vie procedures here are

closely tied to, the tecision-theoretic procedures discussed in a later section.

The procedure is presented at this point because it can he related to the

two Berk procedures just discussed.

First of all, Berk notes the following fact:

When the outcome probabilities or validity coefficient approach
is used to select the optimal cutting score, it is assumed
that the 2 types of errors are equally serious. If, however,
this assumption is not realistic in terms of the losses which
may result from a particular decision, the error probabilities
need to be weighted to reflect the magnitude of the losses
associated with-the decision.

Berk notes that determination of the relative size of each loss is judgmental,

and must be guided by the consequences of the decision considered. He men-

tions considering the following factors: Student motivation, teacher time,

availability of instructional materials, content, and others. Berk suggests

the following, which we have capsulized into a series of steps:

1. EstiMate the expected disutility of a

Ck = Prob (FN)[Di] + Prob (FM) [D2]

where D
1

and D
2

< 0

and k ... the single decision in question

Di and D2 =, respective disutility valuus

2. Estimate the expected utility of a dockLon strategy (v) by

vk = Prob (TM) [111] + Prob (TN) (U2)

where U
1

and U
2

> 0

and k the single decision in question (same as for disutility)

strategy (C) by

U
1

and U2 respective utility values
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3. Form a composite measure of test usefulness by combining the

estimates of utility and disutility across all decisions

n

Y = E (vk + 4k)
k=1

y s index of expected maximal utility.

4. Choose the cutting score with the highest Y index (it maximizes

the usefulness of the test loi decisions with a specific set of

utilities and disutilities).

yi. Suggestions

The procedures developed by Berk (1976) hold considerable promise

for use in setting criterion-referenced test score standards. The ideas

in his procedures are now new; there are other procedures that are con-

cerned with the maximization of correct decisions and the minimization of

false-positive and false-negative errors. The attractive feature is the

ease with which Berk's methods can be understood and applied. The major

pc,tential drawback is in the assignment of examinees to criterion groups.

If many examinees in the "instructed group" do not possess the assumed

knowledge and skills measured, by the criterion-referenced test (or if

many examinees in the "uninstructed group" do), Berk's methods will pro-

duce inaccurate results.

6.7.2 Decision-Theoretic Procedures

Berk (1976) looked at the minimization of false-positive and false-

negative decisions through the use of actual test data. He selects as

optimal the cutting score that minimizes false-positive and false-negative

errors. Another way to look at false-positive and false-negative errors

is to assume an underlying distributional form for your data and then
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observe the consequences of setting values, such as cutting points, based

upon the 'distributional model. The logic is the same here in terms of

minimization of errors, except that by assuming a distributional form,

actual data does not have to be collected. Situations can be simulated or

developed, based upon the model.

Meskauskas (1976) has related and compared these procedures to those

based upon analyses of the content of the test. In reference to these

models, of which we will describe one:

. . .the models to follow deal with approaches that
start by assuming a standard of performance and then
evaluating the classification errors resulting from
its use. If the error rate is inappropriate, the
decision maker adjusts the standard 'a bit and tries
his equation again.

Before discussing one of the procedures in gzeater detail, the Kriewall

binomial-based model, the procedures discussed here should be related to

criterion-referenced testing procedures involving the determination of test

length. Many of the test length determination procedures (Millman, 1973;

Novick & Lewis, 1974) make underlying distributional assumptions and proceed

in the fashion discussed above by Meskauskas. The focus of concern, however,

is test length determination, and not the setting of a cutting score. In

fact, Millman's (1973) procedure is based upon exactly the same underlying

distribution, the binomia1,4as is Kriewall's model to be discussed. It

should be pointed out that the procedures are exactly the same, the data

is just represented differently because of the level of concern, either

cutting score or test length.
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i. Kriewall's Model

Kriewall's (1972) model focuses on categorization of learners into

several categories: Non-master, master, and an in-between state where

the student has developed some skills, but not enough to be considered

a master.

Kriewall assumes the, function of measurement, using the test, is

to classify students into one of two categories, master or non-master.

Of course, the test, as_a sample of the domain of tasks, is going to mis-

classify some individuals as false-positives (masters based on the test,

but non-masters in reality) and false-negatives (non-masters on the test,

but masters in reality). By assuming a particular distribution, these

errors may be studied.

Kriewall' t; probability model, used to devlop tho likelihood of

classification errors, is based upon the binomial distribution. He assumes:

1. Th,: test. represents a randomly selected set of dichotomously scored

(0-1) items from the domain.
et

2. The likelihood of correct response for a given individual is a

fixer, quantity for all items measuring a given objective.

3. Responses to questions by an individual are independent.. That

is, the outcome of one trial (taking one question) is independent

of the outcome of any other trial.

4. Any distribution of difficulty of questions (for an individual)

within a test is assumed to he a function of randomly occurring

erroneous responses (Meskauskas, 1976).
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With these assumptions, Kriewall views a student's test perf9rmance

as "a sequence of independent Bernoulli trials, each having the same

probability of success." A sequence of Bernoulli trials followsa binomial

distribution, which has a probability function which relates the probability

of occurrence of an event (a particular test score) to the number of questions

in the test by:

where

and

(n)pxqnx

I
x = twit score

n = total number of test items

p = examinee domain score

q = 1-p

!
el) n

x! (n-x)!

Kriewall set!: 'tome boundary valucs nnd culling.4corn, ;Inc Oen loohi al
the probability of misclassification errors. Vsing the notation of Meskauskas 0976%
set:

g
1
= the lower bound of the mastery range (as a proportion of errors)

g2 = the upper hound of the non-mastery range

C = the cutting score; the maximal number of *allowable errors for

1
+

2masters. Kriewall recommends C =
2

Given values for the above three variables, Kriewall uses the (assumed)

binomial distribution to determine tIPprobabilities.
If a Is the probability

a. false positive result (a non-master who scores in the mastery category)
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and $ is the probability of a false negative result (a master who scores in
the non-mastery category), then a and B are given by:

a s E w 1

n
(
n
) g

n-w
(1 - 21)

W

w=c

eic-1
,:

w = c `wN

an -w

2,

w #
q.,:i

.

IA'where w . observed number of errors (and w = n-x) for an individual.
:t

According to Meskauskas (1976) the formula for a is; ,,N,.

J e.. . .equivalent to obtaining the probability that, given fil.a large number or equivalent trials, a person whose true
.v.score is equal to the lowest score in the mastery range

.

..
will fall in the non-mastery rahge.

;.!

By setting gi and A2 at various values, and determinine, C

A
l

. ----2 - ,

.

the probabilities of false positive and false negative errors can be studied!

The optimal value for C (and thus ;iii and A2) would then be the value that

c4.4

minimized a and a. The results are dependent, however, on n and w.

SpggostiOns

Whilo T:rewall has offerod a mothod of studying

cation errors that does not depend upon art ual dat a, we prefer the

method of Berk, due to its simplicity. KrLowall's model :;emus to

us to fit in much better with th procedures on tcu length

determination. For instancv, fuippcwv you hivP

values for a and and have determined C, the cutting point. Then

the formulas above for u and 0 can be solved for n, the total number

of questions needed. (it would he much easier if one isolated n on_ .

the left hand side). This is exactly what is done when using tv

binomial model to solve the LC8L length problem.
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In sum, we prefer the Berk method for observing probabilities

of misclassification errors both because of its simplicity and because

of the lack of restricting underlying distributional assumptions.

Kriewall's method does, however, offer a viable alternative for

setting a cut-off score when actual test data cannot be collected.

6.7.3 Empirical Models Depending
Upon a Criterion Measure

The models to be discussed in this section bear great resemblance

to both Berk's and Kriewalt's methods just discussed. They have

been separated from those two methods because these methods are built

upon the existence of an outside criterion measure, performance

measure, or true abillty distribution. ittlelf, and the

possible cut-off scoresoare observed in relationship wLth this out-

side measure. The optimal cut-off is then chosen in reference to

the critetion measure. For iustancv, LivLogqton's (19/5) utility-

based approach leads to the selection of a cot-off score that optimizes

a particular utility function. The procedure of Vander Linden and

Allenburgh (1.97'.), in contrast, leads to =the selection of a cut-off

score that minimizes expected loss.

In reference to the setting of performance standards based upon

benefit (-Ind cost) Millman (1973) has suggested that psychological

and financial costs be con..::Wered:

All things being equal, a low passing score
should be used when the psychological and
financial costs associated with a remedial

_

instructional program are relatively high.
That is, there should be fewer failings when
the costs o'f failing are high. These "costs"
might include lower motivation and boredom,
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damage to self-concept, and dollar and time
expenses of. conducting a remedial instruc-
tional program. A higher passing score can
be tolerated'Idhiqn- the above costs are not too
groat or when the negative effects of moving
a student too rapidly through a curriculum
(i.e., confusion, inefficient learning and
so forth) are seen as very important to avoid.

In sum, to utilize these procedures, a suitable outside criterion

measure must exist. Success and failure (or probability of. success

and failure) is then defined on the criterion variable and the cut-off

chosen as the score on the test that maximizes (or minimizes) some

function of the criterion variable. The existence of such a criterion

variable has implications for the utilization of these methods for

setting cut -off _scores on minimum competency tests.

vl nils_t on s Ut i 1 i ty-baseci Appro.toh-

Livingston (1975) suggests, the use of a set.of linear of

semi-linear utility functioniin viewing the effects of decision-

making accuracy based upon a particular rerformanw standard or

cut-off score. That is, the functions relating benefit (and cost)

of a decision are related linearly to the cutting score in question,

Livingston's procedure is like Berk's procedure for utility

analysis discussed in 6.7.1 except that Livingston develops his

procedure based upon any suitable criterion measure (not

just instructed versus uninstructed), and al.:to specifies the rela-

tionship between utility (benefit or loss) and cutting scores as

linear. The relationship does not have to be linear; however, using

such a relationship simplifies matters somewhat. In such a situation

the cost (of a bad decision) is proportional to the size of the

errors made an d the benefit (of a good decision) is proportional to

the size of the errors avoided.
364
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ii. Van der Linden and Mellenburh's
. a

Aaroach

The developers of this rovvdure have pre!.wribed a method for

setting cutting scores that is related both to Berk's procedure and

Livingston's. We will describe'the procedure briefly and in the

process relate it to Berk's work. A test score is used to classify

examinees into two categories: Accepted (s66res above the'cutting

score) and rejected (scores below). Also, a latent ability variable

is specified in advance and used to dichotomize the student popula-'

tion: Students above a particular point on the latent variable are

considered "suitable" and below "nest suitable." The situation may

be represented as follows.

Decision

41

Accepted
X t C

Rejected
X < C.

Nut

11

"Falst,

14

Latent Variable
:.uital,le Suitable
Y< d Y d

) (Y)

9.00 (y)

"False -"
R.

10
(,0

whore C = cutting score on the criterion-referenced test

d = cutting score on the latent variable (0 d r 1),

and where (i,j = 0,1) is a function of Y and related in the general
lost: fuuctiva:

I

Y-00(y) fot '' d c< X ;

P.

10 (y) for y ?. d, X < C
L

t01(Y) for Y < d, X C

for y > d, X C
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The authors then specify risk (the quantity to be minimized) as the

expected loss, and the putting score that is optimal is the value of C that

minimizes the risk function (expected value of loss). They simplify mat-

ters (as does Livingston) by specifying their loss function as linear.

In sum, while Van der Linden and Mellenburgh have provided a method

for setting a cut-off score on the test, they have offered little to help

in setting the cut-off on the latent variable. In a sense then, they have

only tansferred.the problem of setting a standard to a different measure!

Livingston's Use of Stochastic
Ap2Ipximation Techniques

Livingston (1976)11as developed procedures 'for setting cut-off

scores based upon stochastic approximation procedures. According to

Livingston, the problem involving cut-off scores can be phrased as

follows to fit stochastic procedures: "In general, the problem is

to determine whit level of input (written test score) is necessary to

produce a given response (performance), when measurements of the

response are difficult or expensive." The procedure, according to

Livingston, is as follows:

1. Select a person; record his/her test score and measure

his/her performance.

2. If the person succeeds on the performance measure (if

his/her performance is above the mtnimum acceptable),

choose next a person with a somewhat lower test score.

If the person fails on the performance.measure, choose

a person with a higher writtenftest score.

3. Repeat step 2, choosing the third person on the basis of

the sccond person's measured porlormonco.
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Livingston offers two different procedures for choosing step size,

the up-and-down and the Robbins -Monro Procedure, and a number of

procedures for eStimating minimum passing scoresconsonant with each.

This procedure, like these dimenosed corlier in this section,

depends upon thv existence of a rui-scory esIohlishcd on anoLher

variable, this time the performance measure, in order to' establish

the passing score on the test. This then limas greatly the apPlica-

bility of the method. LivingsCon (personal,communication, 1978)

41as suggested that judgmental data onfperformance can be used,

rather than actual performance data, with the procedure, but this

has yet to tie documented in any fashion. When documented, the

possibilities for use of the procedures will he greatly expanded.

iv. Huynh's Procedures

Huynh (1976) has advanced procedures for setting cut-off scores(

that are predicated on the existence of a "referral task." This

referral task can be envisioned as an external criterion to which

competency can be related. For instance, Huynh (1976) states that

"Mastery in one unit of instruction may not be reasonably declared if

it cannot be assumed that the masters would have better chances of

success in the next unit of instruction." The next unit in this case

would be the referral task.

These procedures once again depend upon an outside criterion

variable to permit the estimation of a cut-score. In
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this case, the user of the method is asked to vaahltsh the prob-
.

ability of success of indlillduals ou the ceferrol task. Because

of the necessity of a criterion variable for operation, these pro-

cedures suffer in generalizability. They are, for instance,

apparently not useful for minimum competency testing situations where

a criterion variable, and associated probability of success, are

next to impossible to establish.

6.7.4 Educational Consezences

In this situation, one is concerned with looking at the effect setting

a standard of proficiency has on future learning or other related cognitive or

affective success criteria. According to Millman'(1973), the question here

"What passing score maximizes educational benefits?".

This approach can be visualized from an experimental design point of

view. A subject matter domain is taught to a class of students who are then

tested on the material. These students are assigned (randomly) to groups

with the groups differing on the performance level required for passing the

test. The students are then assessed on some valued outcome measure and the

level of performance on the criterion-referenced test for which the valued

outcome is meximat (it could be a combination of valued outcomes) becomes

the performance standard or criterion score.

Thus, to use this method, much more data needs to he collectc4 than

for the item content procedures. An experiment must be conducted. and

then a cut-off score is selected based upon the results of the experiment.
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Because of the difficulties involved in designing and carrying out

experiments in school settings, the method is unlikely to find much

use. ,

i. Block's Study

Block's study (1972) involves students leariiing a subject segment on matrix

algebra using a Mastery.Learning paradig. Such a paradigm dictates that

students who don't perform adequately on the posttest be recycled through

remedial activities until they 'demonstrate mastery (re: attain a score above

the cutting score). Block established four grioups of :students, where each

group was tested using one of the following fc4.1.- performance standards: 65,

75, 85, and 95% of the material in a unit must be mastered before proceeding

on the next unit. lie then examined the effects of varying the performance

standard on six criteria that were used as the variables to be maximized.

Viewing these criteria as either cognitive or affective, Block observed

that the 95% performance level maximized student performance on the cognitive

criteria,while the 85% performance level seemed to maximize the affective

criteria'.

Some comments on Block's study are in 'line. One, the results lack general-

izability. The 95% and 85% levels,whicli.maximize the cognitive and affective

measures respectively, are likely to change with the subject matter.

Twu, as puintud out by Glass (1978a) , the method of

maximizing a valued outcome assumes that there is a distinct point or
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c.

criterion score on the CRT that maximizes the outcome. What if the .curve

relating performance on the CRT is monotonically. increasing, oo th:It100%.

performance on tha CRT maximizes the valued outcome? In fact,

it is more likely to be the case that the graph is monotonically increasing

than the case where the graph increases and decreases. For example:

1. Monotonically increasing graph (Problem situation)

Valued,'
Outcome

2. Ideal situation

Valued
Outcome

CRT

!,

CRT

(Reproduced from Class, l978a,permissiun for reproduction pending.)

Thus, it can be seen that unless the graph increases and then decreas&n,

a 100; performance atandard will be optimal. ThiN standard lc of limitod use

because it is not realistic to expect all students to attain that level.
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Third, Block discusses that If there are multiple criteria to be

maximized as valued outcomes, then some model iorcumbluiug crio.ria with relevant

weights needs to he developed. He does not offer any procedures for

doing so however, and he looks at the effects of the performance standards

on each of the 6 criteria separately. It should be oted that multiple

criteria is a way around the.problem discussed above (Glass, 1978a).For instance,

if one of the outcomes has a monotonically increasing relationship with the

test scores and the other a monotonically decreasing relationship, then the

composite should have a peak value at a point other than 0% or 100%. While

this would seem to solve the problem, another problem is only further

exacerbated; what weights should be assigned to the valued outcomes to

form the composite: These procedures have not yet been developed, and fur-

ther, they are likely to he situation specific.
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6.8 Combination Methods 1111

6.8.1 Judgmental- Empirical

Zieky and Livingston (1977), and more recently, Popham (1978), have

suggested two procedures that are based upon a combination of judgmental

and empirical data. III addition, both Zieky and Livingston and Popham have
Is
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included an in-depth discussion or how to implemoot the procedures,

something thathl been lacking uith coati v othet. procedures. The

two procedures pteseuted by Zieky and Livingnton, the lk

and Contrasting-Groups methods, are procedurally similar.

They differ in the sample of students on which performance data is

collected. Further, while judgments are required, the judgments

necessary are on students; not on items, as are many of the other

judgmental mcaods (Nedelsky, Angoff, Ebel, etc.).. Zieky and

Livingston make the case that judging individuals is likely to he a

more familiar task than judging items. Teachers are the Jogical

choice as judges, and for them, the assessment of individuals is

commonplace.

i. Borderline Group Method

This method requires that judges first

define what they would envision as minimally acceptable performance

on the content area being assessed. The judges are then asked to

submit a list of 'students (about 100 students) whose performances

are so close to the borderline between acceptable and unacceptable

that they can't he classified into either group., The test is

thus administered to this group, and the medinn test score for the

group is taken as the standard.

Contrantitw-Group Merhod

Once judges have defined minimally acceptable performance'for

the subject area being, assessed, the judges are asked to identify those
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students they are sure are either definite masters or non-masters

of the skills measured by the test. Zieky and Livingston suggest

100 students in the smaller group in order to assure stable resutts.

The test score distributions for the two groups are then plotted and

the point of intersection is taken as.the initial standard. This is

exactly the same as the graphical procedure suggested by Berk, and

presented in section 6.7.1. Zieky,and Livingston then suggest ad-

justing the standard up or down to reduce "false masters" (students

identified as masters by the test, but who have not adequately mastered

the objectives) or "false non-masters" (students identified as non-

masters by the test, but who have adequately mastered the objectives).

The direction to move the cut-off score depends on the relative

seriousness of the two types of errors.

iii. Suggestions

These methods, particularly the Contrasting-Groups Method, are

very similar to the procedure suggested by Berk. Instead of actually

forming instructed and uninstructed groups, however,'as suggested by

Berk, the Contrasting-Groups Method asks judges to form the groups.

This judgmental procedure would seem more advantageous when the content

being assessed has liad a long instructional period (minimum competency

testing is an example), or when there would he problems justifying

the existence of an uninstructed group. Berk's method would be more

useful for te:A.r, based on short In!;truclion.il scP,Illenf, most likely

administer:,d at the classroom level.

A comparison of the juegments involved in the two procedures

indicates that the Contrasting-Groups Method would he tue easier
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method to justify ling. It is a more reasonable task for teachers

to identify "sure" masters and non-masters than it is for them to

identify borderline students in the subject area being assessed. In

4

sum, the Contrasting-Groups Method appears to us to be a most reasofi-

able way of setting standards.

6.8.2 Bayesian Procedures

Novick and Lewis (1974) were the first to suggest that Bayesian

procedures are useful for setting standards. Schoon, Gullion, and

Ferrara (1978) have more recently discussed Bayesian procedures for

setting standards. According to Schoon et al., Bayesian procedures

allow the incorporation of:

1. A loss ratio, reflecting the severity of false-positive

and false-negative decision errors,

2. prior information on the distribution of domain scores in

the population of interest,

3. current information on an examinee's domain score, and

4. the degree of certainty that an examinee's domain score'

exceeds the cut-off score.

Of course, a cut-off score must first be set in order for the four

faotors to be incorporated. Thus, Bayeiian procedures offer a way

of augmenting the establishment of a cut-off,score rather than a

method for setting the cut-off score itself.
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in sum; Bayesian procedures present a milled for augmenting

the setting of a cut-off score by utilizing avallablo prior and,

collatoral information. The procedure also provides a posterior

statement of degree of certainty about candidate's performance.

Bayesian procedures do not, however, offer a method for setting a

rot-score, in the first place. Bayesian procedurefi have been included

in this review because they do offer a method for combining

and empiiriEal data to arrive at. a revised standard.

37t
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6.9 Some Procedural Steps in Standard Setting

In earlier sections of this unit, issues and many methods for standard-
4

setting were discussed. In this section, procedures will be outlined

for setting standards on criterion-referenced tests used for three dif-

ferent purposes. The purposes considered are:

. 1. Classroom testing

2. Basic skills test-I:11g for yearly promotion and high school
graduation

3. Professional licensing and certification testing.

Classroom testing is emphasized since classroom teachers have fewer

technical resources available to them than do,the larger testing programs.

Our ultimate objectiveis to provide a comprehensive set of practical

guidelines for practitioners. At this time the guidelines are far from

comprehensive; much research is needed to supply information. necessary

to construct thorough 'guidelines. We have suggested in places some of

the questions.that need to be answered.

Certain things are assumed: first, that in each case a set of

objectives or competencies_has_been agreed.upon,"and that .they are

via the use of domain specifications orsome other equally

appropriate method. Second, it is assumed that no fixed selection ratio
4

exists (e.g., one might be fixed in effect by having resources to provide

only a certain number of students with remedial work) since if it does

there is no reason to set standards. Finally, we do not discuss the

important and interesting political issues of who participates in and

who controls the standard-setting process; we take as given that some

such.process exists and only address the issue of participation from the

perspective of practicality.
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6.9.1 Preliminary Considerations -

Before any standard setting is undertaken for any purpose, an

analysis of the decision-making context and of the resources available

for the project Should be done. The results of this analysis will

determine how extensive and sophisticated the standard - sitting procedure

should be. AAlysis of the decision-making context involves judging

the importance.of the decisions that are to be made using the test,

the probable consequences of those decisions, and the costs of errors.

Others have discussed using these same considerations in adjusting the

final standard, but they may also be helpful in choosing a standard-
ci?

setting method. Formal procedures for using this information are

probably not necessary; a discussion of the issues by those directing

the project should suffice. Some issues to consider would include (1)

the number of people directly and indirectly affected by the decisions

to be based.on the test; (2) possible educational, psychological,

financial, social and other consequences of the decisions; and (3)

the duration of the consequences.

The next step should be a consideration of the resources available

for the standard setting. Resources include money, materials, clock time,

personnel time and expertise. How much of the total amount of available

resources will be dedicated to the standard setting will depend upon the

results of the prior discussion of decision context. The-final decision

as to the resources to be invested will determine how large and tech-

nically sophisticated the standard-settirl enterprise may be.

A great deal of information needs to be collected on the actual ex-

penditures of various resources that have been required to carry out

3 7s
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Ill/standard setting by different methods in different contexts. Actual time

and money data would be invaluable to practitioners in choosing a

1 method for their own situation. In the following discussion procedural

steps in increasing order of expense and complexity will be offered but

11.

real data on these factors is lacking and is a pressingIneed.

6.9.2 Classroom Testing

The classroom teacher is most likely to use criterion-referenced

tests for diagnostic purposes, that is for determining whether a student

has mastered an area or needs further work in it. This would seem to

be the most common situation calling for the setting of standards. Here

the teachek must decide what level.of test performance constitutes

"mastery." In the same testing Context the teacher may set adational

performance standards, above and/or below the minimal level, for the

awarding of grades on the material.

Typically the classroom teacher works alone, or at most with one

or more other teachers of the same grade. It is also quite often the

case that a classroom. examiis used-only-once.- In these situations methods

based only on judgment of test content may be the only ones practicable.

The methods developed by Ebel, Nedelsky and Angoff would.be appropriate

here, and du! details of each of them have been diWcussed in an earlier

section, so we will not re-iterate procedural steps here.

qhen available resources permit involving more people in the standard

setting, parents and other community members might be enlisted, or a group

of teachers of one grade from an entire school district might collaborate

in setting standards. Again, if resources permit, data on group performance

on individual items may be tabulated and considered in setting the standards

on subsequent tests, or if tests are retained from year to year, the
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performance data from the previous year might be used. Of course, this

can also be done by teachers working alone. The following 'is a list of

steps, some of which could be omitted if resources were limited, for

involving parents of students in a particular class in setting standards

forfclassroom tests over units of-instruction. The method borrows

heavily from Jaeger (1978). (It is assumed that the objectives have

been identified and the teacher (or teachers) has prepared domain speci-

fications):,

1. At,the beginning of the school year, a letter is sent'
to parents explaining the project and inviting them to
a.meeting,where more information will be given.

. 2. At the meeting parents are giyen copies of domain speci-
fications for the first test, along with example items.
They are asked to indicate for each objective a percentage
of items, which answered correctly would demonstrate the
student had mastered the material adequately. At this
meeting they should be encouraged to discuss'the task
and ask any questions they might have about it.

Instructions accompanying the standard-setting task should indicate to

the parents how their judgment will be employed (for example, averaged

with the percentages indicated by every other parent, and the resulting

standard applied to every child in.that class or grade). We have,sug-

gested for reasons of test security that the parents base their .judgments

on domain specifications rather than on actual test items; if test

forms from previous years are available and thought to be parallel to

the new exam, it may be easier for parents to make their judgments as

a percentage correct of items on the parallel test.

3. The teacher constructs the criterion-referenced test
from the domain specifications before looking at the
parents' standards.

4. Class performance data is tabulated after the test is
administered.

3S0
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5: Parent judgment for the second test (or set of tests)

i

is solicited by mail. The mailing packet includes:
domain instructions (du licating those given at the
earlier meeting), and p rformance data from the first
test (number of students achieving each set standard).

Instructions would also stress that judgments were to be based primarily

on domain specifications and only secondarily on performance data.

6. Step 5 is repeated during the year whenever a competency-
type test is to be given.

Alternatively, this procedure might be reserved for those instructional

units judged to cover basic, required objectives for that grade; parents'

' instructions would then identify the tested materials as such.

7. The teacher keeps files for each test, including the
domain specifications, parent judgment forms, actual
exam and performance data.

8. Periodic meetings cambe held to review the instructions
and to discuss the procedure and its results.

Such discussions may lead to parents questioning the performance of students,

and is likely to provoke query into both the teacher's methods and his/her

subject matter. Teachers should be prepared for this; it may lead to

parents wanting greater involvement in determining other aspects of their

children's schooling, a desire one hopes can be creatively and construc-

tively used.

Other variants on this procedure can include appointing a small

committee of parents, possibly working with several teachers, instead

of an open parents group. A parent-objective (matrix) sampling strategy

could be employed to reduce the number of judgments required of'each

parent.

381,
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Another procedure for setting standards with criterion-referenced

tests in iistructional settings was offered by Hambleton (1978). Ac-

cording to'Hambleton, "[Hid] is not a 'validated list' of guidelines.

It is a list of practical guidelines I have evolved over the years

through my work with numerous school districts." His eleven step list

of guidelines is as follows:

1. The determination ylf cut-off scores should be dote by several
groups working together. These groups include teachers, parents,
curriculum specialists, school administrators, and (if the tests
are at the high school level) students. The number from each
group will depend upon the,importance of the tests under con-
sideration and the numberof domain specifications. At a
minimum, I like to have enough individuals to form at least
two teams of reviewers. This way I can compare their results
on at least a few domain specifications to determine the
consistency of judgments in the two groups. When sufficient
time is available I prefer to obtain two .independent judgments
of each cut-off score.

2. I usually introduce either the Ebel method or the Nedelsky
method. Following training on one of.the methods, I have the
groups work through several practiCe examples. Differences
between groups are discussed and problems are clarified.

3. The domain specifications (or usually, but less appropriate,
the objectives) are introduced and discussed'with the judges.

4. I try to set up a schedule so that roughly equal an:giants of

time are allotted to a consideration of each domain%pecifica-
tion. If some domain specifications are more complex or
important.I usually assign them more time.

/

o
5. I make sure that the judges are aware of how the tests will be

used\and with what groups of students.

6. If there exist any relationships among the domain spectfications
(or objectives) the information is noted. For example, if a
particular objective is a prerequisite to several others-it
may be desirable to set a higher cut-off score than might other-
wise be set.

,7. Whenever possible I try to have two or more groups determine
the cut-off scores. Consistency of their ratings can be studied,
and when necessary, differences can be studied, and a consensus
decision reached.

1110
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8. If some past test performance data are available, it can be
used to make some modifications to the cut-off scores. On
some occasions, instead of modifying cut-off scores, decisions
can be made to spend tore time in instruction to try and im-
prove test performance. If past group performance on an
objective is substantially better than the cut-off score, less
time may be allocated to teaching the particular objective.

9. As test data become available, percentage of "masters" and
"non - master" on each objective should be studied. If per-
formancepn some objectives amPears to be "out of line,"
an explanation can be sought. by a consideration of-the test
atoms (perhaps the testitems.are invalid), the level of the
cut-off score, variation in test performance across classes,
a consideration of the amount of instructional time allotted.
to the objective and so on.

10. Whenever possible I try to compare the mastery status of
uninstructed and, instructed groups of examinees. Instructed
groups ought to include mainly "master" students. The Unin-
structed groups should include mainly the "non-masters." If

many students are being misclassified, a more valid cut-off
score can sometimes be obtained by moving it (for example,
see Berk, 1976).

11. It is necessary to re-review cut-off scores occasio ally.
Curriculum priorities change and so do instruction methods.
These shifts should be reflected in the cut-off sc res that
are used.

/

There are many important questions needing to be researched. These

techniques have apparently been used very little (there,ls certainly

much more literature on how to set standards than on what happens when

one does); we need to know the -effects of involving different groups. of . .

people in the standard-setting (especially parents as opposed to others),

of the number of people involved,, the information and instructions pro-

vided and the frequency of standard setting. How do these factors effect

the levels set, the public acceptability of the/ chosen standard, and are

the procedures cost-effective?
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6.9.3 Basic Skills 'Testingi for Annual
Promotion and High School Graduation

These are clearly areas where greater importance is attached to the

consequences of testing and, hence, more resources will be allOcated than

for classroom testing. The discussion is limited here to testing of

"minimal]." competencies, not intending that the procedures be applied

to the 'r f'`total curriculum. Further, we are not, discussing the "lie skill"

or "suri4val" competencies; in setting standards for these skills it is

necessary to consider performance on criterion measures of life success.

We feel that this undertaking is beyond the capabilities of educational

and measurement practice.

assess "minimal" skills.

It will be difficult enough to decide upon and

For these skills, since no external criterion

measures can be said to exist, thp appropriate performance data to

e(

consider in standard setting are.scores on the actual tests (or items).

We agree with those (e.g., Jaeg r, 1978; Linn, 1978; Shepard, 1976) who

hold that performance data should be considered along with test content

to inform the setting of standards. While from an idealistic point of

view it would be desirable to set standards with reference only to the

'content of a domain, in reality the degree of skill in test construation

required for the pure-content approach is probably beyond human attain-

ment. In order to avoid unpleasant shocks it would seem good practice

.to examine test performance data; the other benefit of so doing is that

feedback is received on our content - based. judgments and may thus refine

our skills.

Jaeger (1978) has provided an excellent guide to implementing a

procedure involving representative groups affected by standards set for

high school graduation. The method was discussed earlier, but a brief
1
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review at this point seems useful. In general terms, it is an iterative

procedure for soliciting item-by-item judgments from groups of judges.

Information fed back to the judges at each iteration includes (a) group

performance on each test item in a pilot administration, (b) the per-
/

centage of students who would have passed given several different stand-

ards, and (c) a distributioi of the standards suggested by the judges in

the group. The median passing score for each type of judge is computed,

and the loweA of the medians taken as the standard.

The principal attraction of plans such as Jaeger's.and the one out-

lined i'n Section 6.9.2, which is based on Jaeger's, is their political

viability. By involving a broad cross-section of constituents in the

setting of the standard, one increases the acceptability of that standard.

However, no actual control or very significant influence over the educa-

tional process is transferred to the constituency; the objectives and the

test, after all, are presented to them as,givens, and their contribution

in setting the standard is really quite limited. Moreover, the consensus

method, while probably notl.harmful, may not produce results that make any

pedagogical sense. Where obtaining popular support is not a critical

problem, educators may prefer to rely upon the judgments of subject-

matter and measurement "experts" to set standards. This may produce a

more coherent, if less universally-accepted, result. Such a procedure

coulI be implemented as follows (the steps would be executed for each

subject matter area by consent experts, working wIth measurement experts):

1. Categorize the educational objectives or competentles
as being of the knowledge/information type or of the
rule-learning type (thiE distinction corresponds to
Meskauska's (1976) continuum vs. state mastery models).

In the first case it makes sense to speak of a domain score, and to sample

randomly from the lomain to estimate that score. In the second, since

8 5
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learning is presumed to be all-or-none, sampling. considerations are not

relevant, but construction of a few test.items that accurately reflect'

the ability is critically important. Objectives domains of the first

type reflect Ebel's (1978) notion of the purpose of competency certi-

fication tests as being efficient and accurate indicators of the level

of achievement in a broad domain, rather than lists of specific compe-

tencies attained.

2. For objectives or competencies of the first type, construct
tests with the aid of domain specifications, items matched
to the domain specificatibns, and a suitable item sampling
plan.

3. Ebel's standard-setting Method (or one of the other content-
focused methods) may then be used to set the standard for
these parts of the test. To use Ebel's method the items
from all of the knolledge/information (or continuum) domains
would be consideredltogether. (Table 6.9.3 provides a com-
parison of six possible methods.)

4. Pooling, the judgments of all the experts'may present a
problem. Simply averaging the ratings given to each item
(on relevance and difficulty) and/or the standards assigned,
to each category, will probably not give a very meaningful
result. Ideally, the experts will go through a series of
iterations in which they compare their indepkndent judgments
(first of the item categorization and next of the standards
they assigned to each category), note discrepancies, discuss
the rationale for each judgment, possibly, decide upon re-
visions in the test (this will direct the procedure back to
Step 2, to ensure that any revisions do not distort the
test's domain representativeness), and/or persuade each
other to change their judgments. Unanimity might be re-
quired in order to proceed from this step.

5. For those objectives or competencies classified as being of
the "State" variety, smaller sets of items are required
since the domains are more homogeneJus, but item construc-
tion must be, if anything, more painstaking. Ideally,
experimental evidence would be garnered to show that item
performance truly reflected the target construct.

6. Standards on these State-type objectives can be adjusted
back from 100% using Emrick's (J971) technique if the
probabilities of Type 1 and Type 2 classification errors
can be estimated. Similarly, domain scores-can be adjusted
by a Bayesian procedure (e.g., Hambieton & Novick, 1973)
to compensate for relative losses associated with the classi-

fication errors. 386
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Table 6.9.3

A Comparison of Several Standard Setting Methods:

Question

Judgmental Combination
Modified Modified Contrasting Borderline

NOelsky Nedelsky Angoff Angoff Ebel Jaeger Groups Groups

1. Is a definition of the
minimally competent
individual necessary?

2. What is the nature of the
rating task or items, or
individUals?

3. Are examinee data needed?

4. Do judges have access to
the items?

5. Are the judgments made
in .a.,group setting or
individual setting?

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

s

Items Items Items items Items Items

No No No No No No

Yes Y,2.s . Yes Yes Yes :Yes

Both BotaBoth Both Both Both'

No Yes

Individuals Individuals

Yes Yes

rn

Usually,
but don't Usually
need to

Individual Individual

CI
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When the tests are used for ,yearly promotions, students'. performance in

the next grade can be used as a criterion in order to estimate .the

probabilities of, clasWication errors.

Research is n judgmentson ways of pooling the judgments of several

individuals, and of incorporating performance data in primarily content-

V

based judgments.

6.9.4 Professional Licensing/Certification Testing

Tests for licensing and certification differ from the others dis-
.

0 cussed here in having an external criterion, job Performance, which the V

tests'should predict. In addition, these tests are subject to govern-

6

mental regulations and court rulings on the adequacy with which they

c.

reflect requisite job skills (and nothing more). Recent court decisions

%
affirm that contend-Ar1alidation of a test against the domain of entry-

-r
level job skills is sufficient to demonstrate that,the test itself is

Lair; however, any standard used must also bear a rational relationshi

to job perforMance.

One method that will probably be acceptable in the courts is to base

the standard on experts' judgments of the importance of each tested

item to adequate job performance; that is, to use one of the content-

oriented methods to determine a percent correct for passing. The pooled

judgments o'a large number ofIlxpert practitioners would be desirable.

Data on test performance would not be parti-.ularly useful in this

situation since there is usually not any pre-existing knowledge or

belief about the distribution of job-preparedness in the population.

Empirical data on criterion (job) performance would be useful were it

not for the pervasive selectivity of professions; to use criterion
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4111
, performanCe properly in establishing optimal passing scores requires an

13

unselected pOpulation of job - holders. For these reasons, content-
.

.4 I

1.

oriented procedures for setting standards are probably the most viable

procedures in licensing and certification.

A
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6.10 Summary

In this unit, a number of viable methods for setting standards

were introduced. If you wish to view the test by itself and not in

relationship to other variaples, either Angoff's method or Nedelsky's

method appearsto be useful. If empirical data is available, Berk's

method or the Constrasting Groups method seems especially useful. We

have also discussed other methods, of a more complex nature, that are

suitable for setting criterion-referenced standards. Our preference

for the methods' mentioned above stems from the fact that they are

simple to implement, and appear to produce defensible results when

applied correctly. In the final section of the paper, some proposed

sets of procedures for standard setting with respect to three important

uses of criterion-referenced tests were outlined. However, considerably

more research must be done before these procedures can be recommended

for wide-scale use.

We will conclude this unit with a brief discussion of a very,im-

portant problem. Suppose a set of test,items have been selected. If

so, J.t is then possible to set standards via either judgmental or

empirical methods.(or both). However, if a standard can be' set via

reference to welldefined dom.in specifications, and sample 'test items,

tests which will optimally discriminate (i.e., reduce the number of

misclassifications) in the region of a standard can be constructed. This

is done by selecting test items which "discriminate" in the region of

the standard. Test items are piloted on samples of examinees similar to

those who will eventually be administered the tests to determine item

difficulty levels and discrimination indices. Items with p values near

391
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the standard.and with the highest discrimination indice6 are selected

for ttie test.Whether judges can reliably set standards from only domain'

specifications and some sample teat items IA unknown. Also, 'it is not

known if standards set by thesd two different methods will produce

different.rerlts. This is one of those situations where similar

results across two methods would be highly desirable.

9
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7.0 Overview to the Unit

-1-

The scope and number of criterion-referenced tests available to

potential users is impressive. Unfortunately, Lhe quality of these-

tests varies tremendously and so it is very important for potential

users to carefully review available tests before making their selections.

The primary purpose of this unit is to propose a set of guide-

lines for evaluating criterionreferenced tests and test manuals.

The guidelines should be useful to both users and Aevelopers of

criterion-referenced tests. Secondary purposes are (1) to report on

cur use of the guidelines with eleven commercially available criterion-

referenced test batteries, and (2) to briefly describe a State system

to evaluate criterion-referenced tests.
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7.1 Introduction;

Most of the major test publishers have published in the last few

yeais a wide assor'tmant of criterion-referenced tests. In addition,

-2-

many school districts, state agencies, small testing firms, and con-

sulting firms have produced their own criterion-referenced tests.

Criterion - referenced tests are designed to address,. many problem

areas. For example, criterion-referenced tests are being used to

monitor student progress through school programs, to diagnose learning

disabilities, to report student progress to parents, to evaluate various

types of programs, and to certifyor license professionals in many

fields. Unfortunately,:it appears to us, and to many users of

criterion-referenced tests we have spoken with, that many of the available

tests fall short of the technical quality necessary for them to accomplish

their intended purposes. Perhaps one explanation is that many criterion-

referenced tests were developed before an adequate testing technology was

fully explicated. Fortunately, there now exists an, adequate technology

for constructing criterion-referenced tests and using criterion-

referenced test scores (Hambleton, Swaminathan, Algina,

Coulson, 1978; Popham, 1978). Another possible explanation is that

there has been 'A shortage of guidelines for constructing and using

criterion-referenced tests. Certainly the well-known Test Standards for
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evaluating tests and test manuals prepared by a joint committee of AERA/

APA/NCME is helpful, but it is not completely applicable to criterion-

referenced tests. Besides the incompleteness of the AERA/APA/NCME

Test Standards for evaluating criterion-referenced tests and test

manuals, what relevant information there is, is scattered through 75

pages or so of other materials appropriate for norm-referenced test

evaluations. Thereforp, the Test Standards in its present form, is

not very useful for individualo interested in evaluating criterion-

referenced tests.

In the next section of this unit, we will propose a set of guide-

lines for evaluating criterion-referenced. tests and test manuals. The

guidelines should be useful to both users and developers of criterion-

referenced tests. Test standards are not offered (an example of a

standard is, "test score reliability must exceed .80"), but.we do offer a

set of questions for consideration by potential users and developers

of criterion-referenced tests. The only ()they efforts we are aware of

to develop guidelines for evaluating criterion-referenced tests and test

manuals are Popham (1978, Chapter 8); Swezey and Pearlstein (1975), an

Walker (1977). In this unit, we will also report on our use of the

guidelines with eleven commercially available criterion-referenced test,

batteries.

One caution and one comment seem appropriate to introduce at this '

point. The guidelines represent our own biases about what is important

technical information for users to have in making informed decisions about

the quality of criterion-referenced tests.

40.1
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7.2 A Proposed Set of Guidelines

The list of guidelines was generated by placing ourselves in the

role of potential purchasers of a criterion-referenced test, and asking

"What questions would Nle.want to answer before making a decision to use

a criterion-referenced test in a particular situation?" Questions

were organized around ten broad categories. They are: Objectives,

Test Items, Administration, Test Layout, Reliability, Cut-off Scores,

Validity, Norms, Reporting of Test Score Information, and Test Score
,t

Interyiretatidns. The questions are as follows:

Objectives

A.1 Is the purpoie (or purposes) of the test stated in a clear

and concise faShionl

A.2 Is each objective clearly written so that it is possible

to identify an "item pool"?

A.3 Is it clear from the list of objectives what the test
measures?

A.4 Is an appropriate rationale offered for including each
objective in the test?,

A.5 Can a potential user "tailor" the test to meet local
needs by determining which objectives from a pool of objec-
tives offered by the publisher are to be measured by the test?

A.6 Is there a match between the content measured by the test
and the situation where the test is to be used?

A.7 Are individuals identified who were responsible for the ,

preparation of objectives?

A.8 Does the set of objectives measured by the test serve as a
representative set from some content domain of interest?

402.
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B. Test Items

8.1 Is the item review process described?.

8.2 Are the test items valid` indicators of the objectives
they were developed to measure?

B.3 Is the set of test items measuring an objective repre-
sentative of the "pool" of items measuring the objective?

B.4 Are the items free of technical flaws? NN,

B.5 Are the test items in an appropriate format to measure
the objectives they were developed to measure?

B.6 Are the test items free of bias (for example, sex, ethnic,
or racial)?

B.7 Was a heterogeneous sample of examinees employed in
piloting the test items?

B.8 Was the item analysis data used only to detect "flawed"
items?

C. Administration

C.1 Dd the test directions include informatidn relative to
test purpose, time limits, practice questions, answer
sheets, and scoring?

C.2 Are the test directions clear?

C.3 Is the test easy to score?

.1

C.4 Does the test manual specify an examiner's role and
responsibilities?

D. Test Layout

D.1 Is the layout of the test booklets attractive?

D.2 Is the layout of the test booklets convenient for examinees?

0
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E. Reliability_

E.1 IS the type of reliability inforMation, offe6diin the test
manual appropriate for the intended use (or uses) of the
scores?.

*E.2 Was the sample (or samples) of examinees used in the
reliability study adequate in size, and representative

kip

of the population for whom the test is intended?

0 E.3 Are test lengths suitable to produce tests with desirable
levels of test score reliability?

, E.4 Is reliability information offered in the test manual
for each intended use (or uses) of the test scores?

.

F. Cut-Off Scores

F.1 Was a rationale offered for the selection of a method for
determining cut -off scores?

4.

F..2 Was the procedure ford implementing the method explained,
and was it appropriate?

F.3 Was evidence for the validity of the chosen cut-off score
(or cut-off scores) offered?

G. Validity

G.1 Does the validity evidence offered in the test manual
address adequately the intended use (or uses) of
scores obtained from the test?

G.2 Is an appropriate discussion of factors affecting the
validity of test scores offered in the test manual?

H. Norms

H.1 Are the norms data reported in an appropriate form?

H.2 Are the samples of examinees utilized in the norming study described?

H.3 Are appropriate cautions introduced for proper test
score interpretations?

4 0:1
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I, Reporting of Test Score Information

1.1 Are the test scores reported for egamineis on an objec-
tive by objective basis?

1.2 Are there multiple options available to the user for
reporting of test results (for example, by'class and
grade within a school)?

1.3 Are convenient procedures available for scoring tests by
hand, and forms available for reporting test score information?

J. Test Score Interpretations

J.1 Are suitable cautions included in the manual for0,nter-
preting individual and group objective score information?

J.2 Are appropriate guidelines offered in the manual for

utilizing test scores to make descriptive statements,
instructional deCisions, program evaluation decisions,
or other stated uses of the test scores?

A review form, keyed to the 39 guidelines offered above, is pre-
,

sented on the next four pages.

The necessity for many of the guidelines is obvious. For others,

brief rationale statements are offered below

A.4. Rationale statements for the inclusion of particular obfActive5

in a test is especially important in competency-based certifi-

cation. For example, a manual we saw recently reported that

the test, "was designed to measure the skills in reading and

mathematics necessary for effective participation in today's

P.omplex society." Potential users of the test ought to know

the process by which skills or objectives measured by the test

were selected or identified.

A.5. Many users desire to have flexibility in the objectives

included in their tests.

A.6. Essentially the problem is one of determining content validity.

If there is some flexibility in objective selection, iw is

easier to obtain content valid, tests for specific uses.

/165
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loom, 01.010.1141,

CriterionReferenced Test and Test
Manual Evaluation Form

Background Information

Test Namd: Forms and Levels:

Test Publisher: Author(s):

Year of Publication:, Cost:

RLusable Booklets: Yes No Time Limits:

Special Test Administration Conditions:

`Manual and Other Technical Aids:

J

3/15/79

ti

For each of th*fquestions below there
fotir possible answers: "Acceptable",
"Unacceptable", "Unsure", and Not
Applicable". Place a "V" in the column
corresponding ,to your answer to each
question.

N

'Questionestion

are

4.,

C.000
Nv

Ratings

,-,

o
..42 4.,

y Q.w000
C

o
r-t

..o

Y

y4
C
0

C

v
44
o

o
..o

y
,u Comments

,..i

Q.4

A.1. Is the purpose (or purposes) of
the test stated in a clear and con-
cise fashion?

.

A.2. Is each objective clearly written
so that it is possible to identify
an "item pool"? .

A.3. Is it clear from the list of ob-
jectives what the test measures?

'.1

A.4. Is an appropriate rationale
offered for including each objective
in the test?

A.S. Can a user "tailor" the test to
meet local neeoz by selecting objec-
tives from a pool of available ob-
jectives?

A.6. Is there a match between the
content measured by the test and
the situation where the test is to
be used?
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For each of tho quest: ions below there are

four possibly answers: Acccptole",
"Unacceptable", "bosun.", and "riot:

Applicable". Place a "I" in the column
corresponding to your answer to each
question.

Question

,

Ratings

.

4

:

.

.

... .

.

ti.o
u
o

Nr

.

,

.c, 4L,

T
0

Q.0
v

T

0
.-,
T
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44'
o

4F

4
tz,

4,

.9
.

o
..1

-4
T
.4 .

,

ComIlientn

,

,

A.7. Are indiViduals identified who
were responsible for the preparation
of. objectives?

.

,-...

A.8. Does the set of objectives mea-
sured by the testserveas a repre-
sentative set from some content
domain of interest?

,

_..............

B.1. Is the item review process
described?

.

,__.__

',

B.2. Are the test items valid indica-
tors of the objectives theywere
developed to measure?

, .

.

:.

B.3. Is the set of test items measuring

an objective representative of the

"pool" of items measuring the
objective?

°

....... ..n

3.4. Are the items free of technical
flaws?

---------

,

.8.5.. Are the test items in an appro-
priate format to measure the objec-
tives they were developed to measure?

3.6. Are the test items free of bias

(for example, sex, ethnic, or racial)?

...FM.

o

B.7. Was a heterogeneous sample of

examinees employed in piloting the

test items?

.

l

3.8. Was the item analysis data used

only to detect "flawed" items? .
.

.

C.1. Do the test directions include in-
formation relative to test purpose,
time limits, practice questions, an-
swesheets, and scoring?

t

BEST Ci47,..,:,-LvalE
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For vaeh of the questions below there are

four possible answets: "AcceptAle",
"Unacceptable", "Unsure", and "Not
AppliCable% Place a "V" in the column
corresponding to your answer to each

question. '"

UptiOn

JZti t i n as

'

.

,

d..,

o
(.1

Nv

o
.,

- g?
(LI

tt`
0
4

4D.

4i

V
'--1.

2

o
4

0)

.L7
...,

.

f.2.
ta.V

IQ

.'

i'lo
43
r7
0

..,

Commvnt.:1

C.2. Are the test directions clear?

C.3. Is the test easy to score? .

',.

.
,

C.4. Does the test manual specify an
examiner's role and responsibilities?

.

1

.

-.. ---......... --- .

D.1. Is the layout of the test booklets
attractive?

D.2. Is the layout of the test booklets
convenient for examinees?

.

,

c,

E.1. Is the type of reliability infor-
mation offered in the test manual
appropriate for the intended use (or
uses) of the scores?

E.2. Was the sample of examinees ade-
quate in size, and representative of

the population for whom the test is

intended? -
E.3. Are test lengths suitable to pro-

duce tests with desirable, levels of
test score reliability?

E.4. Is reliability information offered
in the test manual for each intended
use (or uses) of the test scores?

F.1. Was a rationale offered for the
selection of a method for determining
cut-off scores?

F.2. Was the procedure for implementing
the method explained, and was it ap -.
propriate?

____.......
II 4 0s

....
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For each of the questions bc.10,... there ace

four possible aru;wers: "Accepoble",
"Unacceptable", "Unsure", and Not__.
Applicable". Place a "/" in the column
corresponding, to your answer to each

question.
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,

44
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v
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F.3. Was evidence for the validity of.

the chosen cut-off score (or cut- .

off scores)offered? .

0

L.

G.1. Does the validity evidence offered

in the test 1-oanual address adequately
the intended use (or uses of scores)

obtained from the test?

G.2.., Is an appropriate discussion of

factors affecting the validity of

test scores offered in the test

manual?

..............................

H.1. Are the norms data reported in an

appropriate form?

4.

H.2. Are the samples of examinees

utilized in the norming study
described?

, .

...
. .

H.3. Are appropriate cautions intro-

duced for proper test score inter-

pretations?

.

.

,
1.1. Are the test scores reported for

examinees on an objective by objec-

tive basis?

1.2. Are there multiple options avail-

able to the user for reporting of

test results (for example, by class

and grade within a school)?

.

1.3. Are convenient procedures avail-

able for scoring tests by hand, and

forms available for reporting test

score information?

4.

--

.

,

J.1. Are suitable cautions included in

the manual for interpret/ing individaa

and group objective score information'
,

J.2. Are appropriate guidelines offered
for utilizing test scores to accomp-

lish stated purposes?
. .
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A.7. Users ought to know the qualifications and-experiences of

individuals involved in determining the objectives measured

by a test and the process they used in thiir objectives

selection work.

A.8. There appears'to be a tendency'for some publishers to "slant" their

test coverage to objectives easiest to measure. Does the

set of objectives measured bythe test provide adequate

coverage of an area of interest? This is an important

a

question for users to answer".

B.1. Rigorous steps are necessary here. Popham (1978), for

example, provides some exceljdnt guidelines that involve

many item raters matching items to the objectives the test

items were written to measure.

B.2. This can be determined through the use °Cady one of several

. rating forms. Face validity evidence is not sufficient.

B.3. The best evidence here is provided by Cronbach's duplication

experiment. Alternately, judges can be asked the question

directly.

B.4. Standard item writing principles should be used to assess

item quality.

,E.1. Even when reliability data it reported in a criterion-

referenced test manual, it seldom is appropriate for the

intended use of the test scores. Standard correlational

approaches to reliability provide little relevant infor-

mation. What is needed, if instructional decisions are

to be made, is some indication of the consistency of .

decision-making over parallel-fOrms or a retest adminis-

tration. When the test scores are intended to serve as

domain score estimates, some indication of.the precision

of the estimates should beooffered.

E.3. Most users of criterien-refdrenced tests seem to be unaware.

of the "large errors" existing in domain score estimates

and mastery assignmeuts with short (1 to 5 item) tests.

E.4. Criterion-referenced teat scores are used in many ways.
Reliability evidence for one use'(or in one sample) should

not be assumed for other uses (or in other samples).

F.1. There are many methods for setting cut-off scores. A

rationale 'should be offered for any one that is selected.

The method should be consistent with the definitions of

mastery states offered for sorting examinees.
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F.2. Currently there is much debate about setting cut -off scores.

At a minimum, to ensure the same value (using the same

method) is obtained across different samples of judges,

details of the method for determining the cut-off score should

.be, clearly specified.

F.3. The "validity" of a cut-off score can be assessed by relating

the classification of examinees based on the particular cut-

off score to some independent measure (for example, some

outcome measure).

G.1. There are many uses of criterion-referenced test scores.

If they are being used for discriptive purposes; evidence

of both content and construct validity should be offered.

If the test scores are used to sort examinees into mastery

states, the relationship between classifications based on

the test scores and some appropriately selected independent

measure should be reported.

G.2. Again, the problem is no different from that encountered with

norm-referenced tests, Since examinees are not being compared

with one another, there is a tendency among some publishers to

minimize the importance of standardized testing conditions.

On the other hand it is becoming more common to prepare norms

tables for criterion-referenced
tests and therefore standard-

ized test directions in these situatiorts will be important.

H.3. The problem of norms with criterion-referenced
tests is

about the same as with norm-referenced tests.
There is one

difference: Criterion-referenced
test scores tend to be

less reliable because tests are shorter and test scores are

often homogeneous. Therefore considerable caution should

be used in utilizing normative data. Actually though it is

more common to use norms with grouped data, where, fortunately'

the problem of low individual score reliability is less of

a problem.

1.2. Users often desire to have their data summarized in a

.variety of ways (for example, by class, grade, school, district,

sex, race). Are these and other options available?

1.3. When users intend to score their own data it is essential

to determine the feasibility of such a strategy. Can the

scoring be done conveniently? Are reporting forms available

to simplify the process?

J.2. Manuals need to stress the amount of error that exists in

criterion-referenced
test scores. For example, what is the

likelihood of a user making false-positive and false-negative

errors? From our experience, we have seldom seen a criterion-

referenced test manual that properly cautions test score users

about errors in domain score estimation or mastery state

determination.

4
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7.3 Evaluation'of Eleven Criterion-Referenced Tests

Eleven of the more popular criterion-referenced tests were selected

for review. The names of the tests and some descriptive information are

presented in Figure 7.3.1.

Our primary purpose was to ascertain the extent to which these, tests

met our guidelines. We have reported our evaluation of each test relative

to each guideline, but the more important information is arrived at by

determining how well the tests as a group meet each of our guidelines.

The group information is informative because it helps, to pin-point areas

where commercial materials are in need of kevisiont and further development.
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Code

1 1976 Stanford Diag-
nostic Mathematics
Test 1-12

2 1976 Stanford Diag-
nostic Reading Test. 1-12

-15-

Figure 7.3.1. Criterion-referenced tests selected for review. ,

*Name of Test

Publication
'Grades Levels - Forms Date

3 Skills Monitoring
System-Reading 3-5

4 Individual Pupil
Monitoring System-

, Mathematics

5 Individual Pupil.
Monitbring System-

Reading

6 Diagnostic Mathe-
matics Inventory

411 7 Prescriptive Read-
ing Inventory

8 Diagnosis: An
Instructional Aid-
Mathematics and
Reading

9 Mastery: An.

Evaluation Tool-
SOBAR Reading

10 Mastery: An
Evaluation Tool-
Mathematics

11 Fountain Valley
Support System
in Mathematics

1-6

4

4

3

6

1-8 8

1.5-7.5

K-6.5 6

1-6 2

K-9 10

K-8 9

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1976

1976

1975

1974

1974

Publisher

Harcourt Brace..
Jovanovich

Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich

Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich

`Houghton-Mifflin

Houghton-Mifflin

CTB/McCraw-
1977 Hill

CTB/McGraw-
1977 . Hill

Science Research
1974 Associates

19 75

1974

K-8 9 1 1974
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Associates

Science Research
Associates

Richard L. Zweig
Associates
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In judging the quality of a test and test manual relative to each

guideline, the following rating scale was used:
rt

A = Acceptable

A- .2 Acceptable, with reservations

X Unacceptable, data offered was unsuitable or

improperly used

Y =,_Unacceptable,.,no data was offered

N Not Applicable

Table 7..3.1 summarizes our ratings of the 11 tests on the 39 guidelines.

Our most significant impressions of the test and test manuals reviewed

are as follows:

1. In areas such as Admini&tration, Test Layout, and Norms, there

are few problems.

2. Current commercially available "criterion-referenced tests"

reviewed in this paper should be called "objectives-referenced

tests" since the tests appear to be developed from behavioral

obActives (Popham, 1978). Starting to develop a test from a
listing of behavioral objectives is less than ideal because

behavioral objectives usually do not lead to unambiguous

definitions of the "item pools" keyed to the behavioral ob-

jectives. The solution is to write "domain specifications"

(Popham, 1978).

3. Only about half of the publishers included information about

the qualifications of individuals who prepared the objectives

measured by their test. The qualifications of participants
in this aspect.of the test development process is important

information for potential users.

414
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Table 7.3.1

Summary of Ratings of the Criterion4efereneed Tests

8 9 10' 11Question 1 2

0

4 5
Test

6 7

Al
A2 05

A -

X

A
X

A
X

A-A'
X X

A

X

A,

X

' A'A
X X

A

X

X

X

A3 A A A-A A A A A. A A A

A4 A-----A--A A-A-A A A A A X

A5 A-A-4%4A A X X A A A A

A6 A A A A A A A A A A A

A7 Y Y A- Y Y Y A- A A- A- A-

A8 A- A- A- A- A- A- A- A- A- A- A-

Hl X X A A-A-X A".Y A A Y.
B2 A- A- A A- A- ?1 A- A- A A A-

B3 X X X X X X X X X X X

B4 A A A A A A A A A A A

B5 1: A A A A A A A A A A A

B6 AAAYY?YYYA Y

B7 A A A A A A A Y Y Y Y

B8 XXAXXXA-YXX Y .

Cl A A A A A ? A A A A ?2

C2 A A A A A ? A A A A A

C3 A A A A A ? A A ActA A

C4 A A A A A ? A A AA A

4

D1 A A A A A ? A A A A A.

D2 A A A A A ? A A A A A

El A- X A-I Y X X I X X Y

E2 A A AI Y A AI A A Y

E3 A" A-A-A-A-X.X X X X A-

E4 A-A-A-II X X I X X,Y
Fl A A A Y A-'Y AX A.A Y

F2 A A X Y Y X X I A A Y

F3 A A kj Y Y Y A- I A- A- Y

G1 AAAXXAAXA- A- Y

G2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

H1 AANNNA-ANNN N

H2 A A N N N ? I N N N N

H3 A A N N N Y Y N N N N

A A A A A ?.A A A A A

12 A A A A A? A A A A A

13 A A A A A ?./t A A A A

Jl A- A- A Y Y ? Y A- A- Y

J2 AAAXX?AA- A- A- A

1We did not have the proper materials to assess the quality of the test

in the areas marked by a "?".

2The information was on a cassette. We did not listen to the tape and so

we were not in a position to rate this aspect of the



4. Since test developers have not used "domain specifications";
it is impossible to assess "item representativeness". Item
representativeness is essential if users desire to use ob-
jective scores to "generalize to the domains-of behaviors
defined by the objectives." If item representativeness is
not established, scores can only be interpreted in terms of
the specific items included in the test.

5. "Item analysis" is an area in which there are two problems:
(a) Too little explanation istoffered of the choice of parti-
cular item statistics and ofAbs specifics of item statistics
usage, and (b) item statisii4are used in test construction
thereby "biasing" the conteWvalidity of the test in unknowzt'
ways.

6. Test score reliability Was not handled very well in most of
the manuals. Either (a) inappropriate information relative
to the stated uses of the test scores was offered, or (b) no
information was offered.

7. Cut-off scores are typically offered, but there is no rationale
offered for setting cut-off scores. Procedures used for setting
cut-ofT scores are not explained, nor is any evidence offered
for the "validity" of cut-off scores (for example, do those
examinees classified as "masters" typically perform better than
"non- masters" on some appropriately chosen external criterion
measure?).

8. Factors affecting the validity of scores are not offered in
any of the manuals.

9. Only a few of the manuals introduced the notion of "error"
in test scores. It is extremely important for users to have
some indication of the "stability" of their objective scores
and/or "consistency of mastery/non-mastery decisions".
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7.4 Concluding Remarks

Our proposed guidelines were developed after careful study of the

criterion-referenced testing literature and the Test Standards. However,

they are offered here only to serve as a "catalyst" for. further dis-

cussion and debate on a topic of considerable importance to the test. and

measurement field. Our use of the proposed guidelines to evaluate eleven

criterion-referenced tests was intended to (1) demonstrate that the proposed

'guidelines were workable, and (2) highlight areas where considerably more

(or different) work on the part of test developers is needed.

417
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7.5 A State System to Evaluate Criterion-Referenced Testa

George Madaus and Peter Airasian from Boston College and the senior

author of the Practitioner's Guidebook prepared a test evaluation system

for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts through which content and measure-
,

mend specialists can determine the appropriateness of commercially avail-

able criterion-referenced tests for meeting the Commonwealth's Basic

Skills Improvement Policy (BSIP). The BSIP is the Commonwealth's version

of a state-wide minimum competency testing program. The program covers

the areas of reading and mathematics. School districts must participate

in the program in one of three ways: (1) use the Commonwealth's tests,

(2) construct and use their own tests, or (3) use one of the commercially

available criterion-referenced tests which meet the Commonwealth's content

and technical criteria. Our efforts were directed toward the third use.

We develope$ a test evaluation system which includes rating forms,

directions for content and technical evaluations, checklists, and summary

evaluation sheets. ;The evaluation system is being used within the

Commonwealth to determine which tests meet the Commonwealth's content

and technical criteria and therefore can be chosen by school districts

0

for use in complying with the state's minimum competency testing law.

On the next few pages are several documents:

1. Standardized achievement test review form

2. Directions for test reviewers -r content review

3. Directions for test reviewers -- technical review

4. Mathematics skills checklist

5. Standardized achievement test evaluation summary sheet.
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The materials are tailored to the BSIP. However, they should help

others who have the task of developing test evaluation systems for

other states. .A report in preparation by Madaus, Airasian and Hambleton

will describe the BSIP, steps in the development and validation of the

test evaluation system, and several examples of its use.

419
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Standardized Achievement Test

- Review Form1

1. Reviewer Date of Review

3. Test.) Nam e .

4. Test Publisher

5. Publication Date

6. Levels (Circle Grade Levels Covered by the Test):

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

7. Which form of the test is being reviewed?

8. Is the test being reviewed for Reading Skills or Math Skills? XCircle one)

Reading Math

If you are doing a content review, begin with
Question 9.

If you are doing a technical review, begin with
Question 13.

CONT ENT_ CONSIDERATIONS

9. How many of the fourteen regling skills or thirty-eight mathe-
matics skills of the Massachusetts Basic Skills are measured
by at least one item on the test?

No. of Skills
% of Skills

10. Overall, is the reading level of the items reviewed suitable
for most of the students in the lowest grade covered by
this test? (Cf. Question 6 above). YES NO

1This review form was prepared by Ron Hambleton, George Madaus and Peter
Airasian to meet specifications required by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for use
iu conjunction with the Massachusetts Basic Skills Improvement Policy.
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Overall, are the test items free of offensive sexual, cultural
racial, and/or ethnic content and/or stereotyping. YES NC)

12. If you answered "NO" to question 11, please explain the reasons for your answer,including the type(s) of bias and the item number of any items of concern.

/...

This is the end of the Content Review

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

13. How many alternate forms of this test are available? No.. of forms

14. Is there a Technical Manual which includes information about the
test regarding the following ten topics:

a. Item Review Methods YES NO

b. Item Analysis YES NC)

c. Average Item Difficulty YES . NO

d. Internal Consistency Reliability YES NO

e. Test/Retest Reliability YES s NC)

f. Parallel Form Reliability YES No

g. Standard Error of Measurement Y ES NO

h. Content Validity YES NO

i. Norms YES NO

j. Procedures for screening items for offensive sexual,
cultural, racial, and/or ethnic content, anal /or stereotyping.. YES NO

A2,7
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15. How many of the items reviewed meet the standard rules
of item writing?

No. of items
reviewed
No. of acceptabl

\ items
% of acceptable
items

16. Were item analysis results used to identify "defective"
test items? YES NO INA*

17. Art. d:Ita beating on thee vonbtptency or-Inastery dig-A.4.0ns

urie: or more pre.v.foernanue otanclact1.3 ot cut ocut...1N)

reported in the Technical Manual? 'YES NO

18. Is the consistency of mastery decisions (for one or more cut-off
scores) reported in the Technical Manual equal to or above 90%? YES NO INA

19. Do standard indices of internal consistency reliability
reported on the total reading score or total mathematics
score reach or exceed .90?

20. Do standard indices of test-retest or parallel form reliability
as reported on the total reading score or total mathematics
score reach or exceed .90?

21. if parallel-forms of the Test are available, do both forms
(or multiple - fortes, if available) measure equally well the
content spanned by the skills included in the Test ? (In
other words, '`do the multiple -forms of the Test have
equivalent content validity?)

22. Are the test score norms based on data that is no more
than five yeirs old?

23. Were the norm groups of sufficient size (i. e., at least
300 students)? \

,

24. Were the samples of students used in the norming study
representative of students in the grades for which-this
test is intended? (Cf. Question 6)

25. Were the samples of students used in.the norming study
representative of important strata within the society
(1.e., rural pupils, minority group pupils, pupils in
large city schools, etc.)

*INA - Information not available 422

YES NO INA
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YES NO INA

YES NO INA

YES NO INA

YES NO INA

YES NO INA
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26. Are the test administration directions suitable for students
in the lowest grade covered by the i:est? (Cf. Question 6)

If "NO ", please explain
0 4

YES NO

27. Do the test adntithstration directions address the maaer
of time limits? YES NO

If "NO ", please explain

I V

28. Do the test administration directions indicate to the student how
to handle the problem of guessing?

If "NO'', please explain

YES NO

29. Is the layout or format of the test booklet convenient for
students in the lowest grade,coverd by the test? Question 6) YES NO

If "NO", please explain

423
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30. Is the layout or format of the answer sheet convenient for
students in the lowest grade covered by the test ?
(Cf. Question 6) YES

If "NW,' please explain

31. Does the test include practice questions ?
0

This is the end of the Technical review

a

r'
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The content review you are about to undert,Ae involves three principal tasks;

a. Deciding whether each of the test items the publisher has nominated as
measuring each lbf the fourteen reading skills or thirty-eight mathematics
skills of the Massachusetts Basic Skills Policy in fact is approprtate
indicators of the skill in question.

b. Deciding whether overall the reading level of the items on the test is
suitable for the majority of students in the lowest grade covered by the
test.

c. Deciding whether overall the test is free of offensive sexual, cultural,
racial or ethnic content and/or stereotyping.

You are asked to make a determination on each of these points by completing the enclosed
Review form. Three people will review each test and will meet to arrive at a composite
rating for each test. A separate technical review of each test is also being carried out.

To begin the review you should have the following materials in front of you:
,...

a. A copy of the reading or math tests to be reviewed.

b. A list of the test items which the test publisher feels Correspond to

each of the fourteen reading skills or thirty-Teight mathematics skills of
the Massachusetts Basic Skills Policy.

c. A skills checklist which lists the fourteen reading skills (blue color)

d. A Standardized Achievement Test Review Form:

e. A Standardized Achievement Test Evaluation Summary Sheet (pink

color). =61

Step A. - Complete the "Basic Information" section of the Standardized Achievement

Test Review Form (Questions 1 - 8).

Fill out the background information section on the Skills Checklist and on

the Test Evaluation Summary Sheet.

110
Stcp B. - Read carefully through the list of skills included in the Skills Checklist.

Read carefully through all the test items on the reading or mathematics

test under review.
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Step C. Question 9 911119 Form

For each skill listed on the Skills Checklist read each item which the
publisher has nominated as a measure of that skill. If you agree that the
item is a valid indicator of the skill in question, list the item number in the
space provided. Once you have finished with a skill, count up the number of
items nominated by the publisher which you feel are valid indicators of the
skills and place the total number in the blank space provided on the Skills
Checklist.

If at least one item nominated by the publisher is a valid indicator of the
skill in question you should place a "V" beside the Commonwealth's skill
11.;;Ied on the Skills Checklist in the box provided.

After you have completed your review of each of the nominated questions
for each of the fourteen reading...skills or thirty:eight mathematics skills,
add up the total number of acceptable items across all the skills and place
your total in the space provided,at the end of the check list. Next in the
space provided write the total number of items on the reading or math
test reviewed.

Finally count up the number of "v" marks (i. e., each skill that has at
least one item you feel is a valid indicator of that skill). Place the total
number of "v" in the space provided in Question 9 on the Review rorm.
Calculate the perdent of skills neasured by at least one test item. For
example, suppose 8 of the Commonwealth's 14 reading skills are measured
by at least one item on a Test. You would write "57" in the space provided
beside question 9 for percent of skills included in the test.

Step D. - Question 10 on the Review Form

This item is self-explanatory. Make your decision on the basis of
your reading of all the items on the test. For example if the test is
.designed fOr 7th, 8th, and 9th graders (indicated in Question 6) the
reading level should be appropriate for 7th graders.

Step E. Questions 11 and 12

Question 11 After reading through all the items on the test, decide
whether overall the test is free of offensive sexual, cultural, racial,
and/or ethnic content and/or stereotyping. You should examine all test
items to determine whether there is a consistent or overriding pattern
of racial, ethnic, cultural, .or sexual stereotyping and/or offensive
content. Your judgment should he made within the context of the total
test. The fact that one or two items portray a woman in the kitchen or
a minority group member in an unskilled occupation does not necessarily
imply stereotyping. Some women do spend time in the kitchen and some
minority group members do hold unskilled jobs. At issue is whether mem-
of such groups are consistently or pledorninantly portrayed in such
circumstances relative to the way in which other groups are portrayed.
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Question 12 - Self-explanatory. C

Step F. Transfer the information from the Review Form to the Test Evaluation
Summary Sheet.

Thank you your time and effort.

4
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Directions for Test Reviewers

- Technical Review -

The technical review you are about to undertake involves making judgments
iibout certain technical characteristics of tests which are being considered for
possible inclusion on a State-approved list of standardized commercial tests.
'Local school districts may use a test on the list to assess basic skids in reading
and lilatitematics at the. secondary level (grades 7-32).

Three people will review each test and will meet to arrive at a composite'
rating for each test. A separate content review of each test is also being carried
out to assess the test's content validity relative to the Massachusetts Basic Skills

Policy.

you:
To begin the review you should have the following materials in front of

a. Copies of the test to be reviewed.

b. Copies of the Technical Manual for each test.

c. A Standardized Achievement Test Review Form.

d. A Standardized Achievement Test Evaluation
Summary Sheet (pink color).

Step A - Complete the "Basic Information" section of the Standardized Achievement
Test Review Forms Questions I - 8.

Fill out the background information section on the Test Evaluation
Summary Sheet.

Step I3 - Read carefully through the test booklets and the Test's 'technical Manual.

Step C - THE TECHNICAL REVIEW 13EGINS AT QUESTION EL complete each
of the following questions on the Review Form;

questions 13 and 14 - Self-explanatory
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Question 15 - Road the technical aid, "Multiple- Choice nom
Writing Principles', on page 32, and then randomly select and
review 25% of the test items to determinelhe percent of
these test items whichdo not violate any of the standard rules
of 'multiple-choice item writing. Write the number of items
reviewed, the' number of acceptable items and the percent
of item reviewed which are acceptable in the spaces provided
beside Question 15 on the review form.

Question 16 - Check to be sure that item difficulties and item
discrimination indices were used in any item analyses. (In
constructing criterion-reforcnoccl tests, however, the latter
is a more Important and useful statistic.

INA means Information Not Available,

Questions 1? and 18 - Check for the proportion of agreement
in decision-making across parallel-form or 'retest administra-
tions. Alternately, check to see if the statistic, k, is reported.
It reflects the proportion of agreement over and above agreement
which is due to chance alone.

Fs.

Quest ens 19 and 20 - The test manual will most likely report
numerous reliability indices. In general, do these indices
reach or exceed .90?

Question 21 - Check to see if the content validity of two (or more)
-forms-ts-the same. Often the Technical Manual will discuss con-
tent emphases and summarize the relevant information in charts
or tables. If this information is not satisfactory the parallel
forms will be reviewed separately another time by another
review committee.

Questions 22 and 23 - Self-explanatory.

Questions 24 and 25 - Check to see if charts are produced to show
the representation of any norms groups. Do they look reasonable?

Questions 26 to 31 - These five questions are self-explanatory.

Step D - Transfer the information from the Review Form to the Test Evaluation
Summary Sheet.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT
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Multiple-Choice Item Writing Principles.

=4...
1. Is the item stem clearly written for the intended group of. students?

2. Is the item stem freeof. irrelevant material?

3. IS a single problem clearly defined in the item stem?

4. Are the answer choices clearly written for the Intonded group of studgmts?

5. Are the answer choices free of irrelevant material?

6. Is there a correct answer or a clearly best answer?

7. Have words like "always," "none," or "all" been removed?

8. Are likely student mistakes used to prepare incorrect answers?

9. Is "all of the above" avoided as an answer choice?

10. Are the answer choices arranged in a logical sequence (if one exists)?

11. Was the correct answer randomly positioned among the available answer choices?

12. Are all repeti_tiods_or_expressiens rozmovad_from-the-answer choiemfa-

and included in the item stem?

13. Are all of the _answer choices of approximately the same length?

.14. Do the item stem and answer' choices follow standard rules of punctuation
and grammar?

15. Are all negatives underlined?

16. Are grammatical cues between the item stem and the answer choices,
which might give the correct answer away, removed?

17. Are letters used in front of the possible answer choices to identify them?

18. Have expressions like "which of the following is not" been avoided?
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- Mathematics Skills ChecklIstl-

Date of Review

.1100.MINNE. 1.11.4

Place a "101' beside those skills which are measured by the test.

Mathematics Skills

a. Number and Numeration Concepts

1. Recognize number symbols (17, eighteen), whole numbers2(34),
fractions

8
(1/2) , decimals (3.7*, and powers of 10 (10 ).

List the number of each item which you feel is a measure of this
skill.

Total number of items for this skill

2.. Identify odd and even numbers.

List the number of each item which you feel is a measure of this
skill.

Total number of items for this skill

3. Put numbers in numerical order.

List the number of each item which you feel is a measure of this
skill.

Total number of items for this skill

lOnly the first page of the mathematics skills checklist is presented
here.
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r--Standardized Achievement Test
Evaluation Summary Sheet

Date of Review

*MP Math

Fill in your ratings, determine the points, and write in the score for each question in
the apace provided.

CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS

Question Rating Point System Score
9 % 90-100%-5 points

80- 89%4 points
70- 79%-8 points
60- 69%-1 point

< 601)-0 points

.110.11011111.1.11

10 Yes - 2 poinis
OM.M.IMINNNo - 0 points

11 Yes - 9 points
No - 0 points

12 No points

ITOTAL CONTENT POINTS

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Question Rating Point System Score

13 No points

14 a Yes 1 point a
No - 0 points
for each item

d "a" through "j"

g 432
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Question Ra Point System Score1

15 90-100-5 points
f.0- 89%-4 points

.
70-. 79%-3 points

< 70%-0 points

16 Yes - 3 points
No - 0 points

11MIMINIO

INA*- 0 points

17 =11. Yes - 1 point
No - 0 points

18
111011111411111

Yes - 5 points
No - 0 points tl

INA - 0 points

19 Yes - 5 points
.80 -.89 -8 points
.70-.79-1 point
less than .70-0 points
INA - 0 points

2 Yee-- 5 points
.80-.89-3 points
.70- ;.79 -1 point
less than .70-0 points
INA - 0 points

21 No points
However if No or INA then
alternative forms of the
test are subject to a
separate review at another
time

22 Yes - 2 points
emmlImIMOI

No - 0 points
INA - 0 points

23 Yes - 2 points
No - 0 points
INA - 0 points

*INA - "Information not available"
433
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Question Rating Point stem Score

24 Yes - 3 points 4011MOMMIM

No - 0 points
INA - 0 points

25 Yes - 3 points ea... Melee

No - 0 points
INA - 0 points

26 Yes - 2 points
No - 0 points
INA - 0 points

27 Yes - 2 points
No - 0 points

28 Yes - 2 points
emmemmee

eMMEMNIIM

No - 0 points

29 Yes - 2 points
No - 0 points

30 Yes - 2 points
No - 0 points

31 Yes - 2 points
No - 0 points

TOTAL TECHNICAL POINTS
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8.0 Overview of the Unit

Procedures for using and reporting criterion-referenced test

scores are discussqd in this unit.

pry
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8.1 Introduction

The first five units of the Practitioner's Guidebook covered

methods for developing and validating criterion-referenced tests.

In Unit 6, issues and methods for setting standards west introduced.

A list of guidelines for evaluating criterion-referenced tests and test

manuals was presented in Unit 7. Ways in which test scores obtained

through applications of criterion-referenced tests can be used and

reported will be considered in this unit. First, we discuss several

uses of criterion-referenced test scores. Second, we will discuss

and provide examples of the ways in which criterion-referenced test

score information can be reported.

In sum, in this unit, we hope to give the reader some practical

information on ways to use ard/or report criterion-referenced test

score information. In the next unit, we will extend our discussion

presented here to the application of criterion-referenced tests in

two popular instructional models.

43J
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1.

8.2 Uses of Criterion-Referenced Test Scores

Millman (1974) delineates four uses of criterion-referenced test

scores:

1. estimation of domain scores and allocation to mastery states

in instructional settings,

2. evaluation of programs,

3. needs assessment purposes,

4. teaching improvement and personnel evaluation.

The focus of the material to be discussed in the remainder of Unit 8 will

be on the first use listed. Hambleton and Gifford have prepared a paper

that discusses the use of criterion-referenced tests in program eval-

uation. (After final editing, this paperwillbe included in these instruc-

tional matetials.) Besides Millman (1974), Popham (1975) also has a discus-

sion of the uses of criterion-referenced tests for program evaluation.

In reference to program evaluation, Millman (1974) states:

One consideration in the evaluation of instructional

programs is the degree to which the objectives of the

program have been met. DRT's [domain referenced
tests] are designed to present such information.
Further, in contrast to national, norm-referenced
tests, tests referencing the specific doihins of

learner behaviors to which the instructional ef-
fort is directed have a better chance of detecting
areas in which the program has been successful or is

in need of modification.

In reference to the use of criterion-referenced tests in assessing

needs, it is helpful to first discuss the meaning of need. According

to Millman (1974), "A need can be defined as the difference between

expected and actual status." In other words, a discrepancy exists be-

tween present status and what is expected. However, before movement

440



can be initiated for change, the present status of the area to be changed

(for instance, an instructional program) must be determined. A criterion-

referenced test is most useful in establishing present status.

In reference to teaching improvement, Millman (1974) states:

When student performance is measured by DRT's [domain
referenced tests], the desired student behavior be-
comes explicit. The precise boundaries of the be-
havior to be assessed are defined, and criteria for
judging the adequacy of learner responses are identi-
fied. Such information makes it possible for the
teacher to devise more relevant instructional materials
and provides for a fairer evaluation of the teacher's

performance.

In the sections to follow, we will focus attention on two uses of

criterion-referenced test scores in instructional settings. These uses

are (1) estimation of examinee domain scores,and (2) allocation of

examinees to mastery states.
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8.3 Domain Score Estimation

8.3.1 Introduction

In this section, the basic problem.; ilivolved with domain score

estimation are introduced. Then we will discuss specialized procedures

for estimating domain scares (section 8.3.2). The discussion in 8.3.2

has been taken from a paper by Hambleton, Swaminathan, Algina and

Coulson (1978).

We assume that a test is constructed by randomly sampling items

from a well-defined, or clearly specifiedidomain of items measuring

an instructional objective. If the test measures more than a single

objective the items must be randomly sampled from the domain of items

measuring each objective. (An examinee has a domain score defined

for each objective measured by the test.)

In problems of domain score estimation, it is common to use an

examinee's test score (or proportion-correct score) as an estimate

of the domain score of that examinee. An examinee's domain score is

his/her true level of performance in the domain of items measuring the

objective. Of course, there will be error involved in using the

observed test score as an estimate of the domain score, and that is

why specialized methods involving Bayesian procedures have been

developed. The estimates derived from these procedures are more )

precise (i.e., contain less error) estimates of the domain score.

When using the test score, or some other derived (i.e., Bayesian)

estimate, to estimate an examinee's domain score, error can be defined

RS the difference between the estimated and true value (i.e., domain
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score). The test developer thus wants to choose as his/her estimate

the one that minimizes these differences over the group of individuals

tested.

As mentioned above, the simplest and most obvious estimate of an

examinee's domain score, which is denoted ni for the ith examinee, is his/her

observed proportion-correct score, denoted lei. This estimate is ob-

tained by dividing the examinee's test score, xi (the number of items

answered correctly), by the total number, n, of items measuring 1

the objective included in the criterion-referenced test. Although th

\proportion-correct score is an unbiased estimate of domain score, this

estimate is highly unreliable when the number of items on which the \

i

estimate is based is small. For this reason, specialized procedures

that take into account other available information in order to pro-

duce more precise estimates, especially when there are only a few items

on the test measuring an objective, are used. In section 8.3.2, we

discuss a number of such estimates.

*8.3.2 Specialized or Bayesian Estimates of Domain Score

The estimates discussed in this section utilize additional

information besides an individual's proportion-correct score to

arrive at examinee domain score estimates. However, to obtain these

estimates requires the use of a small computer to carry out the some-

what complicated calculations.
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Classical Model II Estimate

One of the first attempts to produce an estimate of an examinee's true

s,)re using the information obtained from the group to which an examinee

belongs was made by Kelley in 1927. This is the well-known regression

estimate of true score (Lord and Novick, 1968, p. 65), which is the weighted

sum of two components -- one based on the examaminee's observed score and

the other based on the mean of the group to which an examinee belongs.

Jackson (1972) modified this procedure for use with binary data, by

cmploving the Freeman-Tukey transformation, given by

-1 xi+1 ,i 7717 + s4n ,
gi = (sin

n+i-n+1
(1)

As a result of this transformation, a domain score is transformed onto

where,

y. = sin1 Sri (2)

When, .15 4; ii .85, and the number of test items (n) is at least eight,

t.he distribution of gi is approximately normal with a mean approximately

eqndl to the transformed domain score, yi, and known variance

v = (4n + 2)
-1

The classical model II estimate becomes, in terms of y,

[g 2 + (4n + 2)
-1

g.] / + + 2)-11

444
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where g.,Lhu sample mean based on a sample of N examinees,is given by

N

g. m N
1

E g4

i =i

and 0, the sample variance of the y's, is given by

-1
0 (N - 1) - ( g.)2 - (4n + :)-1

i=1

A A

Once y
i

is obtained i is determinqd from the expression

2 "

i
um (1 + .5/n) sin y - .25/n.

(4)

(6)

For a detailed discussion of this estimate, the reader is referred

to Novick and Jackson (1974, p. 352) and Novick, Lewis, & Jackson (1973).

Bayesian Model II Estimate

The classical model II estimate given above may not be ideal since,it does not

take into account any prior information that may be available. In

addition, it may happen that 0 estimated using Equation (5) is negative, in

which case the solution will not be meaningful. Novick eta.. (1971) utilizing

thu transformations given by Equations (1) and (2), obtained a Bayesian solu-

tion for the estimation of domain score that not only takes into
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account the direct and collateral informati.op, but any prior infor-

mation that may be available. Direct inform4tion is provided by an examinee's

test score; collateral information is contained in the test performance: of

other examinees; prior information on an examinee may come from past test

performance or the examinee's performance on other objectives measured by

the test. In addition, the Bayesian model II estimation procedure avoids the

problem of negative estimates for Q.

Since the distribution of gi has known variance but unknown mean

yi, the distribution of gi is customarily expressed as a conditional dis-
,

tribution, i.e.,

(gi I
yi) ti N(yi, v) (7)

where N(yi, v) represents the normal distribution with mean and

variance v. The Bayesian estimates are based on the revised belief

about the parameters after the data are obtained. The revised belief

about the parameters after the data are obtained is, summarized in the

form of the posterior distribution of the parameter:A.

In order to obtain the posterior distribution of yi, it is

necessary to specify the prior knowledge about the distribution of yi,

or f(yity2,...,YN). In order to do this, it is assumed that the trans-

formed domain scores yi,y2,...,yN are exchange-

able. This amounts to saying that the prior belief about one yi is no

different from the belief about any other y and implies the assumption

that yi is a random sample from some distribution. In particular, it is

assumed that the,prior distribution of yi is normal wall. unknown mean (t

and unknown variance 4.. Thus, the specification of the prior distribu-

tion of y
i
is dependent upon the knowledge of the mean a and the variance

(1).
'However, Novick, et al. (1973) h4e suggested that the prior belief

44R
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about a may not be as important as the specification of the prior belief

about 4 and may be repreaented by a uniform distribution. The above

autnors have further assumed that it is reasonable to represent the

belief about $ by an inverse chi-square distribution with v degrees

of freedom and scale parameter A (see Novick and Jackson, 1974, for

an extensive discussion of this distribution). Specification of the

prior belief about 0 thus requires the specification of only the two

parameters, v and

Novick, et al. (1973) have considered in detail the problem of,

setting values of the parameters, v and A. Based on various considera-

tions, these authors recommend setting v 8. The mean 0, of the in-

verse chi-square distribution is given by A / (v-2), and once v is

OINO OVENS

known, A can be set equal to (v-2) 0. To estimate $ it iu necessary

to indiCate the amount of information that is available about.7. This

is accomplished by specifying a value M, where M is considered to be

the r value of the typical examinee in the sample. The next step is

to specify the number of test items; n, that would have to be

administered to the examinee in order to obtain as much information

about N as is deemed to be available. Now, transformed-estimates of

!I, from a n-item test are distributed normally on the y-metric with

variance (4n + 2)
-1

Hence, (4n + 2)
-1

can-be taken as an estimate

of c subsequently A can be specified.

Specification of v and A in essence determines the prior distri-

bution f(y) f yl, Y29... YN.

Uovick,et al. (1973) obtained the joint posterior distribution of the

parameters, and hence the joint modal estimate of
y1.

The joint modal estimate y is obtained by solving the equation

44 7
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where

gi E(Yi-1Y1+ Y.1N+v :In + 2).]

[A + E(yi.- 1'

N + v - 1 j (4n f 2)

N
N
-1

E y

i=1

(8)

(9)

This equation for has to be solved iteratively, and has been found

(Novick, et al. 1973) to yield a satisfactory solution after only a

few iterations.

Marginal Mean Estimate

The Bayesian model II estimate discussed above is useful for

making joint decisions about a set of N examinees. However, in cri-

terion-referenced testing situations, a separate decision for each

examinee has to be made and hence separate or marginal estimates

of domain scores are required.

Lewis, Wang, and Novick (1973) obtained marginal mean

estimatesof domain scores. They are given by the expression

yi = g. + p*(gi - g.) (10)

The quantity p* ip dependent on the parameters v and-A and on the

data; once the parameters are set, o* can be read directly from

_____.,rx.,atrre's prepared by Wang (1973). Again, once y
i

is obtained r is

determined using Equation (6).
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The marginal mean estimate given abo e is based on the assump-

tfon that no prior information is availab e on a, i.e., the prior

diniribution of (x is uniform. More rvetntly,. Lewis, Wang and Novick

(1975) relaxed this assumption by assu4 that a is normally dis-

tributed with mean 0 and variance 0/n. In th 'sc. case, they showed that

the estimate Yi is given by

Yi = pgi + (t-p)g. + (1-i) 0 .

Since the definitions of p and r are rather involved we refer

the interested reader to Lewis, et al. (1975) for a dis ussion of

these quantities and for the.procedure required to specify the,

additional parameters, 8 and n

"Quasi" Bayesian Estimates

In obtaining the joint modal estimates and the marginal mean

estimates,. Novick, et al. (1973) and Lewis, et al. (1973) aisumed

that the prior beliefs about a and 0 could be expressed in the form

of distributions. There are several variations to this theme. If

instead of specifying the prior beliefs in the form of distributions,

values for a and can be specified on the basis of previous exper-

ience, then the expressions corresponding to the Bayesian marginal

mean estimates are readily obtained. These estimates are rela-

tively easy to compute.

449
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These estimates are based on the prior specification of a and 0.

SpeCification of a introduces relatively few complications, but the

-exacit specificatiron of 0 poses a problem.__This is not ,a quantity

most practitionets are familiar with. However, the interrogation

procedure descried by Novick and Jackson (1974) can be effectively used

to yield this ii4ormation. Two assiumptions are made in deriving these

quasi-Bayesian estimates: ;1) Thelprtor belief about a can be expressed

as a uniform distribution, and 0 can tle specified exactly, and,

(2) both a and 0.can be specified exactly. In the first case, it

can be shown that the marginal mean e timatc y
i

is given by

gi + (4nit2)-1 g.

0 + (44TiT7r---1

A

In the second case, the marginal mean estimate, yi, becomes

gi + (4n+2) la .

Yi
ft 0 + (4n+2)-

(12a)

(12b)

The similarity between the marginal mean estimates (12a) and (12b) and the

classical model II estimate given by Equation(3)is obvious. In fact, it is

interesting to note that the classical model II estimate is in reality an

empirical Bayes estimate obtained by using sample estimates for a and e.

hambleton, Hutten, and Swaminathan (1976) investigated the compar-

ative efficiencies of the various estimates given by Equations 3, 3,

10, in, and the proportion-correct :wore estimate via .1 simulation
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study (see section 8.5). Factors under consideration in their study

were sample size, test length,'homogeneity of the domain score distri-

bution, specification of prior information, and cut-off score(or

performance standard). Their conclusions indicated that when precise ,

information is available, i.e., when 0 and a can be specified, the

marginal mean estimate, 46., given by Equation (12b), had the smallest

`absolute error as defined:by'the expression

e =Ely
i=1 i

When a cannot be specified exactly, the estimate given by (

Equation(12e)produced the next best result in terms of minimizing

The other estimates, ranging from third best to poorest were: Marginal

mean estimate given by Equation(101 classical model II estimate given by

Equatlun(31 the joint modal estimate given by Equation (81 and the propor-

tion-correct scorn estimate. However, in most cases re and cp cannot be

ipeclfied exactly, and hence, the results of this study bear out the ex-

pectation that Bayesian estimation procedures are the most efficient in

du: estimation of domain scores. Also, it should be pointed out that these

authors did not study the estimate given by Equation(111 We can, never-

theleti, conclude that the estimate given by Equation(11)would be at

least as accurate as that given by Equation(10)if the Assumption of a

normal. prior on a is valid.
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8.4 Mastery State Determination\

In this section,.the bgsic situation involved when a criterion-
,

referenced test score is being used to allocate an individual to a

mastery state is introduced. Then, a9°in section 8.3, someadvanced

decision

ments to

models and a'Bayesian procedure for making examinee assign-

mastery statesare discussed. The material is presented in

section 8.4.2.

O

Before discusiing advanced procedures for allocating examinees

to mastery states, it,will be useful to review a section first en-

countered in Unit 4: Types of errors (false positive

and false negative) made. when classifying individuals, into

mastery states. The followiftg twos -fold table of losses associated Q.

with decisions can be constructed:

Decision

Advance

Retain

Domain Scores

n>7
o

ir<Ir

o a

b Co
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Where n = the examinee's domain score

a

b

= loss associated with advancing

score 7r is <no
(false positive

= loss associated with retaining
score n is zn Wise negative

a student whose domain
error)

a student whose domain

error).

The values of a and b are specified by the test constructor. One possible

decision is to let a = b, and this might be done, according to Novick and

Lewis (1974),when

. . .it were no more serious to advance a student

whose level was below the criterion than to retain

a student who was above, . .

From the specification above, a general decision rule can be

generated. The rule is to advance (assign to a "mastery state") an

examinee if

b[Prob(wanoldata)] 7 a[Proh (w<noldata)]

and retain (i.e., assign to a "non-mastery state"), otherwise. An

equivalent comparison is to compare the loss ratio b to the ratio

Prob (r>noldata)

Prob (n<if
o
'data)

aIf 1: is less than the above ratio, the examinee should be advanced. If

is greater than the above ratio, the examinee should be retained.

Prob (Trno).is the probability of an examinee having a domain score

equal to or above the cut-off score. The probability is obtained as a

part of a Bayesian analysis of the examinee's test performance.
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8.4.1 Introduction

A second major use of scores obtained from criterion-referenced

tests is to assign examinees to mastery states. In view of the

discussion in section 8.3, it may appear tempting to first estimate

an examinee's domain score, compare it to-one or more cut =off scores

defined on the domain score scale, and then, for example, in the case of

two mastery states, classify the examinee as either' a master or a

non-master. Typically, this is the strategy adopted by individuals

implementing objectives-based instructional programs. Unfortunately,

this approach is not usually very satisfactrry. One reason is that users

must assume all classification errors (whether they be of the "false-

positive" or "false-negative" type) to be equally serious (i.e., a = b).

This is an unreasonable assumption to make in many instructional settings.

For example, with instructional objectives that are prerequisites to more

advanced ones in a curriculum, false-positive errors (moving examiness

ahead before they are ready) may be far more serious than false-negative

errors (holding examinees back, even though they may have "mastered" the

objectives in question). (One possible solution is to raise a cut-off

score when false-positive errors are more serious than false-negative

errors. When the importance of the errors is reversed, a cut-off score

can be lowered.) Also, domain score estimates may be obtained using a

loss function completely inappropriate for that associated with making

decisions. In assigning an examinee to a mastery state, an error can

occuriwhen an examinee is assigned, based upon his/her test score (or

a variation of it), to a mastery state other than his/her true mastery

state. For example, the individual may truly have mastered the material,

but based upon his/her score on the test, be assigned non-mastery status.
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HH re,the notion of error used in domain score estimation (squared error

loss) makes no sense. Distance or difference, in this case from the

relevant cut-off score, is not a concern; rather the concern is simply whether the

examinee located either above or below the cut-off score is correctly as-

signed to the proper mastery state. Thus, the appropriate loss function

in this decision-theoretic process would be a threshold loss function.

On the other hand, Livingston (1972, 1975), and Linden and

Mellenbergh (1977) have investigated both linear and non-linear loss

4
.

functions. Here, one assumes the mi lassification of an examinee with

a domain score far from the cut-off score is far more serious than the

loss incurred when an examinee with a domain score close to a cut-off

score is misclassified.

For the test practitioner who lacks the facilities to enable

him/her to use the somewhat complex methods that follow, then he/she

should determine mastery status by comparing an individual's proportion

correct score to the cut-off score. However, such a procedure suffers

the same problems discussed in section 8.3.1. If the number of items

measuring an objective is small, then the proportion correct score will

often give an unreliable estimate for determining mastery status. Also,

and perhaps more of a problem, when using this procedure, all classifi-

cation errors must be assumed to be equal. That is why the procedures

to be discussed is section 8.4.2 are so valuable; they incorporate addi-

tional data into the estimates, thereby decreasing the error, and they

allow for the consideration of different classification errors.

Throughout this introduction, we have been implicitly assuming the

existence of only two mastery states, master and non-master. However,
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in some decision contexts, there may be more than two states. For

instance, .there may be two cut-offs, wr and Tra, such that ,if the stu-

. A _

score is belOW 7t he/he hii/her-'sCore

above. Ira, he/she is advanced, and finally, if the score is between

the two cut-off scores, the individual maybe "held" for a short re-

view. In the development that follows, the procedures are first

formulated for one cut-off point (twa mastery states), and then extended

to k mastery states.
.k%

The problem of classifying an examinee into one of two cate-

gories using a threshold loss function has been studied extensively

by liambleton and Novick (1973), and Swaminathan, Hambleton, and

7 r-

F;,1

1Algina (1975). As in section 8.3.2, the observed scores x.

are transformed into gi by the arc sine transformation. Let

w and no denote the domain score and cut-off score respectively, and

y(=sin1 AT) denote the transformed domain score r,

a nd
"4

Yo (=sin vo) --'the transformed cut-off score. Then, exaMinevs

with transformed domain scores y less than yo are classified as non-

masters and masters otherwise. Conforming with the notation

employed by Hambleton and Novick (1973), the two-valued parameter

w is used to denote the mastery state of an examinee. The para-

meter assumes one of two values, wl or w2. if the examinee is a

non-master, i.e., if y < yo, then

W = WI,

while it Lite examinee Is a master, i.e.,

456
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In classifying.an examinee the decision-maker may take one of two actions

lor example, retain the examinee for instruction or advance the .

examinee to the next segment of instruction. The action "retain"

will be denoted by a/ ani the action "advance" by a2. The decision-

maker can commit one of two kinds of errors. If the examinee is.

in reality a non-master (in state col), the decision-maker can clas-

sify the examinee as a.masser (in state w2) or if in reality the

examinee is a master (in state w2), the decision-maker can classify

the examinee as a non-master (in state w
1
). In order to arrive at

a rule for selecting actions al or a2, it is necessary to specify the

losses associated with these two kinds of classification errors.

Swaminathan, et al. (1975), introduced the quantity,

L(wi, ai), to denote the non-negative loss function

describing the loss incurred when action ai is .,taken for an examinee

who is in state wi. Thus, in the two category decision problem,

and

with

L(wi, a2) = £12,

L(w.1, 421

L(wl, al) = 1,(m2, a2) = 0 .

These authors have suggested that the action for

which tilt. expected loss

1,)

a)

ts a miniuu should be Ousel) aq the .ippropriate

457
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SwaMinathan, et al. (1975) extended the tl:o cate-

gory problem to one where examinees are classified into one of several

categories. Suppose there are k categories into which the examinees

are to be classified and consequently k actions to be taken. For example,

when k=3, the decision-maker may be interested in classifying examinees

as masters, partial masters, and non-masters. The appropriate actions

may be to advance the masters, retain the partial masters for a brief

review, and retain the non-masters for remedial work.

We need k-1 cut-off scores to separate examinees into k categories

or k states, wi, w2, ..., wk. Denote the cut-off scores by wol, Tio2'

"" nok-1 . An examinee is in state,wi, when,her domain score it is less

than Trot, in state w
2

if Tr is between Tr
ol

and no?, and so on. In general

an examinee is in state w
i

if Tr . < IT < n
01.not-1

Associated with misclassifications is the loss function L(wi, ai).

If an action aj is taken for an examinee who in reality is in state wi,

the loss is Z. so that

L(A) a j) =
.1

2.1. .

As before, the action which has the smallest expected loss is chosen.

For action a the expected loss is given by

k

E Y
Pi

Prob fy
op-1

y
o

!Datal
1 p=1 p

where Y
oo

= - 9
andl ok

= r". AL:tion a.1 . is chosen if

Prob fy y y !Data]
Pi op-1 op

(13)

k
r.pm Prob fy

op-1
Y ) op

Ipdtal, (m=1, 2, ..., k, m#i). (14)

p=1

str!
i V ill
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once the posterior distribution of y is determined, the above probabilities

are determined as the area under the probability density curve between

),0p...1 and yop 9 p m 1, 2, k.

The next stage in the decision-theoretic process is to obtain the

posterior distribution of parameter, y,,for each examinee. Several

procedures are available for the determination of posterior distributions

and, hence, posterior probabilities. The first method is that given by

Lewis, et al. (1973). Utilizing the distributions and assumptions given

in connection with the Bayesian Model II estimates in a previous section,

Lewis, at al. (1973) derived an approximation to the posterior distribu

non. They showed that the pdsedrior distribution of yi, is approximately

normal, i.e.,

where

and

(ri Data)N, N(Pir

pi = g. + p*(gi g))

2 1 + (11, - 1) * 2 2

i (4n + 2) N `gi
Fr)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(This approximation is reasonably good when the number of test items

45;)
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exceeds seven.) The quantity g. is defined by Equation (4). The

quantities p*'and a*
2

in expressions (ih) and (il) are dependent on

the paramelers v and A of the inverse ai-squaro d;f:traution Of .4.,

have to be computed by numerical integration.

The tables prepared by Wang (1973) can be used by specifying

v and A, to obtain p* and o*2.

Returning to the problem of classification of examinees

into k categories, Swaminathan et al. (1975) first transform the (k-1) specified

cut-off scoresnop into yop, given by

and

-1 ra
y = sin-1
op op

p = 1,,k-1.

Next the probabilities of the type given by Equations (13) and

(14) are calculated. For any examinee,

Prob[.rr
op-1

< Tr < Tr

op
I Data] = Prob[y

op-1
< y < y

op
1 Data (19)

For the ith examinee, the quantity zoji is defined as

Y 1.1

L
oji o.

with p and or
2
defined by Equations (16) and (11). The quantity

(20)

z
oji

is the normal deviate corresponding to the cut-off score yni

for examinee i. Since the posterior distribution is approximately

normalwithmeano,and vatiance
i

2

)

Prob[y
op-1

< y 1 Data] e PrOb[Zop_if Zi < Z . I Data]. ()I)
op opi
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That is, the probability that y
i

is between
Top-1

and y is approx-
op

Imately oqual to thv probability that a standardNvd normal varlatp

is between the z scores z and z Hence, for each examinee i,
opi-1 op

the quantity

E
w
L(w,a.) Z . Piob( zop-li < zi < zopi I Data] (22)

p=1

61)
is calculated ror each action j (j=1, 2,...,k). These k oxpected

losses are than compared with one another, and the action for which

the expected loss is tip least is chosen as the appropriate action".

An illustration of the procedure is offered in the next section.

461.
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*8.4.2 A Bayesian Decision Theoretic Procedure

The paper by Swaminathan, Hambleton, and Algina (1975) describes

one method for using Bayesian decision-theoretic procedures to allocate

examinees to mastery states.
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A BAYESIAN DECISIO-TREORETIC PROCEDURE FOR
USE WITH CRITERION-REFERENCED TUTS'

H. SWAMINATHAN, RO ALD K. HAMBLETON,--and ALOINA
U iversity of Massachusetts

In a previous paper, Ha bleton and Novick (1973) concepthalind a decisi

theoretic forthulation for keveral issues in criterion-referenced measurement. A long

the issues discdssed was the important problem of allocating individuals to astery

states. These authors proposed a solution to the problem based on a Ba sian pro-

cedure given by Novick, Lewis, and Jackson (1973). Mere kecently, ewis, Wang,

and Novick (1973) have developed a Bayesian procedure that is" re appropriate

in-the context of criterion-referenced measurement. 'Based o this most recent
method,..we_preabt. itt_this -paper -an-exposition of -a deeisiti -theoretic solution to
the problem of allocating individuals to mastery states on e objective; included in

a criterion-referenced test.

t.

is

1

Allocation of Individuals to tares'

The primary problem in.ciiterio -referenced measurement is that of classifying an

examinee into one of several mu ually exclusive mastery states or categories. One

might think of mastery states, defined'for arc43jective, as representing different levels

of functioning on the domain of items\smeasuring that objective. It makes sense to

assume that each examinee has a true mastery state on each objective covered in a

criterion-referenced test. Typically, a cut-off score or threshold score is sbt to permit

the decision-maker to assign examinees, on the basis of their performance on each

subset of items measuring an Objective covered in a criterion-referenced test; into one

of two mutually exclusive categoriesniasters and non-masters. (See, Millman, 1973,

for a good Iliscussion of guidelines for setting cutting scores.) Since all the items in

the domain of items-measuring an objective cannot usually be administered to the

_examinee, a small number of items is sampled. Thus the problem of classifying the

examinees into categories has to be considered within a statistical framework.

An obvious approach to the allocation problem is to compare an examinee's 'ob-

served score to the threshold score and make the appropriate mastery 'decision. How-

ever, as criterion-referenced tests are typically short, we would be making decisions

on the basis of very limited amounts of information. Our decision-theoretic approach

to the allocation problem allows the decision-maker to build into the decision

process prior and collateral information about the examince's true mastery stare.

This approach is not unlike that of using a regression line to estimate true scores,

and provides a way of obtaining more information on each examinee without requir-
ing the administration of additional test itemsa great advantage indeed when one
considers the amount of time typically allotted for criterion-referenced testing in

objectives.based programs (see, for example, Glaser & Nitko, 1971 pp. 625-670:
Hambleton, 1974; Hambleton & Novick, 1973). However, even after incorporating

this additional information, our knowledge of an examinee's true mastery state will

'The authors are grateful to Ming -Mci Wang, Douglas Coulson, and Jason Millman for helpful com-

ments on earlier drafts of the paper.
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be probabilistic and misclassifications will be likely to occur. The decision-theoretic
approach also allowi the decision-maker to incorporate into the decision process the

costs of misclassifications.

Classification of Examinees Into One of Two Categories

We shall first consider the problem of classifying an examinee into one of two
categories and\later generalize the procedure to include several categoriei.

Let 7 denote the "true" score of an examinee. We will see later that y is related
in,a very simple way to 71' the true proportion-correct score, The quantity w is defined

as the proportion of items, in the domain of items measuring the objective, that an

examinee can correctly answer. If 7, is the predetermined threshold or cut-off score,

examinees with true scores y less than y are classified as true non-masters and true

masters otherWiii. In keeping with the notation employed by Hambleton and Novick

(1973) let the two-valued parameter w denote the mastery state of the examinee. The

parameter aassumes one of two values, col or 142. If the examinee is a non-muster,

i.e., if 7 < 70, we set

CO MI WI,

and if he is a master, i.e., 7 > 7, we set

co = (ea .
I .

Both 7 and w are, of course, unobservable quantities. Our approach 4 to produce,

using Bayesian statistical methods, a distribution representing our bel of about the

location of the parameter 7, Using this'distribution, known as the post rior distribu-

tion on the true score parameter, 7, and with a cutting score defined, w can produce
probabilities representing the chances of an examinee being located i each mastery

state.
In classifying the examinees, the decision-maker may. take one of t o actions--re-

tain the examinee for instruction or advance the examinee to the ext segment of

instruction. The action "retain" will be denoted by ai and the actin "advance" by

a2. The decision-maker can commit one of two kinds of errors. If th individual is in

reality a non-master (in state a ), the decision-maker can classify t e individual as a

master (in state (42) or if in reality the individual is a master in state w2), the
decision-maker can classify the individual as a non-master (in stat w1). In order to

arrive at a rule for selecting actions a1 or a2, it is necessary to specify the losses

associated with these two kinds of misclassifications.
Consistent with the usage and notation of decision theory, we shall employ the

notation go., ad to denote the non-negative loss fpnction which describes the loss

incurred when action a, is taken for the individual who is in state 6.11. Thus,

L(w1, al) = ,e12

and

L(w2,a1) = 21

Of course,

L(col , a1) = L(02, a2) = 0.

A good classification procedure is obviously one which minimizes in some sense
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or other the total loss ncurred. That is, we shall chapse that action for which the

expected loss,

E,L(w, a),

is a minimum.
We see that if acti n a, is taken, then the expected loss, E.L.(to, al ), is given by

E.,".(4), al) = 0Prob[w 0.1,] + ,e21 Prob[w = 0.1.2]

Prob17 -yob

Similarly, if action a2 is taken, then the expected loss, E,,L(w, a2), is given by

t'L (w, a2) . t 12 Prob[co ® WI] + 0- Prob[ce = w2]

es R.12 ProbI7 < 701

We take action,a, if

or equivalently. if

E.L(w, al) < E,L(o.), a2),

(lb)

. 21 Prob(7 > 70] < .. Prob17 < 70I. (2a)

Similarly, )1/e take action a2 if

tie Prob17 < 7.1 < Prolth (2b)

If it so happened that

Prob17 < 701 = 21 Prob(7 > 701,

we would be indifferent as to which action to take.
In order to clarify the meaning of Prob(7 < 7.1 and Prob(7 7.1, and hence the

expectedlosses given by. (2a) and (2b), we have to distinguish between prior proba-

bilities and posterior probabilities. inosimplistic terms, prior probabilities are based

on our beliefs about the.parameter y before any test data arc obtained! For example,

we often have informatfon about the ability levels of the students in a program in the

form of school record's; their past)lerformance, etc. This information, conveniently

summarized in the form of the prior distribution f(y) of the parametet 7, reflects our

piior belief before new test data are obtained. The posterior probabilities on the

Other hand, are based on our revised belief about the parameter -y after the test data

are obtained. And this belief is summarized by the posterior distribution of the

parameter y, denote by say, h(7 I Data).. In the language of statistics, hey rData),

, the posterior distribution of y, is the conditional distribution of y given the
data. The area under the curve h(7 I Data)3 below' 7,, gives the probability,

Nobly < 70 1 Datati and the area above 7 gives the probability, Prob17 > 7. I Data).

Unfortunately, the posterior distribution for each examinee is not obtainable

directly. The first 4tage in obtaining this posterior marginal distribution is to obtain
the joint posterior;distribution of all the in examinees, 1101, 72, , -y, I Data).

As a consequence of I3ayes Theorem, the posterior joint distribution is readily ex-

pressed in terms Of the joint prior chstributionf(71, y2, , ye,) as

h(7172. ..7. I Data) ;c g(Data 171, 1'2, , 72.. , 70,). (3)
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The expression g(Datifl yi, y2,..., 7,) is known as the likelihood function And is
a statement of the joint probability of observing the data conditioned upon the un-
known parameters 71, 72, ... , y,. , We shall return to thediscussion of obtaining
the posterior marginal distribution from the joint posterior distribution in the next
section.

,

The probabilities in. expressions (2a) and (2b) are, -in actuality, posterior proba-
bilities and hence should be so denoted. Thus, we-take action a, if

t21 Probly z 701 Data] < ,C12 Probty < .70.1 Dat ,, ' (4a)
,

and take aciiun a2 if ,i

,E12 Probt7 < 7.I Data] < 4,21 Piob(7 ?_ 7 I Da a].. (4b) -

Description of the Dayesian DeCision-Theoretic Procedure

We begin by .:,ssuming that the ith examinee is administered a random sample of

n items measuring a particular, objective. An examinee has a.true ptoportion-dorrect
score, it, defined over the domain of items measuring the objective. Although it
would be possible todabtain an estimate of it on the basis of the exaniinee's perfor-
mance on the sample of test items, this is not our primary aim. IF we consider testing
within a decision-making framework, then to, make decisions concerning an exaMinee's
mastery state, we need the posterior probabilities of the kind described.by Equations

(4a) and (4b).'
'Since it is mathematically inconv,enient to workAvith To we shall, following Novick

et al. (1973), utilize the transformation

sin-IVrcr ' (5)

and obtain the posterior distribution of y instead of v. 'ro be compatible with thi's

transformation all of our observed test scores will need to be transformed to the
7-metric. This is easily accomplished by transforming the test. score xi of die ith

examinee into
5

sin-I I(xi + 3/8)/(n + 3/4)r/2. (6)

This particular transformation, which has been discussed in somesdetail by Novick

et al. (1973), is attractive because, for examinee i, the distributign of g, i approxi-

mately normal with mean 1(1F1 and constant variance V = (4n 2)-'.
The approximation is reasonably good' when r lies 'between .15 and .85 and n, is at
least 8. Since the distribution of gi has known variance but unknown mean 7,, the
distribution of g, is customarily. exptessed as a conditional distribution, i.e.,

gi I N(Th V) (7)

where N(7,, V) represents the normal distribution -.with mean 7, and, variance V.
Referring to Equation (3) we can sec that in order to obtain the posterior distribution
for each -ye, we need the likelihood function g(Data I 'yi+ 72, 7.). The product
of the In distributions given by Equation (7), where is the number of examinees in

the sample, yields the likelihood function.
In order to obtain the posterior distribution of we have to specify our prior

knowledge abotit the distribution of -yf. We as is that the traikormed "true"
scores, 71,72,...,7., of the ra individuals,re exchangeable: This amounts to say-

. .9
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ing that our prior belief about one y, is no different than our belief about any other

yj and implies the assumption that each 71 is randomly sampled from some distribu-

tion. In particular, we assume that the prior distribution of 7, is normal with un-
known mean a and unknown variance el). Thus, the specification of the prior distri-
bution of ay is dependent upon our knowledge of the mean a and the variance 0.
However, Novick ct al. (1973) suggest that our prior belief about a may not be as im-

portant as our prior belief about 0. The above authors have assumed that it is

' reasonable to represent our belief about 0 by an inverse chi-square distribution with v

degrees of freedom and scale parameter A (see Novick & Jackson, 1974, for an exten-

sive discussion of this distribution). Specification of the prior belief about 0 thus re-
quires the specification of only the two/ parameters, v and A.

Novick et al. (1973) have considered in detail the problems of setting values of the

parameters, v and A. Based on theoretical considerations, these authors recommend

setting v fx 8. The mean of the inverse chi-square distribution is given by A / (I, 2),

and once v is known, A can be set equal to (v-2) IT. To estimate (1; we are required to

indicate the amount of information we have about r. This is accomplished by specify-

,ing a value M, where M is considered to be the it value' of the typical tumince in the
sample. We then specify the number of test items, t, we would need to administer
to the examinee in order to obtain as much information about it as we feel we now
have. Transformed estimates of r, from a 1-item test are distributed normally on the

7-metric with variance (4t + Hence, we could take (4: + 2)-' as our estimate of
and subsequently specify A.
Specification of v and A in essence determines the prior distribution f(7) of 71,

72, ;7,. Substituting this in Equation (3), Novick et al. (1973) obtained the

joint posterior distribution of the parameters. This joint posterior distribution of
is useful for making joint decisions about the m individuals. However,

in criterion-referenced testing situations we are interested in making separate de-
cisions about each individual and hence we require the distribution of each 7,; i.e.,
the marginal distribution of 7,.

It has been shown by Lewis et al. (1973) that the posterior marginal distribution of
7,, our belief about the location of the ith examinee's score on the 7-metric, is ap-
proximately normal, i.e.,

where

and

711 Data (71)

k p*(gi k),

2 I + (111 -- 1)P*
01

ir )2 c.*2.

(4n + 2) ni

(This approximation is reasonably good when the number of test items exceeds

sevens) The quantity is defined as

k in-' E gi

The quantities p* and a" in Equatiors (9) and (10) are dependent on the parameters

467
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v and'A of the inverse chi-square distribution of 0, and have to be computed by nu-
merical integration. Wang (1973) has prepared a set of tables so that on specifying

v and A, and a" may be obtained.
Returning to the problem of classification of students into masters and non-

masters, we first transform the specified cut -olr score To into 70, giVen by

sin 'I Vic. (II)

Now we have to calculate the probabilities necessary for comparisons of the type
given by Equations (4a) and (4b). For any individual it should be clear that

Probkri 'aro I Data] = Prob[71

For each individual we define the quantity zoi as

Zig In
Oi

7.I Data].

(12)

with AI and al defined by Equations (9) and (10). Since the posterior distribution is
approximately normal with mean A, and variance al,

Prob(7, 701 Data] qe Preii:tz zoil Data].

That is, the probability that 7, is greater than 70 is approximately equal to the prob-

ability that a standardized normal variate is greater than the z score, zoi. Hence

Stit Prob(z < z,i I Data]

can be compared with

...e.21 Prot* ?. za I Data]

and the appropriate decision made.
For convenience we shall summarize the procedure by outlining the steps taken to

arrive at the appropriate action and illustrate the procedure with a hypothetical

example.2 The steps are:

1. Transform the number corre, x, for the ith examinee into g,, given by

g, m sin-1 ((x, + 3/8)/(n + 3/4))112.

2. Specify the cut-off score Tr and obtain the corresponding 7, given by

70 6 sin-1 V70.

3. Specify the prior distribution of 0 by specifying the parameters v and X.

4. Obtain p* and a *2 as tabulated by Wang (1973) and hence determine the mean

14, and variance a? of the posterior distribution of 7, given by equations (9) and

10.

5. Obtain the standardized normal deviate

z « =(7o p,) /vi,

2For another description of the steps we refer the reader to the excellent document on criterion-

referenced measurement prepared by Millman (1974, pp. 311. 397).
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and hence determine the probability, Prot* >. 41 Data), which is approximately
equal to Probliri > 7r. I Data].

6. Make the decision according to Equa Ions (4a) or (4b).

We will illustrate the above procedure by the following hypothetical example. Our
data and results arc summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Suppose that a set of 10 items
representative of the domain of items measuring an objective is administered to a

group of 25 examinees, and that the cut-off score 7r, is set at .80. First, we transform
the observed scores, xi into gi, and the cut-off score 7r. into 7.. Next, we must specify

our prior beliefs about 0. As indicated earlier, 'we do this by choosing v and A, the

parameters of the distribution that we use to represent our belief about 0. In order to
determine v and A, we must decide the length of the test that would be required to
give us as much informatic..11 as we feel we now have about any examinee's true
mastery score 7ri. Suppose that, in our example, we decided that a five-item test
would he required. We therefore take t - 5 and, hence, (4t + 2)-1 = .0455, as our
value for T. Since, in general, a good value for v is eight, the value for A is .2730, be-

cause A (p 2) 'F). Using the tables prepared by Wang (1973), we find p .5335

and a" = .0159. We now have enough information to compute pi and ai using

Equations (9) and (10). Finally, we obtain the standardized normal deviate given by

Equation (12) and using the tables of the standardized normal distribution find the
approximate probability, Prob[ri .81 Data] and its complement Prob[ri < .8 I
Data], Suppose also that the loss associated with a false-positive error, tiz, is taken

to be one "unit" and the loss associated with a false-negative error, .t 2I, to be two
"units." In order to make a decision about each examinee we weight the appropriate
probability by the associated loss and obtain the expected loss for each action. Thus,

Table 1

Sayeelan Analysis of a Hypothetical Set of Data n-10, m+25

Number of
Items Correct

a
1

Frequency

Transformed
Observed Score

Marginal

Mean
Pt

Marginal
Standard
Deviation

.61

4 2 .695 .836 .121

S 4 .785 .861 ' .118'

6 5 .875 .933 .118

7 4 .980 .989 .115

8 4 1.083 1.043 .115

8 j 1.202 1.107 .118

10 3 1.392 , 1.211 .125

-1
g a Is

1
+ .998
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Table 2

Decision-Making in the Tvonpategory Classification Problems nv10, av25. Ilea, 1212

Number of
Items Correct

a 1

t1obilic.81Datal Probir13.81Patr

impacted Looses

Action

---.---.

Action al (Retain)

-t21 Prob(i3.81Datal

Action .2 (Advance)

mi12 Probie1c.61Datal

4 .988 .012 .025 .988 retain

5 .972 .026 __ .056.. .972 retain

.

6 .931 .069 .139 .931 retain

7 .849 .151 .302 .849 retain

6 .710 .290 .579 .710 retain

9 .502 .498 .994 .502 advance

10 .231 .770 3.539 .231 advance

-1 ,
re
o
--

o
0 sic 1.107

taking the los s into account, examinees with nine or ten correct items arc advanced,.

while exami es with less than nine correct items are retained for instruction. By
manipulating the various losses in the example it is easy to see how other decisiDns
may be made.

Classification of Examinees Into One of k Categories

Suppose that there are k categories into which the examinees are to be classified,
and consequently, k actions to be taken. For example, when k = 3, the decision-
maker may be interested in classifying examinees as masters, partial masters, or non-
masters. The appropriate actions may be to advance the masters, retain the partial
masters for a brief review and send the non-masters for remedial work.

In order to separate examinees into k Categories or k states, w1, w2, , w*, we need

k-1 cut-off scores. Denote these by r.1, ro2, , ra.I. Hence, an examinee is in state
col, if his true proportion- correct score 7 is less than 701, in stateca2 if his score r is
between r01 and roi, and so on. In general an examinee is in state w, if 7.4.1 < 7r <

ire,. In addition, we denote the set of k actions by a1, a2...., a), . ak, Action a, is
to be taken if the examinee is classified into state'w,.

Associated with misclassifications is the loss function L(w,, ad. If an action a, is
taken for an individual who inn reality is in state w the loss is ,f,v so that

ai) - to,
These losses are conveniently displayed in Table 3. As before, we choose the action
which has. the smallest expected loss. Here again we utilize the transformation pre-
sented in Equation (5).

For action a,, the expected loss is given by
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Table 34

. Lose Table for a
MultiAction Problem

State al a2
Action

a

w1 < Yol

W2 (Yol Y <

0

L21

t12

4110

Lid

000 41110

Yo2)

Wi
(Yoi-1 < Ycl) 111 ti2 t

ij

II

Wk (Yok-1 11) tkl tk2 kj II

E Prob[7,4_, 5 Y < 7a I Data),

.where 70, = 00, and Yoe == + co . Thus action aj is chosen if

E to Prob(7i_ 5 Y < 7i I Data) <
I. I

ak

ilk

t
2k

Pik

0

EProb[...,_, _5 Y < Yar I Data] (p S 1, 2, ... , k,p j).
I-

The probability Prob[7,,_, 5 Y < Ya I Data is calculated in the manner described
in the last section.

In order to illustrate the procedure in the multiple action problem, we utilize the
hypothetical data given. in Table I. Suppose that the losses associated with wrongly
classifying an examinee into one of three categories, masters, partial masters, and
non-masters, are as reported in Table 4.

Assuming that the cutting scores, voi and 2r,,2, arc .60 and .80 respectively, and
working with the posterior distribution of 7 for each examinee in exactly the same
manner as in the previous example, it is possible to calculate the probability of each
examinee being in any of the three mastery state . The hypothetical probabilities re-
ported in Table 5 arc the probabilities associated with an examinee being in any of

471
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Table 4
Hypothetical Losses for the ThreeAction Problem

1=11041.700.

State

a
Action1==llII1MPIPMIIII.1=..

a
1 2

a3

Non- Master 0 2 3

1,S Partial Master 1 2

Master 2 0

these three categories. These probabilities, when combined with the loss structure
presented in Table 4, would result in examinees with six or fewer correct items being
retained for remedial work, examinees with seven, eight, or nine correct items being
retained for a brief review, and examinees with ten items correct being moved ahead.

Table S

,10cleion-Makin6 la the Throe - Category Classification Problem: a10, a.25

--iNgia
It... COMM Probill 4$61Ditaj Probt.64.14.81Data) ,Probr, AAIDISCA)

----170Mrusas
ACtiOS qi Aett00 a2 ActionAtti015 a3

4 .639 .329 .012 .353 1.330 2.633 Wats

S .516 .456 .028 .512 '1.060 2.460 maim

6 .345 .586 .069 .724 - .759 2.207 Wats

7 .114 .665 .151 .967 .319 1.112 rotate
briefly

6 .007 .623 .210 1.203 .404 1.507 retain
'briefly

IP .031 .471 .491 1.467 .560 1.033 Wale
briefly

10 .005 .223 .770 1.765 .710 .663 advance

10

v el *le
-1

Cr. .146

Vol
aim

-1
r.* 1.107

Conclusion

The procedure described in this paper should be feasible with objectivesbased
programs that have a small computer of the type typically used to manage instruction
(sec, for example, Baker, 1971). We shall attempt to demonstrate the feasibility of the
procedure by briefly outlining the steps a hypothetical instructional designer would .

I
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.\
take. Let us suppose that an instructional designer is mt rated in making decisions
on students' status with respect to a particular set of prog am objectives. Test items
measuring each objective arc organized into a criterion- eferenced test and ad-
ministered ,to the students,Weassume. that. thetestitems irebitittiriaired and

.--represeritTfalidom sample of items from the dnm&n of itemS\ that measure each
objective. For each objective, the designer must specify the number and the location
of the mastery states on the mastery score interval (0; 11. This is done\by defining the
cutting Scores. In addition, the instructional designer specifies the losa attached to
classifying an individual incorrectly. A loss matrix of the kind shown i\Table 3 is.
developed and provided to the computer. Some rough guidelines for developing the
loss matrix have been described by Hambleton and Novick (1973). Finally, it is

necessary for the designer to specify his prior beliefs about the distribution ofOility
on each objective covered in the test. This is one step where the instructional desigper
needs to be extremely careful. The effects of poor choice of priors on the decision
process is not known at this point, and it remains to be determined under what condi-
lions a poor choice of priors will result in worse decisions than not using Bayesian
methods at all. Clearly, further research is necessary to develop efficient methods for
accurately assessing prior beliefs.

Using any one of a pvariety of input devices (i.e., optical scanning sheets, mark
sense cards or computer cards) the examinees' test item responses are read by the
computer and the Bayesian decision-theoretic procedure implemented. The computer
program, can be designed to provide the output =entry to monitor student progress
through the instructional program. At a minimum, a statement of mastery alloca-
tions on objectives for each student can be produced, and this information can be
used to guide a student through the next segment of his instruction.

The decision-theoretic procedure outlined i1 this paper provides a framework
within which Bayesian statistical methods can be employed with criterion-referenced
tests to improve the quality of decision-making in objectives-based instructional pro-
grams. The incorporation of losses introduces the decision-maker's values into the
decision process. The Bayesian methods incorporate the prior knowledge of the de-
cision-maker and utilize the data from all examinees, thereby effective)/ increasing
the amount of information the decision-maker has without requiring the administrai)
tion of additional test items. However, it should be pointed out that research is
needed to establish the robustness of the Bayesian statistical model with respect to
deviations of the data from the underlying assumptions. We also note that the
Bayesian statistical model described in this paper is only one of several models that #
could be used (for example, see, Novick & Lewis, 1974, for another) within our
decision- theoretic framework. Further study of these additional models would seem
to be highly appropriate.
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*8.5 Simulation Study Involving Criterion-Referenced Test Scores

. In this section, we present a paper by Hambleton, Hutten, and

Swaminathan (1976). The authors compared four methods for estimating

student mastery; these methods were discussed in section 8.3.2. .
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A COMPARISON OF SEVERAL METHODS FOR

ASSESSING STUDENT MASTERY IN

OBJECTIVES-BASED INSTUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

RONALD K. HAMBLETON
LEAH R. HUTTEN
HARI SWAMINATHAN
University of Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

0

In objectiveshased instructional programs where relatively short criterion-referenced fasts are administered to estimate student
mastery for the purpose of monitoring a student through the program, estimates which maximally utilize the information that can
be obtained front the student during the alloted testing time are required. Bayesian estimates, which utilize prior information about the
student, direct information prOvided by the student, and collateral information in the test data of other students, appear tobe ideally
suited for this purpose. In this paper, the relative merits of several methods, Bayesian and classical, for the estimation of student
stadeni mastery are investigated. The effects of such factors as group homogeneity, test length, sample size, and prior information on
ME accuracy of the estimates as well as on decision-making accuracy arc studied through computer simulations. It is shown that cer-
tain Bayesian estimates are superior to others, and the implications of the findings for objectives-based instructional programs are
discussed.

ONE OF THE IMPORTANT PROBLEMS in objecti,.es-
based instructional programs such as Individualized In-
struction (2, 3) concerns the assessment of student mas-

ter. In order to monitor a student through an objectives-
based program, pre-testing and post-testing is done to
determine mastery on the specific program objectives (4).
In theqry at least, these tests can usually be made as re-
liable nd valid as desired by increasing the test length.
However, iu practice, the total amount of testing time is
limited and .falls far short of the testing time needed to
guarantee a high level of decision- making accuracy on the
basis of test remilts. Needed are procedures that max -
imallj ittiliie information that can be obtained from a
student during the alibied time for testing. At present,
there es ist at least three approaches for doing this: tail-
ored testing (I , 13); assessment of partial knowledge us-
ing new test scoring and/or test administration proced-
ure (16); and assessment of student mastery using Bayes-
len statistical procedures (5, 7, 11, 12, 14).

The possibility of using Bayesian statistical procedures
for the as:essinent of student mastery is particularly ap-
pealing because they require absolutely no change from the
usual test administration procedures. Moreover, a carefull
examiti.ition of the 13ayesian theory suggests that :antic
meaningful gains may he realized using Bayesian methods
(11). fluidly, empirical work with similar aycsian methods

in another application confirmed the efficacy of this class

of Bayesian methods (10).

In the typical objectives-based program, relatively short
criterion-referenced test/Care used to determine student
mastery. A cutoff score or threshold score is set to permit
the decision-maker to assign examinees, on the basis'of
their performance on each subset of items measuring an

objective covered in the criterion-referenced test, into one

of two mutually exclusive categories masters and non-

masters. Usually the proportion-correct score for an exam-
inee on items measuring each objective is compared to the
cultingtscore for the purpose of decision-making. However,
the method of using proportion-correct seores as estimates
of mastery is not entirely satisfactory when the number of
items on which the proportions is based is few and when

there are many students. In situations where one is inter-
estedin estimating many mastery scores, some, by chance,

will he substantially overestimated and others undermitim-
ated. The implication is that many of the decisions made
on ti.e basis of test results will be incorrect , and this re-

duces the overall effectiveness of the instructional program.

The Bayesian procedure, in theory a'. least, utilizes
additional information on rash sl wield dial is available but
ignored by non-llayesian procedures. Ae.:ording to Novick

(9), this is done by using not only the direct inpimition
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provided by a student's test score but also using the col-

lateral information contained in the test data of other

students and any prior information on the student that may

be available.
In view.of the current interest in applying Bayesian

methods to testing problems within the context of objec-

tives-based programs, the purpose of the present investi-

gation was to study, in a systematic way, the relative merits

of several methods for estimating student mastery. Ire

addition to the proportion-correct score, the classical

Model 11 estimate given by Jackson (6), and Bayesian

estimates such as the Bayesian joint modal estimate (12),

the rnargittal mean estimate (7) and a modification of it

were studied.
The "quality" of the various estimates are dependent,

to soMe extent, on the interactive effects of factors such

as group homogeneity, test length, sample size, and, for

the Bayesian estimates, the prior information available on

the ability of the examinees. For this reason, a computer

simulation study was conducted where we produced com-

parisons of "true" mastery scores with "estimated" mastery

scores obtained by the methods describedabove for dif-

ferent ability distributions, test lengths, sample sizes, and

for varying amounts of prior informatiop on theexamin-

ees.

Method

Four Methods of Estimating Student Mastery

Proportion-Correct Estimate

The simplest and the most obvious estimate of the ith

examinee's true mastery score, Itit , defined as the pro-

portion of items in the domain of items measuring the

objective that the exatninee can answer correctly, is his

observed proportion score, Fri . This estimate is obtained

by dividing the examinee's 'test score, xi (the number of

items answered correctly), by the total number, n, of the

items measuring the objective included in the test. Ap-

pealing as it may seem in view of the fact that the pro-
portion-oorrect score is an unbiased estimate of the true

mastery score, this estimate, as mentioned earlier, is
extremely unreliable when the number of items on which

the estimate is based is small. For this reason, procedures

thin take into account other available information in
order.to produce improved estimates, especially in the case

when there are few items measuring an objective in the

test, would he more desirable.

Classical Model II Estimate (Jackson)

One of the first attempts to produce an estimate of

the true score of an examinee using the information ob-
tained from the group to which an individual belongs was

made by Kelley in 1927. This is the well-known regression

estimate of true score (9:65), which is the weighted sum

of two componentsone based on the examinee's ob-

served score and the other based on the mean of the

group to which th examinee belongs. Jackson (6) mod-

ified this procedu e for use with binary data by transform-

ing the test score xi and g, via the amine transformation,
known as the Freeman-Tukey, transformation,

1
t,

. TT x. +
gi- 2 un + sin 1

n 1 n + 1
(1)

4.

As a result-of this transformation, the true mastery score
is transformed intmi , where,

. (2)

If nj is not too large or too small, and if n, the number of

test items, is sufficiently large, then the distribution of gi
is approximately normal with a mean approximately equal

to the transformcd-true mast y score, yj , and known

variance

= (4n + 2)-1 .

The Model U estimate, or the modified Kelley estimate,

becomes, in terms of 7,

ryj =107 + (4n + 2)-1 g .1 / [37 (4n + 2)-1 J (3)

where g., the sample mean based on a sample of N exam-

inees, is given by

N
g.::: isr- 1 % g.

1 =1

and ;4 Abe sample variance of the y's, is given by

N
(N 1)- ' E (gi g .)2 - (4n + 2)- ' .

Once 7i is obtained, is determined from the expression

= (1 + .5/n) sin2 .25/n . (6)

For a detailed discussion of this estimate, the reader is

referred to Novick, Lewis, and Jackson (12).

Bayesian Joint Modal Estitnate

The JacksOn estimate given above is not the ideal
estimate since it does not take into account any ',rim i»-

formation that may be available. In addition, it may
happen that 07 estimated using I.:filiation 5 is negative,
in which case th'e solution will not be meaningful. Novick

et al. (12), utilizing the transformatooland 2, obtained
a Bayesian solution for the estimatibfa the mastery score
that not only takes into account the direct and collateral

information but also any prior information that may be
available. In addition, this procedure avoids the prAlein
of negative estimates for tit7 .
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The Bayesian solution is more complicated that t!e
classdal Model II solution and involves an iterative pro-
cedure. The Bayesian procedure assumes that in addition
to the assumption that gi is normally distributed with
mean 7, and variance (4n + 2r , the transformed true
mastery scores 71 , 72 , . . . , 7N of the N individuals
come from a normal population with unknown mean a
and unknown variance 07 Thus, to use the Bayesian pro-
cedure, the prior knowledge about a and 07 have to be
specified.

PHowever, Novick et,ril. (12) suggest that prior
knowledge about a !Way not be as important as the speed-
cation of prior beliefs athout 67. Furthermore, they have
suggested that it is reasonable to rep6sent the prior belief
about 0 by an inverse chi-square distribution, which de-
pends 'on only two parameters, u and X (12). Thus, in
order to indicate one's prior belief one has to specify.
.0 and X (12). gor details of this procedure, see 12, 14.)

:.

Marginal Mean Estimate

The Bayesian Model II estimate discussed above is in
reality the joint modal estimate. This joint estirhate is use-
ful for making joint decisions about a set of N examinees.

however, in criterion-referenced testing situations, sep-
arate decisions about each individual have to be made,
and, hence, separate or marginal estimates of true mastery
scores are required.

Lewis, Wang, and Novick (7) have obtained a marginal
mean estimate of the true mastery score, given by

ryi- g+p *(gi -g.). (7)

The quantity p* is dependent on the parameters I) and X
and on the data; once the parameters are set, pe can he
read directly from tables prepared be Wang (15). Again,

once 7i is obtained, fri is determined using Equation 6.
In obtaining the joint modal estimates and the marginal

mean estimates, the above authors assumed that the prior
beliefs about a and 07 could be expressed in the form of
distributions. In the present investigation, it was felt that
the effects on the marginal mean estimates of specifying'.
the prior beliefs about a and 07 as poiljit values should also
be studied. To this end, we obtained marginal mean esti-
mates based on the assmnptions that (1) the prior belief
about a can he expressed as a uniform distribution, but
that 0,y can he specified exactly; and' (2) both a and 07
can be specified exactly. In the first case, it can he
Omown that the marginal mean estimate 7i is given by

gicitt7 f (4n + 2) -1 g .

+ (4.ri + 2) 1
(8)

In the second case, the marginal mean estimate, 7i ,

becomes

qitP7 1. (4n a 2.)-1 a

07 + (4n 4 2)

The similarity between the marginal mean estimates
given by Equations 8 ant1,9 and the Jackson estimate
given by Equation 3 is ovioue.

Factors under Consider lionlion

59

(9)

Sample Size

Samples of examinees of size 15, 25, and 50 were con-
sidered. These values were selected because they seemed
to be typical of the class sizes that might be expected to/
occur in pritctice. (Selected results with sample sizes larger
than 50 were obtained, but they were essentially the same
results obtained with smaller sample sizes.)

Teat Length

Tests of length 8, 10, and 20 items were employed in
the simulations. Novick et al. (12) recommend the use
of their methods when the test includes at least eight
items. Twenty items represents a reasonable upper limit
on the number of items to be used to measure the mastery

of an objective covered in a criterion-referepced lest.

Homogeneity of the True Mastery Score Distribution

Two fairly typical distributions of true mastery
scores were considered. To obtain a homogeneous dis-.

tribution it was assumed that the true mastery scores
were distributed in the following way: 20% of the pop-
ulation were distributed uniformly on each of the five
intervals defined by the end points .46 and 1.00 and the
four middle boundary points .70,-.79, .85, and .91. These
values were selected to correspond roughly to a beta dis-
tribution with mean .80 and variance .145. The beta dis. .

tribution rather than the normal distribution was chosen
because the beta distribution is defined on the same in-
terval [0, 1] as the true mastery scores, whereas the
normal distribution is not.

To obtain a heterogeneous distribution, we assumed
that 20% of the population were distributed uniformly
in each of the five intervals defined by the end points .30
and 1.00 and the four middle boundary points, .60, .70,..
.80, and .90.

4 7 ci

Specification Of Prior,Information

An integral part of the process of utilizing Bayesion
methods is the specifieatitum of one's prior belief about
the distribution of true mastery scores. Unfortunately,
the importance of th. specification of a prior alder vary-
ing testing conditions, for example, tests of lifferent
lengths administered to different numbers of examiners,
is unknown. In our study, since the distribution of true
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mastery scores in the p fpulation was known, it was pos-
sible to iuuvestigate the effects of specifying prior informa-
tion on the various Il yesiiiii estimates. Since the specifi-
cation of prior Wort ration depends upon setting the A

value of 0 , we rats led the effects of setting four different
values of

7
on the dayesian joint modal and Buyesian

marginal mean estSmates. The four situations were: au

accurate value of 7
based on the distribution of trans-

formed true mast ry scores; a large value for 01, ; a small
-"--"--- ...

value for 07 ; and a value for 417 derived from the data.
In addition, with the modified mean estimate, we

generated four variations on the setting of prior informa-
tion. We set 07 to be one of two values: an accurate value
of 0 based on the distribution of transformed true
mastery scores and a small value for 07 . Also, a was set
to be one of two values: u value based on the exarninee's
simulated performance with true mastery score rr on one
previous test or on five previous tests.

Cutting Score

In this study ,the cutting score was set to be .80. This
value of the cutting score is often observed in practice.

Testing the Fit otthe Data

Two criteria were used to test the goodness of fit be-
tween the various estimates and the true mastery scores.
These criteria are the loss functibps based on (a) the
average absolute difference and (b) decision accuracy.
These two were selected because they seemed to be the
must relevant within die context of criterion-referenced
testing problems.

Average Absolute: Difference (AAD)

This loss function isiibased on th4 average absolute
ilifference betweenthelestimates and the true mastery
scores, and is given by the expression

N
AM) = In; -) 7T.

1
I N .

1 = 1

Decision Accuracy

The second measure of goodness of fit used in our
study was the proportion of correct and incorrect de-
cisions arrived at using he various estimates of tnastery
scores.

When an exa-..:nee's true mastery score tri exceeds no
where ><o is the point on the mastery score scale used to

.separate examinees into) mastery and non-mastery states,
the examinee is considered a true master. Likewise, when
the true mastery score il,i below the cutoff score., the exam-
inee is considered a true; nou-master. Since in practice
these true mastery scores are not known, the allocation
of examinees to mastery states is based Nem observed
scores, or the estimates /fa oflthe true mastery scores .

Agi iu, if the estimated true, mastery score ni exceeds

Ito , the examinee is classified as a master, and a non-ma+,
ter otherwise,

In order to investigate the goodness of fit Tor the var-
ious estimates of the true mastery score and to study how
these estimates affect the classification of examinees, we
define a variable Yi such that

Yi -- 1, if ni >It
0

and

I = 0 if tai < no0 I

If we obtain an estimate of , then we can define the
"estimate" of Yi as

Yf
A .

.4. 1, if ff > no

and

if cii < .

TIT error of estimation can then he defined as

ei = (Yi - Y,). Obviously, the error ei can take on one of
three values, -1, 0, +1. When an examinee is classified
correctly, ei = 0. When a false positive error is commited,
that is, when an examinee who is a true non-master is
classified as a master, ei .= 1. Similarly, if a false negative
error is committed, that is, when a true master is classi-

fied as a non-master, ei = -1. We then define decision '
accuracy as

1 - N ,
= 1

the ratio of the number or correct decisions to the total
number of correct decisions to the total lumber of de-
cisions made.

In passing, it should be pointed out that the false
positive and false negative errors can he weighted differ.
entially, or in other words, various costs of tnisela,ifi.
cation can he introduced (5). In our study, ,losses ewer
weighted equally, although it should be recognized that
in many applications different losses will lie used.

Simulating the Test halo

. The first step in the simulation of 11:st data was to
specify the number of examinees, they teed length, and
the true mastery score distribution. ' lie. next step was to
generate a true mastery score for e9 .11 examinee. This
was accomplished by selecting a !mer at random
from the true mastery score distribution.

The third step was to'generatti a sample mastery or
proportion-correct score for cacti examinee. The simula-
tion of test data was accomplished using the binuminal
test model (8:508). Since the Arue mastery. score e for
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Table 1.-Goodness of foft Results' Rased on the Average Absolute Deviation Measure for
. 25 Simulations of Each of Three Sample Sizes in which Homogeneity of the Ability Dis-

tribution, Number of Test Item*, and Prior Information WereVaried

Estimate

` Ability Distribution

Met#....mesepos

8

Moroardseous
Test Length

' 10 20
8

Test Length
10 20

ProportionjCorrect .112 .098 .075 .103 .093 .067

Jackson .092 .085 .069 .080 .075 .05e

Modified' Marginal

Mean -1 .085 .077 .057 .082 .073 .050

-2 .078 .067 .054 .060 .053 .047

-3 .094 .083 .051 .097 ,081 , op
-4 .056 .047 .037 .049 .043 .032

Bayesian Joint
Mo41,1 -1

-2

.111

.104e.
.100
:098

.972

.066
, %093

.089

.087

.085

.062

.063.

-3 .133 . .127 .074 .103 .103 .087

-4 .092 .081 .063 .074 .069 .056

Bayesian Marginal
-1 .093 .086 .070 .081 .076 .057

-2 .090 .084 .064 .076 .073 .057

Mean
-3 .099 .089 .066 .085 .083. '.060

-4 .093 .081 .063 .076 .0-71 .056

'Smaller values indicate better estimates.

4

the examinee represented the probabilitrof correctly
atmvering any Ntn, it was possible to convert the prob-
ability into item Acores (i. e., 1 for a correct response

and 0 for an incorrect response) by comparing n' with

random numbers s lectedfrom a uniform distribution

on the interval [0, I). If the random number was less
:

than or equal to a, the examinee was credited with a

correct response; otherwise, the examinee was credited

with an ;ncorrect response. This process was repeated n

times (for n items) and a test score for the examinee was

obtained. This test score was then converted to a pro-

portion-correct score, and the procedure was repeated

for each of the. N examinees.
Once the proportion-correct scores for the sample

. of N exaintes on n items were obtained, "improved"

estimates were obtained by the methods described ear-

lier. Each set of estimates derived from the different

methods fur the three test lengths, three sample sizes,

and from the two ability distributions was then com

pared with the "true" values. Goodness of fit measures

desuribed earlier were used to assess the appropriateness

of each ta s. of estimates. To improve the stability of the
-goodness of fit measures, 25 replication were con-
ducted for each set of test condition:4. We reported the

mean goodness of fit measures across the 25 replications.

480

Results
In Tables I and 2, we have reported the results of

simulations. The entries in the tables require some ex-
planation. The modified marginal mean estimates 1, 2,

and 4 were obtained using Equation 9. These four

estimates differ with respect to the specification of a and

. In estimates 1 and 3, a was set equal to sin -11Tri

where fr. was an estimate of the ith examinee's true
mastery score derived from simulating his rrfonnance
on one previous test occasion. For estimates 2 and 4,
the same procedure was followed with one exception:

kwas the examinee's average test performance on five
previous tests. With estimates 1 and 2, 07 was set equal

to the variance of 7, obtained from the true distribution

of 7 . For estimates 3 and 4, the same procedure was
followed with one exception: 07 was set to be of the

variance of 7
Since the effects of prior information on the liayesian

joint modal and the marginal Mean estimates were to be

investigated, we chose to consider four different priors.

The prior information fur the two llayesian estimation

procedures is summarized by specifying the two param

eters, v and X. Novick, Lewis, and ackson (12) recom-

mend that it is appropriate in most situations to set

8 and X = 07 Ilencc, varying the prior information

BEST tfr.
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the Bayesian jaanitsilloalial and the Bayesian marginal la!ean lan:reasing the test length ilaliatovail both the gaaoalatess

I, 2, 3, and.4 were obtained by setting.07 Oa ot arieaSateS; lith0Ver, The iinproVements were 11101104. 'i-

0.-thv-ave14,-and:uerolwatil'of the cstimafr, dii r. was
aim 8% improvement in alecisi'ana-accuracy and a Ilea:owe
of about :027 in the averag e absolute difference index
when the test length was increased from 8 to 20 items.
This suggests that 0 items represents a sufficient basis
on which to assess student mastery or to make instrue.
tional decisions from eritericm-referenced test data

-equal to the variance of the transformed observed prti .
portion scores in the sample of examinees. With the

"estimate, was taken to be the varicnce of 1
a

derived from Equatioe 2. ln other words, 4'. was Set equal
to the variance of the transformed true masieryAscores.
For the third estimate, 07 was set to be 'A time !age
as the variance of the transformed true mastery scores.
Fur the fourth estimate, S was set to he 4 times the
variance of the transformed true mastery scores. These,
'list two estimates we're introduced so that we could s.udy
the effects of a prior based on a distribution that was

c either too homogeneous or too heterogeneous relative '
to the distribution of mastery scores in the sample of ex.

if I aminees.

Discussion

Sample Size

Since the results of our simulation study varied only
slightly as a function of sample size, we chose to simplify
the presentation of results by reporting average goodness
of fit measures across the three sample sizes for the re-

,
maining six combinations of test lengths and true mastery
score distributions.

Group Homogeneity

The group homogeneity had some interesting effects
on -the goodness of fit measures. The goodness of fit
measure based on the average absolute deviations in-
dicated that the estimation procedures were more
effective with the homogeneous group than with the
heterogeneous group. This perhaps can be explained when
one realizes that the more homogeneous the distribution
of ability, the more valuable the group mean is for the
%timation of an individual le mastery score. +LI

liowever, in terms of decision-making accuracy, the
situation was reversed. The decision-making accuracy was
better for a heterogeneous ability distribution than for a
homogeneous distribution. An explanation for this is as
follows: In a homogeneous distributioi where the true
mastery scores are concentrated near the melts', and in

Table 2.-Goodness or Pit Reakiltsliiiiiidbiil Dielakii-ACCuracy Measure tor 25
Simulations of Each of Thee Sample Sizes in which Homogeneity of the Ability Distri
bution, Number of Test Items, and Prior Information Were Varied

Estimate

Proportion-Correct

Jackson

Modified Marginal
Mean -1

-2
-3
-4

Bayesian Joint
Modal -1

-2
-3
-4

Bayesian Marginal
Mean -1

-2
-3
-4

Heterogeneous
Test' Length

8 --_--- 10---
.827 .801

.807 .824.

.831 .847

.838 .865

.821 .837

.814: .905 .922

.730 .782

.792 .782

.654 .642

.793 .829

.801 .821

.800 .811

.765 .806

.793 .829

*Larger values indiCale better estimates.

im 11 im 1* 4. moll n wi

Ability D stribution

20

.858

.860

.884
.887
.903

.853

.849

.843

.859

.858

.849

.856

.859

'Homogeneous
Test Length

8 10 20

. 763 .776 .819

. 737 .754 .794

.815 . .822 .831

.853 ' .840 .868

.794 .807 .839
. 8o'f .858 .908

.656 .696 .800
.700 .738 .802
.622 .625 .691
.176 .744 .808

. 725 .758 .802

.738 .761 .806

.744 .734 .788

.780 .737 ', .809
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our study near the cutting scare, more incorrect decisions
are bound to occur. This is because all the estimates, with
the exception of the proportion correct scare weight

77.7j,=fig-:-IrimAhe observed score by the.group mean, and even the
slightest change in either direction of the cutting score
would make the estimate unstable in terms of decision.
making accuracy. This &mum to a lesser extent in betero
geneous distributions because of the spread of scores that

exists.

Prior Information

Specification of prior information was requited only

for the Bayesian estimates. We considered the effects

of varying priors on all three Bayesian estimates; namely,

the modified Marginal mean estimate, the jointtnodal
estimate, an.; the marginal mean estimate. Since setting

the prior for the modified marginal mean estimatele.

(piked a procedure that was different from that required

by the joint modal and the marginal mean estimates, we

shall consider them separately.
An examination of the entries in Table 1 indicates that

for the Bayesian joint modal estimate and the marginal

mean estimate, in general, estimate 4 produced the best

results, followed by estimates 2, 1, and 3. For estimate 4,

the prior information was based on a value of the variance

that was four times the true variance, while for estimate

3 the prior informationewas based on a value of the var-

iance that was(.25) times the true variance. Since es-

timate 1 was based on the sample variance, we shall not

he concerned with it foi the present. Estimate 2 was

based on the variance of the true mastery score distri-

bution; in our case, it was taken to be .04.

The expression for the marginal mean estimate is given

by Equation 7. The quantity p* in Equation 7 increases

with X/u , and when p* is large, little weight is given to

the group mean and vice versa. Thus , when was set

equal to .16 ( 4 X .04), the value of p* is larifge and there

is little or no regression towards the mean of the group.

Hence, the estimate for 71 is close to the mean, or the true

score, of that examinee. Since our criterion is based on the.

deviation of the estimated mastery score from the true ,

score, a smaller value for error would be obtained in this

case. A small value for X/uas that obtained when for

e.stimate 3, was set equal to .01 (1-. .25 X .04)results

in considerable regression towards the mean of the group.

If an exaMinee's true score is far from the mean of the

group, a larger value for error would be obtained. This

fact is borne out by the fact that in the relatively homo-

geneous distribution, the errors are relatively small. A

similar explanation is valid for the joint modal estimates.

In general, prior information had little effect on the es-

timates as test length increased.

The modified marginal mean 4, on the other hand,

produced best results when 77 was set equal to .25 of

the variance of the true distriGution of 7 and when a

was set eqoal to Ow examinee's average score nip five
previous tests, The reason for this is obvious when we ex-
amine Equation .9. When.0 IS sinall, ik...c,,.when the

-,,,,ity.,of_thetest low,...tbeestimate..vieightsa,ratheilietiviive.
In this case, an a based op the eXaminee's five previous
test scores is an eXtteiely gdod initial rstiMate of the ex,
aminee's true score, and hence -we- obtained excellent

results with this estimate.
In summarizing, we note that in the present context,

the Bayesian joint modal and marginal mean estimates arc
less affected by the prior information than the modified
marginal mean estimates unless a really bad prior is
specified. If exact and accurate values for a and 07 can

be specified, than the modified marginal mean estunates

produce thechest results. Since the modified marginal

mean estimates are sensitive to priors, care should he ex.

ercised in using them.

Comparison of 'the Estimates

The results indicated that all the estimates fared far

better than the proportion-correct score in terms of the

average absolute deviation measure. The heat estimates

were obviously the modified marginal mean estimates.

The other estimates, in order, are: (1) the marginal wan
and Jackson estimatm; (2) the joint modal estimate bused

on a good prior; (3) the proportion - correct segre; and
(4) the joint modal estimate based on a bad prior.

In terms of decisionmaking accuracy, theresults were

less clear cut. The modified mean estimates were again the

best. The proportion-correct score;. the Jackson, anii'the
marginal_mean estimates,followed, in that order. The joint
modal cstimstes, though not too far behind, produced the

poorest rest ts.
'Possible explanations for the poor results obtained with

the joint modal estimate were given in the previous sec-

tions. The explanation is that the joint modal estimates

are strictly intended for making joint decisions about all
the examinees. However, our criteria, the average absolute

deviation measure and the decision-accuracy measure, «re,
both based on the deviation of individuals from their true

mastery scores, and hence are biased against the joint

modal estimate.

Summary and,Suggestions for Further Research

In summary, the results of our simulation study com-

paring several methods for estimating student mastery

in a variety of testing situations were rather revealing,
Specifically, the classical Model II estimate and the Bay-

esian estimates tended to produce better results dian the

proportion-correct estimate, and we obtained better

results with the. Bayesian estimates when the distribution

of true mastery scores was homogeneous. Also, we noted

that test length, and amount of prior information, had
only minor effects on the "quality of the estimates. The

one exception occurred with the Bayesian modal Estimate

. 4 2
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for which the prior, set on the true mastery score dis-
tribution, was to homogeneous. In this situation the
results were quite poor.

In comparin&the estimates, we noted that the mod-
ified marginal mean estimates tended to be "best," but
this result is somewhat misleading since in practice one
would seldom have as good a prior estimate of the exam-
inee's level of mastery and the distribution of true mas-
tery scores us we used in the study.

Although the results of our simulation study revealed
only modest improvernents with Ilayesian methods under
the conditions studied, we are not prepared to discourage
the use of Bayesian methods with criterion-referenced test

, _data. Quite the contrary, since with the availability of
a small computer, any improvement in the estimates,
however modest, is worth obtaining, especially as these
can be obtained with very little cost and effort.

It should bc mentioned also that Bayesian methods can.
he used to produce a posterior distribution on the unknown
true mastery score fur an examinee which, when incorpor- .

stet, with a loss structure, provides a basis for decision-
making (7, 14). Our results did indicate that, on the aver-
age, better point estimates are obtained from the Bayeaian

methods. Hence, Bayesian procedures do provide a better
basis for generi Ling a probability distribution to repre-
sent unbelief about the location of the unknown true ,
mastery score for the individual.

Also, we believe that as users become more adept at
stating prior beliefs about examinees' level of mastery,
and if the liayesian modal estimate is avoided in situ
lions when individual descriptions or decisions are re-

.

quired, even better results than those reported in this
paper will he obtained. We should add that we would
expect the decision-accuracy associated with Bayesian
methods to improve in situations where there are more
than two mastery states (14).

In terms of further research, we think it highly de-
sirable to explore the possibility of applying the Bayesian
methods to tests with fewer than eight items. This would
make the methods applicable to many more testing sit-
uations than is possible now. Also, it is with the shorter
tests that improvements on the proportion-correct estim-
ates are most needed.

NOTE

1. Without in any way implying their endorsement of the
research methodology used in the study or the results, the authors
would like to acknowledge their gratitude to James Algina, Paul

Jackson, and elvin Novick for constructive criticisms and helpful
comments on an dies draft of the manuscript. Ming-Mei Wang
kindly provided IA with a computer program to compute the
marginal mean estimates.
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8.6 Re orting_ of Test Score Information

In this section, we will discuss Some procedures for reporting
0

individual and group data from criterion- referenced tests. The examples,

included in each sub-section ere based upon the involvement of one of the

authors vith criterion - referenced' testing programs in several -

school systems. The egAmpies provide a look at a number of ways of

reporting individual and group test scqre informs ion.

For the reader interested in a further discussion of how to report

test score information, the books by Gronlund (1974, 1976) provide an

excellent review of practical procedures.

4.

0 6.6.1 Individual Test Score Information

First, we will prov4ide some examplei of how to report individual

,3

test score information, and then we will discuss an alternative method of prusenta-

°tion that does not involve the usually reportedl)ercentage correct by objectives.

The examples that follow present test results of three students

on three tests. The data presented is the percentage correct score for

/each objective on each of the three rests, where-the tests have a varying

number of objectives. Also, data is presented on the average performance

across the objectives and the percent of the objectives mastered across

three test occasions. Two comments follow from a perusal of the data:

(1) This data output for an individual student provides an excellent

breakdown of performance, and isiAighly useful for decision-making on

an individual basis. (2) A reasonable way to present individual data is

by using a percentage correct score. In reference to comment two, we

will now discuss an alternate method for presenting individual test score

data.
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In sections 8.3.2 and 8.4.'2 we discussed the use of Bayesian

procedures for estimpting domain scores and for making decisions fau*

assignment to mastery states,. ,If .Bayesian procedures are used for the

above two purposes, Ferguson and Novick (1973) have discussed the practical

feasibiliti of presenting individual data in a-different form than simply

ar percent:correct. Rather than simply presenting percentage correct by

objective, Ferguson and Novick call for a change to new procedures such

that:

sUndefthe proposed changes, rather than evaluating
student proficiency solely on the posttest results,
additional data would be incorporated within the

decisiOn analysis process, and furthermore, the
quantity reported would be an index relating the
studene's estimated proficiency to a stipulated
standard. However, it should be emphasized that
although the nature of the data reported in the
student. profile would change, the procedures em-
ployed by the teacher and/or student to judge pro-
ficiency would remain the same.

Thus, by employing Bayesian procedures, an alternate way of presenting

individual data by objective can be utilized. This involves the use of

a mastery index. Before discussingtheindexand_iti interpretation, some

e.1

0

A

data, similar to the data in "Ferguson and Novick (1973), will be presented.

Objective Percent Correct Mastery Index

1 87.5 80

2 75 76

3 100 92

In order to discuss the mastery index, a relevant cut-off point, using

one of the suggested methods in Unit 6,-must be established. Assume that it

is .85. The mastery index for each objective then'gives the probability

that the student's level of proficiency is above .85. For instance, on

objective 2, the student got 75% of the items correct, which is less than

48Y
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the cut-off of .85. However, when the collateral and prior informgtion is combined

with the percent correct information, we get a probabilistic statement:

1
that although his/her percent correct score is below the cut-off, we are still

a

76% certain his/her domain score is above .85. For this student,

it is apparent that his/her performance on the test is lower than the

Performance on the collateral data being used.

In sum, Bayesian analysis' provides a prohabilitic statement about
c

-,.- mastery. The mastery index gives thi test score interpreter a probability

of success figure, while the percent correct has no probabilistic inter-

pretation attached; it is either above or below the cut -off. How might

this probability statement be used? Suppose, for instance, you were

willing to ;ove a, student to another objective if the odds were better

than two to one in favor of his /her actually being proficient. Then

the student would be advanced if his/her probability of mastery was

greater thfn .67. For the student in our example, he/she would be passed

to the next objective even though his/her percent coi.rect score was less

than,the cut-off. Rather than making a yes-no decision, the mastery index

allows you to ascertain the probability that you are making :the correct

decision. Of course, the' correctness of the probability statement will

depend on the quality of the collateral and prior information used in

obtaining "reviser domain score estimates.

8.6:2 Group Test Score Information

In this section, two examples ofmethods for presenting group test

data will be discussed. Then a helpful table for making decisions about

group sizes will lie presented and discussed.

The fiist example is actually a set of examples, based upon group

0.ata for the school system discussed in the last sub-section.

cs
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The first set .of tables gives a district sunary-of performance on ...-..i

,-,

each reading objective for 6 tests. Average percent scores and gercentage
...-

q.c-, mr,r,f Tn.]. .4, .17.7",.

.
of examineeA' who mastered are Presented for each objective for each

.test. The first table, is collapsed across all 6 grades; subsequent

tables glve district inp-rmation,
.

but summarizedby grade (two examples

aro given?.

6'

4 .

a

1,3

et,

6,.
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The following breakdown, rather than being district-wide by grade,
1).

is hy-school, doss' grades within the school. Once again, percentage

Nal/

correct and percentage who mastered each objective on each test is pre-

sented. (School 'names are changed to preserve their anonymity.) The

same type of data, can be reported for each grade within a school, and
.to

also class within a school.
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The final set of tables is a prefest-posttest analysis of one of the

six reading tests. Note that there are two tables for each test; one

giving percent performance and the otherpercent mastery. The cells

give pretest results (October), posttest results (May), and a percentage
A

5

gain score. The data is presented for each grade(s) in whichthe test'

was administered. Rick Derriesse, from the Laboratory of Ps:Thometric

and Evaluative Research at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst,

developed the computer program to produce the table.
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. In sum, there are a wide variety of ways in which the data just pre-

sented could be of use to decision makers. We have presented the tables

to the, reader as an example of a viable method for reporting group

test score data.

The next example, .taken from Hambleton, Gorth, and O'Reilly (1973),

demonstrates how a summary of group performance by objective ac gs test

administrations is helpful for decision-making purposes. We present

the relevant figure first. The discussion that follows the figure is

..z

7

taken directly from Hambleton, Gorth, and O'Reilly.

e

C
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Figure I. Achievement Profiles of A Gro4pof Students on Four Objectives Across

Eight Test Administrations.
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Figure l' presents hypothetical levels of achievement for four

objectives across eight test'occasions. In this example , Objective 1

was taught betwein the first and second test occasion, Objective l,

between the third and fourth test occasion and Objective 4. betwedir the

fourth and fifth. Foy the reason given below,Objective 2 was not taught.

On the pretest in the example, all objectives except number 2 show

achievement at the chance level or at about 20% on the five-option,

multiple-choice items. From an analysis of the data after the second
e

teat occasion, the following decisions might be made: (a) Objective 1

was not learned and should probably be retaught in a somewhat different
0,

way; (b) since the performance level on Objectiye 2 was high on both 04

first and second test occasion, one could safely skip instruction on it.

After the sixth test occasion, the following decision could be made on the

ba:As of the data: (a) the performance level on Objective 3 is slipping;

if it is an important objective it should be ,reviewed. It is also noted

___that_thg_performance level_on_Oblective_l has_nat-4hanged.

postulate that Objective 1 is just too difficult for this particular

group of students.

Finally, the table that follows, taken from Millman (1972), may he'

helpful to the reader when he/she has to decide aobut the number of

students needed in a testing situation. The table,is self-explanatory.

501
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Table 11

Maximum Percent of Time That'A Given Error .

Will Occur For Selected Test Group Sizes

Number of Students
Needed for Testing

Error That Can be Tolerated in Estimating the
True Proportion of All Students Who Can Pass An Item

30%

,75a 34 344 11 11

15 to "61 30 12 4 4\

20 50 26 12 4 1

25 42 11 1 <1

30 36 '10 4 1 <3.
ol

40
.

27 8 1 <1 <1

50 20 3 1 <1 <1

60 16 3 <1 <1 <1 O

75 11 <1 <1 <1.

100 6 <1 <1 <1 <3.

150 2 <1 <1. -41 <1

200 3. , <1 <1 <1 <1

250 <1 <1- <1 <3.

1This table is reproduced (with,permission and with minor changes) A 0

from Millman (1972).

aThe number
random sample of 10
of examinees in the
the likelihood that
more than .75.

A

"75" has the following interpretation: When a
examineesis used to estimate the proportion
population who can answer the item correctly,
the estimate will be off at least 10% is noestimate
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8.7 Grading

In this section of Unit 8, we will discuss two aspects

of using criterion-referenced test'scores in the grading process. First,

we, will discuss how one might best grade a student on the activities he/

she has undertaken in an objectives-based program. Then, we will discuss

the issue of how. one assigns final grades in such a program. However,

,before undertaking this discussion, we'd like to direct the reader to two

sources that do an excellent job of comparing and contrasting norm and

criterion-referenced grading procedures. These are the 1970 article by

Millman in Phi Delta Kappan and the 1974 book by Gronldnd on Improving

Marking and Reporting in Classroom Instruction.

Since grading in an 'objecti'ves -based program does not compare stu-

dents, but rather references the student's performances to the objectives,

a single checklist is the best form for grading. If the instruction is

group - based, a check mark next to :7.he objectives that were mastered is

-sufficient.--However;-if-the-instruction is individualized, the date' of

mastery can be placed next to the objective to give a better indication of

progress. The following example, taken from Millman (1970), is an example

of the latter sort of checklist:
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Report Card Based on a System of Criterion-Referencea Measurement

MATHEMATICS
Grade Two

Skill
Cbneepts

Understands commutative property of addition (e.g 4 f 3 s 3+ 4
Understands place value (e.g., 27 7 tens. 7 ones)

Addition
Supplies missIN addend under 10 (e.g., 3 + ?z, 3)
Adds three singledigit numbers
Knows combinations 10 through 19
'Adds two 2-digit numbers without carrying
Adds two 2-digit numbers with carrying

Subtrection
Knows combinations through 9
'Supplies missing siletrahend under 10 (e.g., 6 ?
'Supplies missing minuend under 10 ? 3 = 4)
'Knows combinations 10 through 19
Subtraits two 2-digit numbers without borrowing

Ideesurernent
Reads and draws clocks (up to quarter hour)
Understandidollar value of money (coins up to $1.00 total) ,

Geometry cf.,
Understands symmetry
Recognises congruent plan figures that ls, figures which

ate identical except fur orientation
Graph Reading

'Knows how to construct simple graphs
*Knows how to read simple graphs

Dole

rot

ilmawitailLmom

Ovor
.111.NONINIIIII0.

11111.0...
'In Jefferson Elementary School, these skills are usually learned toward the end of grade two. Somechildren who need more than average time to learn inathem,iies m.iy not show proficienc on tests ofthese skills until they ate in grade three.

(Reproduced with permission, from Millman, 1970.)

4
:
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While criterion-referenced testing is highly appropriate for

monitoring student progress through the units of instruction making

up a course, the question often asked is, "How should final grades in

an objectives-based course be assigned ?" The issue of course grading

has been hotly debated by administrators, teachers, and students. That

the issue is important is clear when it is recognized that grades affect

career choices of many students and their attitude toward learning,

the amount of learning, and the amount of time spent in study. Unfor-

tuantely though, because of the confusion over the purposes of grading

and the inexperience of mut instructors in areas of tests and measure-,

ments,much of final grading is done rather badly. Within objectives-

based courses, the purpose of grading is clear and unequivocal. The

purpose of final grading is to indicate the overall level of accomplish-

ment of each student relative to the course objectives.

How should a final examination be prepared? One highly acceptable

way has been discussed by Block (1971) within the context of mastery

learning prOgrams:

The instructor determines the amount of time required for the

final examination (often one to two hours) and then'proceeds to select .

test items from the available pools of items measuring the course objec-

tives, preferably items that were not included in any of the unit tests.

The items are selected to be representative of the course objectives.

Depending on the number of course objectives, and the time available,

for testing, some course objectives may not be tested in the final
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examination. The key concern is to develop a final examination such

that the test items can be considered tObe-a representative sample.of

the material, covered in the course.

Let us assume that your particular school insists that letter grades

be assigned to students to reflect their work in the course. This con-

straint should pose no serious problem to the teacher. The test-is de-

signed*to provide test. scores that can be used,to infer a student's

level of mastery of the course content. The instructor's task is to

define the levels of performance that he/she feels reflect A, B, C, 1),

4-

and F grade level work. For example, the instructor rosy decide that the
V

appropriate values are 90%, 80%, 70%, and 60%, respectively. These

values can be made known to the students and...eyed discussed with them.

Because of the way the test is constructed (sampling of items

to be representative of the course ohjectivea), the setting'of perfor-

mance standards can be done on a test score scale that has some real,

meaning. Certainly, the usual test score scales have little meaning since

one can seldom think of the items as a sample from, any well-defined

domain and therefore the only basis for test score interpretation'is

to compare one score. with another. Grades in objectives-based courses

are assigned to students on the basis of their test performance relative

to the performance standards ,that are set to reflect differentAevels of

mastery of course objectives.

The matter of combining unit lest,score results with final examina-

tion results to produce a final grade will not be discussed here, but

the problem is a relatively simple One to resolve statistically. Factors

such as the relative importance of unit tests versus a final examination

would need to be considered in determining the most desirable weighting

factors forthe two sources of test information.
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41n sum, it can be seen that the necessity for assigning final grades

in a course is amenable to an objectives-based program that utilizes

criterion - referenced tests.
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Unit 9

Design of Criterion7Beferenced Testing Programsl

-Two Examples-
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1Substantial portions of the material in this unit were

drawn; from Hambleton, R.K., Testing and decision-making procedures

for selected individualized instructional programs. Review of Educa-

tional Research, 1974, 44, 371-400.
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9.0 Overview

Previous units have concentrated on the'development, validation,

and usage of criterion-referenced tests. In this unit, we will consider

two examples where'criteriow-referenced tests are used to serve a

Variety of instructional purposes.

ta
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9.1 Introduction

The primary-PUrPiiiie of the unit is to introduce readers'to the

nature of individualized instructional programs and to two testing

programs that._aye- in wide use:m-IndividiallY-Priecribed Instruction

(Glaser, 1968) and Mastery LearnitiK (Block, 1971; Bloom, 1976).

41 ..... ....

0
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9.2 Individualized Instructional Programs

The idea of developing instructional programs in our schools to

.
meet-individual-Student needs is not a new theme in American education

(Washburne, 1922), but it has been only since the early 1960's that

such programs have been implemented on any large-scale basis in the

r

schools.

The basic argument in favor of individualizing instruction comes

from a multitude of research and evaluation studies that suggest that

students differ in interests, motivation, learning rate, gOals, and

capacity for learning, among other things; and, therefore, group-based

instruction on a common curriculum is inappropriate to meet their

educational needs. The necessity for change in our schools is evident

when it is noted, for example, that schools provide successful learning

experiences for only 'one-third of the students (Block, 1971).

The trend toward individualization of instruction in elementary

and secondary education and (to a lesser extent) in higher education

and technical education, has resulted in the 'development of a diverse

collection of attractive alternative models (Gibbons,-1970; Gronlund,

1974) that, according to their supporters, offer new approaches to

student learning that can provide almost all students with rewarding

school experiences.

In the relatively short period of time that large-scale individual-

ized instructional programs have been under development, much has been

learned about the construction of instructional materials, curriculum

design, and computer management (Baker, 1971.). However, until recently,

corresponding progress was not made in developing relevant testing methods

and decision procedures.
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One reason for a shortage of testing information was that measure-

ment requirements within the context of many of the new instructional

programs required new kinds of tests. These are criterion-referenced

tests, which are constructed and interpreted in ways quite different

from the norm-referenced tests with which most practitioners in the

field are familiar. Fortunately, much progress toward a theory and

practice of criterion-referenced testing has been made in recent years

and many of these developments have been described by Hambleton et al.

(1978), Millman (1974), and Popham (1978).

Since one of the major purposes of individualized programs is to

maximize the opportunity for all students to learn, it follows that tests

used to monitor student progress should be keyed to the instruction presented.

Furthermore, they should provide information that can be used to measure

progress along an absolute achievement continuum. Norm-referenced tests are

constructed specifically to facilitate the making of comparisons among students;

hence, they are not very well-suited for making most of the instructional

decisions required in individualized instructional programs.
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9.3 Instructional Models Under Consideration

f a

Cronbach (1967) discussed three major patterns of dealing with

individual differences that provide a framework for the instructional

programs considered in this unit. Patterns of dealing with individual

differences in schools can be described in terips of the extent to which

educational goals and instructional methods are varied. In one pattern,
tio

the educational goals and instructional methods are relatively fixed

and inflexible. Individual differences are handled mainly by dropping

students from a program when they begin to encounter difficulty. In a

second pattern, goals are selected for students on the basis of interest

and potential, and the students are channeled into one fixed program or

another. Individual differences are handled by providing multiple

optional programs. Programs described in this unit fit into a third

pattern where goals and instructional resources are individualized for

the purpose of maximizing learning and development. Although there are

hundreds upon hundreds of versions of instructional programs that would

fit into this third pattern of irividualizing'instruction, the two

programs we have selected incorporate most, if not all, of the forms

of testing that are likely to be found in an individualized instr. ctional

program.

Our concern is with individualized instructional programs that

include a specification of the curriculum in terms of bb-

jectives, detailed diagnosis of the entering competencies of students,

the availability of multiple instructional resources, iudivguarpacing,

and sequencing of material, as well as the careful monitoring of student

progress. Thus, our concern is with the most highly structured individual-

ized instructional programs that require substantially more testing than

other individual programs, such as the open-classroom plan.
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_.- 9.4 Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI)

The.Learning Research and Development Center.(LRDC) at the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh initiated the Individually Prescribed Instruction

°Pro ect during the early 1960's at the Cakleaf School, in cooperation

with the Baldwin-Whitehall Public School District (fear Pittsburgh. As

of 1974, the IPI program had been adopted by over 250 schools around

the country. We are not aware .of any more recent count.

6 9.4.1 Instructional Paradigm

Although the instructional paradigm and the corresponding test

model are discussed in the context of the IPI mathematics program, the

procedures, techniques, etc., described, are also applicable for the

other content areas covered in the program. In addition, it should be

noted that the mathematics program as implemented is probably somewhat

different from that described here, since the LRDC is constantly re-r

fining and improving the program (Lindvall, personal communication).

Cooley and Glaser (1969) reported that"the mathematics curriculum

consists of 430 specified instructional objctives. These objectives

are grouped into 88 units. (In the 1972'version of the program, there

were 359 objectives organized into 71'units.) Each unit is an instruct'

tional entity, which the student works through at any one time. There

are 5 objectives per unit, on the average, the range being 1 to 14.

A collection of units covering different subject areas in mathematics

comprises a level; the leVel may be thought of as rouihly comparable to

school grades. The number of objectives for each unit' in the IPI mathe-

matics curriculum is presented in Table 9.4.1.
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Table 9.4.1
Number of Objectives for Each Unit in the IN Mathematics Curriculum'

Content Area

Levels

A B C D E F G H

Numeration 12 10 8 8 8 3 8 4

Place Value 3 5 10 7 5 2 1

Addition 3 10 5 8 6 2 3 2

Subtraction 4 6 3 1 3 1

Multiplication 8 11 10 6 3

Division 7 7 9 5 5

Combination of Processes 6 5 7 4 5 6

Fractions 3 2 4 6 6 14 5 2

Money 4 4 6 4 1

Time 3 2 7 9 5 3 1

Systems of Measurement 4.. 3 5 7 3 2

Geometry 2 2 3 9 10 7 9

Special Topics 1 3 3 5 4 5

Reproduced by permission from Lindvall, Cox, and Bolvin (1970).
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A teacher is faced with -the problem of locating, for students, that

point in the curriculum where they can most profitably begin instruction.

Also, a teacher is responsible forthe continuous diagnosis of_student

mastery as students sroceed through their programs of study.,

'At the beginning of each school year, a teacher places a student

within the curriculum; that is, a teacher identif4es the units in each

content area for which, instruction is required. After completing the

gross placement, a single unit is.selected as the starting point for

instruction, and a diagnostic instrument is administered to assess the

.student's cdipetenciees'on objectives within the unit. The outcome of

the unit test is information appropriate for prescribing instruction

on each objective in the unit. In addition, it is also necessary to

select the particular set of resources for a student. In theory, resources

that match the individual's "learning style" are selected. Within each

unit, there are short tests to monitor the student's progress. Finally,

upon completion of initial instruction in each unit, assessment and diag-

nostic testing takes place. 4,n the next section, the tests and the

mechanisms for makillg these decisions are reviewed.

9.4.2 Testing Model Description

Various research reports over the last couple of years have dealt

with the testing model and its' development (see, for example, Glaser &

Nitko, 1971). A flow chart of the testing model is presented in Figure 9..1.

To monitor a student through the program the following tests are used:

Placement tests, unit pretests, unit posttests, and curriculum-embedded

tests. All of the tests are criterion-referenced, with performance

the tests compared to performance standards for the purpose of decision-

making. 5 0

A.
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Placement Test

Taken

One specific unit
selected for study

Unit Pretest
Taken

Pass all skill:\

14

I
(Fail one or
More skills

45(

Prescription developed
for one skill in unit

Student works on
instructional materials

for one skill

CET for skill
taken

Pass CET Fall CET

Pass CET for last
unmastered skill

Unit Posttest
Taken

Pass all skills Fail one or
more skills

Figure 9.4.1. Flow chart of steps in monitoring student
progress in the IPI program. (Reproduced,

by permission, from Lindvall and Cox, 1969.)
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Let us now consider in detail the four kinds of tests and the

method for student diagnosis.

Placement Tests.

necessary to place the

in each of the content

When a new student enters the program, it is

student at the appropriate level of instrtetion

areas. (Glaser & Nitko, 1971, called this stage-

one placement this is ddne by administering a

placement test that covers all of the subject areas at a particular level(See

Table 9.4.1). Factors affecting the selection of a level for placement

testing of a student include student age, past performance, and teacher

judgment. Generally, the placement test covers the most difficult or

most characteristic objectives within each area. Placement tests are

administered until a unit profile identifying a student's competencies

within each area is complete. At present, the somewhat arbitrary 80-85%

proficiency level is used for most tests in the IPI system.

Student test scores on items measuring objectives in each unit and

area in the placement test are used to develop a program of study. The

standard procedure is to assign a student to instruction on units in

which placement test performance on items measuring a few representative

k,bjectives in the units is between 20% and 80%. If the score is less

than 20% for a given unit, the unit test in the area at the next lowest

level is administered and the same criterion is applied. In the case

where a student has a s'-ve of 80% or over, testing the unit in the, area

at the next highest level is initiated.

Next we will consider an example. In Table 9.4.2 are shown the test scores

of a typical student. The first tests administered to the student are those

measuring objectives in Level E. What instruction will be prescribed? What

additional testing should be done?
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Table 9.4.2

A Set of Criterion-Referenced Test Scores
for a Typical Student

Content Area C
-Level Test-
D E F

Numeration 60%

Place Value 90% 60%

Addition 60%

Subtraction 60%

Multiplication ,30%

Division 25%

Combination of Processes 5%

Fractions 90% - 10%

Money 50%
I.

Time 0% 10%

Systems of Measurement 85% 40% 0%

Geometry 30%

Special Topics 30%
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Example

On the basis of the rules described above, it is likely

that the student:

1. would be prescribed instruction at level E in the areas

of numeration, addition, subtractionmultiplication,
division,.combination of processes, money, geometry,

and special topics, and

.2. would receive the level F placement tests in

place value and fractions.

3. If the student-scores 60% and 10% in place values and

fractions respectively, the student would be assigned

to receive instruction at level F in place value and

probably level E in fractions.

4. The student would also be administered the level D

placement tests in the areas of time and systems of

measurement.

5. If the student's scores were 0% and 40% in.the areas

of time and systems of measurement, respectively, the

student would receive a still lower placement test in

the area of time and would We prescribed instruction

at level D in systems of measurement.

6. If the student scores 85% on the level C placement

test in the area of time, the student would be

assigned to level D for instruction.

In order to acquire some information on the average length of the

tests, the level E placement tests of the 1972 edition of the IPI program

were selected and examined. Analysis revealed that, on the average,

there are 12 items measuring the objectives in each area (with a range of

from six to 20).

In summary, the placement test has the following characteristics:

It provides a gross level of achievement for any student in the curriculum,
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and it provides information for proper placement of students in the cur-

riculum.

Unit Pretests and Posttests. Having rec6ived an initial prescrip-

tion of units, a student proceeds next to take a pretest for a unit at

-the lowest-level of mastery-in- his/her-profile.- --(G1-a-ser-&--Nitkol---1974-

call this stage-two placement testing.) A unit pretest includes one or

more items to measure each objective in the unit. A review of the unit

pretests and posttests in level E revealed that the approximate number of

items on antest is 37 (the range is from 21 to 64).and the average number

of items measuring each objective is six (the range is from four to seven).

Lindvall and Cox (1969) report that the length of a pretest is determined

by the number of objectives in the instructional unit and by the number

of items used to test each objective. No fixed number of items to measure

each objective is used because of the diverse nature of the objectives.

For example, they note that ". . . an objective like 'the pupil can solve

simple addition problems involving all number combinations' will require

more items than would an objective like 'the pupil must select which of

three triangles is equilateral' (p. 175)."

A student is prescribed instruction in each objective in the unit

for which he/she fails to achieve an 85% mastery level of the pretest.'

In the case where students demonstrate mastery of each objective, they

are moved on to the next unit in their profiles, where they again take a

pretest.

The unit posttests are simply alternate forms of the unit pretests

and are administered to students as they complete instruction on the

'A mastery score on each objective for a student is calculated as
the percentage of items on the test measuring the objective that the
student answers correctly.
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unit.. A student receives a mastery score for each objective in the unit. He/

She is required to repeat_ instruction on any objective where he/she fails

to achieve an 85% mastery score. The student is directed to the next unit

in his/her profile if he/she demonstrates mastery on each objective covered in

the unit posttest. The next unit prescribed is almost always one at the

_lowest level of mastery (or grade level). Those who repeat instruction

on oneAn more of the objectives must take the unit posttest again before

moving on in their program.

In summary, pretests and posttests are available for each unit of

instruction. The proper pretest is administered on the basis of a stu-

dent's curriculum profile, and learning tasks for each objective (or

skill, as it is called in the IPI program) within the unit are assigned

.(ar notassigned).. .the_basis of .a student's performance on items mea-

suring the objective.

Curriculum-Embedded Tests. As the students proceed through a unit

of instruction, their progress is monitored. This is done by the use of

curriculum - embedded tests (CET). As used in the mathematics IPI program,

a CET is primarily a measure of performance on one specific objective.

There are usually several test items to meatUre the objective. A review

of the CETs in level E of the program revealed that there are, on the

average, about three items measuring the primary objective covered in the

CET. The range is from two to five items. If a student receives a score

of 85%, the student is permitted to move on to the next prescribed ob-

jective. Otherwise, the student is sent back for additional work before

taking an alternate form of the CET.

A second purpose of the CET is to assess, albeit in a fairly crude

way, whether or not the student has mastered the next objective in the
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specified sequence for studying the objectives covered in the unit.' If

the second objective included in the CET is not one the student has been

assigned to study, the student is moved on to be pretested on the second,

half of a CET that covers the next objective in the student's program of

study. Regardless of which CET a student takes, if a score of 85% or

over is achieved on the items tested, instruction on the objective is not

required. Essenti= is means that a student must score 100% since

there are normally only about two ttems included in the test to cover the

second objective. This additional pretesting of an objective in the CET

gives students a chance to demonstrate mastery of new skills not speci-

fically covered in the instruction up to that print and to eliminate that

instruction from their programs.

Student Diagnosis. Once the student has been assigned to a unit of

instruction and the objectives for which instruction is needed have been

identified from the unit pretest data, there still remains the problem of

deciding which of several instructional methods is "optimal." That is,

of the available instructional methods for a particular instructional unit,

in which of them would a student with a known background in the program,

and specific goals, interests, and aptitudes, stand the "best" chance of

learning the material? Glaser and Nitko (1971) call this a diagnostic

decision.

9.4.3 Summary Comments

The Individually Prescribed Instruction program is a highly structured

system of individualizing instruction that has become a model for liter-

ally hundreds of other developers of individualized programs.
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9.5 Mastery Learning

The mastery learning concept was introduced to American schools

in the 1920's with the work of Washburne (1922) and others in the format

of the Winnetka Plan. The program flourished in the 1920's; however,

without the technology to sustain a successful program, interest among

____Lde_velopera__and_implementers..steaday_diuktnishe.d (Blockj, 1971). According

to Block (1971), mastery learning was revived in the form of programmed

instruction in the late 1950's in an attempt to provide students with

instructional materials that would allow them to move at thei- own pace

and receive constant feedback on their level of mastery. But -)13 .ammed

instruction was not effective for all students, and so, in an attempt to

handle individual differences better, Bloom (1968) and his students

(Airasian, 1971; Block, 1971,) improved on the standard programmed in-

struction model by combining it with a model of school learning developed

by Carroll (1963, 1970). Carroll's model of school learning provided the

conceptual framework for more effective handling of individual differences

within an objective-based curriculum. In brief, Carroll's model states

that the level of mastery reached by a student on any instructional task

or school objective is a function of the time actually spent learning the

material and the amount of time the student needs to master the material.

The amount of time a student actually spends learning the material depends

on two factors--time allowed, and perseverance. The amount of time needed

by the student is dependent on three factors aptitude, quality of the

instructional materials, and the student's ability to understand the

instructional materials. Carroll goes on to explain how these five factors

interact to effect student success in school learning.
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Since Bloom's original-paper in 1968 describing mastery learning,

a considerable amount of mastery learning research has been conducted,

and the results suggest that the mastery learning model can be easily

and inexpensively implemented in courses at any level of education and

in a wide range of content areas (Block, 1970). In particular, Block

(1971) notes that the best results have been obtained when the course

requires either minimal prior learning, or previous learning, which all

or almost all of the students possess.. In addition, various research

findings have shown better results in courses when the content is highly

structured and sequential in nature. The mastery learning model has

been used successfully now with more than 100,000 students in elementary,

secondary, and college-level courses. The 100,000 figure is a conserva-

t iv one. Mastery learning programs are being introduced all over the

world, and it is no longer possible to keep up with-the scope and size

of each.

The outstanding features of mastery learning appear to be that it

is easily implementabie, does not require the use of a computer to manage

instruction, and is appropriate for almost any content area. Also, if

mastery learning is carried out properly, previous research suggests that

students will achieve higher scores and have more interest and a better

attitude toward school.

9.5.1 Instructional Paradigm

The curriculum is organized into units of instruction defined by

homogeneous clusters of objectives. Initial instruction on the

objectives covered in the unit is group-based. In this respect, mastery

learning is structurally different from IPI. For each unit, one or more

criterion-referenced tests, called formative tests, are used to assess
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mastery of the objectives. These tests administered immediately

following the completion of the group-based instruction. Indio ualiza-

tion is handled via supplemental materials, feedback, and corrective

techniques, applied to students who fail to achieve the defined level

mastery on the test items covering the unit objectives. Following the

last unit of instruction in the course, a final test covering a repre-

sentative sample of course objectives is administered, and the data used

for grading purposes.

In describing the mastery learning model, Mayo (1970) notes that:

1. Students are made aware of course and unit expectations, so

that they view learning as a cooperative rather than as a

competitive venture.

2. Standards of mastery are set in advance for the students,

and grading is in terms of absolute performance rather than

relative performance.

3. Short diagnostic tests are used at the end of each instruc-

tional unit.

4. Additional learning is prescribdd for those who Jo not

demonstrate unit mastery.

5. Additional time for learning is prescribed to students who,:

seem to need it.

In summary, there are many variations on the basic mastery model,

as originally proposed by Bloom (1968). For example, different imple-

menters tend to vary in the extent to which feedback/correction proce-

dures are available and used (Block, 1971). In the next section, the

decision points in the program will be considered.
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9.5.2 Testing Model Description

Block (1971) notes that "To individualize instruction within the

context of ordinary group-based instruction, mastery learning relies

heavily on the constant flow of feedback information to teacher and

learner (p. 9)." However, it would seem that there is substantially less

testing in a mastery learning program than in IPI. A flow chart of the

testing model is shown in Figure 9.5.1.

As compared to IPI, there is no placement testing, and unit pre-

testing and curriculum-embedded testing are not emphasized.. Unit post-

testing and final assessment represent the two major kinds of testing

in the program. Tests to achieve these two purposes are called "formative"

and "summative" tests, respectively. Formative tests, or unit posttests

as they are called in IPI, are not used for grading. The student data

derived from a formative test is used exclusively for diagnosing learning

difficulties.

Formative Tests. A formative test, or alternately called a diagnostic-

progress test, is a criterion-referenced test that is designed to cover

the, objectives over a unit of instruction in the mastery learning program.

It is used to determine whether or not a student has mastered the material

and to serve as a basis for prescribing supplemental work in areas where

the student is weak (Airasian, 1971). It is expected also, that the test

will reinforce the learning of high-achieving students. Implementers of

the mastery learning model have set the passing standard anywheye from

75% to 100%. There is no set number, of items or format suggested to

measure each objective; in addition, there is a suggestion that instruc-

tional decisions are made on the basis of responses to individual items.
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Unit in program
selected for study

r

Group-based instruction

on. the objectives

in the unit

Pass all skills Fail one or
more skills

Free study
time, tutoring
others, etc.

Prescription developed:
Use of alternative

resources

Last unit of
instruction?

Yes

Final assessment:
Sumative Test

....._

Figure 9.5.1. Flowchart of steps in monitoring student progress
in a typical versionofamastery learning program.



The formative tests in mastery learning represent the key to

individualizing instruction since it is on the basis of the scores on

these tests that individualization of instruction can take place. Units

are kept small so that unit testing takes place frequently in order to

increase the effectiveness of,the individualization of instruction com-

ponent of the program.

Although it remains an unresolved problem, the matter of setting

mastery levels or cutting scores, by which students can be separated

into mastery and non-mastery states on the basis of their performance

on test items designed to measure objectives included in the criterion-

referenced tests, has been more actively researched in the context of

the mastery learning program than anywhere else. In addition to the

usual concern for setting mastery levels high enough to guarantee that

students will have the necessary preparation to begin the next segment

of instruction, Block (1970) has noted that, in mastery learning, the

mastery level is set in a way that will maximize interest in and attitude

toward learning. Some interesting controlled research studies have

revealed that a mastery level of about 80-85% is substantially better

than a level that is higher or lower. Block's results suggest that setting

. mastery levels high (95%) may be best for cognitive learning but, in the

long run, positive attitudes and interest in the subject are less likely

to develop. With a reduction in the mastery level to 85%, there was a

reduction in cognitive learning, but selected affective outcomes were

maximized. If the mastery level is set lower than 80-85%, students do

not usually have sufficient mastery of the skills to proceed effectively

with the instruction.
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Summative Tests. The primary purpose of the summative test in

the mastery learning model is to grade students on the basis of their

achievement of course objectives. The items in the test are keyed to

objectives and are-selected to be representative of the 'total pool of.

course, objectives. A criterion-referenced interpretation of the scores

is recommended. Bloom (1971) proposed that cutting points be located

on the ability continuum and that grades should be assigned on the'

basis of a student's position on the continuum and not relative to other

students in the Course. A norm-referenced interpretation of the sdbres

is also possible.

Assignment to Instructional Modes. A key part of the mastery

learning program is the availability of an extensive number of instruc-

tional methods for use by students who fail to demonstrate mastery gr
4

the objectives covered on the formative test. A foimative testis ad-
,

v

ministered at the end of the group-based instruction on the Ainit. objectives.

Among the alternative resources that are typically available to

the student are: Small-group problem sessions, individual tutoring, and

alternative learning materials, such as alternate textbooks, workbookS,,

RrogrAmed instruction, audiovisual methods, academic games and puzzles,

and reteaching. ti

The developers of the program have left the decision on the appro-

-priate instructional cor
A
rectives to the student. It is expected that,

through experimentation with many of the instructional correctives, the

student will eventually learn which is "belst." This would seem.to be a

very realistic solution to the problem because of Ole shortage of avail-

able data on the appropriate matches between student characteristics and

instructional correctives.

I.
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9.5.3 Summary

Mastery learning is less different from conventional instruction

than IPI since initial instruction on objectives in a mastery learning

program is group-based and final grades are asstred. On this latter

point, however, it should be noted that because of the organization of

the curriculum and the approach to test development and test score

interpretation, it is unlikely that the final assessment is as threaten-

ing a situation to the student as it usually is in more conventional

programs. As compared to conventional instructional programs, mastery

learning programs include features such as individual pacing, the fre-

quent use of criterion-referenced tests on small units of instruction

to diagnose learning problems, and feedback /corrective techniques.
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9.6 Summary

The successful implementation of an individualized instructional

program depends, in part, upon the availability of appropriate testing

and decision-making procedures to monitor student-progress. In this

unit we have described and compared the testing models of two of the

best known and widely adopted instructional programs: IPI, and Mastery

-Learning.
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10.0 Overview of the Unit

The purpose of this unit is to introduce practitioners to several

important new developments, and tcci several. important criterion-referenced

testingtopics that_have not been satisfactorily resolved.
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10.1 Important Developments and Areas for
Further Research and Development

One of the most pressing problems for measurement specialists in

the 1970's has been the necessity to produce criterion-referenced test

technology and instruments--quickly!Unfor,tunately, the desire of many

individuals, organizations, and agencies to use criterion-referenced

tests has far exceeded the testing profession's ability to produce test
tt

development standards and high quality instruments to meet this need.

As a consequence, classroom teachers have been using "home-made" or

commercially prepared criterion-referenced tests (which, in most in-

stances, should be called "objectives-referenced tests") of undetermined

quality to make instructional decisions; program evaluators (recognizing

shortcomings of norm-referenced tests in program evaluation activities)

have been constructing criterion-referenced tests based on the "best"

principles they can find in a body of literature that is confusing,

_contradictory, and massive in size (with more unpublished than published

papers being circulated); and professional licensing organizations have

been grappling with issues such as test score validity and determination

of cut-off scores, in the midst of complicated legal actions by the

courts. All of the above, as well as many other factors, have contributed

to a highly unsettled and volatile situation.

It appears now that there is sufficient theory and practical guide-

lines for implementing at least adequate criterion-referenced testing

40
programs in situations as far ranging as objectives-based instructional

programs at the classroom level, program evaluations at the district and

statewide level, and competency-based certification programs at the state

and national level.
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What important criterion-referenced testing developments and areas

;for research have emerged? There appear to be several. One, behavioral

objectives are being replaced by "amplified objectives" (Millman, 1974)

or domain specifications (Popham, 1978). This shift is one of the most

important developments-because it has implications for the quality of the

descriptions that can be made from criterion-referenced test scores.

Objectives-referenced tests are being produced by many schools and com-

mercial test publishers, and these tests have value, but they do not per-

mitzeneralizations from the test scores. Since it is likely that

objectives-referenced tests will continue to be produced, it is important

for consumers to be familiar with both criterion-referenced tests and

objectives-referenced tests and the proper interpretations of scores

derived from each type of test. At this stage, there are only a few

good examples of domain specifications. These are available from James

Popham, Eva Baker and staff at the Center for the Study of Evaluation

at UCLA, and Richard Anderson and several of his colleagues at the

University of Illinois. Many more domain specifications are under

development at various sites around the country, and more will come

because the Basic Skills G,,roup at the National Institute of Education

has specified the area as one of its priorities.

Two, the role and process of item analysis in test development

work seem substantially more clear now. Our review of emerging trends

in this area suggests that two types of information should by.: collected:

Item ratings (obtained from any one of many possible formats) of content

specialists, and item statistics (of a wide variety of kinds) derived

from samples of examinee test item responses. Content specialists need

to address two basic questions. One, are the domain specifications clear
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to potential users and item writers? Two, is the sample of items selected

for inclusion in a criterion-referanced.,test representative of the items

defined by a domain specification? On the other hand, item statistics

derived from examinee response data may be used to detect "flaws" (for

example, technical flaws in items, such as ambiguous wording). A key

point emerging from recent literature is that item statistics should

not usually be used in item selection since such.a strategy introduces
Aq

a "bias" that could reduce the validity of scores derived from such a

test. The one important exception to the rule occurS'i/hen the single

v purpose of a test is to produce scores to make mastery/non-mastery

decisions. A better test can be obtained if test items\which discriminate

in the region of the desired cut-off score are selected.:,

Three, a significant development is the recognition of the need

for construct validation studies with criterion-referenced tests (Linn,

1977; Messick, 1974). The size of the test development project will

influence the scope and number of construct validation studies, but

clearly more work is needed in this area than has been done in the

past. Experimental studies, factor analyses, and investigations of

potential sources of low test score validity represent directions for

this future research. The limit of these studies will'be the level'of

creativity and ingenuity of the researchers involved (Hambleton, 1977b).

Four, with respect to the technical topics of test length and

reliability, there are numerous useful contributions available. More

work seems to be needed though with regard to assumptions underlying

these technical developments, but generally the work in these areas

is sound.
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The matter of determining cut-off scores seems less clear at this

time (see, for example, Glass, 1978). Aside from the concern about whether

cut-offiscores should ever be used, at present there are few procedures'

for sorang.through the numerous approaches for determining cut -off scores

for the,purpose of selecting one. Implementation strategies for nearly

all of the approaches are also lacking.

.--.- . .

Five, there are numerous Bayesian statistical method contributions

offered for improving the precision of domain score estimation and allo-

cating examinees to mastery states. The decision-theoretic procedure

outlined earlier provides a framework within which Bayesian statistical

methods can be employed with criterion-referenced tests. The incorporation

of losses introduces the decision-maker's values into the decision pro-

cess. The Bayesian methods incorporate the prior knowledge of the deci-

sion maker and utilize the data'from all examinees, thereby effectively

increasing the amount of information the decision maker has without re-

quiring the administration of additional test items. There are a growing

number of impressive results to support continued activity in this area

(for example, Hambleton, Hutten, and Swaminathan, 1976; Novick and Jackson,

1974; Novick and Lewis, 1974). However, questions about the overall

gains that might accrue in view of the complexity,of the procedures, the

robustness of the Bayesian models in testing situations where the under-

lying assumptions of the model are not met (for example, when one has

very short tests), and the sensitivity of the Bayesian models to the

specification of priors, need to be addressed.

Six, a problem which has not been studied at all in the context of

criterion-referenced testing, is an instance of the bandwidth-fidelity
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dilemma (Cronbach and Gleser, 1965). When faced with making a number

of decisions of varying importance, and with a limited amount of testirig

time available, how does a test developer go about: determining the "best"

distribution of testing time? Does one try to collect considerable test

%), data to make the few most important decisions, or does one try to dis-
9

tribute the available testing time in such a way as to collect a little

information relative to each decision? A solution to this problem is

required for an efficient testing program. Determination of test lengths

for each domain without regard for the size and-scope of the total testing

program could produce,a serious imbalance between testing and instructional

time.
;./

Seven, when a set of objectives can be arranged into a learning

hierarchy, the strategy of branched testing would seem to offer consider-

able potential for decreasing the amount of testing while improving its

quality (Ferguson, 1969; Hambleton and Eignor, 1977; Spineti and Hambleton,

1977; and Wood, 1973). Some of the practical problems have been resolved

in the Pittsburgh IPI Program so that the technique can now be used on a

limited basis. Nevertheless,-many problems remain before adoption should

or can proceed on a large-scale basis. For example, it will be necessary

to develop a nonautomated modified version of branched testing for schools

without computers. Also, we need to know more about setting starting

places, step sizes, stopping rules, etc., before branched testing can be

used effectively.

Other matters requiring attention (offered without elaboration) are

techniques for reporting criterion-referenced test score information

(Ferguson and Novick, 1973; Millman, 1970); the use of norms with criterion-
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referenced tests (PoOham, 1976); applications of latent trait models for

the construction of criterion-referenced tests,"and evaluations and inteipre-
.

tationi of these criterion-referenced test scores; and the nature and

. ,

scope of training programs for criterion-refgrenced test developers and

users (Hambleton, 1977a).

Consideration was giv6 in our units to topics' such as 'preparing

objectives, developing, and validating tests, determining reliability,

setting cutting scores, and using criterion-referenced test scores.

.Hopefully, our materials will facilitate the continued developient and

improvement of criterion-referenced testing. While our list of suggested

research and development' activities above is not intended to S'e compre-

hensive, problem areas suggested'above are among the more important ones

requiring resolution in the .coming years. Our list should be useful as

a guide for directing some future work.

In Conclusion, there are few criterion-referenceci tests available

that can meet today's standards for test development, validation, and

usage. The good news is that the technology is fiow sufficiently well-

developed to improve this situation. It.willbe interesting to see what

happens.

548
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